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ABSTRACT

The dissertation is a history of Louis Sullivan's

Carson-Pirie-Scott Building in Chicago, originally the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store, built 1899-1904. Carson-

Pirie-Scott was the last major structure designed by

Sullivan and has long been considered a pivotal work in

the history of modern architecture.

The study documents the origins of Sullivan's design

in the context of the architecture and urban development

of Chicago's main shopping street, State Street. As one

of a number of department stores built along this commer-

cial street in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,

Carson-Pirie-Scott was at the center of a transformation

of urban life. Rapid change in the scale and character

of commercial architecture on State Street was linked to

changes in retailing practice, building technology, and

transportation. The thesis shows how designs for depart-

ment stores by architects such as Jenney and Mundie,

Burnham and Root, and Holabird and Roche responded to
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these distinctly modern conditions. Adler and Sullivan's

early renovations of a pre-existing Schlesinger and Mayer

Store and the character of the client firm are studied in

relation to Sullivan's drawings and the executed scheme

for the new building.

Carson-Pirie-Scott is analyzed in relation to the

culture of shopping and the architecture of commercial

streets as these had developed in Chicago and elsewhere

by the turn of the century. Sullivan's design was linked

to the development of the show window as a mode of decora-

tive art, and to the emergence of the department store as

a new use type with both modern and festive associations.

Carson-Pirie-Scott's exterior and special interior spaces

responded to expectations for the architecture of these

commercial institutions. Sullivan's building is compared

to earlier development of the department store in New York

and Paris, as well as neighboring stores on State Street.

As a work representative of its place and period,

Carson-Pirie-Scott also emerged from a regional school of

architectural thought. Reconstruction of the theoretical

position of Sullivan and his Chicago contemporaries shows

how their understanding of their art may have developed

from that of earlier theorists of the 19th century, includ-

ing Ruskin, Semper, and Viollet-le-Duc. Analysis of the

writings of Sullivan, Adler, Root, Jenney, and Wright also

suggests how their view of architecture was linked to
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fundamental changes in the practice of building in Chicago

in the late 19th century. Their attitude toward the

possibility of a new art and craft of the machine may be

understood as a response to the rapid. development of both

materials and techniques of commercial construction.

Sullivan's attempt to work creatively with these new

conditions of his art is demonstrated in the design of

Carson-Pirie-Scott.

There is a final assessment of the building in rela-

tion to Sullivan's development as an architect. Study of

selected earlier works, including the Rothschild Store,

the Wainwright Building, the Chicago Stock Exchange Build-

ing, the Gage facade, and the later Van Allen Store lends

comparative perspective on the place of Carson-Pirie-Scott

within Sullivan's oeuvre. These buildings are compared

to related works by other Chicago architects to suggest

how Sullivan's individual artistic personality evolved in

the context of surrounding developments. Sullivan's vision

of the role of architecture in modern civilization is

considered.

The'sis Supervisor: Stanford Anderson
Title: Professor of History and Architecture
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CHAPTER I

CRITICISM AND HISTORIOGRAPHY OF CARSON-PIRIE-SCOTT,

SULLIVAN AND THE CHICAGO SCHOOL

Since its own time Carson-Pirie-Scott has been understood

as a work of modern architecture. Contemporaries viewed

the completion of the building in 1903 as one event within

an ongoing development of new forms in Chicago architecture

and in the work of Louis Sullivan since the 1880s. Since

the appearance of this work, critics and historians have

offered alternative assessments of its importance and the

degree to which it can be considered representative of

Sullivan's and Chicago's contribution to architecture in this

century. The appropriation and neglect of Carson-Pirie-Scott

in successive accounts reveals the evolution of attitudes

toward the idea of a modern architecture over the past eighty

years. Study of the building's historiography clarifies the

relation between American and European views about the roles

of Chicago in the course of architecture since 1900. For

these reasons this account of Carson-Pirie-Scott's origins

begins with a resume of critical thought about the building,

and the place of Sullivan and Chicago within the international

development of a new architecture.

By 1890 critics acknowledged that Chicago possessed

characteristic conditions enabling innovation in building.

Observers from eastern cities and from Europe remarked on

the distinct combination of factors that were shaping Chicago

1
as an urban environment. As the regional center of the mid-

west the city was then undergoing a demographic expansion of
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phenomenal rapidity and scope. Between 1870 and 1900 Chicago

grew from a population of about 300,000 to over 3,000,000.

The prevailing impression of the city was of an ever multi-

plying concentration of inhabitants whose collective energy

and industry were evinced most strikingly in the number and

scale of commercial structures. Chicago's geographic posi-

tion had fostered its growth as the principal link between

the surrounding agricultural prairie and the eastern United

States. Since its beginnings the economic life of Chicago

had centered around the exchange of commodities between these

sections of the country. The city's origins as a frontier

settlement early in the nineteenth century and the circum-

stances of its growth as a center of commerce and transporta-

tion had nurtured the values of utility and economy to an

extreme degree. Among its powerful circles these values

were complemented by a renowned public spiritedness, an

openness of mind, and high aspirations for the city's

future based on its expansive potential. These characteris-

tics of Chicago were the rudiments of a civilization whose

way of life and habits of mind were typified in its archi-

tecture and urbanism, the most representative artifact of

which was the tall business building.

The condition for the series of experiments in the build-

ing arts which led to the creation of the skyscraper was the

concentration of commercial activity within central Chicago

bounded by Lake Michigan on the east, the Chicago River on

the north and west, and the city's major railroad terminals

on the south (Figure 1). This confined commercial core of

WAWA"
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the city had been obliterated in the great fire of 1871.

The apparent disaster, however, stimulated vigorous invest-

ment in the downtown's reconstruction during the 1880s when

the history of Chicago's innovations in building began., In

this decade the combined effects of burgeoned population

growth of the whole city and areal limits to the expansion

of the central commercial district made Chicago real estate

an attractive focus for investment of local as well as

eastern capital. The financial criterion of maximizing

return on a given square footage of land encouraged a series

of experiments of tall structures which predated the use of

the steel frame. A characteristic early work was Burnham and

Root's Montauk Block of 1881 (Figure 2).2 This eight story

brick structure was designed around the principle of strictest

economy, providing the greatest amount of rentable office

space within the most utilitarian simplicity of form. The

Montauk' severity was prophetic of the character of Chicago

commercial architecture that followed the development of the

steel frame. The first successful experiment with this new

means of construction as a device for deriving maximum profit

from valuable commercial real estate was the Home Insurance

Building designed by William Le Baron Jenney in 1883-84 on

LaSalle Street, Chicago's main financial corridor (Figure 3).

The building was to serve as the western headquarters of the

Home Insurance Company of New York and provide an investment

for the company's capital. The client's original instructions

to Jenney specified that the building was to contain "the

maximum number of well-lighted small offices" necessitating

- ----------
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the use of very small piers, smaller, the clients anticipated,

than those necessary in masonry construction. Jenney's

solution was to enclose iron columns within small masonry

piers for protecting the structural metal from fire. The

system of construction was designed to minimize the proportion

of floor area occupied by the structure. The techniques for

assembling iron and steel members in the building were bor-

rowed from the engineering of railway bridges, which provided

the only existing models for skeletal frames of metal. Thus

the key structural innovation of Chicago architecture repre-

sented the covergence of conditions characteristic of modern

times: urbanization, which created the impetus for tall

construction via the medium of land values, and industrializa-

tion, which had developed steel as a new material for use in

railroads which proved adaptable to building. At the time

of their completion, buildings such as Jenney's were

interpreted as evidence of a regional modernity in the

architecture of Chicago. In 1891 Montgomery Schuyler wrote

of the city's new steel structures:

.Upon the whole these buildings, by far the
most successful and impressive of-the business
buildings of Chicago, not merely attest to the
skill of their architects, but reward their self-
denial in making the design for a commercial
building out of its own elements, however
unpromising these may seem; Hence it is that,
without showing anywhere any strain after
originality, these structures are more original
than structures in.which such a strain is evident...
The designer did not permit himself to.be diverted
from the problem at hand by a consideration of
irrelevant beauties of Roman theatres, or Florentine
palaces, or Flemish townhalls, and accordingly
the work is not reminiscent of.these nor of any
previous architectural types...4

Within this development of.commercial monumentality in
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Chicago, Adler and Sullivan in 1890 completed the Auditorium

Building whose architecture was proclaimed as representative

of the city's aspirations to that time (Figure 4). The

Auditorium at its unveiling was a symbol of Chicago's inten-

tion to become "the one great American city having a

civilization of its own, a sense of the beautiful in nature

belonging to itself, and ideas of applied art based upon its

own wants, its own ideas, its own appreciations."

Contemporaries asserted that the building as a step toward

cultural identity "explains the passionate attachment that

all feel for the Auditorium, which is of Chicago to the small-

est detail."5 The structure assumed the importance of a

cathedral to a medieval city. The completed work won for

Adler and Sullivan an immediate national and international

reputation. Critical response to the Auditorium may thus be

considered the starting point for assessments of Sullivan's

work within the context of Chicago's developments. Initial

reaction to the exterior of the building was mixed, as the

street front assumed the form of a commercial block whose

severity belied the festive nature of the theater as the

heart of the program. Yet the expressive power and

architectonic character of the base and tower were acknow-

ledged as demonstrations of Sullivan's abilities. His chief

renown, however, derived from the ornamentation of the interior

of the auditorium itself and other major public rooms.

Their spatial generosity and decorative enrichment earned for

the building a pre-eminent reputation as opera house and

hotel, surpassing the virtues of New York's Metropolitan
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Opera House opened in 1883. Adler and others drew particu-

lar attention to the ornamentation of the Banquet Hall

whose aesthetic they cited as representative of Sullivan's

intentions for the whole building (Figure 5). Adler wrote

of this room's "peculiar artistic conception and treatment,

at once aggressively unconventional and original and still

extremely delicately refined. In fact, the banquet hall is

the culmination of the boldness, originality and refinement

which are characteristic of the decoration of this building." 6

The polychromy, the woodwork, and the architectonic charac-

ter of the decor established Sullivan's reputation as the

voice of Chicago's aspiration for distinctly regional forms

of expression in art and architecture.

Though it marked the beginning of Adler and Sullivan's

important work, the Auditorium was among the last of the great

Chicago constructions that preceded the city's Columbian

Exposition of 1893. The building thus marked the closing of

an era when the aesthetic of commercial buildings had derived

primarily from the lithic character of Richardson's Romanesque.

The completion of the Auditorium coincided with the approval

of Chicago as the site for the World's Columbian Exposition

of 1893. The Exposition as an array of white classical buil-d-

ings (Figure 6) transformed national taste in architecture,

marking a decisive shift away from interest in Romanesque

forms. The renewal of enthusiasm for Greek and Roman prece-

dent coincided with the deaths of Richardson (1886) and John

Wellborn Root (1891), the most able designers in the Romanesque

mode. Within the historiography of American architecture,
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the Columbian Exposition has been understood to have cut

short a progressive development of Chicago architecture

represented by the Romanesque work of Root and Sullivan in

favor of a sudden revival of interest in the possibilities

of classicism. Sullivan's own account of the Fair in his

autobiography has been accepted as an accurate assessment

of its influence in favor of an academic reaction that

dominated American architecture for a fullgeneration after

1893.8 The effect of the Fair in Chicago itself is evident

in projects for civic architecture of the late 1890s such as

Henry Ives Cobb's Federal Post Office and Custom House of

1896 (Figure 7) which may be compared to Richard Morris

Hunt's Administration Building for the Fair. As the city's

first major public building after 1893, Cobb's structure was

described as "simple Corinthian classic," with light granite

walls and gilded dome recalling the imagery of the Exposition.

Chicago's Public Library (1897) and its Art Institute (1893)

both designed by Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge of Boston,

were similar monuments understood in their time to represent

the progress of the city's architecture toward a civic

classicism whose model had been the temporary buildings of

the fair grounds.

It was in this same period of the Exposition that

Sullivan achieved artistic maturity in his handling of the

novel problem of tall steel frame construction for commercial

building. Apart from the adaptation of classical forms to

public monuments, the principle architectural challenge of

the 1890s in both Chicago and New York was the development

MIMIRRRW
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of an appropriate aesthetic treatment for tall steel

structures. Though frame construction had originated in

Chicago before 1890, critics evaluated early attempts such

as Jenney's Home Insurance less as decisive achievements

for architecture than as suggestive experiments with a novel

way of construction. The early skyscrapers had raised but

not resolved the question of an aesthetic for the tall build-

ing. The scale and commercial character of such buildings

made them phenomena that designers found difficult to subsume

within existing conventions of architecture. In his essay

on "The Evolution of the Skyscraper" of 1903 Schuyler stated

the conceptual dilemma posed by this new structural type:

The skyscraper is a frame building and not a

concretion of masonry. There are almost no
precedents applicable to the expression of such a
structure in the whole of architectural history...
In fact, what the architects of skyscrapers are

called upon to do is to create a new architecture,
an architecture which in its problems has immensely
more affinities with modern engineering than with
historical architecture. 1 0

The work of Adler and Sullivan that drew the most critical

attention in the early 1890s was the Schiller Theater Building

(1891-92) in Chicago (Figure 8). The Schiller, as a

combination theater and office block, was the successor as

a type to the Auditorium. However, the newer structure employ-

ed a steel rather than an iron frame with the exterior as a

cladding of terra cotta in place of an encasement of granite

and limestone. The design of the Schiller stressed the

height of the building through the use of continuous vertical

lines in the elevation, with ornament developed at the street

and cornice levels. At the time of its completion, the
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Schiller Building, even more than Adler and Sullivan's

Wainwright Building (1890-91) in St. Louis, was considered

exemplary of the most progressive aesthetic direction for the

tall steel frame. In his review of American architecture of

1893, Sir Bannister Fletcher wrote of Sullivan's latest Chicago

work: "This building appeals to me as being the best designed

tall structure, not only in Chicago, but in the States...I take

it in fact that the Schiller Theater is in the same relation

to the new style of tall building as the Parthenon bears

to the architecture of Greece." 1 1

Sullivan's performance through the nineties did not always

garner unqualified praise, yet his work was consistently under-

stood to represent possibilities for future development whose

uniqueness in this respect made it worthy of attention. Such

a climate of critical expectations may have induced Sullivan to

collaborate with his friend Lyndon Smith to design the front of

the Bayard Building (1897) in New York (Figure 9). The project's

location enabled its reception, perhaps intended by Sullivan,

as a polemic contrast to the classically inspired architecture

of tall commercial structures in lower Manhattan. The Bayard

as a rational yet expressive treatment of the modern high

building did in fact succeed as a suggestive influence for

eastern architects' later works nearby. Russell Sturgis in-

cluded the Bayard as a notable work in his resume, "Good Things

in Modern Architecture" of 1898, characterizing the front as

exemplary of "the architectural treatment of the future metal

building of our cities in the form which it must pass through

if it is to reach any serious architectural success."
1 2
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The momentum of Sullivan's critical success thus con-

tinued to build after his separation from Dankmar Adler in

1895, and culminated just before the turn of the century

through his de facto leadership of the nascent Architectural

League of America founded in 1899. The League, as an

association of younger architects and draftsmen headquartered

in Chicago, adopted Sullivan's writings and buildings as the

embodiment of their aim to free themselves from the domina-

tion of academic architecture whose formally educated

practitioners had formed The Architectural League of New York

in 1881. Thus, by 1900, Sullivan had emerged as articulate

champion of an alternative architectural culture whose self-

consciously progressive ideology bespoke a reaction to

historicism based on the study of classical forms.13 In

conjunction with these aspirations of the League, Sullivan's

artistic position by the turn of the century had matured to

become a philosophical point of reference for a new archi-

tecture. Summarizing Sullivan's achievement to 1901, A.W.

Barker wrote that he had not only brought forth new works,

unlike what had gone before, but had more importantly establish-

ed an independent point of view which at the time was "one

of the few visible centers of organization of architectural

th6ught of this country." Barker offered this paraphrase of

Sullivan's credo as adopted by his followers-in the League:

The attempt to develop a living style from
the relics of one that is dead, fails, not
because the forms themselves are outworn, nor
because the masterpieces have lost any of their
power to interpret between us and those who
went before, but because, being constructed to
fill one need, they are not the logical expression
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of another, which in its turn must find
itself new forms, desired from its own
character...

A crystal is built on an inward law,
not in an external mold, and spontaneous
expression is of the same sort. So, if
the need that calls forth the work of
art is able to define itself, and is allowed
to work in freedom in its environment, a
form of beauty and dignity will result as
a matter of course.

The part of genius is to know this need,
and to measure it, to live and feel, to
have positive emotions, and as definite as
strong; emotions that will not satisfy
themselves in the forms which grow about
other ideas, but which build with regard
only to their own demand and the opportunities
of their environment.

This, we take to be the perennial foundation of art... 14

In the midst of such expectation Sullivan designed and

built the Schlesinger and Mayer Store as his last major work

of commercial architecture in Chicago (Figure 10). The

critical response to this building upon its completion was

rooted in the development of Sullivan's position and attitudes

toward his work over the previous fifteen years. During the

period of this project, Sullivan published the most succinct

and comprehensive statement of his position up to that time

in the form of the Kindergarten Chats, first serialized in

1901-02. Given the intensity of anticipation that centered

on his work by the turn of the century, Henry W. Desmond

prefaced his criticism of the completed Schlesinger and

Mayer Store stating that Mr. Sullivan at that moment occupied

"the unusually isolated position of the prophet, the fore-

runner, the intensely personal force.. .For let it be under-

stood, Mr. Sullivan is really our only Modernist. To say
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that he has invented a style would, of course, be to say too

much, but he has certainly evolved and elaborated a highly

artistic form of superficial surface expression in logical

connection with the American steel skeleton building."15

Thus the building itself came to be regarded by 1906 as the

work in which Sullivan had "carried his logic to extreme

lengths. It is a crystal palace of glass and masonry, over-

wrought with ornament-like flowers and frost. Here indeed

is a new architectural art, superior to l'Art Nouveau of

Europe in that it is born of reason and not of whim."16 In

1905 another critic praised the Schlesinger and Mayer Store

as evidence of the possibility that steel could be treated

as an architectural material with a system of expression

derived from its unique proportions and lightness. The

Schlesinger and Mayer Store was paired with Ernest Flagg's

Singer Building in New York (Figure 11) as works whose

architects "had not feared to discard conventional models and

to make modern structures in a modern way with modern means

and materials even as the ancient Greeks and Medieval masons

did, and like them, to even found a new style in architecture.
1 7

The Schlesinger and Mayer Building culminated the period

in which Sullivan's historical position was first consolidated

not only in America but in Europe. As early as 1901, A.W.

Barker had asserted that " since Richardson, no American

architect has attracted the interest of foreign critics to

the degree that Mr. Sullivan has. Recently, a Danish reviewer,

writing on the art of optimism, quoted his work to uphold his

belief that Europe would ultimately have to learn architecture
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in America, and French and English critics in general take

him much more seriously than his own countrymen."18 That

general European awareness of Sullivan extended to specific

interest in Carson-Pirie-Scott immediately upon its completion

is not easy to document. However, the building did receive

close attention from HendrikPetrus Berlage, Sullivan's

exact contemporary and counterpart as founder of modernism

in Holland. On his visit to America and Chicago in 1911,

Berlage was already familiar with the work of Sullivan and

Wright. William Purcell, who escorted Berlage around the

city, recalled that of all Sullivan's buildings, he was

particularly intrigued with Carson's, noting that " his

questions were very penetrating and concerned every aspect

of the building-- its plan, engineering, economic relations,

relation to the community, what people thought about, how the

designs were produced, what was the background of the people

who worked on it, the relation of Sullivan to his engineer--

nothing escaped the man's examination."A9 Berlage may have

included discussion of the building in his lecture tour of

Europe following his American trip, though no mention of

Carson-Pirie-Scott appears in his published accounts of the

journey's highlights.

In Chicago there continued to develop a body of commercial

and residential work by younger architects "working in a

similar and original manner, and actuated by identical

principles". 2 0 These designers who had emerged directly

from Sullivan's office or who had benefited from his local

inspiration, were first termed in 1908 the "Chicago School"
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of architecture, whose work was an aspiration toward

indigenous, appropriate forms that eschewed the use of any

of the historic styles. The pivotal nature of Sullivan's

example for his midwestern colleagues was that he had been

"the first man--in Chicago or anywhere else--who boldly cast

off the thralldom of precedent and treated the new condition

of structure in a frank and artistic manner."21 This assess-

ment of 1905 suggests the way in which Carson-Pirie-Scott,

finished the previous year, had emerged as the last of

Sullivan's definitive monuments which could be appropriated

for a regional school engaged in the cause of a new

architecture.

The historiography as opposed to the criticism of

Sullivan's contribution may be said to date from the era of

his death in 1924 which coincided with the publication of

his Autobiography of an Idea and a series of early compendia

on the history of American architecture.22 Sullivan's

obituaries and the immediately subsequent histories to 1928

document a shift in attitude toward the Chicago achievement

whose vitality by then had dissipated. Sullivan himself

stressed his contribution to the architecture of the tall

building as a structural novelty, a modern use type, and a

monumental form. However, neither he nor his chroniclers

23
cited Carson-Pirie-Scott among his important works. The

accounts of the twenties tended to isolate Sullivan's followers
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at the radical fringe of American developments. The work of

the Chicago School was interpreted as an anomaly which was

unrelated to a renewed interest in eclectic historicism.

In 1928 George Edgell, while acknowledging Sullivan's con-

tribution to the form of the skyscraper, argued that structural

expression was no longer the issue which should pre-occupy

its designers. Writing in the wake of the Chicago Tribune

Competition and the successful adaptation of historic styles

to a range of contemporary types, Edgell concluded that "More

classical formulae may be applied to (steel structure) with-

out producing reactionary work."24 Only one account mentioned

the Schlesinger and Mayer Store in passing, though not in

relation to Sullivan's major contribution to the tall build-

ing, but as an example of his characteristic foliate ornament.

The building was thus compared not with the earlier sky-

scrapers but with the Transportation Building of the World's

Columbian Exposition of 1893.25 Like Sullivan's writings,

the ornament at his death appeared as a worthy but discontinued

episode in the history of architecture which could be only

awkwardly discussed as precedent for the contemporary

mainstream.

At the same time Carson-Pirie-Scott had all but disap-

peared from historiography of American architecture, the

building and its contemporaries in Chicago were incorporated

into the first polemic histories of the modern movement in

Europe. Compendia of key monuments by Ludwig Hilbersheimer

(1927) and Bruno Taut (1928) cited Sullivan's last major

work as that most representative of his city's contribution
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to the new architecture. In his analysis of modernity,

Hilbersheimer noted that the centralization of business life

in metropolitan areas had created the department store as

the most characteristic of recent commercial building types.

He cited in particular the Wertheim store in Berlin by Alfred

Messel (Figure 12 ) whose vertical expression of piers and

gabled roof contrasted with the horizontal emphasis of

Sullivan's building. Hilbersheimer preferred the latter

work's articulation of story upon story for its clarity in

expressing the steel frame as a rational form of independent

cubic volumes. He criticized the Wertheim store as a roman-

ticization of the type whose lines contained reminiscence of

historic architectures. In contrast, Hilbersheimer maintained

that Sullivan's building continued the tradition of formal

horizontality of department stores deriving from the Bon

Marche of Paris, a tradition that continued to inform recent

variations such as Mendelsohn's Schocken department store in

Chemnitz (1929) (Figure 13).26 Thus, for Hilbersheimer,

Carson-Pirie-Scott fit within a tradition of structural expres-

sion uniquely associated with the department store as a

commercial type of both the 19th and 20th centuries. Taut

took a similar stance, extolling Carson-pirie-Scott as that

work most representative of Sullivan, whose whiteness and

rectilinearity prefigured the forms of the Bauhaus theoreti-

27cally derived from the same principle of functional expression.

European awareness of Chicago developments as precedent

and corrective for their own architecture soon inspired their

reconsideration by American historians sympathetic to the
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nascent modern movement. Lewis Mumford laid the foundation

for a new historiography in a series of lectures on American

art and architecture in the late nineteenth century first

published as The Brown Decades in 1931. Focussing on the

work of Richardson, Sullivan, and John Wellborn Root,

Mumford asserted that "between 1880 and 1895 the task and

method of modern architecture were clarified through the

example of a group of American architects whose consistent

and united efforts in this line antedated, by at least a

decade, the earliest similar innovations in Europe." 2 8  In

making a case for the American origins of modern architecture,

Mumford discussed several then obscure works which he con-

sidered anticipations of the Neue Sachlichkeit. Echoing

Hilbersheimer's account, Mumford cited "Sullivan's neglected

masterpiece, the old Schlesinger and Mayer (Carson-Pirie-

Scott and Company) Building." The building's"bold system

of horizontal windows" expressed the steel frame as "a

system of articulated cubes". This seemed to Mumford "a more

logical solution for the problem, more decisive in every

way...than his skyscrapers." 2 9

In 1933 the Museum of Modern Art mounted a small

exhibition entitled Early Modern Architecture in Chicago

1870-1910 as a sequel to its major show on the International

Style of 1932. The Chicago exhibition focused on the

technical and aesthetic development of the skyscraper, citing

the formative contributions of Richardson, Adler and

Sullivan, Burnham and Root, and others. MOMA'S choice and

characterization of monuments followed the historiographic
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schema developed by Mumford two years earlier. Sullivan's

designs from the Auditorium through the Schlesinger and

Mayer Building were described as "applying the basic stylis-

tic discipline of Richardson's Marshall Field Wholesale

Store to the new skeleton construction." Works such as the

Wainwright and Schiller Buildings were cited for their

emphasis on vertical lines, a stylism altered in the

Schlesinger and Mayer Building wherein Sullivan "found a

more logical expression of the underlying construction with

a scheme of wide windowed horizontality." 3 0 The implicit

assumption that these buildings represented an idealized

progression toward ever more rational forms accounts for the

exhibition's emphasis on Sullivan's last work. However,

this same assumption disavowed any romanticization of form

as illogical, describing Sullivan's cornices as "inexplicable"

and the base of the Schlesinger and Mayer store as "an

ornamental incrustation...excessive on a commercial build-

ing."31 The MOMA exhibition thus defined clarity of

expression to exclude consideration of forms that could not

be readily appropriated as precedents for the International

Style.

The reconsideration of Sullivan and Chicago prompted

by new awareness of the modern movement in Europe underlay

Hugh Morrison's biography of Sullivan published in 1935.

Morrison acknowledged the programs of MOMA and the writings

of Taut and Mumford as inspiration for his research into

Sullivan's life, yet his account displayed a sympathetic

__- - .. " _ ____ , - . . - I .- __ --. -1-1 1111--111_-_._- _-_ - --- ...... wiw
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balance and concern for evidence that distinguish it from

polemic.32 Morrison characterized Carson-Pirie-Scott as

"of equal significance with the Wainwright Building ... ,

and as revolutionary and influential (a) solution in its

field as was the Wainwright Building in the field of office

structures." He noted that as an aesthetic choice the

horizontality of the Carson-Pirie-Scott Building was unique

to its function as a department store. He concluded that

"therefore the great interest which the building has for

modern European critics as a forerunner of the'International

Style' is accidental."3 3  Morrison was also among the first

to reconsider the building's ornament for its virtuosity,

its technical execution, and its relation to window display.

The primary interest in Sullivan and Chicago architecture,

however, continued to be its role as prophetic for modern-

ism. Upon arriving in America and first visiting Chicago in

1938, Walter Gropius is said to have remarked that "had the

avant garde in Europe known the Carson-Pirie-Scott Building,

the evolution of modern architecture there might have been

accelerated by fifteen years.34 The fusion of the imagery

of Carson-Pirie-Scott with the polemic of the modern

movement is evident in Gropius'entry in the Chicago Tribune

Competition of 1922 (Figure 14). In this project the motif

of frame and fenestration derived from Sullivan's building

is incorporated into a vision of a glass skyscraper. It is

as if Gropius took the form of what he understood to be the

canonical work of early modern architecture in Chicago as an

historical reference for the design of this later assertion
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of the ideals of the modern movement in the same city. A

decade later Gropius' collaborative historian, Siegfried

Giedion, developed this sense of Chicago achievement in his

compendium on the sources and rationale of the modern

movement first published in 1941 as Space, Time, and

Architecture. In the tradition of Burckhardt and Woelfflin,

Giedion attempted to define conditions of the 19th and 20th

centuries that characterized the era as a period in the

history of European civilization. In identifying the Zeitgeist

of modernity Giedion focused on the phenomena of science

and mechanization. Given this historiographic schema,

American developments in general and the industrial growth

of Chicago in particular became important topics. Giedion

characterized the city's architecture and urbanism as the

representative crystallization of modern conditions. He

asserted that from 1880 through 1893, the business quarter

of Chicago was the center of architectural development not

merely for the United States but for the whole wurld where "for

the first time in the nineteenth century the schism between

construction and architecture, between the engineer and the

architect was healed.. .the Chicago School strove to break

through to pure forms, forms which would unite construction

and architecture in an identical expression."35 Within this

framework of values, Giedion described Carson-Pirie-Scott

as distinct from Sullivan's earlier works, concluding that

the building, as "one of the late productions of the Chicago

School, seems to be molded more by the anonymous spirit which
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ruled the work of that school than by Louis Sullivan's

personal tendencies.. .it is the neutral and impartial

equilibrium inherent in skeleton construction which

Sullivan chooses to project upon the facade of the building." 3 6

Giedion's theory of modernity, the role which he assigns

to Chicago as representative of its age, and his focus on

Carson-Pirie-Scott as a culminating monument formed the

historiographic framework for the writings of Carl Condit.

The germ of Condit's thesis first appeared in an article of

1948 entitled "The Chicago School and the Modern Movement in

Architecture" which became the outline of his later works.3 7

Condit characterized Chicago building as representative of

science, technology, and industrialization as "the chief

cultural phenomena" of modernity. His selection of monuments

closely follows that of the MOMA exhibition of 1933, and he

discussed all works to demonstrate a consistent morphological

development through which Chicago building "ceased to be a

solid mass of masonry" and approached "the dissolution or

dematerialization of the wall into glass". 3 8  Thus Condit

treated nineteenth century developments as the antecedent of

the aesthetic of Mies Van der Rohe. Mies transparent expression

of steel and glass then dominated architecture in Chicago

where he had built and taught after arriving from Germany in

1937. Condit's attempt to link Sullivan to Mies brought forth

his characterization of Carson-Pirie-Scott as "the ultimate

achievement of the Chicago School" whose linear simplicity

and clarity were the realization in architecture of "the

logic and precision of science and technology. "39
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The resounding assertions of Giedion and Condit fixed

the historical position of Sullivan's last major building as

the work most representative of his own inclinations and

those of his place and period. Revision of Giedion's and

Condit's assessment appeared in Colin Rowe's article on

"Chicago Frame" of 1956.40 Rowe's essay called into question

whether the commercial buildings of the Chicago School were

indeed representative of a 'modern' architecture, citing the

distinction between Sullivan's interests in expressive structure

and later European interest in the frame as a means to spatial

expression. He contrasted the spatially experimental use

of the frame by Wright with its first development in Chicago

as a more prosaic, utilitarian solution to the specific

commercial problem of the office building. Rowe maintained

that the earlier Chicago architects saw the frame as simply

a convincing fact and empirical convenience for the building

tasks determined by a capitalist order. Later European

innovators, he argued, invested the frame with an ideational

or inconographic significance which contained a symbolic

potential developed in projects from the Domino House through

the VilleRadieuse as statements of a new social order. Rowe

thus consigned Chicago developments to a subordinate place

in modern architecture in order to reaffirm the primacy of

Le Corbusier's visionary achievement.4 1

The contrasting views of Condit and Rowe have recently

given way to more refined reconsideration of Chicago architec-

ture exemplified in the writings of William Jordy. In a

suggestive review of Condit's work published in 1964, Jordy
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sketched the possibility of a more comprehensive under-

standing of the city's commercial building in the context

of its development within a regional school of architecture

and urbanism. Jordy pursued this idea in a later essay on

Chicago's commercial style and in a separate analysis of

Sullivan's work and thoughtin 1972.43 The strength of Jordy's

studies lay in his formal analysis of familiar monuments

wherein he suggests the range of aesthetic considerations that

lend depth and complexity to each work. His commentary on

Sullivan's major buildings exemplifies his gift, nowhere

more evident than in his description of the expressive

subtleties of Carson-Pirie-Scott. As an inclusive summary of

earlier sources and as the most consistent discussion of

Sullivan's forms to date, Jordy's writings are a credible

foundation for current study. The challenge implicit in his

and other recent scholarship is not to remove Sullivan and

Chicago from the history of modern architecture, nor to

perpetuate either superficial praise or denigration, but

rather to know and understand the work of a place and time. 4 4

Seen in this historiographic context, study of Carson-Pirie-

Scott, as a building worthy of a monograph, serves as an

appropriate point of entry for coming to terms with the

larger question of Chicago's achievement and with Sullivan

as its pivotal figure.
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CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE STREET TO 1898

Sullivan's last important building in Chicago can be

understood as one event in the city's urban history. The

Schlesinger and Mayer Store participated in the development

of Chicago's major shopping street, State Street, whose

origins coincide with those of the town plan. The settlement

of Chicago began with the construction of Fort Dearborn near

the mouth of the Chicago River at Lake Michigan in 1803. As

a village in the wilderness, the Fort Dearborn settlement

relied for transportation on the Lake and a network of trails

inland. Among the most important of these was the Vincennes

trail that ran south from the settlement to the farmland of

the Wabash River Valley in Indiana. The path of the Vincennes

Trail corresponded to the later north-south lines of the old

State Road which formed the eastern edge of the original grid

plan of Chicago. The nucleus of this plan dates from an

1830 survey of an area of plats encompassing the earliest

settlement at the mouth of the river (Figure 1).1 This survey

followed Thomas Jefferson's plan for subdivision of lands

contained in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787.2 Under this

ordinance the territory around Chicago had been surveyed as

a regional grid of north-south and east-west section lines

set one mile apart. The 1830 survey was bounded on the south

and east by two of these section lines. The eastern line

ran roughly parallel to the State Road. Thus, when this

line was absorbed into later expansions of the street grid,

it became known as State Street. The southern boundary
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later became Madison Street. The intersection of State and

Madison Streets occurs at the juncture of four separate early

groups of plats surveyed at different times. The area north-

west of the site was the first to be laid out in 1830, the

area to the southwest was part of an expansion of the original

grid in 1833, that to the southeast was laid out in 1836,

and the northeast surveyed in 1839 (Figure 2).3

The intersection of State and Madison, however, contains

subtle nonalignments, one of which may be a vestige of the

sequence of early surveys around the site (Figure 3).

Madison Street, running west to east across State, is shown

in later mappings to shift slightly to the north and to in-

crease in width. This break in Madison Street makes the

southeast corner of the intersection especially prominent

when viewed from the west along Madison and from the north

down State. This anomaly of the site suggested the

architectural treatment of the rounded corner in the Bowen

Building of 1873 and the retention of this feature in

Sullivan's Schlesinger and Mayer building.

The official incorporation of State Street into the town

plan dates from 1839 when the first segment of the street.was

laid out from the Chicago River south to Madison.4 That same

year the Common Council, the town's governing body, established

Chicago's first publicly controlled food market on State

5Street between Lake and Randolph. Thus the town brought

under its authority the large trade in farm products brought

to market over the old State Road from the south. Such a

public market was enfranchised as the only location where
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certain fresh foods could be sold, with the town collecting

rent for market stalls. Thus State Street's earliest

identity was as a link between town and country. From this

economic activity came the first structure of significance

built on the street: a new market hall commissioned by the

Common Council in 1848 (Figure 4). 6 This two story brick

building was sited in the center of the Street facing south

at its intersection with Randolph. The building was designed

by the first trained architect to settle in Chicago, John

Van Osdel (1811-1892). As a type, it was modelled on the

colonial market halls of eastern cities, such as Faneuil

Hall in Boston (1740-42). The Market Hall contained thirty

two rented market stalls and a police station on the ground

floor arranged along the 180 foot flank of the building.

The upper floor contained a library, offices, and meeting

rooms of the city's governing body, the Common Council. A

bell tower marked the doorway to the council chambers as the

north terminus of State Street. A central entrance pavilion

marked the doorway to the lower market hall on the eastern

side. The Market Hall may have been the centerpiece of an

effort to develop State Street as a main thoroughfare of

early Chicago's South Side. The building, facing south away

from the town's existing commercial center along the Chicago

River, appears in a city view of 1857 (Figure 5) at the

center of a widened section of State Street extending south

from Lake to Madison Streets. The market appears surrounded

by activity in the street, as if its exchange of agricultural

commodities were a focus for a more expansive, varied shopping
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district which served as the main meeting place for this

section of the town. The structure also appears as the head

of an allee of trees lining both sides of the street for two

blocks south to Madison, as if the building and the widened

street together formed a distinctive communal place within

the grid plan of the settlement.

While State Street originated as a country road leading

to market. Chicago's commercial center lay along Lake

Street which ran parallel to and south of the river (Figure 5).7

Lake Street's role as the town's main street from the

earliest settlement through the late 1860s derived from its

position and orientation. The east-west orientation of the

first plat survey anticipated that Chicago would grow inland on

the line of the proposed Illinois and Michigan Canal completed

in 1848. In these years before the railroads the Chicago

River front served as the center of trade. Thus, waterfront

streets served the boat traffic directly, while the adjacent

Street became the town's commercial main street. The four

central blocks of Lake between State and Wells were the first

to be paved with plank in 1844. Lake Street contained

Chicago's first post office, hotels, newspaper offices, and

the major dry goods stores. As the city's first shopping

promenade, Lake Street became the model for the later develop-

ment of State Street as the main retail corridor after the

Civil War. The architectural character of this early main

street is evident in a rendering of the elevation of the

north side of the block between Clark and LaSalle dating from

1860 (Figure 6). By 1856 there were no vacant lots on Lake
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between Michigan Avenue and the south branch of the Chicago

River . The resulting potential for continuity of the

street elevation appears in the glazed lower floor of shop

fronts. Adjacent stores contrived to maximize area for

window display along the sidewalk between doorways. The

length of show windows was shaded by a series of awnings

that marked the division between the street floor devoted

to sales space and upper floors used for storage or residence.

This distinct architecture of a retail street served as

backdrop for the flow of pedestrians, whose movement along

the sidewalk corresponds to the motion of vehicles in the

road.

The rendering depicts the raising of buildings to

a new grade some four feet above the old street level to

comply with a City Council ordinance of 1855. These

ordinances initiated an extended period of street improvement

through raising of buildings to literally lift the city

8out of the mud of the river plain. The view of this section

of Lake Street shows that adjacent property owners had agreed

to have shops and sidewalk along their shared, continuous

frontage raised in one operation, with new foundations to be

placed under the uplifted structures and walkway. Thus the

sidewalk itself and first floor of the shop fronts are

treated as inseparable parts of the street's architecture,

raised together to accomodate passing shoppers and prevent

loss of trade during the uplifting.

The only break in the continuity of the street elevation

occurred at the west end where the Marine Bank Building was
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completed at the northeast corner of LaSalle Street in 1856.9

This marble faced, brick structure was the headquarters of

one of the city's principal financial houses, designed in

the style of an Italianate palazzo. Its distinctions as a

use type implied a different relation to the street, with

stairs leading up through a central arched entrance to the

main banking floor above a rusticated basement. Later Chicago

office blocks built after the fire often had raised entrances,

with exterior stairs leading from sidewalk to doorstep. The

related needs of window display and easy access necessitated

a different treatment for the base of buildings designed as

shopfronts.

The Marine Bank Building was an early representative

of an era of more substantial and pretentious commercial

construction which characterized newer building on Lake

Street during the 1850s. On that street in that decade were

established those dry goods stores which were to evolve into

Chicago's major department stores. The most successful and

prestigous of these was the house of Potter Palmer (1826-

1902), which became Marshall Field & Co. Potter Palmer

was born and began his career as a merchant in the Hudson

Valley. He migrated to Chicago in 1852 when he opened a

dry goods store in a four-story frame building in the block

to the east of that shown in the Mendel drawing of Lake

Street. Palmer's early success as a retailer was based on

importing women's fashions to Chicago from New York. Together

with the quality of his stock, he introduced unprecedented

standards for credit and return of goods to cultivate a
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respectable clientele. In 1858, P. Palmer & Co. moved into

what may be described as the first forerunner of the depart-

ment store as an architectural type in Chicago. His expand-

ed quarters were a newly constructed marble fronted building

at 112, 114, and 116 Lake Street east of Clark (Figure 7). 10

The relative spaciousness of the main floor stretching over

three adjacent properties contained a range of departments.

The floor area included both open sales space and "apartments"

or rooms set apart for inspection of special categories of

finery. In both his interior fixtures and exterior imagery,

Palmer's store imported standards for the architecture of dry

goods stores from A.T. Stewart's in New York. Founded in

1846, Stewart's store at 280 Broadway was known as the

"Marble Palace" and in the ensuing decade came to be regarded

as the pre-eminent retailing establishment in the country.1 1

Palmer thus advertised his new Lake Street store as a

12"business palace" that housed the "A. T. Stewart of the West".

The interior of the Chicago version contained no elegant

rotunda and atrium for which Stewart's was known. However,

Palmer, within the constraints of his Lake Street loft build-

ings, fitted up his sales rooms "after the manner of first

class stores", probably alluding to those of Manhattan.1 3

Thus, at its inception, the Chicago department store as

merchandising idea and as an architectural type can be under-

stood as the importation of precedent to a provincial city.

The precise form of its adaptation derives from local conditions.

While Lake Street was the center of innovation in

commercial architecture in Chicago before the Civil War,
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State Street had remained a street lined with two story

frame buildings housing shops and trades below living

14
quarters. Yet during the 1850s, the infrastructure for

its future development was put in place. In 1850 State,

Madison, and Clark Streets followed Lake in being paved with

planking. State Street was so improved for over two miles

of its length south of Lake. Over one and one half miles

of the same surface extended west along Madison Street.

The paving contributed to a rise in property values and enabled

the installation of first omnibus (1852) and later horse car

16lines (1859) over these streets. The system of horse car

routes was the first transportation system conceived to serve

the city as a metropolitan area. Branch lines serving out-

lying districts on the South and West Sides fed like tribu-

taries to the main axial lines into the downtown along State

and Madison Streets. The convergence of this extensive net-

work at the intersection of the two streets was the origin

of its reputation as "the world's busiest corner." 1 6

The decisive shift from Lake Street to State Street as

the principal commercial axis of Chicago began in 1867. In

that year Potter Palmer, having retired from the dry goods

business, began to buy properties along State Street south

of Lake to amass control of over three fourths of a mile of

frontage. Palmer's real estate strategy corresponds to the

apparent anticipation of State Street's development to the

south of Lake Street suggested in the orientation of the old

Market Hall in this direction. At about the same time Palmer

persuaded the city to agree to widen the street from Lake to
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Madison to create a thoroughfare 120 feet across. Palmer

accomplished this by moving back buildings on the west side

of the street and persuading or forcing adjacent owners to

follow suit. In 1870 the City Council voted to further widen

State Street from Madison to Jackson by 27 feet along its

east side. Water, gas, and sewer lines were laid, and per-

manent sidewalks replaced wooden walkways along several

blocks.18 Having acquired control of the street frontage and

effected improvements, Palmer financed the construction of

two monumental commercial buildings at either end of the

street. To the south on the northwest corner of State and

Quincy he commissioned John Van Osdel to build an elegant

eight story hotel as the second Palmer House (Figure 8). On

the northeast corner of State and Washington Palmer financed

a palatial six story dry goods store to which he persuaded

Field, Leiter & Co. to move in 1868 (Figure 9). The

departure from Lake Street of its largest and most prestigious

merchandiser induced neighboring smaller dry goods stores

to relocate on State Street.1 9 To accomodate this dramatic

shift of retailing activity, there were erected between 1869

and 1871 between thirty and forty marble-fronted buildings

on State Street (Figure 10). This unprecedented extent of

new construction completed State Street's transformation

into the new commercial center of Chicago before the Great

Fire.

Potter Palmer is credited personally with the successful

origins of State Street as the city's main retail corridor.

Yet his instrumental role in the process derived from both
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opportunity and vision. The rebirth of State Street was the

most visible event within a pattern of relocation of commercial

activity along north-south streets south of Lake that had

begun in 1865.20 The re-orientation of downtown development

also affected LaSalle, Clark and Wabash Avenue. State Street's

distinction was primarily the presence of the horse car

lines that linked it directly to rapid growth of the South

Side as a fashionable residential area. Palmer's capital

enabled him to rebuild State Street as an opportunity created

by surrounding patterns of urban development.

Palmer's vision of the street was evidently rooted in

his familiarlity with the simultaneous urban transformations

of New York and Paris. Before 1865 Palmer regularly traveled

to the East and to Europe to oversee buying operations for

his dry goods firm. The prelude to his energetic investment

in State Street had been an extended vacation trip to Europe

in 1867 where he observed the later phase of Napoleon III's

rebuilding of Paris.21 Thus, a contemporary described Palmer's

program for urbanism as the "Haussmannizing of State Street". 2 2

The widening of the street to approximate a boulevard and the

explicit importation of French Second Empire forms in its

new architecture suggest that Palmer's vision was rooted in

Parisian precedent. Yet, in the same years as Palmer's

transformation of State Street, Manhattan's Broadway

emerged as the premier retail street in the United States.

Its major new dry goods stores included the second A. T.

Stewart's between 9th and 10th Streets (1859-1862), the Arnold

Constable Store at 831-37 Broadway (1868-76) (Figure 11),
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and McCreery's Dry Goods Store at 801 Broadway (1868)

(Figure 12). The Constable and McCreery stores featured

cast iron exteriors with continuous arcades of windows on

the upper floors articulated by pilasters, attached columns,

cornices, and quoins to recall lithic vocabularies of classic

forms. The street levels of these stores were continuous

plate glass show windows set within a colonnade of Corinthian

orders, while the topmost floors were treated as mansard

roofs to create curious conflation of French and Italianate

motifs. These New York stores compare with the contemporary

design of the Field, Leiter & Co. store on State Street,

suggesting the degree to which the retail architecture of

Broadway provided a model for Palmer's simultaneous develop-

ment of the department store in Chicago. When Field,

Leiter & Co. opened in its new location in October 1868

Palmer acknowledged that he intended to make its surroundings

"the Broadway of Chicago." The store itself he praised as

surpassing the standards set by its New York rivals Stewart's

and Lord and Taylor's. 2 3

The Field, Leiter & Co. store was the largest and most

important monument in Palmer's pre-fire development of State

Street. The building established precedents for the architecture

of later Chicago department stores as a regional variation

of a commercial type evolving simultaneously in New York.

Field, Leiter & Co. had originally been Palmer's own dry

goodsbusiness. Weakened health and general economic uncertain-

ty toward the close of the Civil War had induced Palmer to

sell controlling interest in his firm to Marshall Field and
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Levi Leiter who acquired complete control of the business

in 1867. The combined abilities of Field and Leiter enabled

them to surpass the success of their predecessor as the

largest, best reputed dry goods firm in the city.24 By 1868

Field, Leiter & Co. was engaged primarily in the wholesale

trade, to which was devoted all but the ground floor and

basement of their new building. The firm's retail operations

were confined to these levels most accessible from the

street. Retailing stocks were mainly elegant women's cloth-

ing such as full dress suits, embroidered evening gowns,

ribbons, laces, cloaks and shawls. 2 5 The entrance floor

displaying these goods served as an introductory showcase for

the range of wholesale merchandise above. On the exterior,

the street level featured a Corinthian colonnade framing a

continuous range of display windows along State and Washington

Streets as an invitation to entrance. The upper floors, de-

voted to packing, receiving and display of wholesale stock,

were clad in arcades of white Connecticut marble.2 6 From this

elevation derived the store's identity as "the marble palace",

the ornate house of Field, Leiter & Co.. The high proportion

of window to wall area for light, the ornate relief of the

wall surface, the continuity of horizontal molding courses,

and the presence of marble distinguished the store as a type

from Van Osdel's Palmer House at the opposite end of the

Street. The hotel's brick exterior, residential scheme of

fenestration, and chimneyed roofline differentiate it from

the store building, the larger scale of whose gable motifs

recalls a civic architecture. Thus Palmer's two principal
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buildings read as distinct types treated with the same

stylistic vocabulary to comprise a unified version of a

streescape modeled on those of Second Empire Paris. In

post Civil War Chicago, as in New York, such architecture

was equated with modernity. The progressive complement to

such an exterior was the building's mechanical equipment.

Internal innovations such as gas lighting, steam powered

elevators, and pressurized sprinkler system were considered

the technical equivalent of the French and Italianate exterior

as the most up-to-date style of architecture.

The position of Field, Leiter & Co. as the chief commercial

institution of the new State Street was effectively cultivated

through the heavily publicized ritual of its grand opening

on October 12th 1868.27 During that day there was an informal

opening for shoppers who toured an interior bedecked with

floral arrangments and special showpiece goods ordered for

the occasion. To the formal opening that evening were invited

stockholders and the city's leading business figures whose

sumptuously attired wives arrived in carriages at the

Washington Street entrance. The store opening was thus

analogous to a theater opening.

This analogy was reinforced by an elaborate scheme of

lighting the building from the sidewalk, and setting gas jets

in every window from street to roof. The opening constituted

the inauguration of State Street as the showpiece of Chicago

urbanism, with the Field, Leiter & Co. store as "the chief

pride of Chicago's architecture which stood out in bold

relief to the mere shanties which surrounded it." 2 8 The
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building had a dual significance as both civic landmark and

commercial enterprise. This association of meanings

established before the fire persists in later characterizations

of State Street through the time of Carson-Pirie-Scott.

Palmer's initiative spawned a range of building improve-

ments along State Street between his principal monuments.

The character of this development to 1871 established con-

ventions of the street's architecture that persisted through

1900, despite late changes in scale and technique.. Typical

was a business block built on the southeast corner of State

and Washington 1870-71 sited across Washington Street from

Field, Leiter & Co (Figure 13).29 The project was financed

by a group of capitalists which included Hale, later the

client of the Reliance and other buildings, and designed by

architect Edward Jennison. The six story block, 90 feet on

Washington by 100 feet on State, was planned for a range of

uses. Retail stores were to be located on the first floor,

light wholesale business on the second and third levels, with

the upper three stories finished as office suites served

directly by a steam powered elevator. The setting of office

space above the noise, dust, and heat of the street and served

directly by elevators at entrance was a feature copied from

the earliest elevator buildings in the east, the Equitable

Life building on Broadway and the first Sears Building in

Boston. The merchants below were offered loft space "so

built as to throw any floor into one large room if desired." 3 0

Their relative accessability from the street was intended

to profit from the then 40,000 to 50,000 people daily set
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into the area by the surrounding horse car lines. On the

exterior the street level was finished in iron framing

French plate glass show windows between entrances. The

upper floors were clad with a Cleveland limestone with arcades

and cornice carved in Italianate forms. Thus the composite

impression of the elevation was intended as "a model of taste

31
and solidity". Underlying the block's planning and design

was the sense of the surrounding location as one of the

liveliest in the city. The illustration shows surrounding

improvements of like character to promote the image of a new

downtown district. The Landowner wrote of the project's

situation: "State Street has taken the precedence over all

others in point of substantial improvements, and is now the

fashionable retail street--the Rue de Rivoli-of Chicago." 3 2

The initial development of State Street before 1871

provided precedent for its reconstruction after the Great

Fire in October of that year. Histories of Chicago typically

discuss the fire as the breakpoint which marks the beginning

of important local developments in architecture and urbanism.3 3

Its destruction of the central city included the entire State

Street corridor from the Chicago River on the North through

Harrison Street (now Congress Street) on the south. The

leveling of so extensive an area provided an opportunity to

replan the city's street system or to rethink its architecture

according to new principles or alternative models. Yet,

rather than providing a clean slate that inspired visions of

a different Chicago, the destruction instead provided a pretext
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for vigorious re-assertion of attitudes toward the physical

city prevalent before the fire. From 1871 to 1873, the

first business blocks to emerge from the desolated townscape

were documented in a series of engravings with descriptions

published in The Landowner, a monthly journal devoted to

real estate interests. The theme of its commentary on the

new architecture was that Chicago should become "the Paris

of the Middle West."34 The choice of models suggests that

separate commercial buildings built on scattered sites were

conceived after an aspiration for the whole city. These

first speculative projects, like the monuments of Haussmann's

Paris, were points of reference that embodied standards for

the architecture of later interstitial development.

The vitality of these intentions was nowhere more

evident than in the rebuilding of State Street. The commercial

architecture that arose along State Street between Lake and

Adams Streets from 1871 through 1873 included important

landmarks of the city's general reconstruction. Determined

not to see State Street ruined by the fire, Palmer reinvested

heavily in its rebuilding, of which the construction of the

new hotel was the most celebrated event. The building's

erection became a symbol of widespread confidence in Chicago's

overall recovery. Chief among these was the new Palmer

House on the southwest corner of State and Monroe Streets.

(Figure 14). When completed in 1874 this hotel was the

largest and costliest structure in the city. The building

was originally designed by John Van Osdel for Palmer before

the fire as an expansive, more ornate version of the 1868
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Palmer House three blocks to the south. Building had

actually begun before the disaster with the structural iron

work reaching the third floor. After the fire, the surviving

remanant of this skeleton still stood, and the continuation

of construction became a symbol of continuity with pre-fire

urbanism. The unprecedented dimensions of the building,

extending 254 feet on State and 250 on Madison and rising to

a height of eight stories,indicatedthat the project was conceived

as part of eventual development intended for the whole of

State Street. In the boom of reconstruction from 1871 to 1873,

building activity was measured in miles of new street frontage,

the value of the front foot being then as later the key

indicator of real estate values along different streets.
3 6

The potential for development along a particular street was

thus in one sense determined by its overall length. According

to this measure of possibilities, State Street's length, as

well as its breadth, made it "the most important in a

business way" of all of Chicago's thoroughfares. 3 7 An 1873

description of this first street of the new city noted that

"it extends from North Avenue and Lincoln Park, in the North

Division, to a point far down toward the south end of the

county, where the surveying chain of man runneth not to the

countrary--in all at least ten miles in a straight line,

north and south."3 8

The extensive frontage of the new Palmer House was

conceived as part of the street's development along its entire

length. Hence the finished structure reveals an emphasis on

the length of its facades through continuous cornices across
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repeated bays. These horizontal lines establish the scale

of the building as indicative of the extent of real property

it occupies. As a hotel the project was intended in its

size, ornateness, and services to surpass those of Europe.

Palmer, with his architect, "traveled over Europe and availed

himself, not only of the hints of the architects there, but

of the ideas to be gathered from the finest hotels in that

center of civilization and luxury." 3 9 The significance of

this derivation of sources for the architecture lay first

in the design's emphasis on "massiveness and solidity".

The structural iron was itself imported from Belgium, while

the encasing brickwork surpassed in quantity that of any

hotel building in America. The desire to endow the building

with a substantiality helped distinguish it from the image

of Chicago as a wooden frontier town and associate it with

the more substantive architecture of the Old World. Thus

the facing of the several fronts was of gray sandstone,

with the first story and entresol of massive iron castings.

This street level contained the separately rented quarters

of specialty shops, such as jewelers, tailors, and confectioners,

associated with the hotel's class of trade. Thus the

elevation incorporates shopping activity along the street in

its lowest glazed stories, whose division into ground floor

and entresol is, like its upper elevation, a device imported

from the architecture of Paris. 40

Apart from choices of scale and material, the exterior

forms adapt the vocabulary of Second Empire Paris, the motifs

of the streetscapes of which were known in America through
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the publications of Cewar Daly. Of these the most

representative was the State Street doorway rendered in

stone set on the title page of a book of engravings commemor-

ating Chicago's rebuilding (Figure 15). The alternation of

texture in the coursing of the attached columns, and the

broken segmental pediment crowning the doorway bespeak the

desire to express non-provincial urbanity and ornate

erudition in the architecture of the new Chicago. The plan-

ning and interior of the Palmer House as the work which set

the standard for State Street also provided precedents for

the later design of adjacent department stores. The hotel

was planned around interior courts, the largest being the

carriage court 90 x 120 feet accessible through porte cocheres

from the street. This entrance device derived from the

Parisian hotel corresponded to "the more than palatial rich-

ness of the interior finish" which included a grand staircase

of Carrara marble and wainscoating and mosaic of colored

marble throughout the special rooms. Among these the main

dining room measured 64 by 76 feet with columns encased as

Corinthian orders supporting a beamed ceiling (Figure 16).

The room was thus "arranged so as to suggest an open Italian

court, the sweep of the eye being relieved by massive fluted

columns extending around the room, as if supporting piazzas

42
(sic)." Thus the impression of a commercial architecture

derived from European sources prevailed through the Palmer

House as State Street's principal post-fire monument.

The application of this sensibility to neighboring

speculative projects is evident in the Colonnade Building on
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the east side of State between Madison and Washington (Figure

17). The development, on the site of the pre-fire

Bookseller's Row, stretched over adjacent properties so that

each building formed one five floor store. Wheelock and

Thomas, the architects, were replicating in stone the motifs

of similar cast iron facades that had become common along

44
Broadway before 1871. The front of the building on State

Street was however, rendered in Cleveland (lime)stone

"elaborately and carefully cut and carved" in superimposed

45
two-story arcades. The historical source for the treatment

of the street front was the Venetian palazzo, whose tradi-

tional arcade lent itself well to ample fenestration for

maximizing light in the depth of commercial loft space.

While such a streetscape was by 1872 familiar in Manhattan,

such ornateness of frontage was still relatively unknown in

Chicago.

The Land Owner wrote that "when one stands at the

corner of Madison and State Streets, and looks northward, he

is instinctively attracted down the street to get a nearer

view of this marvelous piece of architecture, so solid and

massive, and yet so graceful and beautiful.. .The style of

architecture is something so new that the word Renaissance

probably covers it as well as any. In this elaborate design

Messrs. Wheelock and Thomas took a departure from anything

ever introduced here... In the crown of Rebuilt Chicago

these buildings are the rarest gems."

An 1878 view of State Street looking north from Madison

documents the architectural character of Chicago's shopping
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corridor after the fire and before the era of the high

building (Figure 18). At the sidewalk a continuous range of

plate glass display windows were set between colonnades

defining successive shopfronts. The strip of sidewalk

nearest the buildings was raised above the wider expanse

of walkway nearer the curb to create a platform for outdoor

showcases and placards flanking the shop entrances. The

doorways themselves projected onto the sidewalk either as

small vestibules or overhung with generous awnings. These

extensions of the shopfronts reclaimed a portion of the

sidewalk to introduce and attract passersby to the merchandise

inside the stores. The enrichment of commercial detail

within the perceptual range of the shoppers established an

intimate architectural link between shop and sidewalk. It

was along this narrow yet well defined spatial interval that

the stores sought to initiate a psychological transaction

between the passing crowds and displays of their stocks,

the shopfronts forming a continuous invitation to browse and

enter as people passed from window to window. Above the

street level the carved surfaces and fenestrated relief of

the upper elevations continue an imagery of commercial

vitality. The repetitive rhythm of window heads and colonettes

is accented by incidental enrichments of balconies, pediments,

and signage. The perspective of the whole block front

suggests the daily life of the street as informing the

character of its architecture, which in turn defined the

character of the place.
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At the center of post-fire State Street, between the

new Palmer House and the Colonnade Building, was the Bowen

Building on the southeast corner of State and Madison (Figure 19).

This building, designed by William Boyington and built in

1873, was the predecessor of Sullivan's Schlesinger and

Mayer Building of 1903-04. The structure was named for its

financiers,the Bowen Brothers, who developed the property for

the Clement Morton wholesaleclothing firm.Boyington was

Chicago's second major architect of the period before and

after the fire, a contemporary and rival of Van Osdel. 47

He evidently sought to create a variation of the elegant

corner of the neighboring Palmer House one block to the south.

Boyington perhaps authored the following description of

the project which accompanied its engraving in The Land Owner

of December 1872.

... From the accident of a break in Madison Street
which brings this corner into prominent projection
from the general line of the street, the corner
doorway has a peculiarly commanding position, which
has been evidently considered in the design by its
accentuation. The general line of the wall front
is here depressed and made a quadrant, with a
large radius. Two columns, running through two
stories, divide the quadrant and flank the entrance.
From the column the door is deeply recessed with
side windows, thus forming a portico at once imposing
from its dimensions, the architectural arrangement,
and prominent position. The circular corner is
continued the whole height of the building, having
two orders of disengaged columns running two stories
each, and surmounted with a dome, dormer with a
circular cornice,.and broken pediment with a rich
urn in the key, supported by two life-size Caryatides
on moulded and panelled pedestals. The building is
divided horizontally by two molded story courses:
one at the height of the store ceiling, of slight
projection, and one on the second story, of bold
projection, on carved medalions, forming a cornice
to the large columns and pilasters. The main cornice
to the front is of light proportions, as required
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by the second course of columns, and to bring into
prominence the baluster and pedestal, and the rich
dormers above. Behind the dormers is a steep French
roof, crested with a role ornament'and deep cresting.
The ornament is continued round the dome, and a
similar cresting at the flat termination forming a
deck on the dome summit.We make remark thatthe view from
the top is a most extensive one, and repays the climb-
ing of upwards of ninety feet. The proportion of open
and wall space is exceedingly pleasing, the absence
of internal divisions.giving a good opportunity for
the exercise of good taste in this respect. The
mouldings and ornament used are of the French modern
character, with a good deal of Greek severity, and
the latter are but sparingly used, but where they do
occur are unusually rich and well carved. 4 8

Boyington thus sought to adapt compositional devices and

motifs from what was then perceived as the modern architec-

ture of contemporary Parisian hotels to embellish a Chicago

commercial building type. The treatment of the lower story

and corner entrance, the horizontal division of the wall, the

development of the rounded corner, and the sense of the wall

as open to light for undivided loft space within for whole-

saling activity all underlay the sense of Sullivan's later

building. The Bowen Block in its time,in interior equipment

as well as exterior appearance, "combine(d) all modern

improvements of late introduction in the rebuilding of

Chicago".4 9 Both owner and architect "spared no expense to

make this a model structure, in the race of rivalry to reach

perfection."50 Thus, programmatically, the Bowen Block

prefigures its successor's pre-occupation with an under-

standing of modernity that embraced both a richly decorated

surface as ornament to the street and a functional interior

whose up-to-dateness lay in its metal structure, open plan,

and mechanical appliances serving lower sales floors and
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upper stories for manufacture and storage of clothing.

Boyington's building was thus not only the formal precedent

for the special condition of the corner. In a broader sense,

as part of the overall rebuilding after the fire, it represented

an inclusive set of criteria for a modern commercial archi-

tecture on State Street. Later projects would abandon its

stylizations, but not the range of aesthetic and functional

intentions that underlay Boyington's forms.

The years 1867-1873 constitute the first phase of State

Street's development as Chicago's principal retailing street.

Though building was interrupted by the Great Fire, that

event did not mark a change in type, scale, and stylistic

pretensions of the street's architecture. Throughout,

Chicago reconstruction efforts were checked by the financial

panic of 1873 and subsequent depression which deepened through1877. 5 1

The consequences were a decline in real estate values and

withdrawal of capital from property development. These trends

did not reverse themselves until about 1880, and it was not

until 1883 that downtown land values recovered to the level

of a decade before. 5 2 The depression did not destroy State

Street, whose properties when compared to those on neighboring

streets, suffered the least decline in value during those

years. However, new development of its frontage did not

apparently begin again on an appreciable scale until the

early 1880s. An important event in this stage of the street's

development was the introduction of the cable car to State

Street in 1882.53 The first lines connected the central

business district to the residential neighborhoods of the
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South Side as far south as Jackson Park. The speed and

dependability of the cable car relative to horse cars made

commuting daily to the downtown feasible for most classes

of South Side residents. Thus this change in mode of

transportation helped greatly to build up that outlying

district. The reciprocal effect on State Street was an

increased number of shoppers along its retailing corridor

between Lake and Adams Streets. Hence by 1885 property at

the center of that corridor at State and Madison was the

most valuable in the city, appraised at $3000 per front

foot. At that time, "...the east side of State Street for

a distance of about two blocks is considered the choice

locality of the city for a first class dry goods business.

Custom and fashion have very closely restricted the localities

available for such purposes. Anybody who wants to succeed

must get into one of those localities, and the competition

for them therefore makes the price high."5 4  The common

wisdom among appraisers of State Street real estate was that

its east side was preferrable as a location for retailing

because the afternoon sun warmed that sidewalk to help offset

the local wind chill and induce ladies to continue shopping

on the city's many cold days.

The effect of high land values on the architecture of

State Street was not, however, immediately apparent. The

years 1885-1890 marked the introduction of tall steel frame

buildings in Chicago. Yet the first of these were located

not on State Street, where land values were highest, but on

LaSalle Street, the city's financial headquarters three
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blocks to the west. The first steel tall office buildings

along LaSalle included Jenney's Home Insurance Building

(1884-85) at Adams Street, Holabird and Roche's Tacoma

Building (1'887-89) at Madisonand Burnham and Root's Rookery

also at Adams (1886-89). These structures were devoted to

offices, and were thus dependent for their successful

operation on the speed and capacity of elevators to connect

the street level with the uppermost floors. However, State

Street, devoted to retail shopping, derived its high land

values from intensive use of the ground floor area which had

direct access to the passing crowds along the street. 5 5 The

habitual confinement of retailing activity to this level, and

adjacent basement and mezzanine floors, at first discouraged

the use of tall buildings on State Street. Their additional

height was considered less valuable as rental space than

additional frontage at street level for sales room. Thus

through the '80s it was considered financially more advantageous

to expand and remodel adjacent existing properties on State

Street up to a height of about six stories, than to build

new elevator buildings with floors more remote from the side-

walk. Typical development on State Street of this period

include two remodeling projects designed by Adler and

Sullivan. The projects are representative of both types of

land use and business activity on the street that had

developed since the fire and subsequent depression of the

'70s. The first was a series of renovations for a retail

store known as The Beehive on the west side of State south

of Monroe in 1885 (Figure 20). 56 The Beehive dry goods
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store began in 1883 as a popular merchandiser devoted to

a type of retailing very different from such prestigious

houses as Field, Leiter & Co. The Beehive advertised a

wide range of cheaply acquired inventory sold in high

volumes at bargain prices, its name deriving from the

resultant intensity of sales activities within its walls.

The potential for extreme fluctuation in the scale of such

trade and the consequent need for sales space resulted in

acquisition of neighboring properties at intervals. Thus

by 1886, the store controlled four adjacent store buildings

south from Monroe Street for a total frontage of 85 feet.

The buildings, dating from the rebuilding period of 1871-73,

were connected through their five floors and given a common

identity at street level through the addition of a continuous

front of display windows. Over the doorway there appeared

a large beehive rendered in cast iron to carry through the

metaphor of entrance into a den of intense merchandising

activity as advertised in the name of the house. The emblem

above the doorway of the Beehive was exaggerated in its

scale and form, suggesting the importance of almost graphic

effects in the design of State Street shopfronts. If this

architectural signage could be attributed to Sullivan, it

may be said to prefigure his design of enlarged ornamental

motifs along the base of the later Schlesinger and Mayer

Store.

In 1887-1888 Adler and Sullivan also remodelled the

Springer Block , a four story office building at the south-

west corner of State and Washington built in 1872 (Figure 21).57
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They added two floors to the original building, replaced

its ground floor with a continuous band of display windows,

and added two ranges of bay windows from the third through

the sixth floor along the State Street (Figure 22). The

transformation of the old building was intended to accommodate

suites of fashionable offices for doctors and other profes-

sionals. Their location of State Street was intended to

profit from the accessibility of shoppers who would combine

their visits to stores with medical or other appointments in

a single day's trip downtown. Adler and Sullivan undertook

the remodelling of the Springer Block simultaneously with

the design of the Chicago Auditorium. Though successful as

a renovation, the relative insignificance of the Springer

project, both in its scale and design, underscores the degree

to which State Street was not a center of architectural

innovation in Chicago before 1890. Though a range of classes

of retail trade thrived along the street at the time, shopping

was accomodated largely in post-fire buildings

of about six stories like the renovated Beehive. Even

Marshall Field's by 1890 still maintained its retail operations

in the six story Singer Building built in 1878 at the north-

east corner of State and Washington. The Singer Building

replicated the scale and character of the original Field,

Leiter & Co. building of 1868 on the same site. By 1890

Field's had been pressed to expand through two adjacent store

fronts to the north of similar iron and brick construction

and facade design. The Economist of February 1890 described

the situation as follows:
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There is one class of structures in respect to
which capitalists and builders of this seem to have
been blind not only to their own opportunities but
to the crying needs of trade. Office buildings the
best that money and ingenuity can produce, and
wholesale houses combining all the conveniencies and
elegancies known Chicago has in abundance, but
retail stores possessing the conveniences and
attractions which modern art produces so easily and
at such moderate expense are entirely lacking. It
may be truly stated that there is no truly first-
class retail store in Chicago. This is no reflection
on those famous stores on State street and elsewhere
which command -the trade of the public and which
compare favorably with the best mercantile houses of
that class in the world. It is simply saying that
retail construction has not kept pace with office,
hotel, wholesale and other business construction.
There has been no radical change in retail stores
for a generation. The retail stores of State street
are an aggregation of old patched up structures
which have been remodeled little by little in a
makeshift way as the business of their occupants
required.58

The challenge implicit in this characterization of

State Street's commercial architecture in 1890 suggests the

scale and intensity of merchandising that had developed along

its length since the fire. By 1890 the street was home for

eight of the city's largest retailers. These ranged from

more exclusive dry goods houses that cultivated an elite

clientele to the first department stores, a term then applied

to more popular merchandisers whose variety and volume of

cheaper goods attracted a broader segment of the shopping

public. Among these larger stores were an array of speciality

shops and smaller retailers serving all classes of trade.

Perhaps State Street's most distinctive feature as a shop-

ping corridor was its degree of concentration wherein all

the major dry goods houses and department stores were located

along six blocks from Lake Street on the north through
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Jackson on the south. At that time, by comparison, Manhattan's

largest stores were located along 6th Avenue from 14th to

23rd Streets and along Broadway from 9th Street to 23rd.

The relative distension of New York's larger retailers along

Broadway and Fifth Avenue increased from 1890 to 1910. However,

State Street's leading merchants such as Marshall Field

continued to promote proximity of its major stores. The

common wisdom was that the resultant density of the passing

crowds over a smaller retail area benefitted all merchandisers

more than would their dispersal.59 Toward this end Field's

encouraged two of his major competitors, Mandel Brothers in

1898 and Carson-Pirie-Scott in 1904 to remain nearby on State

Street when these firms were contemplating remote relocation.

The effect of this strategy combined with the daily influx

of commuters along the principal cable lines to State Street

was the extra ordinary number of people on its sidewalks.

Their presence created the impression of the street as "a

giant bazaar that ran from early in the morning until well

after dark. In 1890 it was estimated that 7,500 people

passed hourly along State from Madison to Monroe.
6 1 The

pervasive impression of the shopping crowds along State

Street inspired more than oneproposal to erect an elevated

moving sidewalk for pedestrians to alleviate crowding at

curbside. 62

The volume of foot traffic on State Street was the most

visible evidence of the degree to which the success of its

major retailers relied on the phenomenal growth of Chicago's

population as a whole. The geometric rate of their stores'
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expansion both in terms of sales volume and need for addi-

tional selling space was rooted in the rate of growth for

the city as a whole. Between 1850 and 1870 Chicago grew by

an order of magnitude from approximately 30,000 to 300,000

people. From 1880 to 1890 the city's population rose from

just over 500,000 to nearly 1,100,000.63 Thus, though

State Street enjoyed special advantages of location, transport,

and concentration, its success as a commercial environment

depended on Chicago's overall rate of urban growth that had

no precedent in history and no parallel in the 19th century.

The measure of State Street's unique demographic

position that enabled its transformation as a built environ-

ment was the value of its real estate. By 1890 properties

along its entire length to the southern terminus of the

cable line at 69th Street sustained the confidence of investors

in real estate to a degree enjoyed by no other north-south

artery.64 The years 1889-90 marked the peak of the city-wide

rise in land values that had progressed steadily since 1883.

The culmination of these trends in real estate was the

decision reached separately by a number of capitalists at

about the same time to invest in the rebuilding of State

Street. By the spring of 1890 there were initiated at least

four projects for tall steel-frame buildings in or near the

heart of the shopping corridor. The first of these began in

the spring of 1889 when Levi Z. Leiter succeeded in acquiring

complete control of the east side of State Street between

Van Buren and Congress Streets. 6 5 Leiter, the former partner

of Marshal Field, had turned to real estate speculation after
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his withdrawal from the dry goods business. He succeeded

in obtaining control through purchase or leasehold of an

entire block front then considered to be south of the center

of trade. Leiter then commissioned William LeBaron Jenney

to design an eight story building intended for occupancy

by one or more retailing firms.66 Leiter intended to erect

a structure of unprecendented fifteen acre floor area

extending 400 feet along State Street. An open interior

plan derived from steel construction featured 21' X 21'

square bay for maximum flexibility of subdivision by tenants.

The Leiter Building thus represented the first adaption

of the framing system to a commercial building intended for

sales rather than office space. The bay size and ceiling

height were greater than those of the prototypical Home

Insurance Building planned for different use five years

earlier. A separate central power plant was built east of

the store building to create a common facility for several

potential tenant firms. The building was thus conceived as

infrastructure built on speculation for an anonymous

occupancy. These origins account for what is habitually

described as a monotonous exterior treatment. The State

Street elevation of the Leiter Building has been described

as Jenney's most important contribution to an aesthetic of

modern architecture and thus one of the chief monuments of

the Chicago School. Condit wrote that in this building "for the

first time the steel and wrought-iron skeleton became fully

and unambiguously the means of architectonic expression., 6 7

The original descriptions of the project suggest that the
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exterior had a comparable significance for Jenney and his

contemporaries. However, the original design also suggests

subtleties in Jenny's approach to the problem of structural

expression that give the building its particular character.

The original scheme developed -in the summer of 1889 was

described as being in the old English Gothic style with

square openings (Figure 23).68 From the beginning of his

practice in Chicago in 1868, Jenney had been a student of

the English and French Gothic Revivals. He was a close

follower of their development in the hands of his New York

contemporary, Richard Morris Hunt. Jenney's most important

post-fire commercial project in this mode was the Portland

Block of 1872, an office building at the corner of Washington

and Dearborn Streets (Figure 24). The Portland Block was

Jenney's great work when Sullivan apprenticed in his office

in 1873-74. Comparison of the original presentation renderings

of the Portland Block and the Leiter Building suggest how

the later building can be understood as the application of

a system of expression derived from pre-modern architecture

to a construction of new type and scale. In both designs,

the principal elements are buttress-like piers which marked

the interval of structural bays. Within each bay is a

secondary rhythm of smaller members. In the Portland Block

these are the Venetian Gothic arcades in each story whose

colonnades form the mullions for window groups. In the

Leiter Building distended colonnettes rising through three

stories lend a similar secondary rhythm to the elevation.

Paired colonettes rising through the center of each bay are
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flanked by single members with different carved capitals

(Figure 25). Though the Leiter elevation does not contain

explicitly archaeological polychromy or arches as did the

Portland,its character as a system of expression follows from

Jenny's earlier adaption of historic styles to commercial

types. The nine bay composition of the elevation, the

capitals of the main piers, and their surmounting architrave

and dentiled cornice, and the Roman lettering of the name

L.Z. Leiter are derived from classical architecture. The

elevation reveals an underlying discipline and restraint,

to which ornamental detail is strictly subordinated. Theodore

Turak has suggested that this quality of the building derives

ultimately from French theory of classical composition in

architecture which Jenney had learned from students of J.-N.-L.

Durand at the Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures in

Paris during the 1850s. 6 9  The Leiter thus represents Jenney's

application of nineteenth century theory to a new architectural

problem. Its modernity lay in the designer's willingness to

adapt specific historical motifs to the composition of an

exterior whose prime requirement was the maximization of

window area for daylight. The character of the exterior, both

in the drawing and the existing building, derives from the

choice of a white Maine granite as the facing stone. As is

evident from earlier works,Jenney believed that the place of

origin, the geology, and the working qualities of a finish

masonry enhanced the identity of his commercial buildings as

architecture. The Maine granite he chose for the Leiter

Building had been chosen for the Chicago Board of Trade Building
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and other monuments. 7 0 Chicago's ability to import large

quantities of such a pure crystalline stone from a remote

quarry signified for Jenney the city's emergence from a

frontier town to a national center of trade, distribution,

and, hopefully, architecture. These associations of meaning

perhaps underlay the lithic quality of the elevation described

as "light-gray New England granite, dressed surface, with

carved capitals." The descriptions suggest a fascination

with surfaces not only for their aesthetic value but because

of their power to suggest the stability of frame construction

and its resilience to fire. As in the earlier Home

Insurance Buildingthe facing stone served as an encasing

protection for the peripheral steel columns. Thus the design

invokes both a reminiscence of historical forms and the

language of materials as a means toward an architectural

solution for the structural novelty of the frame.

Upon its completion in 1891 the Leiter Building was rented

to Siegel, Cooper & Co., one of the largest of the street's

department stores, who had recently been burned out of their

quarters on the southeast corner of State and Adams Streets. 72

The store's fifteen acres of floor area housed a retail

business with over 2,000 employees staffing 65 different

departments. The store's tenants "practically offer all the

conveniences of a small city," which in addition to its

range of merchandise included "a bank, restaurant, butcher-

shop, telegraph office, employment bureau, dentist's office,

doctor's office, barber shop, and a hairdresser for ladies." 7 3

It was for such a range of activities associated with the
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primary activity of shopping that the flexibility of the

building's interior space was intended. The proliferation

of functions associated with State Street stores by 1890 were

ill-housed in the smaller structures of the post-fire era.

Thus the Leiter Building marked the appearance of a new

building type on State Street to house a newly emerging method

of merchandising whose scale and character were at the time

unique to Chicago.

The building most similar in type and style to the Leiter

building was The Fair store also designed by Jenney and Mundie

in 1890 and sited west of State Street along the north side

of Adams at Dearborn (Figure 26). Though the original scheme

dates from just after that of the Leiter Building, The Fair

was built in two stages, the first completed in 1892 and the

second in 1897. The history of The Fair as a merchandising

institution typifies the development of other department stores

on State Street. The Fair promoted itself as Chicago's first

department store which, as distinct from a dry goods house,

had originated the concept of "centralized shopping under one

roof" or "retail merchandising for the millions".7 4  The Fair

began as a one-story 16 foot store front on the west side of

State Street north of Adams in 1875. Its founder, Ernest

J. Lehmann, adopted a merchandising strategy opposite from

those of the older prestigious dry goods houses such as Field's.

Beginning in the depths of a depression, Lehmann "deliberately

ignored the trade of the rich and prosperous" in favor of

75
"commerce with the common people". He named his store "The

Fair" to signify "that fair dealing would be given all customers
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and also that the store was like a fair because it offered

many and different things for sale at a cheap price."7 6

Over its first fifteen years, the business grew exponentially

through a policy of seeking volume of trade over all other

criteria for development. Lehmann was famous for buying

the stock of failing rival merchandisers regardless of the

type of goods, and then adding the wares to his own store as

a new department. The adoption of the term"department store"

thus indicated that the business expanded through the addi-

tion of new departments to create an ever more inclusive

range of merchandise and services. The rate of increase in

The Fair's sales led to a program of real estate acquisition

of neighboring storefronts. By the mid 1880s Lehmann had

acquiredcontrol of the north side of Adams from State to

Dearborn, the two story buildings identified as one concern

by continuous signage along their block front, the graphic

label of The Fair transforming a street of disparate shops

into a single concern. By May 1890 the store had succeeded

in gaining control over an entire half block bounded by State

Adams, Dearborn, and Marble Place. The total leasehold was

valued at over $3,000,000, making it the largest consolidation

of downtown property achieved in Chicago up to that time.

The original plan called for construction of a twelve story

steel frame building on the site devoted entirely to the

Fair's retail operation. The building was to be "the largest

in Chicago and much the largest structure in the world

devoted to similar purposes on the basis of the amount of

floor space, far exceeding in extent the famous Bon Marche
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of Paris, which has only four floors." 7 8

The construction of The Fair was to proceed in sections

from the west side of the property on Dearborn toward comple-

tion of the easternmost section on State Street by January

1893. 79 The concept of construction in sections was here

introduced for the first time in a Chicago department store

to allow continuous sales operation in parts of the existirg buildings

as the new store was being built. At first it was not

determined whether the retail activity would occupy the full

height of the building or whether its upper floors would be

rented as office space.80 By the time construction began,

the project had grown to a seventeen story building depicted

in a rendering published in February 1892 (Figure 27). The

design compares closely with that of Jenney's Home Insurance

Building of 1884-85, Jenney's prototype for a tall steel

structure sited one block west of The Fair. Comparison of

these projects shows how Jenney adapted the formal as well

as the constructive system of his earliest office tower to

the novel problem of a department store. In the upper

stories of both the Home Insurance Building and The Fair,

Jenney's mandate had been to maximize daylight for both office

suites and sales floors. Hence in the Home Insurance, the

exterior piers, in Jenney's words, were "cut away to a

minimum of strength while the same principle was applied in

The Fair so that "the exterior can be almost entirely of

glass, the windows separated only by the fireproof metal." 8 1

In both structures, the peripheral metal columns are encased

in stone or pressed brick form"rg continuous vertical piers,
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with horizontal lintel panels recessed from these. Thus

Carl Condit concluded that The Fair's elevations "are

direct expressions of the wide-bayed steel and wrought iron

frame that support them.,,82 That Jenney's central architec-

tural intent was to express the structure, is not, however,

the only reading of his original descriptions and renderings.

These indicate that the designer viewed the required frame

and glazed area as unavoidable conditions to be accepted but,

which did not in them:rselves constitute architecture. As in

the Home Insurance Building, the aesthetic of The Fair's

exterior lay in the composition of the elevation, the choice

of surfaces materials, and their ornament. Along the main

Adams Street front, the building was classically composed of

tower blocks set atop a six story base articulated with con-

tinuous horizcrtal telt courses above the fifth and sixth

story. In the rendering the central bay between the towers

appears to be a wider span to accommodate a main entrance

at street level below. Variation in width of span along

the front elevation is also evident in the plan of The Fair

as built (Figure 28), where the position of columns along

the Adams Street front does not align with interior bays.

The structural discontinuities at the front were evidently

tolerated in order to achieve subtleties of symmetry in the

elevation as built. The first six stories comprise the base

or pedestal. for the two surmounting blccks. Their rusticated

pilasters ccrrespcnd to the rock-faced piers that form the

pedestal of the Home Insurance Building. In The Fair, the

base is defined by cornic:e lires above the fifth and sixth
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floor. In the upper blocks, the rustication and ornamented

lintels continue upward through the corner bays with the dis-

tended piers between forming a pilastrade. The sixteenth

and seventeenth floors, also rusticated, serve as attic

stories surmounted by a bracketed cornice. Piers *n both

the base and upper zones of the elevations are capped with

composite capitals and set on base moldings as adaptations

of a classical order. This reading of the original scheme

clarifies anomalies in the exterior as built. An 1893 view

shows the westermost seven bays of nine stories completed

adjacent to The Fair's old three story quarters (Figure 29).

This nine story block was extended east to State Street in

1897, with two floors added later.8 3 Thus the horizontal

cornices courses, originally intended to crown the base of

the twin tower scheme, fell at the mid-section of the build-

ing as built. The formal intention of the completed work

can thus be understood only with reference to the original

project.

The concern for enrichment of surface evident in the

exterior design of The Fair contrasts with the severity of

the second Leiter Building designed less than a year before.

The difference in treatment may reflect the fact that the.

Leiter block was built as a speculative venture for an

anonymous tenant, while The Fair was commissioned by the

retail corporation which both owned and occupied the build-

ing. Hence its name appeared in a bronze plaque on the

building's southeast and southwest corners. The advertised

image of the store as The Fair contributed to the building's
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festive character along the street level, whose treatment

is perhaps best understood in contrast to the lowest stories

of the Home Insurance Building. The basement and first

floor of the latter form what Jenney described as "the

pedestal" for the upper floors made of "Fox Island granite,

the walls rock-faced, but with considerable carving at

entrances. The main entrance displays four of the finest

84
polished granite columns ever placed in the West." The

entrance to the Home Insurance, as regional headquarters of

a prestigious New York insurance firm, was sited near the

south end of Chicago's financial corridor on LaSalle Street.

Thus the entrance's rustication and monumentality corresponded

to the pretentions of the business and its predominantly male

clientele. In contrast, The Fair contains no basement and

banking floor, but an entrance level at the sidewalk and

mezzanine floor of display windows framed in decorative cast

iron. The most generous and ornate of these was a pair of

arched doorways on State Street, which adapted the traditional

arched entrance of a Chicago office building rendered not in

rusticated stone but in glass and ornamental iron (Figure 30).

The delicacy of surface relief in the frame corresponded to

the goods displayed in the ad jacent windows and signified

the building's identity as a retailing emporium. The Fair

and its neighbors succeeded in attracting a predominantly

female clientele, and prided itself on having helped to make

State Street, as the city's permanent shopping thoroughfare,

"the Women's Street of Chicago."85 Thus the treatment of

the building's lower exterior was that feature of the
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architecture which identified it most clearly as a department

store.

When The Fair opened its completed building in September

1897, its most advertised feature was the modernity of its

interior planning and equipment. Christened as Chicago's

oldest and largest department store, The Fair housed over

one hundred departments staffed by over 3,000 employees.

The business was thus described as "a city in itself",

86
operating as "a combination of many stores." The system

of management developed to oversee the retail operations

corresponded in contemporary eyes to the scientific modernity

of the building as a construction. The principal feature of

the interior that distinguished it from the older generation

of stores was its sense of spaciousness as measured by the

width and length of aisles, the height of the ceilings, and

the seemingly infinite extent of the sales floors (Figure 31).

Two interior lights courts, perhaps adapted from Marshall

Field's store building of 1878 up State Street, served the

lower sales floors on either side of the block, with six

of the twelve passenger elevators given a central position

in lieu of a grand staircase serving the upper floors.

Separate departments operated in competition for profits and

a share of the trade, hence floor space was a hotly contested

commodity. So strong was the priority of maximizing interior

space for sales room that a conventional brick chimney for

the store's power plant was unacceptable because of the

dimensions of masonry required for its foundations. Thus,

one of Jenney's technical innovations in The Fair was to
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design an interior steel chimney whose stack area occupied

a minimum of floor area.87 The emphasis on openness of

plan inside the building corresponded to the minimal encasing

of its structural members on the elevation. Both facets of

the scheme were controlled by The Fair's program for

merchandising, which demanded maximization of daylight and

floor area. Apart from planning and equipment, the building's

identity as architecture lay in the decorative treatment of

its exterior and interior surface to evoke a festive atmosphere

for the experience of shopping.

In addition to the second Leiter Building and The Fair,

the third project of 1890 that marked a rebuilding of State

Street was the Masonic Temple at the northeast corner of

State and Randolph Streets (Figure 32). This twenty-story

structure was designed in the spring of 1890 and completed

by May 1892. The Masonic Temple had the dual distinction of

the being the tallest building in the world at that time and

one of the last major works of architects Burnham and Root

before the death of designer John Wellborn Root in January

1891. The building has previously been studied as an example

of Root's search for an aesthetic solution to the problem of

the tall building.88 Yet the importance of the Masonic Temple

in the development of State Street lies equally in the

novelty of its program. The project was initiated and financ-

ed by Chicago Freemasons as a headquarters for their brother-

hood and as an investment in rental property.89 Yet the

structure was not conceived to be solely an office building

but rather a vertical "shop center", the first ten floors
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housing small retail stores grouped around an open rotunda

90or atrium. The scheme thus marked an attempt to appropriate

the commercial function of the street, replacing the

traditional pattern of shopping along its length by incorpor-

ating a comparable array of merchandisers within one facility

dependent on the speed and capacity of its elevators.

Anticipation of the project's success was predicated on the

daily influx of commuters to State Street. Thus the

Economist commented that on the site of the Masonic Temple:

The ground has a location which in many
ways is unique. The intersection of Randolph
and State Streets forms a business center in
Chicago in a peculiarly marked way. It is
reached by nearly all the streets cars in the
city, being equally accessible from the South
and West Sides, and the North Side as well.
At all hours of the day, and late into the evening,
throngs of people congregate about it.... 91

Thus the project's scale and pretensions were a response

to the existing commercial environment of State Street. The

scheme assumed the possibility of reorienting shoppers'

habituation to the street. Yet in 1890, there was "still

some doubt as to the extent to which retail business can be

carried on in the upper stories of high buildings.. .while

there are ladies who seriously object to ascending to those

floors by means of elevators".92 However, the interior

design of the Masonic Temple was conceived as an inducement

to overcome lingering trepidation about elevator buildings

for merchandising. Real estate observers suggested that

... a great building of shops simply will best fulfill
the demands of this locality... It would provide
perfect shop facilities within itself upon an ideal
plan; would avoid the inconvenience of having to
pass along the crowded streets by slow and uncertain
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means of locomotion in heat, or wet, or cold, and
would present the tenants of the building attractions
which could not be reached even on the street level
in the magnificence of the ensemble and the grandeur
of the architectural effect. 9 3

Thus Burnham and Root were charged with developing an

environment for merchandising- whose architecture would help

overcome doubts of both pedestrians and retailers. They

thus attempted to reproduce within the Masonic Temple a

complete shopping district, "a city in itself", with "wide

halls taking the place of streets and the whole composing a

mammoth emporium". In plan on each shop floor, a U-shaped

arrangement of commercial space surrounded the open, skylit

rotunda which extended through the full height of the build-

ing (Figure 33). The rear of the rotunda was shaped as a

bay of fourteen passenger elevators for handling 36,000 people

daily, the rear wall glazed behind the elevator shafts.

The shops were linked by a gallery surrounding the rotunda

forming a balcony ten feet wide with floors and soffits of

marble and mosaic and balustrades of ornamental ironwork

finished as bronze (Figure 34). The columns around the court

were sheathed in alabaster with ornamental capitals while

the curved fascia of the surrounding floors were lined with

marble throughout. Upon emerging from the elevators, "the

front of every shop upon the floor is plainly visible, and

these fronts are arranged with great plate glass show

windows, similar to the most attractive of street facades." 9 5

The floors themselves were not numbered but were named as

streets, after individuals distinguished in the history of

the Masonic Brotherhood. As the architect of this interior,
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Root had thus adapted the rotunda as spatial type which he had

developed for earlier projects such as the Rookery and the

Chicago (later Great Northern) Hotel. He extended the familiar

skylit lobby of these buildings through the 'full height of

the Masonic Temple. The rotunda may also have been intended

to recall the light court of the nearby Marshall Field Store,

as a type of interior space then uniquely associated with

State Street's finest dry goods house. The basement of the

rotunda was to be a restaurant complex, with the street level

housing "every class of such preliminary and accessory service

as would apply to a great shop center", such as ladies'

retiring rooms and parlours, telephone and telegraph offices,

and an information bureau. The uppermost floors of the

Temple were to house the Masons' lodge and meeting rooms,

while the roof was intended as an observatory "inclosed with

plate glass in such a way as it can be thrown open or closed

as the condition of the weather or the occasion demands."

The observatory, like a horticultural hall, was to be laid

out "as a summer garden" decorated with flowers, plants, and

statuary. 96

The original scheme for the Masonic.Temple was an

ambitious attempt to draw retail trade away from the length.

of State Street itself into the upper floors of an elevator

building. However, the experiment of locating shops on the

building's upper levels failed within three years of its

completion in the midst of the depression which followed

the panic of 1893, when the upper floors were converted

entirely to offices. The consensus in the early 1890s was
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that shoppers were habituated to the street level. Only

when new structures housed a single department store,

rather than an array of separate shops, would people be in-

duced to explore the upper levels of a tall commercial

building.

The exterior of the Masonic Temple is less closely re-

lated to the commercial environment of State Street and is

better understood in the context of the development of Root's

aesthetic. The base of the building was faced with a gray

Wisconsin granite through the first three stories, and the

shaft of the elevation in a matching gray pressed brick, with

terra cotta in the ornamental attic story and crowning gables

embellished with the insignia and symbols of Masonry. The

principle feature of the exterior was the forty-two foot

wide arched entrance, whose spandrel was also ornamented with

Masonic emblems. As a pioneering experiment in steel construc-

tion, the Masonic Temple was among the first tall buildings

to use a system of internal diagonal windbracing and

continuous column sections extending through two stories.

These devices to insure the rigidity of an unprecedentedly

tall structure inspired the lithic architectural treatment of

the exterior to convey the impression of stability. Root

had hoped to reinforce this sense of solidity through

conventional proportions of height to ground area. However,

the addition of stories as the project progressed resulted

in a distension of his original preferred massing scheme.

At the base of the building, Root's desire to create a

visually convincing foundation for the towering structure
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conflicted with the need for extensive glazing of shop

windows along the sidewalk. Root's biographer Harriet

Monroe noted that some of his earlier works had relied on

architectural devices to reconcile the "troublesome require-

ments" of open shop fronts at their base, where "a massive

97expression of structure is an artistic necessity.?? The

tentative quality of the solution for the base of the

Masonic Temple was perhaps symptomatic of a larger contra-

diction between Root's traditional conception of the commercial

building as a monumental type and its emerging role on

State Street as enmeshed in the continuity of activity along

the sidewalk.

Root's sensibilities enabled him to devise an alternative

solution to this dilemma in his design for the lower level

of the Reliance Building on State Street, a project initiated

before his death. Although the upper floors of the

Reliance were designed and built in 1894-95, the initial

project for a fifteen story commercial building on the south-

west corner of State and Washington Streets dates from 1889-

90. In March of 1890 William E. Hale, a real estate investor,

announced his plan to build on the site and had commissioned

Burnham and Root as architects.9 8 The project was the fourth

tall steel building planned for State Street by that year.-

The Reliance resembled the Masonic Temple in that both were

intended to house retail businesses on their upper floors,

though Hale's building was smaller in ground area and had no

institutional program to lend it special identity. Hale,

initially controlled only leases to the street level,
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basement,and entresol of the existing post-fire building

on the corner. These lower floors were remodelled in 1891

after designs attributed to Root before his death in January

of that year. (Figure 35).99 The substructure and first

floor of the old five story building were replaced with

foundations for the new project. Along the sidewalk the

existing storefront was replaced with large display windows,

and the new steel columns faced with a Red Scotch granite with

bronze ornament. The imported granite was considered

exceptional not only in the beauty of its texture and

resilience to weathering but in its ability to take a polish,

thus lending to its surface a sheen akin to that of the

adjacent plate glass show windows. The metalwork served to

outline the joints of the granite facing. This decorative

embellishment is thus rationally derived from its constructive

role thereby exhibiting the stone as veneer for the steel(Figure

36). The design followed from the necessity of display

windows for the lower stories which were leased to Carson,

Pirie, Scott & Co. in 1890 to serve as their retailing head-

quarters on State Street. No record of Root's intentions

for the upper floors of the Reliance survives. However,

the executed base suggests his reappraisal of the archi-

tectural problem of the tall building skirted by show windows

at street level.

In 1890 Burnham and Root were also commissioned to

remodel the lower stories of the Marshall Field store housed in the

Singer Building on the northeast corner of State and

Washington.1 0 1 The Singer Building, diagonally across the
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corner from the Reliance, had been built in 1878 as a near

reconstruction of Palmer's original Field, Leiter & Co.,

with a five story marble exterior crowned by a mansard roof

(Figure 37). Unlike its predecessor the Singer was devoted

solely to Field's retail operations, which, in 1881, had

come under the inspired management of Harry Gordon Selfridge.

His success in developing the State Street store led to its

expansion through adjacent properties north of the Singer

Building along State Street in 1888. The subsequent

renovation of the exterior along the sidewalk was to be

"quite elaborate and embrace entirely new fronts on the first

story with handsome and attractive entrances". The door-

way on State Street was widened to forty feet with the canopied

carriage entrance on Washington doubled in width. The

existing marble colonnade separating the show window bays

were replaced with continuous windows framed in ironwork

with glazed areas "the size of the largest sheet of plate

glass manufactured" (Figure 38).l03 The building's location

and the importance of Field's as a client indicate that the

remodeling may have required the attention of Root as senior

partner. If attributed to him this renovation together with

the design for the base of the Reliance, suggests that Root

was responsive to the architectural possibilities of the

show window as a condition of the commercial environment of

State Street. The novelty of this problem in design was at

the time perceived as representative of unprecedented

challenges for architecture inherent in the commercial build-

ings of Chicago. The transformation of the base of buildings
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along State Street was a highly visible instance of new

constructive technologies developed for new needs. Thus, in

his 1889 essay "Architecture in the West", Henry Van Brunt

observed that in Chicago,

There is no attempt to avoid the enormous
difficulty forced by the requirements of modern
shop fronts, and by the priceless invention
through which they can be occupied with vast
single sheets of polished plate glass set under
girders of iron and steel,--a condition important
enough in itself to set at defiance nearly all the
precepts of all the academies, and, if frankly
accepted by the architect, to create, perhaps, out
of this nettle, the flower of a new art.1 0 4

One of the first completed projects to work with the

possibilities for expression implicit in broad expanses of

plate glass was the Venetian Building of 1891 (Figure 39).

This building, designed by Holabird and Roche, was located

on the south side of Washington Street just east of State

Street, opposite the carriage entrance to Marshall Field's.

Though the structure did not front on State Street, it was

conceived as part of the urban development of the shopping

corridor. The design of the Venetian Building marks the

appearance of Holabird and Roche near State Street. This

firm had won recognition for their Tacoma Building of 1887,

cited as being among the first tall steel frame office

building in the world. Among those architects whose works

are considered formative for the Chicago School, Holabird and

Roche built more on State Street between 1891 and 1912 than

any other firm. The preponderance of their designs on the

street defined the character of its architecture during the

years before and after the construction of the Schlesinger

and Mayer Store.
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Like the Masonic Temple and the Reliance Building, the

Venetian Building was intended to house a combination of

tenants all of whom would profit from their location near

the heart of the shopping district. Sited across from

Marshall Field's carriage entrance, its lower two stories

were promoted as "very desirable for certain branches of

fashionable custom and retail trade".105 The street and

mezzanine floors were thus fitted with large plate glass

windows to provide "ample show and advertising facilities".

The office suites for rent above were "peculiarly fitted

for all branches of the medical profession", with the upper

floors "being especially designed for their needs". 1 0 6  On

the street elevation, the third through ninth floors were

fitted with broad windows whose dimensions and proportion

followed that of the steel bay, extending from column

from floor to ceiling. The central pane of these windows

was fixed with operable sash on either side. This fenestra-

tion of the Venetian Building was the first instance of the

"Chicago window" used as the characteristic motif of a com-

mercial building. Their purpose in this north facing wall

was to provide ample daylight for professional offices.

Yet their absence from the side elevation suggests that

these windows, though ostensibly functional and fitted to

the steel bay, were introduced to enhance the aesthetic of

the street facade. Their elegant proportion and tripartite

division may have been intended to recall the Palladian or

Serliana window as a traditional motif of Venetian

Renaissance architecture. The mullions themselves appear
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as colonettes carved as spirals in the Venetian manner. As

the project's name suggests, the exterior of the building was

to be "in the Venetian style of architecture---light and

graceful."1 0 7 The wall was to be built of "a special Roman

brick of a warm buff color, with terra cotta ornamentation."

The design for the building's.transom within the street

entrance and the structures crowning two story arcade and

attic gallery recall the motifs of the facades of Venetian

palazzi. The projecting bracketed sills of the top floor

"belvedere" correspond to projecting sills of the cornice

bands separating the floors below. These continuous sills,

like the fenestration, may be understood as adaptations of

pre-modern architectural vocabularies to a new scale and

constructive type of commercial building. That the Venetian

Building was conceived as analogous to a pre-modern type,

borrowing and transforming its imagery, is evident in its

tile hip roof whose soffit is rendered as projecting roof

beams to suggest the crownofaresidence along the Grand

Canal (Figure 40). The choice of Venetian sources was not

entirely arbitrary, as contemporary commentary of Root and

others citedVenetian and Florentine architectures as exemplary

of the arts of commercial civilizations whose pre-modern

sources of wealth and thus, civic identity, were analogous

to Chicago's own. The type of fenestration in the upper

stories of the Venetian may also be understood as deriving

from the larger windows that appeared in the lower stories

of Holabird and Roche's earlier office buildings. In projects

such as the Tacoma, glass show windows extending the width
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and height of the steel bay occur in the street level and

mezzanine stories, though the fixtures themselves do not

have the characteristic tri-partite division of the Chicago

window.

The Venetian elevation may be the first instance of

the extension of Chicago windows through the full height of

a commercial building a proportion of whose upper floors

were intended for retailing. The restrained historicism

evident in Holabird and Roche's first work near State

Street remained characteristic of the firm's later building.

Their work habitually included classicizing detail within

designs whose lines were largely determined by the minimal

requirements of use and construction. In the history of

State Street, however, a more vigorous historicism emerged

in projects directly associated with the Columbian World's

Exposition of 1893. In February 1890 Congress officially

announced that Chicago would host the exposition, though

the choice of Chicago was expected as probable through 1889.

One could speculate that the initiation of large scale

commercial projects on State Street from the summer of 1889

through the spring of 1890 was at least partially inspired

by anticipation of the Exposition and the number of visitors

the event would bring to downtown. However the gradual rise

of land values through the 1880s also peaked in years 1889-

1091890. Thus the profitability of rebuilding State Street

was probably determined by the economic history of real estate

over a broad period. The incentive of the Exposition was

incidental relative to broader trends in the price of property.
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Anticipation of the Exposition did, however, inspire

the promotion of State Street as the city's premier retail

corridor whose stores hoped to profit greatly from the coming

influx of visitors to Chicago in 1893. The World's Fair

also inspired characterization of State Street as a thorough-

fare comparable to the great boulevards of the world (Figure 41).

Chicago began to see itself in comparison not only with

New York, but with the capitals of fin-de-siecle Europe whose

citizens would be touring the city when they came for the

Exposition. Thus, guidebooks to Chicago prepared for out-

of-town visitors to the Fair described State Street as an

avenue of cosmopolitan pretenses, whose retailers had trans-

formed the material culture of the city from that of a

provincial settlement to a consumer of the finest manufactures

imported from overseas. One guidebook promoted the.variety

of State Street's architecture over the uniform frontages of

boulevards characteristic of Second Empire Paris, concluding

that:

If you are from Paris, State Street will remind
you of Avenue de l'Opera, or the Avenue Malesherbes,
from the steps of the Madeleine; if from Berlin,
Friederich Strasse or Leipziger Strasse will be
recalled to your mind; if from Vienna, you will see
a resemblance to some sections of the Ring Strasse;
if from London, Regent Street may be suggested; if
from Dublin, a part of Sackville Street, although
you will miss the Nelson Monument. All of the great
streets of the world to-day bear a strong resemblance
to each other, although there is in reality a vast
difference between them. 1 1 0

Within the climate of expectation generated by the

imminence of the World's Fair, there were at least two major

structures on State Street whose architecture related to the

fair's commemorative program and artistic goals. The first
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of these was the Columbus Building designed by William

Boyington on the southeast corner of State and Washington

Streets completed in May 1893 as the Fair opened (Figure 42).

The property owners, Messrs. Higgins and Furber, had

commissioned the project in 1891 as a sixteen story building

intended to house stores and offices for the city's wholesale

111
and retail jewelry businesses. The opulence and use of

precious materials throughout the completed structure cor-

responded in part to the anticipated tenancy. However, the

owners were also inspired to make the building a showpiece

of the city's architecture in keeping with the spirit of the

Columbian Exposition. The building was thus conceived as a

memorial to Columbus and executed entirely "in the style of

the Spanish Renaissance."ll2 The two lower floors were plan-

ned for retailers with solid bronze framing the display

windows around the base of the exterior. The metal was cast

in low ornamental relief and hand chased in finish. Atop the

arched entrance on State Street stood a bronze statue of

Columbus commissioned from Rome, with flanking busts in

relief of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella set in the span-

drels of the arch. These and the other bronze ornaments of

the building were designed by Lorado Taft of Chicago. In

the main entrance hall an Italian mosaic floor depicted the

crossing of the Nina, Pinta, and Santa Maria, with bronze

wall reliefs set between marble columns showing scenes from

the life of Columbus. Mosaic was used for flooring through

the upper stories of the building, together with an unprece-

dented profusion of bronze, marble, and mahogany as finish
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materials for the office levels. On the rear walls on the

ground level stores, glass mosaic panels, eight feet high

by sixteen feet wide, depicted Columbus' departure from the

court of Spain and his arrival in the New World. The interest

in an authoritatively antiquarian historicism throughout the

building appeared in thebronze balustrade of the stairways.

For these details "the most characteristic buildings of the

Renaissance periods have been studied to supply a motive for

the metal work, which would be in harmony with the style.

The result is that the ornamental ironwork of the Columbus

Building is actually more Spanish in spirit than anything of

the kind extant in Spain."1 1 3

The Columbus was of skeletal steel frame construction,

with the upper stories clad entirely in a yellowish pink

shade of terra cotta whose ornamentation included the coats

or arms of the provinces of Spain and of individuals associated

with Columbus. The roofscape was crowned by a corner dome

surmounted by a glass globe with the continents shown in

color and the position of Chicago indicated by a cut jewel

through which shined a powerful electric light visible as a

beacon for some twenty miles. The flanking gables were also

ornamented with Spanish motifs and roofed in brown Spanish

tile. The lines of the terra cotta cladding contributed to

the vertical emphasis of the design which culminated in this

array of motifs. The exterior of the Columbus was almost

universally criticized in its time for its excessive and

114
awkward appearance. Yet the building was deemed important

as an early attempt to manipulate terra cotta surface as

i
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cladding for steel construction. One critic noted both

the fault and the potential of Boyington's experiment, con-

cluding that:

---a construction which owes allegiance only
to the principles of steel. In spite of this,
however, the protective material has been dis-
posed in masonry forms, subverted wherever
necessary to the exigencies of the real construc-
tion. This tendency toward allowing the steel
to determine the forms of the terra cotta, if
carried to its legimate conclusion, might have
resulted in a truthful expression of a steel
building, but for the insistence on an ultimate
expression of masonr construction that now
characterizes it,...115

As a statement of competing values, the Columbus Building

sought to be both ornate and monumental in its forms and up

to date in its planning and fabrication. This contrast

between an -eclectic historicism and a commercial modernity

is evident in the roof scape , whose motifs len a scale and

profile to the building alien to the office stories below

similar competing priorities appearedin another project

associated with the Exposition was Marshall Field Annex

designed by D. H.Burnham and Co. (Figure 43) in the spring

of 1892 for the northwest corner of Washington Street and

Wabash Avenue. The architect of this building was Charles

Atwood who had replaced John Root as Burnham's partner for

design in 1891. Atwood played an important role in the

World's Columbian Exposition as designer of the Fine Arts

Building, the most celebrated example of neoclassical archi-

tecture at the fair. The Marshall Field Annex, made ready

in time for the Exposition in the summer of 1893, was intended

to be in keeping both with the spirit of the Fair and with
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the pretensions of Field's as the host city's leading

commercial institution.1 1 6 The Annex was not conceived

solely as a dry goods store but as a nine story multi-use

structure on the model of the neighboring Venetian and

Columbus Buildings. The lower three stories were occupied

by the retail store and tea room of Marshall Field's, the

central three as workrooms connected with their business,

while the uppermost three were rented as professional offices

around a central light court. The interior structure was a

steel frame, though the supports around the periphery of

the building were of massive masonry. The visible outer

wall was a stone veneer for a self-supporting masonry shell

surrounding an interior metal frame (Figure 44).117 The

exterior is treated as a Renaissance palazzo, similar in

type to McKim, Mead and White's University and Metropolitan

Clubs in New York. The composition and textures of the

elevation follow the exterior scheme for McKim, Mead and

White's Hotel Imperial of 1890 on 32nd and Broadway (Figure

45). Atwood had been familiar with these and related academic

designs during his tenure as an architect in New York before

joining Burnham's office in Chicago. Like the Fine Arts

Building, the Field Annex in its time was praised as proof

of his ability to work with the subtleties of a-n academic

118
vocabulary as these were then being developed in the East.

The lower three stories were faced with a light coloured

granite whose piers and arches framed the display windows of

the street level and mezzanine levels. The central three

stories are faced in terra cotta, elaborately modelled and
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ornamented to resemble rusticated, carved stone. Three-

story arches are flanked by tiers of smaller openings and

buttressed by wide corner piers. The two stories above are

of brick and a lighter colored terra cotta, with the attic

story and cornice faced entirely with decorative terra cotta.

The accentuation of the coursing in all levels and their

projecting divisions lend to the scheme a repose based on

horizontal lines and foursquare proportion of height to

breadth. Although generally regarded as successful on its

own terms as an academic design, the Field Annex was criticized

by both Montgomery Schuyler and Louis Sullivan for its disa-

vowal of its commercial function and construction. Schuyler

wrote that the tenuity of the piers in the lower stories

prevents the design from appearing convincing as masonry

construction. He concluded that:

The basement is obviously impossible in masonry
and the ostensible construction, is evidently
not the actual construction... .true, the piers
are thickened to the verge of commercial
practicability, indeed what would be commercially
practicable if this were an office building
instead of a warehouse. But it will not do. The
building still relies upon means of support that
are not visible. 1 1 9

Schuyler's condemnation of Atwood's design for its lack

of rational expression of structure omits the fact that the

building's periphery was indeed masonry construction. The

tenuity of the piers in elevation contrasts with their mass

in plan, where they occur within the depth of the show

windows. Even the curved grand entrance to the store is

set between the building's massive corner piers. Thus

Schuyler was provoked by the competing priorities of structure
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and show window along the street level. In his criticism of

the building in The Kindergarten Chats Sullivan focused on

this same area of the design. He claimed that the profusion

of classical motifs obscured the building's function as a

department store, noting that its identity as a use type

could not be discerned from a design legible only as the

Imperial Hotel. Sullivan concluded that:

Surely, if it were a department store, all
masonry would be reduced toa minimum, and
there would be an expanse of glass for light
and display. If you doubt it, there are
several department store buildings hereabout
that will serve to illustrate my meaning...

(The Field Annex) stands, for our purpose
as the type of a large class of structures,
fortunately, for us, more rampant in the East
than in the West, which represent what I
might denominate the current jargon of
architecture: the incapacity... to express in
simple well-chosen lan uage the casual current
experiences of life. 1 2 U

When Sullivan wrote these words late in 1900, the first

section of his Schlesinger and Mayer store had been completed

a few blocks away. He thus presented Atwood's building as

diametrically oppossed to his own solution to the same

problem. Yet his remark that there were "several department

store buildings hereabout" that illustrated a viewpoint

similar to his own suggests Sullivan's sympathetic

familiarity with other works on State Street. Among those

built after the Field Annex there were several experiments

in commercial architecture that could have served as models

for the original design of the Schlesinger and Mayer store

in 1898. The first of these was -the Champlain Building

designed by Holabird and Roche on the northwest corner of
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State and Madison Streets completed in 1894 (Figure 46).

The original project for a sixteen story store building on

the site pre-dated a Chicago city ordinance of October

1891 for limiting the height of new construction to 130

feet above the sidewalk. The earliest schemes developed by

Holabird and Roche featured a steel frame clad not in masonry

but in aluminum such that " t he architectural conception

of the facade is that of a metallic construction representing

the metal construction within."121 This project was thought

to be the first use of aluminum as an exterior cladding in

the history of architecture. The specific alloy of that

metal was to be an "aluminum bronze" to give the exterior

"a pleasant gold color". l22 The beauty of the metal complemented

its weathering qualities,malleability, and ease with which

it could be cleaned. Yet, apart from these standards, the

novelty of aluminum enabled the architects to fulfill a

theoretical ideal of "representing on the front of a

'modern' building what the building was, that is to say,

a structure of metal." 1 2 3 The functional and technical

complement to the aluminum cladding was to be the design of

the window fixtures. To provide as much daylight as possible,

plate glass was to extend the full height and length of the

steel bays, fabricated in two 11 foot panes set in aluminum

sash with operable panels on either side. The dimensions of

the glazing also permitted merchant tenants to have "immense

signs on the window if they choose... twenty two feet long and

124
as may be desired." Thus the Chicago window developed by

Holabird and Roche for the Champlain derived not only from
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demand for natural light in upper floors, but from its

potential for advertising along State Street. This type of

window was thus conceived as a frame for exhibition akin to

the show windows on the sidewalk below.

In the later development-of the project for the

Champlain the aluminum scheme was abandoned in favor of an

exterior clad entirely in terra cotta. The rendering of the

project published in November 1893 shows the entire structure,

from the show windows at the sidewalk to the attic story and

cornice clad in a "white terra cotta".125 The scale and color

of the building stand out in stark contrast to adjacent facades

of an earlier era of both State and Madison Streets. The

sense of the building mass as a form susceptible to classical

treatment is evident not only in the bracketed cornice and

attic ornament, but in the contraction of the corner bays and

the coursing of the terra cotta to resemble stone. The

intention of the revised design was to make 'a distinctly white

and ornamental building". The casements and frames of the

windows in the upper stories were rendered as Venetian

colonettes. In the building as built, the upper stories

were clad in white terra cotta, while the lower stories were

treated with a darker reddish brown terra cotta overlaid

with ornamental ironwork cast by the Winslow Brothers Company.

The metal was originally intended to be finished in gold

leaf. The decorative metalwork was continued from the

sidewalk inside the lobby for the office building whose

elevator grilles of wrought iron were "in the style of the

French Renaissance".126 When completed in the winter of
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1894, the Champlain Building was criticized both locally

in Chicago and in the East as offensively plain, the

uncompromising severity of the street fronts relieved only

by ornament at the base and cornice. 12 7 The shift in

expressive intent from the aluminum design for the Champlain

to its exterior as built may reflect the influence of the

architecture of the Columbian Exposition. The Exposition's

reintroduction of white classically ornamented surfaces to

Chicago during the summer of 1893 was simultaneous with the

design and construction of Holabird and Roche's building.

The Champlain was thus the first major work of commercial

architecture to reintroduce imagery of the white surface of

the Fair to State Street. The minimal simplicity of the upper

stories projected in the original scheme did survive in the

built version. Yet the all metal exterior, praised as pro-

gressive design in 1892, was replaced by white terra cotta

cladding in the wake of the Exposition's memorable vision

of a White City.

The State Street structure that most closely followed the

Champlain in its program and expression was the Reliance

Building, whose upper floors were designed and built in 1894.

The Reliance occupied a corner property extending 56 feet on

State Street and 85 feet on Washington at the southwest

corner of their intersection. Early in 1894 William E. Hale

revived his 1890 project for a sixteen story building on the

site, whose lower floors were then occupied by the retail

headquarters of Carson, Pirie, Scott and Company. D. H.

Burnham and Co. retained the commission, with Atwood succeeding
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Root as the project's designer. The building's steel

frame was redesigned, with its carrying capacity modelled

after that of The Fair's floor structure to accommodate

either retail stores or professional offices in the upper

stories. The size and proportion of the site encouraged the

use of a novel system of windbracing in the frame whereby

column sections were bound together by rigid connections to

24 inch steel girders around the periphery of each floor level

(Figure 47). Atwood's exterior treatment was intended to give

the building "as light and delicate an appearance as possible",

with wide bays occurring on both fronts and sections of

plate glass spanning from 18 inches above the floor to

ceiling across each story.129 The unglazed surface along

sills and columns was to read as "simply a terra cotta

sheathing to the iron construction, no attempt being made to

give an idea of solidity but to practically recognize the

fact that the strength lies in the steel frame." 1 3 0 Thus

the sense of horizontal continuity along the sills may have

been Atwood's attempt to associate the disposition of the

clay with the rigid ring of structural girders that braced

the frame (Figure 48).

The terra cotta itself was to be "a light cream color

elaborately molded in the style of the French Gothic" as a

continuation of the Gothic metalwork with which Root had

131
framed the polished granite at the base. Atwood originally

intended that " c olor may possibly be introduced in some of

the wall panels by the use of either mosaic, marbles or

colored glazes".132 On the interior a German Gothic motif
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was chosen for the metal tracery of the elevator grilles,

with the upper hallways and main staircase to be richly

decorated in marble veneers. Though the building aspired

to be among the most ornate of new quarters on State Street,

its principal innovation was the enamelling or high degree

of glazing of the exterior terra cotta. The Champlain's

outer surface had been a "buff" or "dead white" terra cotta,

while the Reliance was promoted as the first work of archi-

tecture clad entirely in enameled clay to create "the novelty

of a veritable porcelain tower rearing itself two hundred

feet above grade (Figure 49)."1133 The vitrified clay com-

bined with polished plate glass created a composite exterior

surface whose chief advantage was its washability. Through

the 1890s there appear accounts of extensive disfiguration

and damage to the exteriors of commercial buildings in Chicago

134
caused by smoke and soot. The principal source of pol-

lution were steam boilers burning soft coals whose ash-like

residue deposited on the brick and stone facings of down-

town structures, discoloring and encrusting the walls. The

commonplace solution had been for building owners to paint

over the dirtied surfaces, often with a whitewash or white

oil-based paint. However such repainting often obliterated

polychromy and composition of textures that comprised much

of the buildings' architectural effect. Thus the advent of

enamelled terra cotta in the Reliance was praised for its

potential as a material whose properties of resilience and

washability recommended it for environments like State Street.

Like the aluminum cladding originally projected for the
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Champlain, the glazed clay recommended itself as an industrially

fabricated material suited for the conditions of a modern

streetscape.

Upon its completion the Reliance, though praised for its

innovation as "a white enamelled building", was critically

received as at best a first step toward a new commercial

aesthetic.1 3 5 To contemporary eyes its front "show(ed) more

plate glass than anything else", with the minimal cladding inter-

preted as a literal treatment of the building's conditions of

construction. 136 Schuyler appraised the Reliance as a state-

ment of the problem of the tall steel frame building rather than

a solution to it, concluding that "if this is the most and best

that can be done with the sky-scraper, the skyscraper is archi-

tecturally intractable." 1 3 7 Others similarly hoped for an

enrichment of surfaces in later exteriors of terra cotta "with

the introduction of extensive color schemes and more elaborate

ornamentation."138 Aside from its finished appearance, the

Reliance was a source of wonder in its speed and procedure of

construction. The frame rose at the rate of one floor every

two days, with the entire demolition and rebuilding completed in

six months.1 3 9 The construction of the upper stories proceded

above a platform that sheltered the ongoing retail activity with-

in the base of the building. The Architectural Record commented

on the novelty of "seeing a tremendous building pushing up

into the air while one can safely stand at its base and look

into shop windows crowded with the usual display,..." 140

Thus the process of construction itself underscored the

architectural division between floors devoted to merchandising
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along the street and upper stories perceptually removed from

the life of the sidewalk. This traditional disjuncture was

accentuated in the Reliance by the hands of different

architects evident in the upper and lower zones.

The completion of the Champlain and the Reliance Buildings

in 1894 indicates the continued vitality of State Street

through the advent of the severe depression that began in

the summer of 1893. Both these buildings were quickly filled

with tenants, their rental success attesting to the pressure

of merchants, doctors, dentists, and others to get accom-

modations along the shopping corridor during the economic

downturn. One local factor in the street's development that

heightened its desirability during general economic decline

was the extension of the city's elevated transportation lines

into the central business district. This process began in

1894 with the extension of the West Side elevated line from

Market to State Streets and ended with the completion of the

ring of elevated track known as the Union Loop in October

1897.14 The continuation of incoming elevated trains into

the center of Chicago intensified the existing concentration

of shopping on State Street perpetuating a rise in land values

even during the leanest years. The project that emerged

most directly from the rise in land values and the anticipated

influx of shopping crowds on the elevated trains

was the State Safety Building at the northeast corner of

State and Van Buren Streets completed in 1894 (Figure 50).

The project was initiated specifically in response to the

extension of a surface cable line from the West Side into
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the downtown along Van Buren Street which renewed interest in

properties at what was then the southern end of the shopping

corridor. 1 4 2

Like the adjacent second Leiter Building, the State

Safety was financed and completed by a real estate investor,

A.L. Sercomb, potentially for one or more tenants. The

structure was at first projected for occupancy by stores on

the lower floors and basement, with either offices or lofts

above. Being only seven stories above grade, the State Safety

Building was of semi-mill construction, meaning columns of

cast iron and floors of heavy timber. An early description

of the project stressed that as much glass as possible would

be used on the exterior to light the depth of floor area. 1 4 3

The architect, Holabird and Roche, prepared at least two

alternative designs for the street fronts. Surviving undated

drawings for the Street Street elevation show a continuous

range of show windows along the ground floor. In one

scheme the upper floors are rendered in brick with continuous

piers, recessed spandrels and ornamental terra cotta coursing

along the topmost sill and cornice to define an attic story

(Figure 51). The corner was designed as a projecting circular

bay from the second through the seventh stories. Embedded

along the corner of this bay rose an iron column extending

above the roof. The column contained electric lights which

culminated at the top in a revolving glass globe surmounted

by an eagle. The alternative scheme retained this corner

treatment (Figure 52). However, the masonry facing was

replaced with cast iron over the upper floors with projecting
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piers and continuous horizontal moldings along the sill and

head of the windows. Emblematic reliefs were set in the

shafts and capitala of the piers. The topmost sill was treat-

ed with a continuous ornamental relief with colonnettes

replacing the piers to accentuate the attic story. The

elevation was capped by a machicolated cornice rendered in

iron. The building as built adopted the cast iron facade,

with an additional ornamental iron fascia along the head

of the first floor display windows on State and Van Buren

Streets. The State Safety was the only major new building

erected on State Street during the 1890s with a cast iron

front. However, the relative lightness of the metal had

encouraged its use as a facing for upper stories added to

old masonry buildings during this period. Like the Holabird

and Roche design, these added fronts shaped the iron to

resemble stone motifs, often sealing its surface with a white

144
paint as was done on the State Safety. One account

attributed the choice of the metal rather than the masonry

design to the insistence of the client overriding the preference

of the architects.145 By the word "client" the account may

have been referring not to the financiers of the project

but to their tenant firm, A.M. Rothschild & Co., which leased

the entire building while it was under construction. The

firm of Abram Rothschild was founded in 1894 to create a

146department store to occupy the new building. Rothschild

had been a longtime partner in the wholesale clothing firm

of E. Rothschild and Brothers. In 1881 this firm had

commissioned Adler and Sullivan to design their store and

............ .1- .-.--.-.- ,.-1.1 1-1-1 ',1" . "I I' - . ,.,-Iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiik
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loft building at 205 West Monroe Street, which featured an

ornamental cast iron and stone street front. This early

building may have inspired Rothschild's preference for an

elegant metalwork design for the new firm's quarters on

State Street. The radical difference between the store of

A. M. Rothschild & Co. and its neighbors on State Street

was that the store's entire operation, including stock,

equipment, and personnel was organized explicitly to profit

from the properties available for retailing on State Street

north of Van Buren. Rothschild in 1895 quickly consolidated

a continuous frontage of 360 feet including two older

adjacent buildings to the north of the Holabird and Roche

structure.147 An extensive traveler, Rothschild aspired to

make his retail operation among the most complete in the

world in terms of inclusive the variety of its departments.

To this end he and his associates visited London and Paris

to study department stores in those cities as models for

their inaugural effort in Chicago. 1 4 8

Though demolished for the erection of a later Rothschild

store in 1912, the State Safety Building in the lines of its

upper elevation closely resembled Holabird and Roche's

earlier Venetian and Champlain Buildings. These three

designs anticipate Sullivan's solution for the upper stories

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store. The final project which

immediately preceded Sullivan's intervention on State

Street was the 1897-98 expansion and renovation of the

Mandel Brothers Store on the northeast corner of State and

Madison adjacent to Schlesinger and Mayer on the southeast



corner. These firms had established a similar identity

among neighboring rivals. Both aspired to be prestigious

dry goods houses on the model of Marshall Field's

distinguishing themselves from the larger department stores

like The Fair that catered to popular trade at the south end

of the Street. The Mandel Brothers since 1874 had occupied

the post-fire Colonnade Building or Booksellers' Row on the

east side of State north of Madison. In 1896 they began a

program of renovation by negotiating for the adjacent corner

property. Anticipating their acquisition of extensive

frontage along both State and Madison, Mandel's in 1897

commissioned Jenney and Mundie to remodel the lower floors

of their existing State Street front (Figure 53). The

original colonnade along the sidewalk was removed and replaced

with heavy plate glass and ornamental iron show windows two

stories high whose bays projected onto the sidewalk like

enlarged versions of the showcases formerly placed in front

of the store. The style of the ironwork was described as

Louis XV with the decorative relief in the patterns of

Persian arabesque whose intricate design represented the

state of the art in metal casting. The counterparts to this

form of show window were said to be "only found in the big

stores of Paris, (Mandel Bros.) being the first to use this

151style in America." Between the show window bays were set

new entrance vestibules with mahogany panelling and mosaic

floor. The upper lights of the windows were fitted with

prismatic glass which refracted sunlight into the building

I
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to illuminate the interior depth of the lower floor sales

rooms. The completed renovation was described as "one

of the handsomest improvements that have been made on State

Street in years."

Mandel Bros. remodelling of their State Street front

was the first step in a transformation of their older facility

composed of three adjacent buildings into "one modern

structure". Early in 1898, they extended the new base of

show windows around their entire State and Madison street frontage

(Figure 54). The renovation entailed the removal of exist-

ing supports around the periphery of the building and the

insertion of a steel frame to permit the largest possible

expanses of glass along the sidewalk. Two additional stories

were added to the existing buildings whose upper elevations

replicated the Venetian arcade of the Colonnade Building,

substituting cast iron for marble and repainting the whole

exterior white. Thus, " a bove the lower stories the

structural iron effect, with large plate glass windows, will

be carried to the top of the building. Similarly, the

ornamental character of the ironwork around the show windows,

"small and delicately modeled, producing a pleasing sense

153
of scale", was continued inside the renovated store.

The new stairways of the interior featured a similar pattern

of wrought and cast iron decorative work plated with bronze.

The initial transformation of the show windows along the

sidewalk thus became the inspiration for the architectural

character of the whole building. Contemporary accounts of

Mandel's and neighboring renovations thus described a new
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glass and iron style of commercial architecture derived

from the related necessities of light and display. The

Inland Architect characterized the emergence of this

aesthetic within the shopping district along State Street:

Chicago streets are undergoing a change. In
place of the crude stone carvings of "after-the-fire"
architecture appears a style of architecture
entirely American and of commercial origin. The
style was invented by necessity. The demands of
the (show) window dresser--an artist of recent
development--was constantly for a more showy place
in which to exhibit his goods; and the buyers
demanded more light. The style had small beginnings.
First, the glass was moved to the outside of the
deep reveals. The muntins began to disappear and
the pieces of glass became larger.

The woodwork was next removed and the glass placed
close to the stone or brick, with only a stop to
hold it in place. Some of the piers and columns were
then removed and their places spanned by rolled iron
beams, which took the place of cast iron lintels.
Finally, the old work was removed complete and new
steel columns, with steel lintels of long span, formed
a frame for immense pieces of plate glass.

Still there was call for more light, and the Luxfer
prisms, filling the upper portion and sendirg the surface
rays to the rear of the store, seem to complete
the development of a new style in commercial
architecture.154

This rational account of the evolution of style prefaced

a description of the Mandel Brothers' renovation completed

in May 1898. On the same day that the Mandel's remodelled

store was formally opened to the public, Schlesinger and

Mayer published the first announcement of their engagement

of Louis Sullivan to rebuild their adjacent store on the

southeast corner of State and Madison. Sullivan's design

of the lower stories of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store

thus had its immediate precedent in Jenney and Mundie's

neighboring renovation of Mandel's. Yet, in a larger sense,

both designs are clarified when seen in the context of the
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development of State Street's commercial architecture where-

in new forms emerged from a combination of unprecedented

conditions of merchandising and new constructive technologies.

Sullivan and his colleagues' challenge was first to perceive

the aesthetic possibilities inherent in this set of

conditions and then to elevate these to the stature of

architecture.
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CHAPTER III

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE SCHLESINGER AND MAYER STORE

Within the history of State Street's development through

the turn of the century, one can trace the story of the dry

goods firm of Leopold Schlesinger (1843-1914) and David

Mayer (1851-1920). Schlesinger and Mayer's origins and

character as a merchandiser, and the transformations of the

business through the completion of Sullivan's work help

explain their intent for their store's architecture.

Sullivan's building of 1898-1904 emerged from a history of

his and Adler and Sullivan's renovations and additions to a

pre-existing Schlesinger and Mayer store. The chronology of

these projects beginning in 1885 reveals what aspirations for

the building were consistently developed and which were

altered because of incidental circumstances or because of the

building activity of neighboring stores. Finally, one can

trace the dissolution of the Schlesinger and Mayer firm

simultaneous with the construction of their building. The

history of the building ended in its transfer to the owner-

ship of Carson-Pirie-Scott in 1904 and the addition to

Sullivan's structure designed by Daniel Burnham's office in

1905-1906. The account of the building's history reveals

how the executed work derived both from Sullivan's and

Schlesinger and Mayer's visions for the project and from

external conditions.
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Leopold Schlesinger was born in Bavaria and emigrated to

Chicago at the age of fourteen in 1867. After what is

described as "a thorough collegiate education" and a period

of apprenticeship as clerk, Schlesinger entered the dry

goods business on his own before the great fire of 1871.1

In February 1872 he revived his store in partnership with

David Mayer. Mayer, also a native of Germany, emigrated to

America with his family as an infant and settled in Chicago

in 1863. He was the eldest son in a family of eight children

and had spent his youth as a clerk in different large dry

goods firms in the city. His younger brother, Levy Mayer

became a prominent Chicago attorney and real estate investor

who served as counsel to his brother's business. The

Schlesinger and Mayer store was located first at No. 136

West Madison Street west of Desplaines Street within the

central shopping district of Chicago's West Side along the

city's main east-west horse car line. The business first

relocated to expanded quarters on the northeast corner of

Madison and Desplaines Streets, opening a branch store

further west at the corner of Madison and Peoria in the late

1870s. By 1880 West Madison Street was itself a thriving

retail corridor whose shopping population and land values

derived from its transportation line soon to be improved

with early cable cars. However, in April 1881 Schlesinger

and Mayer abandoned their locations on the West Side to

secure a lease on one half of the ground floor of the Bowen

Block at the southeast corner of State and Madison Streets.

There "they consolidated their interests, desiring and
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intending to confine themselves to building up a mammoth

business in one spot." 2 Their choice of location confirmed

the desirability of that thoroughfare over its nearest

rival on the West Side. State Street had then been the

first street in Chicago to be -equipped with cable cars in

1881, with the same system extended to the west along

Madison soon afterward. The value of their new location as

the crux of the cable lines undoubtedly induced Schlesinger

and Mayer to risk the transfer of their business to State and

Madison. Their competitors in Chicago's dry goods trade

estimated that this intersection was "perhaps the greatest

retail trade center in America.. .The people have come to

recognize one point as pivotal and cannot be changed from

their conclusion. While.extension must come, it will be from

this point as a center."
3

The existing Bowen Building handsomely defined Schlesinger

and Mayer's location and cultivated the popular perception

of the store as a landmark on State Street. The firm pro-

moted the emblematic quality of the corner in their advertis-

ing through the 1880s. During these early years this

literature indicates the attempt to define the store's

identity relative to its adjacent competitors. Schlesinger

and Mayer were an atypical firm in that they were at first

devoted exclusively to retailing. Dry goods houses such as

Marshall Field's and department stores like The Fair main-

tained wholesale divisions of which their retail trade was

considered an adjunct or in some cases a subsidiary. The

original occupants of the Bowen Block, Clement Morton & Co.,
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was exclusively a wholesale firm, manufacturing and storing

clothes on the upper floors and displaying their stocks for

out-of-town buyers on the street level. Schlesinger and

Mayer's appropriation of this space exemplified a relocation

of wholesale merchandising away from State Street after

recovery from the depression of the 1870s. The construction

of Richardson's Marshall Field Wholesale Store on the west

side of the Loop in 1886-87 illustrated the tendency toward

4
separation of formerly mixed commercial activities. By

contrast, the Parisian imagery of Boyington's building lent

itself well as a symbol for a firm engaged entirely in

retailing to female shoppers. Catalogue renderings of the

store noted buying offices in New York and Paris by 1887,

with additional addresses for the firm in London, Vienna,

and Berlin listed by 1889. Thus Schlesinger and Mayer

aspired to create a cosmopolitan image to compete with houses

like Field's for the best class of trade, distinguishing

itself in the public mind from the inclusive variety of

department stores at the south end of the street. David

Mayer described his ambition in 1891 asserting that, "The

house's pride is to have the most extensive exclusive dry

goods establishment in the city, and with room ahead we will

succeed. We are not branching out into any experimental lines

but will carry on a strictly dry goods business." 5 Yet

apart from Schlesinger and Mayer's ambitions to emulate the

cachet of a Marshall Field's, their advertising consistently

through the 1880s presented the house as a less expensive

alternative to Fields. Schlesinger and Mayer did follow
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the example of the department stores in their willingness

to stress "the power of its low prices" as "the greatness of

the house", rather than scrupulous standards of fair deal-

ing that Field's advertised as the foundation of its

reputation. Schlesinger and Mayer's early reliance on

exaggerated newspaper announcements also resembled the

practice of department stores such as The Fair which pione-

ered in full page layout and boastful copy. Mayer stressed

this facet of the business in 1886, saying that its success

to that time was rooted in a continuous advertising campaign

through which the store "spared no pains or expense to

inform the public of the many advantages they have to offer."7

Thus Schlesinger and Mayer tried to attract patronage from

both ends of the street, emphasizing their exclusive devotion

to retailing imported wares and their simultaneous leadership

in popular prices. The store promoted itself with both the

pretense of a dry goods house and the populism of a department

store, just as its building on State Street stood between

Marshall Field's to the north and The Fair to the south.

This duality of intentions persisted through the history of

the firm's involvement with Sullivan as its architect.

Schlesinger and Mayer's relocation to State Street

initiated a series of expansions and renovations of the

Bowen Building that continued through the completion of

Sullivan's structure. A first remodelling was undertaken in

1881 shortly after acquiring the ground floor. A two bay

expansion was designed in 1885 when the firm acquired adjacent

frontage at Nos. 133-135 State. A rendering of the store in
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the firm's 1889 catalogue shows an extension of Boyinton's

elevation two bays south of the original structure (Figure 1).

No architect is mentioned in the notices of these first

alterations. Yet in 1884 Adler and Sullivan did design a

residence for Leopold Schlesinger on southern Michigan

Avenue. Schlesinger was also a member of the Standard Club

whose building at the southwest corner of Michigan Avenue

and 24th Street was designed by Adler and Sullivan in 1887-88.

Finally, Schlesinger was for many years involved in charit-

able activities, among which was his directorship of the

Jewish Training School whose building at 554 West 12th Place

8
was also designed by Adler and Sullivan in 1889-90. These

early associations suggest that Schlesinger may have sought

Adler's services for architectural remodellings of the

store building through the 1880s as the business underwent

remarkable growth in its volume of trade.

Early in 1890 Schlesinger and Mayer acquired an

additional frontage of- four stories south of the Bowen Block

and commissioned Adler and Sullivan to design an expansion

for their store. Their decision to increase sales space

was simultaneous with announcements of large steel frame

structures for State Street, such as the Masonic Temple

and The Fair buildings. Schlesinger and Mayer, rather

than rebuilding anew at that time, chose like Marshall Field's

to expand through extending their control over neighboring

real estate. 9 By the summer of 1890 they had acquired

adjacent stores at 137-139 State Street whose rental value

at $3000 per front foot made it the most costly real estate
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in the city (Figure 2). The store was to grow from five

stories of the Bowen Block and four in the newly acquired

properties to a uniform height of six stories. A render-

ing of the projected renovation published in May 1890

shows the original corner dome and mansard roof of the

Bowen Block removed, with the design of its lower four floors

carried across the face of neighboring fronts down State

Street (Figure 3). The fifth and sixth floors continue the

character of the Boyington elevation up into the added

stories with pairs of arched windows set between pilasters

and crowned with a smooth architrave and balustrade. Since

the building's foundations could not support added floors

of masonry, the fronts of the added upper floors were made

of galvanized iron and the whole facade was painted white.

As portrayed in the rendering, Adler and Sullivan's design

was intended to unify the appearance of the old and new

properties to convey their consolidation under Schlesinger

and Mayer's ownership. The remodelling of the exterior

corresponded to the installation of equipment inside where

four passenger elevators were installed and the building's

steam plant moved from the basement to convert that level

to sales space. The relative openess of the upper added

floors was complemented by changes in the rear elevation

in order to give light to every part of the building. 10

Only the original building actually received two additional

stories in 1890. However, the demand for space was so

great as to provoke Schlesinger and Mayer into a second

proposal for expansion the following year. In 1891 the
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firm acquired control of an additional fifty feet of front-

age at 141-143 State Street to extend their total holdings

through 190 feet south of Madison. The new properties were

to be "incorporated into the white corner", while the

whole of the store was to be raised seven stories above

the sidewalk, as shown in a rendering published in August

1891 (Figure 4). The first phase of this project would

be to raise the acquired four story structures at 133-143

State Street, south of the original building, to six stories

beginning in May 1892. The whole store would then presumably

have been raised to seven floors. The uniformity of the

enlarged exterior effectively conveyed Schlesinger and Mayer's

dual achievements of sales growth and real estate acquisition.

Having successfully amassed nearly 200 feet of Chicago's

most valuable frontage, the partners "resolved to change the

various facades into one eight story building similar in

style to the corner building." 12 The project aspired to

transform a facility whose size was not commensurate with

the value of its properties for which Schlesinger and Mayer

had negotiated high annual rents. By 1890-91, the real

estate around the four corners of State and Madison was

experiencing a rise in value "so rapid that a new building

each year would have been required to keep pace with it." 1 3

Hence expansion was "obligatory on owners" in order to derive

income from additional sales space to profit from their lease-

ing of its ground area. The uniform continuity of the

exterior was complemented inside the store by renovating the

mainshopping floors along the street and mezzanine levels to
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extend the full 190 feet along State Street without a

single interior partition wall. The destruction of the old

party walls between the acquired adjacent store buildings

completed the transformation of the block from a collection

of shop fronts to a single commercial institution.

The image of a consolidated facility presented in the

projects of 1890-91 eradicated the corner dome and mansard

roof of the original Bowen Building. It is almost as if

the dissapearance of these motifs asserted that the future

Schlesinger and Mayer Store could not be adequately contained

in the building stock of the post-fire city. Instead the

business' tranformation into a new kind of merchandising

operation necessitated an architectural expression whose

central theme was the potential for continuing expansion.

Hence the renderings show the distinctive corner absorbed

in a sweep of renovated fabric whose uniform bays were gird-

ed with horizontal string courses and crowning cornice and

balustrade. The drawings suggest a building apparently

limitless in its capacity for enlargement along the length

of the street. The projects for the renovated Schlesinger

and Mayer Store may be compared to contemporary views of

Paris' Bon Marche' (Figure 5). This archetypal department

store promoted its headquarters in the same years with the

corners as the perspectival focus for block lengths of

uniform frontage extending into the distance along adjacent

avenues. Such architectural advertising was a forceful

statement of the distinctive size of the department store as

a merchandising institution which, in Paris as in Chicago
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had grown through absorption of the trade of many smaller

shops. In the new order of retailing, the building of

these unprecedentedly large establishments appeared to have

literally absorbed the piecemeal shopfronts of their diminu-

tive competitors within the repetitive rhythms of their

facades. Adler and Sullivan's remodelling of the Schlesinger

and Mayer Store, however, eliminated Second Empire motifs

of the Boyington structure, as if to emphasize the nature

of the use type. The stylisms of roofscape in the original

building give way in the renovated scheme before a more

fundamental idea of style as the expression of expansive

continuity. The design in this respect is characteristically

the work of Sullivan in Chicago, comparable to the Auditorium

Building which had been completed in 1890. In both works

historicism of detail recedes before the larger idea of

buildings of novel scale and type whose potential as

architecture lay in the assertion of these distinguishing

qualities. The renovated Schlesinger and Mayer Store and

the Auditorium transcend the imagery of French Second Empire

and Richardsonian Romanesque to reveal this underlying

principle.

The principal feature of the 1891 proposal which was

actually built was a new main entrance to the store not at

the corner but at the south end of Schlesinger and Mayer's

14
holdings at 143 State Street (Figure 6). This improve-

ment was designed by Adler and Sullivan to compete with

recently renovated entrances of neighboring stores such as

Marshall Field's. The remodelled ground story featured a
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glazed vestibule 40 feet wide and 15-20 feet deep. The

six central doors were flanked by 71 foot plate glass

windows and surmounted by 25 foot wide glass transom. The

glass was framed in ornamental cast iron, with the interior

of the vestibule finished in panelled oak and mosaic floors.

The transformation of the entrance was intended as an

introduction to the great main sales floor which, with the

removal of partition walls, had been "rearranged and thrown

into one large store." 1 5 The entrance served as a novel

invitation to passersby, linking display along the sidewalk

to the continuation of shopping inside the store. The

position of the doorway at the south end of the store's

properties may have revealed Schlesinger and Mayer's intention

to expand further south down the street. Thus Adler and

Sullivan's doorway would have served as the central entrance to

a sales floor extending the entire block front from

Madison to Monroe.

Schlesinger and Mayer did not initiate further expansion

and renovation of their store buildings until 1896, three

years after the onset of depression and one year after the

dissolution of the firm of Adler and Sullivan in July 1895.

When Adler departed from architectural practice at that time,

Frank Lloyd Wright recalled the situation in the office as

follows:

As a matter of course the clientele had been
mostly Adler's as Sullivan now had reason to know.
Louis H. Sullivan, Architect, so faced the fact
that he must take what was left to him from the
Adler connection and start to build a practice
for himself. Only one Adler and Sullivan client
stayed on with lonely Sullivan: Mayer of
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Schlesinger and Mayer. Dave Mayer employed him
to design his new retail store building on
State Street, Chicago. I remember the master's
sense of outrage because Uncle Dan--D.H. Burnham...
--by tactics usual to the profession--had tried
to take this commission away from him. 1 6

There is no corroborating evidence that Schlesinger and

Mayer intended to erect a new store building as early as 1895,

yet other sources do confirm that David Mayer was the pivotal

figure who retained Sullivan and worked with him in later

projects for the Schlesinger and Mayer store. Mayer's

surviving daughter-in-law recalled that it was principally

David Mayer "who worked with Louis Sullivan in designing

the original (1898-1903) building."l 7 An account of the

work after its completion in 1904 also noted that the build-

ing "was designed and constructed after plans by Louis H.

Sullivan who had given the subject the most thorough consid-

eration... The construction of the building had been given

the closest attention upon the part of David Mayer of the

firm of Schlesinger and Mayer, every detail having been

gone into in the most thorough manner." 1 8

David Mayer was evidently an interesting personality

whose complementary facets were reflected in the dual

aspirations of his business. On one hand he was consistantly

perceived as "a shrewd, keen and enterprising business man,

thoroughly alive to the demands of the public and always

ambitious to serve those who patronized his house." 9 After

his departure from the dry goods trade with the dissolution

of the Schlesinger and Mayer firm in 1904, Mayer displayed

acumen as investor in downtown commercial properties.
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Throughout this second career, "his judgement in all his

real estate deals has proved very successful and profitable."2 0

On the other hand Mayer was also perceived as gregarious and

cultivated. As early as 1886 he was "popularly known in

social as well as commercial circles" and held a membership

in the Union League Club.21 His wife, Florence BlumMayer(1872-

1934), was educated in France and travelled extensively in

Europe. She was a collector of antiques and maintained a

strong interest in music. Before 1909 David and Florence

Mayer had been the patrons of Mary Gardner, a prominent

Chicago singer, financing her musical education in Paris.22

Mayer's distinctions as a personality emerge from comparison

with the heads of rival dry goods firms on State Street who,

with the exception of Abram Rothschild, were remembered as

financially astute but sober in conduct. Their activities

outside their trade most often entailed charitable and

institutional work, as was the case with Mayer's elder partner,

Leopold Schlesinger.

David Mayer's other architectural commissions apart

from those relating to his State Street store attest to his

interest in profitable investments. In April 1905, less than

a year after the completion of Sullivan's building and the

dissolution of the firm of Schlesinger and Mayer, David

Mayer, in cooperation with his brother Levy, commissioned

a series of projects for renovation or new construction of

office space.23 For this work he relied consistently on

D. H. Burnham and Company as his architects, who designed

for Mayer the Chicago Business College at the southeast
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corner of Adams and Wabash Streets in 1910 (Figure 7).

Mayer's wide ranging interests led him to become one of the

few individuals to commission designs from both Louis

Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1905 Mayer joined with

a group of New York and Chicago capitalists in commissioning

Wright to prepare a design for a large amusement park sited

on acreage just south of the 1893 World's Fair grounds.

The unexecuted project called for "the construction of a

number of buildings, widening the beach and beautifying the

tract with landscape gardens." 2 4 Mayer's partners modeled

the program on amusement parks developed near Manhattan

during the previous decade.

The minimal simplicity of the Burnham speculative

project contrasts with the aesthetic richness with which

Wright was to endow an amusement park as a different kind of

commercial commission. As Sullivan's client in the 1890s

Mayer perhaps conceived of his department store as falling

between these extremes as a building type that demanded

both economy of planning and a festive appearance. Such a

project's commercial success depended on some evocation of

public enjoyment as a complement to its maximization of

sales space, thus combining the character of the surburban

amusement park with that of the downtown office building.

This fact may account for Mayer's retention of Sullivan as

a designer capable of endowing the Schlesinger and Mayer

store with just such a dual quality. By the spring of 1895

Schlesinger and Mayer had expanded to include a wholesale

department "devoted to the sale of foreign silks and dress
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goods." 2 5 The firm by that time had established buying

offices not only in New York and Paris, but in London,

Berlin, and Vienna as well. Their business had continued

to grow despite a general economic decline, with sales

having increased markedly from 1893 to 1895. In May 1895

they proposed "to enlarge their store as rapidly as possible"

by appropriating space on the upper floors of added proper-

ties from 133 to 143 State Street whose leases to other

26merchants were about to expire. Sullivan may have been

retained to oversee the remodelling of these spaces, which

would account for Wright's implication that Mayer continued

his association with Sullivan through the months before

and after Adler's departure. Mayer retained Sullivan as

architect for the continuing accommodation of a store which

demanded maximum spatial efficiency complemented by a

measure of ornamental distinction, just as the business

sought both sales volume and prestige as an importing

retailer.

In May and June, Schlesinger and Mayer had acquired

control of eighty feet of frontage on the west side of Wabash

Avenue to the rear of their State Street holdings. The

firm's decision to expand to the adjacent north-south street

followed similar moves by their competitors, the Mandel

Bros. and Marshall Field, in the two blocks immediately

north of Schlesinger and Mayer. These firms had looked to

Wabash Avenue both as an alternative to lack of space

along State Street and in anticipation of the new elevated

railroad to be built on Wabash as part of the completion of
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the Union Loop in 1897.27 Schlesinger and Mayer's decision

to consolidate frontage and build anew on Wabash Avenue

signified at the time that thoroughfare's prospects as a

rival to State Street. The principal effect of the elevated

loop was to create the impression that the shopping district

would henceforth be less exclusively concentrated on State

Street. Thoroughfares such as Wabash Avenue benefited

from these expectations in the rise of their property values.

The major State Street department stores contemplated

expansion to Wabash as a means of connecting their sales

floors with the anticipated crowds of commuting shoppers.

In 1896, The Economist anticipated that " the Loop will

carry several hundred thousand people a day when all the

elevated roads are in full operation, and where people are,

there the retailer of dry goods wants to be." 2 8

The high expectations that preceded the coming of a new

form of transportation to the shopping district prompted a

series of storefront renovations along Wabash Avenue that

comprised a rapid development of the location as a whole.29

Sullivan's scheme for improvements to the Schlesinger and

Mayer properties of this avenue was closely related to

renovations of the lower floors of neighboring commercial

buildings around the intersection of Wabash Avenue and

Madison Street. In anticipation of a station stop for the

coming elevated line, the lower floors of post-fire masonry

buildings were being ripped out and entirely remodeled and

fitted with a modern iron front and large display windows.30

Sullivan's work thus participated in a surrounding
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transformation of an older, now outmoded building stock

wherein cast iron and plate glass were recognized as charactertistic

of commercial modernity. Schlesinger and Mayer first

commissioned Sullivan to reconstruct the lower two floors

of a four story post fire masonry building at 141-143 Wabash

Avenue. 31 The sidewalk and mezzanine levels were to

be "transformed into a very ornate combination of glass and

ornamental iron. The entire first and second stories of

the front will be removed and replaced with broad, high

plate glass windows held in place by an ornamental iron

frame. The entrance will be generous so far as width is

concerned, and the vestibule will be finished in mosaic

and marble."3 2 This work completed during the summer of

1896 survives today as the only fragment of Sullivan's

work for Schlesinger and Mayer that pre-dates the new State

Street store of 1898. The design and description follow

closely from the 1892 Adler and Sullivan renovation of the

store entrance at 143 State Street, where the extent of the

glazing served to suggest the opening up of the old building

fabric which, together with the dimension of the doorway,

invited entrance off the sidewalk. The design when completed

was'perceived as an elegant novelty in the commercial

architecture of the shopping district. The cast iron was

painted white in keeping with the image of Schlesinger and

Mayer as "the white corner". The Economist noted the

suggestive power of the great area of glazing, commenting

that " t he value of apparent massiveness, the richness of

plate glass and white paint are unquestionably emphasized
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in this front, and few people pass without noticing it as

it is in wide contrast with anything in that immediate

vicinity."33

Sullivan developed an architectural effect derived

from the opening up of the traditional commercial street

front in his subsequent projects for Schlesinger and Mayer

on Wabash Avenue. By July 1896 the store announced their

intent to rebuild their entire frontage as a new structure

"in stone and steel". The revised project called for a ten

story building of steel skeleton and fireproof construction

to replace the post-fire four story structure at 141-143

Wabash (Figure 8) with the same design to extend later over

the neighboring 40 foot frontage to the south at 145-147

Wabash Avenue. The upper stories contained as broad an

expanse of glass as possible for daylight in sales floors

whose depth was four times their width. The facing material

is not specified in the descriptions, yet from the rendering

and from the surviving fragment of the building still

standing it appears that the surrounds of the windows would

continue the cast iron treatment of the renovated lower floors

from sidewalk to cornice. The project was Sullivan's first

use of the Chicago window for the upper stories of a commer-

cial building. The relation of this ten story project to the

renovation of the first and second floors then under

construction suggests that Sullivan extended the show window

upward from its conventional role along the sidewalk to

become the characteristic element of the whole elevation.
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The 1896 project for 141-143 Wabash Avenue is shown in

an 1897 advertising rendering as extending eight bays or

about 160 feet over additional properties to the south

(Figure 9). This illustration shows that the earlier two-

bay project was designed with a repeatable bay motif to

permit the continuation of the elevation over adjacent

properties to be rebuilt at an indefinite time in the future.

Both the Wabash and State Street buildings are shown as

hypothetically complete and continuous fronts to emphasize

the extent of Schlesinger and Mayer's holdings and to suggest

their ambitions for ongoing expansion even when the pre-

cise extent of their plans was unclear. In this image the

horizontal bay proportion and the continuous sill panels of

the Wabash front follow the sweep of the train tracks below

to suggest that the character of the elevation is associated

with the line of the elevated railroad. The rendering also

commemorates additions and renovations of the State Street

Building designed by Sullivan and completed in 1897.34

Two stories in cast iron were added to the Schlesinger and

Mayer Buildings at 137-143 State Street to give the buildings

a uniform height of six stories. A later rendering of the

renovated building shows an ornamental cast iron fascia

along the attic above the sixth story whose motifs recall

the decorative patterns on the frames of show windows at

the sidewalk. (Figure 10). Sullivan also designed a French

cafe for the interior of the new upper floors whose

"decorations were most beautiful" but of which no illustra-

tions are known. 3 5 Thus the advertisement presented the refitted
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and enlarged State Street store as the completed counter-

part of the Wabash Avenue Building whose reconstruction was

then anticipated but never realized.

The only additional construction on Wabash Avenue dates

from 1897. The main advantage of securing property along

Wabash was that the store could be extended through from

State Street, making all the departments accessible to

36
passengers from the elevated. Schlesinger and Mayer

remodelled their floors to accomodate a continuous flow of

shoppers from the train platform, including the installation

of a connecting bridge between the State Street and Wabash

Avenue buildings similar to that erected by Marshall

Field' in 1893 (Figure 11). Sullivan also designed a pedes-

trian bridge linking the elevated station with the second

level of Schlesinger and Mayer's newly renovated front at

141-143 Wabash (Figure 12). This connecting bridge was

opened in time for the Christmas shopping season of 1897, its

girders spanning over the sidewalk from platform to storefront.

The bridge featured a glazed passage the spacing of whose

mullions became the rhythm of cast iron ornamental motifs

above and below the panels of plate glass. The metalwork

was painted white with an amber glaze in keeping with the

window frames of the renovated store front. The roof of

the bridge was a continuous skylight. The contrast of the

minimal elegance of glass and mullion with the enframing

ornamental surfaces recalls the architectural effect of

these materials noted in the description of the rebuilt

store front. The cadence of the foliate motifs and panels
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of plate glass read as complementary means to celebrate the

linkage of a new mode of transportation with a new of com-

mercial front.

Schlesinger and Mayer's program of improvements continued

through 1897 with the purchase of an additional thirty feet

of frontage at 145 State Street. 3 7 To the five story stone

front building they intended to add a sixth floor and remodel

the elevation to make it conform to the corner. It is

possible that this process of assimilating properties and

gradually improving their facilities would have continued for

some years had not Schlesinger and Mayer been compelled to

compete with their rivals' improvements on State Street. The

most provocative of these was Mandel Brothers' acquisition

of the neighboring northeast corner of State and Madison

Streets and their extensive renovation of the exterior.

These moves gave Schlesinger and Mayer's nearest competitors

a large amount of favorable advertising. During these

years of intense growth, the State Street stores continuing trans-

formation of their physical premises was a well publicized

index of their commercial success. The announced changes

in architecture served to keep rival houses' activities

continually in the public mind, as they sought to emphasize

the graphic correspondence between expansion in business and

building. Mandel Brothers' success in so promoting their

remodelled facility compelled Leopold Schlesinger in April

1898 to rethink the future of his firm. In that month he

began to approach his landlord Levi Z. Leiter, to negotiate

a long term lease for the stores properties at State and
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Madison Streets with the intention of covering the corner

with modern buildings, to be financed by Schlesinger and

Mayer."38 An executive of Carson-Pirie-Scott wrote that

"Schlesinger and Mayer were moved to the necessity of this

measure by the very superior advantages as to street

frontage and external appearance, which the present changes

being made by Mandel Brothers, and Stevens (Store) would

give them. S. & M. are thoroughly stirred up by these moves

and regard it as a prime necessity to make a corresponding

,39one." Schlesinger and Mayer's situation in the spring of

1898 resembled those of its neighbors. The department

stores, which usually leased the ground on which their build-

ings stood, paid exorbitant annual rents which were continually

renegotiated upward at the expiration of each short-term

lease period. If they chose to rebuild, they incurred the

financial burdens of construction at the same time they were

forced to negotiate for long term leases whose rental would

be based on the anticipated value of the new improvements.

A new store building was thus a financial boon to the property

owner whose costs were born by his lessees. The decision

to build was thus a great risk to firms, yet they were

compelled to maintain their competitive position along State

Street in terms of the adequacy and attractiveness of their

facilities.

This was evidently Schlesinger and Mayer's situation

early in 1898. When Mandel Bros. celebrated the opening of

their renovated store with illustrated advertisements on

Memorial Day in May, Schlesinger and Mayer countered with
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the announcement of their plans to build a $1,000,000 marble

building to be designed by Sullivan on the opposite corner.40

A rendering and description of the project appeared in the

Tribune on the weekend of May 28th-29th before Mandel Bros.

opening on Memorial Day of 1898 (Figure 13). As was the

custom in Chicago, the text describing the proposed structure

was supplied to the newspapers by the architect. Thus the

following announcement of Schlesinger and Mayer's project

may be understood to express Sullivan's original intention

for the building:

Schlesinger and Mayer will erect on the site
of their present store a twelve story building
of steel construction, with exterior of marble
and bronze at a cost estimated at $1,000,000.
The size of the structure cannot be definitely
stated; nor the day when work will commence...

Louis H. Sullivan has been selected as the
architect. He has planned fronts that are of
simple lines, leaving the beauty of the material
to show for itself. The design represents the
highest and most completely matured architectural
thought of the day, in a type of what the modern
mercantile structure should be. A union of the
strictly utilitarian with the artistic; in short,
a distinctively American product, a proper
housing of a great enterprise, a blending of the
genius of art with the genius of commerce. The
two lower stories will consist of two story
bay window show-rooms, a grand display of plate
glass framed in statuary bronze work of unique
and exquisite design, wrought into original
elaborations of rare and delicate beauty. From
this to the top of the cornice, the fabric will be
pure white marble from the Georgia quarries, the
same material that has been chosen, with success-
ful results, for the Corcoran Art gallery in
Washington and the Rhode Island statehouse at
Providence. The material will be treated with a
smooth surface, combined with a fine simplicity of
line and molding. The main frieze under the solid
marble cornice, will receive effective enrichment
in flowing lines, accented by high points in the
carving. On the Madison street front will be in-
stalled a spacious porte cochere and carriage
court or rotunda, so arranged that patrons may
drive directly to special elevators. All interior
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finish will be in bronze and San Domingo mahogany.
The store will be equipped with twenty.four eleva-
tors, and the stairways will be so located as to
insure facility and comfort of egress.

The construction will be thoroughly fireproof
throughout, with a spacious arrangement of the
columns of the interior. The structural frame will
be entirely of steel, surmounted by a non-combustible
covering, and every appliance known to modern
science will be availed of to make the structure
safe, sound, and enduring. It will be the effort
of Messrs. Schlesinger and Mayer and their architect
to make of this building, in every particular of
design, arrangment, construction, finish, and equip-
ment, the most complete structure of its class in
the world. 4 1

The rendering accompanying this description is centered

on the rounded corner with the State and Madison Street

fronts extending eight bays each and the whole structure

portrayed as ten stories. On one level the scheme as drawn

can be understood as a composite of elements from the pre-

existing building and from neighboring works on State Street.

The emphasis on the corner as the principal motif of the

design and the use of a pure white marble facing both recall

the existing Schlesinger and Mayer Store known as "the white

corner". The show windows which form the base of the build-

ing follow Jenney and Mundie's design for the neighboring

Mandel Brothers' Store with two stories of plate glass

framed in cast iron projecting as bays onto the sidewalk.

The upper elevations have their closest precedents in

Holabird and Roche's Venetian, Champlain, and State Safety

Buildings, all of which use the linear horizontal proportion

of the steel bay as the formal basis for a continuous fenes-

tration of Chicago windows. The porte cochere is a conven-

tional entrance found in neighboring stores, while the
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emphasis on such materials as bronze and San Domingo mahogany

recalls the metalwork and interiors of the Reliance Building.

There are features of the design, however, that follow

more closely from Sullivan's own renovations of the exist-

ing State Street Building and his projects for its extension

on Wabash Avenue. In the lower stories, the architectural

effect derives from the contrast of the enormous sheets

of plate glass with their decorative metal frames, the same

complementary impression noted in descriptions of Sullivan's

remodelling of older fronts on both streets. An analogous

effect at the scale of the whole building is evident in the

contrast of the smooth unornamented marble of the upper wall

set between the foliate embellishment of the base and cornice.

Sullivan had similarly reserved ornamental relief for the

cast iron show windows at the sidewalk and the surmounting

cornice of the existing building. The corner show window

derives from a bay window show room projecting from the

corner of the existing building, itself a remodelling of the

Bowen Block's original corner entrance. The ornamental

attic and soffit of the cornice recalls the decorative relief

of the cast iron fascia that crowned Sullivan's added fifth

and sixth stories of the pre-existing buildings.

The horizontal extendability of the building recalls

the continuous horizontal cornice lines of the existing

store as indicators of its ongoing expansion over adjacent

properties along both streets. At the moment the scheme

was announced, Schlesinger and Mayer were continuing

negotiations for properties at 52-56 Madison Street east
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of their existing building with the intention of eventually

acquiring the entire block front on the south side of

42
Madison between State and Wabash Avenue. The firm

continually sought to extend their control over neighboring

properties of State Street and Wabash Avenue, "with no

indications as to exactly where they (had) placed the limit

of their desires."43 The design as published represented

the idealized beginnings of a building that in the minds of

both owners and architect could be indefinitely extended in

either direction from the anchoring rounded corner. The

only limiting condition on its size was the city-wide

height regulation of a maximum 130 feet above the sidewalk.

This legal limit, in force since March 1893, constrained

Schlesinger and Mayer later in the year to plan a nine story

building even though the original project anticipated twelve

floors above grade.44 However, later renderings of the

project show varying heights and numbers of bays. One

implication of such potential for variation was that Sullivan

could not use a set of fixed proportions to design the

exterior of the building. He instead had to rely on the

aesthetic servicability of the steel bay as a repeatable

unit whose minimal simplicity facilitated the extension of

formal continuity over what was likely to be an ever grow-

ing structure.

The building which had set the standard for department

store design was Jenney and Mundie's The Fair, began in

1890 and finally completed and formally opened in the fall

of 1897. More than any other project of its time, The Fair
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was understood to have launched a new era in the history of

State Street. The announced cost, size, and equipment of

Schlesinger and Mayer's project were intended to match those

of The Fair. The anticipated cost of $1,000,000 equaled

the estimated cost of the completed Fair building, while

Schlesinger and Mayer's twelve stories would surpass The

Fair's nine to make it the tallest department store on the

street and The Fair's rival in terms of total sales space.

The twenty four elevators planned for Sullivan's structure

would also surpass The Fair's total of seventeen. Finally

Schlesinger and Mayer's would have been the only other

department store beside The Fair to rebuild entirely and to

adopt steel frame fireproof construction. The promotional

value of such an ambitious project in itself bolstered

Schlesinger and Mayer's position on the street. The scheme

provoked neighboring Marshall Field's to announce an

extensive renovation two weeks later which would include

the dismantling of the store's mansard roof and expansion

to eight stories.

However, Schlesinger and Mayer's original design was so

extravagant that its announcement met with skepticism in

both real estate and construction circles. In consolidating

their position in preparation for building, Schlesinger and

Mayer's most important step during the year between the

announcement of the project in May 1898 and the start of

construction in May 1899 was their negotiation with Levi

Leiter for a long term lease for the corner property on

which the building would stand. In July 1898 the terms
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of their agreement were disclosed to reveal that

Schlesinger and Mayer were to pay an annual rent of $112,000

for plots owned by Leiter and extending 180 feet on State

Street by 144 on Madison. The terms of the lease required

the completion of a new building to cost at least $600,000

and to be not less than eight stories tall before 1908.

The terms of the lease implied that the total property was

worth approximately $2,135,000, making it the most expensive

piece of real estate in Chicago with a rental value

unprecendented in the city's history. The successful

negotiation of this long term lease convinced many skeptical

observers of Schlesinger and Mayer's intention to fulfill

their ambitions for the new building.4 7

The disclosure of the proposed extent of the new store

also aroused Schlesinger and Mayer's neighbors, control of

whose properties would become essential for building. At

the time the project was announced Schlesinger and Mayer

were negotiating for at least two adjacent properties on

State and Madison Streets. Their rival for control of

parcels elsewhere on their block was Otto Young (1844-1906),

half owner of The Fair and secretary treasurer of its corpor-

ation. As a real estate investor Young had assembled the

half block of properties that enabled the construction of

The Fair. His interest in plots adjacent to and including

Schlesinger and Mayer's corner at State and Madison Streets

was likely an effort to obstruct a rival store's expansion

which would have enabled them to build an equally extensive

facility. However, Marshall Field successfully outmaneuvered
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Young in buying from Levi Leiter the title to Schlesinger

and Mayer's corner property in the summer of 1898.48

Leiter, Schlesinger and Mayer's landlord since 1886, had

been forced to sell this prime real estate because of his

son's disasterous losses on the speculative wheat market.

As a prerequisite to the sale, however, Field's encouraged

Schlesinger and Mayer's successful negotiation of a long

term lease on the property that enabled them to go ahead

with their new store building. These events were consistent

with Field's policy of encouraging his rivals to maintain

locations on State Street to concentrate the city's retail-

ing near his own store for the benefit of its business.4 9

Had Young succeeded in gaining control of Schlesinger and

Mayer's properties, their project may never have been

realized.

A presentation rendering of Sullivan's original

project appeared in the catalogue of the Twelfth Annual

Exhibition of the Chicago Architectural Club published in

the spring of 1899 (Figure 14). The building in this

drawing rises twelve full stories above the sidewalk and

extends nine bays to either side of the rounded corner.

This image corresponds to the original description in its

concern for the rendition of materials over the exterior,

from the reflective plate glass and burnished metalwork

at the base of the building to the attic frieze of marble

with decorative motifs carved over the heads of the columns.

The viewpoint of the drawing effectively emphasizes the

height of the building, then unprecedented for a State Street store.
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The rendering also portrays the rounded corner as a tower

whose circular curvature and attenuated attached colonettes

are inserted between the rectilinear, horizontally propor-

tioned fenestration of the street elevations. The corner

as a memorable vestige of the existing building contrasts

with the flanking fronts on State and Madison which exhibit

the store's fireproof steel construction as symbol of the

structures up-to-dateness. George Elmslie, Sullivan's

principal assistant at the time, recalled that this contrast

resulting from the inclusion of the corner was not part of

the original design, asserting that:

...he(Elmslie) was responsible for the curved
corner at Schlesinger and Mayer's. The building
was actually laid out in a perfect rectangle.
Elmslie remembered that the earlier Schlesinger
and Mayer store on the site had a curved corner
and that it looked especially pleasing in some
lights of the day. He suggested a curved corner
to Sullivan, who approved tentatively and contacted
the owner then in New York City who gave Sullivan
the go ahead. Elmslie developed the curved front
and entrance at State and Madison into what it is
today.50

Whether or not Elmslie was in fact responsible for the

corner, his account does imply the form's problematic

relation to Sullivan's original intention for the building.

Later revisions of the presentation rendering show different

versions of the exterior that suggest the ways in which the

designer labored over the relation between the parts of

the exterior. A second newspaper illustration of the project

appeared in November 1898 wherein the original twelve

stories were reduced to nine (Figure 15). The attic frieze

was eliminated and the overhanging cornice extended to form
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a right angle above the rounded corner. The variant of the

scheme thus reasserted what Elmslie recalled to be the

original rectangular treatment of the corner, subsuming

the anomaly of the corner within an overall rectilinearity

established by the lines of the steel frame.

The cornice and corner were altered again in a third

variation of the original presentation drawing published in

Chicago newspapers in January 1899 in anticipation of the

beginning of construction May 1st of that year (Figure 16).

This illustration returns a rounded profile to the cornice

over the corner, with alternative versions of the uppermost

story shown to either side. On the State Street elevation

the eave projects directly over a row of Chicago windows

on the ninth floor as a continuation of the lower stories.

On the Madison Street front the topmost floor displays

freestanding columns at each bay with windows recessed to

create a depth of overhang and shadow along the top of the

building. A final rendering of the project to be built was

published in the Architectural Record in April 1899 which

showed the building's true dimensions over the properties

Schlesinger and Mayer had actually assembled on State and

Madison Streets up to that time (Figure 17). The building

would cover 140 feet in six bays on Madison and 182 feet in

seven bays on State. The crowning ninth floor shows a

development of the attic colonnade first visible on the

Madison Street facade in the newspaper illustration. The

recessed glazing along the topmost story was here carried

around both the corner and street fronts, the attenuated
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colonettes of the corner extending to the cornice to

resemble those atop the flanking elevations. Thus the

treatment of the ninth floor as an attic story with free-

standing colonnade evidently served as a compositional

device to integrate the inserted corner into an originally

rectilinear scheme. Such a solution was preferrable to

the original marble frieze because of its provision for a

daylit top story in place of a stone faced attic. The dimen-

sion of this attic had provided a classicizing solidity as

termination to the elevation. By contrast the colonnade

with continuous recessed glazing served as a logical

continuation of the relative openness of the wall below.

Over the same period in which compositional devices were

being explored for the building's exterior, Schlesinger and

Mayer engaged both Sullivan and Adler in complementary

capacities to develop their project. In June 1898 they had

formally contracted with Sullivan to design and supervise

construction of the main State Street building. At the same

time Schlesinger and Mayer contracted separately with Dankmar

Adler to design the store's power plant to be sited adjacent

51to Sullivan's building within the Wabash Avenue properties.

After the dissolution of his partnership with Sullivan in

July 1895, Adler for a short time served as consultant to

the Crane Elevator Company in New York. Upon the failure of

this arrangement, he had returned to Chicago to practice

architecture with his sons early in 1896. From June 1898

through the time of Adler's death in April 1900, different

notices about the progress of the Schlesinger and Mayer
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project referred to Adler's collaboration with Sullivan.

Two announcements listed Sullivan and Adler as associated

architects, while another cited Sullivan as architect and

Adler as engineer.52 The clearest, most complete statement

of Sullivan and Adler's relative responsibilities appeared

in a press release of July 1898 which stated that "in

designing and constructing (the Schlesinger and Mayer) build-

ing Louis H. Sullivan and Dankmar Adler will join hands, the

former designing and supervising the construction of the main

building and Mr. Adler having charge of the immense power

plant, its location and arrangement." 5 3 The construction

expense account of Schlesinger and Mayer for 1899 building

activity before Adler's death in April 1900 lists payments to

him as "Mechanical engineer"with Sullivan's payments listed

as "Architect fees". No payments were recorded for a struct-

ural engineer.54 Thus Adler was involved in the development

of the project as a technical consultant most probably for

the store's power plant and possibly for related systems

within the main building, though the precise extent of his

contribution beyond these activities remains a mystery.

Sullivan's office prepared an original set of drawings

for the Schlesinger and Mayer Building in the fall of 1898.

A permit was issued on the basis of these drawings in early

November.5 5 The first set of drawings delineates a project

for a nine story version of the project shown in the second

presentation rendering published in Architectural Record in

April 1899. Preparation of working drawings for this

version of the project continued through the end of December
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1898 to submit the project for contractors' bids during the

winter.5 6  The original set of drawings for the building

dated November 1898 included 1/8" scale plans for nine

floors plus basement and roof, State and Madison Street

fronts plus rear elevations, and east-west and north-south

sections through the whole building. Detailed drawings at

1/2" included plans, elevations and sections of the show

windows at street level and of the attic colonnade and corner,

interior stairways and elevator enclosures, and miscellaneous

wall sections. Details drawn at 3"=l' include floor sections

which show the terra cotta fireproofing for typical steel

bays. Finally a set of full size details documents the

proposed treatment of marble facing around the windows of

the upper floors and at the rounded corner. Neither shop

drawings nor full size drawings of architectural ornament

for this first project are known, yet the surviving sheets do

contain schmematic renderings of Sullivan's initial intentions

for these forms. No other major project by Sullivan alone

or by Adler and Sullivan is as thoroughly documented in

architects' drawings. The earliest set of drawings for the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store are labelled in the title block

with the firm name of "Louis H. Sullivan Architect" and are

dated variously in November and December 1898, with the

complete set of 1/8" scale plans sections and elevations

dated November 13th 1898. None of the drawings includes the

name or initials of an individual draftsman as delineator.

The most significant of the plan drawings for the 1898

design was that for the first or street level (Figure 18).
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The store's floor area was conceived as undivided loft space

whose typical irterior structural bay measured 21'111, by

18'7". Such a bay size was typical for State Street department

stores,though larger than that of office buildings designed

for interior partitions soh as the Wainwright whose column

spacing along the exterior wall was 16'6". The choice of

bay size and proportion in plan helped differentiate the

character of the elevations of these two building types. 5 7

In the store, banks of passenger and freight elevators were

set along the east or alley wall which was glazed between

supports. Related special conditions link the store interior

with the sidewalk. Entrances along State and Madison Streets

were aligned inside with allees between columns to facili-

tate passage from the sidewalk to the elevators and stair-

ways. Around the perimeter of the building, the entrance and

display bays were on city property forward of the column

line to engage shoppers' attention. The act of entering was

made inseparable from contact with display, with doors

positioned between showcases in the inner and outer vestibules.

The sidewalk itself was to be paved with prismatic glass to

light the basement sales room underneath. The outer struc -

turalbay along both streets was 24'6" to accomodate the depth

of the display windows and continuous sales counters within.

The projecting display windows, described as bay window

showrooms, appear in the presentation renderings and in the

drawings as an architectural adaptation of the earlier idea

of the sidewalk showcase that served to display wares to

passersby forward of the shop front. Sullivan's plan
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incorporates this principle into the base of the building,

making the display and entrance bays part of the permanent

structure. According to a city ordinance of December 1898

Schlesinger and Mayer were required to pay a tax of one

dollar per annum on each square foot of show window area

extending onto municipal property forward of the building

line.58 This ordinance was one event in the city's ongoing

campaign intended to inhibit encroachment of State Street

department stores onto the public sidewalk to enhance the

promotional value of their frontage. The incremental

financial burden of projecting show windows under this city

ordinance probably discouraged Sullivan's continuation of

this feature on the State Street section of the building

redesigned and built in 1902-03.

Sullivan's scheme for the base was apparently modelled

on Jenney and Mundie's renovation of the neighboring Mandel

Brothers Store. However, the design for Schlesinger and

Mayer develops the device of the projecting show window

into a two story construction that extends the width of

several bays on both the Madison and State Street elevations.

The full height of the combined first and second floor bays

was 38'6" from the sidewalk to the top of the metalwork, a

dimension sufficient to envelop passersty at street level

with the impression of a continuous architecture of display.

The major show window bay extended 100 feet along the State

Street front. The plate glass was framed with such minimal

mullions as to appear a continuous reflective surface over

this entire dimension, reinforcing the ideal of an
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uninterrupted display of merchandise. The renderings and

working drawings also show a continuous transom of Luxfer

prismatic glass running above the plate glass on the first

and second floors.

The entrance vestibules themselves are less than one

story tall, their incidental volume completely enveloped

by projecting display glazing above and to either side of

the doorways. One notable difference between this first

scheme and the store as built is the presence of a show

window bay turning the corner at the base of the building.

(Figure 19). At some point between 1892 and 1898 Schlesinger

and Mayer had commissioned Sullivan to replace the original

corner entrance to the Bowen Building with a bayed show

window framed in ornamental cast iron similar to the design

for the remodelled entrance at 143 State Street. This

corner show window set beneath the distinctive rounded upper

stories had been an emblem of the house. The corner window

had drawn the most careful attention from the store's staff

of window trimmers, their designs for these particular focal

displays cited as outstanding along State Street.
5 9

Sullivan commented in 1904 that the common wisdom for the

design of department stores called for a corner site to per-

mit display along two street fronts. 60 Thus the inclusion

of an enlarged show window for the corner of Schlesinger and

Mayer's underscored the importance of the store's location

which enabled the show windows to extend over both faces of

the building.

The description of the original project noted that the
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metal frames of the show windows were to be of statuary

bronze, with this same material used for the window frames

of the upper stories. The use of bronze not only alluded

to ancient metalwork but also to its revival in contemporary

academic architecture. Bronze as the most permanent of

metals for architectural hardware suggested the idea of a

fireproof building whose exterior was faced with a metal

renowned for its resistance to heat and flame.6 1 The

detailed drawings for the show windows in the 1898 design,

however, designate- the material as cast iron (Figure 20).

This substitute, like the bronze, was to be "of unique and

exquisite design, wrought into original elaborations of rare

and delicate beauty." Comparison of Sullivan's drawn metal-

work to Mundie's ornament for the Mandel Brothers' windows

reveals that while Mundie relied on Persian motifs for

decorative relief, Sullivan's design eschewed allusion to

any historic period of metalwork in favor of forms "unique"

and "original". The description suggests that the motifs

themselves were to appear drawn forth as "elaborations" of

metal members and surfaces. The rendition of this ornament

in the working drawings emphasizes its linear efflorescence

either as the extension of slender mullions or as composi-

tions spreading over the rectangular panels, whether

these were along vertical columns or horizontal lintels.

The rendering of this ornamental relief reveals a style of

draftsmanship in ink characteristic of George Elmslie who

claimed to have done "all the ornamental work" in the

building.6 2
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The only surviving drawing for ornament around the

show windows that has been attributed to Sullivan's hand is

an undated fragment of a pencil study showing motifs for

the upper column and crowning lintel above the second story

below the projecting metal cornice (Figure 21).63 The

area studied in this drawing corresponds to that shown on

the working drawings (Figures 19 and 20) on the State

Street elevation in the upper portion of the first regular

structural bay south of the rounded corner. Comparison

of the pencil study and the inked working drawing at 1/2"

scale (Figure 20) that shows the same surface area reveals

a close correspondence between the motifs shown on the two

sheets. The pencil study shows faint center and other drafted

lines which evidently served as geometric armature for the

graphic construction of the motifs. The motifs themselves

are sketched in lightly, with touches of shadow added to

indicate their degree of relief. In the lower right corner

of the sheet is lettered the word "LUXFER" indicating the

position of the prisimatic glass transoms above the second

story show windows. The style of lettering of this word

corresponds to that shown on the inked working drawings. In

addition, the outline of the leaf-like forms shown in the

ornament and the hatching used to indicate shadow all recall

the hand of Elmslie rather than that of Sullivan. The form

of the repeated motif along the upper shaft of the column also

closely corresponds to later interior ornamental motifs in

a third floor sawed wood screen for the ladies restroom known

64to have been drafted by Elmslie. This pencil drawing

- ...................
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appears to have been preliminary study on paper for those motifs

which were later rendered in ink on the linen working

drawings. The area rendered in the pencil study(upper

column shaft, column capital, and half of lintel above

second story) matches that inked in detail on the working

drawing. Comparison of this study with the working drawings

suggests that both were the work of Elmslie as draftsman

and designer of the motifs shown. However, Elmslie acknow-

ledged that in his own development as an ornamentalist, he

was a student of Sullivan's vocabulary. He wrote that

Sullivan explained his theory of ornament to him and that he

labored a long time to achieve facility in drawing Sullivan's

forms and then to compose forms himself. Elmslie wrote that

Sullivan "looked over my efforts critically and judiciously

and when he saw fresh interpretations and new shapes, he

was greatly delighted. I never copied any of his motifs." 6 5

Comparison of this account with the 1898 drawings of the

Schlesinger and Mayer ornament suggests that the question

of attribution was not an issue for Sullivan or Elmslie,

even though it has preoccupied later scholars of their work.

Rather evidence of Elmslie's hand in works such as Carson-

Pirie-Scott may be best understood as the development of an

apprentice under the eye of a master who had developed a

novel system of expression.

The attention to ornamental enrichment in the drawings

attests to the importance both Sullivan as architect and

Schlesinger and Mayer as clients attached to the design of

the show windows. Their role in the shopping environment of
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State Street necessitated their design as distinctive

advertising for the store, while their position at street

level gave Sullivan an opportunity to exhibit the artistry

acknowledged as his personal forte. An announcement of the

1898 project recorded that "it is well known,..., that Mr.

Sullivan has designed the ornate exteriors of all the

Schlesinger and Mayer extensions, and his success in that

direction has attracted wide attention." 6 6 These remarks

echo Sullivan's own emphasis on the decorative richness of

the lower stories in his original description of the building.

The first renderings and working drawings bespeak enthusiasm

for this most visible part of the design as representative

the building's cla'ims to being a model of its type. Sullivan's

gifts were enlisted to endow the base of show windowswith

a distinctive presence along State Street in comparison with

treatment of the show window in neighboring stores.

The upper exterior of Sullivan's 1898 design may be

understood as both a contrast and a sympathetic complement

to the lower floors. The upper wall in both the original

description and in working drawings is a white marble curtain

wall cladding the steel frame and its clay tile fireproofing

(Figure 22). The first illustrations of the project echoed

Sullivan's description of the fronts of simple lines,

leaving the beauty of the material to show for itself. In

both the upper and lower stories the principal material is

the plate glass whose reflective polished surface is high-

lighted in the renderings. The marble and bronze serve as

foils for the glazing, the traditional opaque materia]s heightening
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by contrast the emphasis on transparency below and openess

above. At the same time, the polish of the stone and the

luster of the metal resembled the sheen of the glass they

enframe. Like bronze marble would suggest resistance to

fire, and its disposition along the lines of the steel

advertised the fireproof encasing of the structural metal.

The choice of marble with bronze, however, also alluded to

a classical monumentality. That Sullivan's design shared an

affinity for this quality with contemporary academic archi-

tecture in the East is suggested in his description of the

upper stories. He dictated that "the fabric will be pure

white marble from the Georgia quarries, the same material

that has been chosen, with successful results, for the

Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington and the Rhode Island

Statehouse at Providence." The choice of this particular

stone had been a much discussed question among the New York

academic architects who had designed these two civic neoclas-

sical buildings. The original rendering of McKim, Mead and

White's project for the Rhode Island capitol shows the

importance of this choice of material for the effect of the

architecture (Figure 23). Henry Russell Hitchock noted that

"the massing of its series of crisp rectangular blocks made

it appear to have been sliced from the stone itself." 6 7

The architects had selected this stone over New England

marbles because, as Mead recalled, Richard Morris Hunt had

recommended that its chemical composition was "almost exactly

marbles. 6 8
like that of the famous Grecian marbles. Similar

reverence for Georgia marble, both because of its natural
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beauty and its resemblance to the most celebrated stone of

antiquity, is evident in Ernest Flagg's handling of the

material in his Corcoran Art Gallery (Figure 24).69

Published photographs of this building highlighted the course-

ing scheme developed for this particular marble, whose

urbane refinement of surface complemented the bronze doors,

window grilles, and statuary.

Sullivan was evidently sensitive to the authoritative

elegance of these eastern works and attempted to appropriate

this quality for his own commercial architecture. His

choice of materials suggests he may have intended to borrow

the sensibility but not the conventional forms of classical

architecture as a resource to deal with the novelties of

construction and use inherent in the problem of a State

Street department store. The description and detailed draw-

ings of his proposed use of the white Georgia marble, like

his adaptation of bronze below, show how in the original

project he subsumed these materials within what he at the

time advocated as a nascent discipline of a modern archi-

tecture. He wrote that the marble cladding of the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store "will be treated with a smooth

surface, combined with a fine simplicity of line and mold-

ing." The presentation rendering of the original twelve

story project highlights the lithic whiteness of the upper

wall whose mural character is most apparent in the attic

frieze which, recalling the ornamented base, was to "receive

effective enrichment in flowing lines, accented by high

points- in the carving." The working drawings for the later
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nine story project show a continuously regular coursing

scheme for the marble over the upper exterior. Each

horizontal lintel between floors was to be clad in two l'5"

courses alternating with a narrow 6" course whose extreme

horizontal proportion corresponded to that of the individual

windows and the ratio of width to height of the building as

a whole. The windows themselves were framed with a continuous

molding around their reveals. An 1898 drawing of a window

on the upper stories shows a design for the outer edge of

the frame as a molding whose profile recalls that of a qtirk

molding(Figure 25). However, the marble in this position

in the elevation was not to be carved, and the profile in

the drawing was designed to be cut with a stone planing

machine.

the next b

a template

each piece

the upper

yet their

a new way

That

character

Each curved contour is carefully separated from

y straight surfaces to accommodate the design of

of mechanized blades that would shape the edge

of marble. Thus the material and the moldings

wall recall a traditional aesthetic refinement,

fabrication was conceived within the parameters

of building.

Sullivan concerned himself with the expressive

of such details of the Schlesinger and Mayer

Building is evident in the profile of these moldings which

resemble the studied contours for similar transitions

between surfaces throughout the interior woodwork of the

building. Elmslie, though he claimed authorship of the

ornamental metalwork along the base, did acknowledge that

Sullivan "formed the window shapes in the upper stories

of

of

of
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which were the characteristic element of the design.,,70

That these windows and their intervening marble surface

were considered architectural rather than strictly utilitarian

forms is evident from comparison of the west front on

State Street with the east alley elevation (Figure 26).

Both fronts have the same size and proportion of openings

yet the rear wall is faced with enamelled brick while the

window fixtures themselves were divided into three stationary

lights with three panes each surmounted by pivoted transoms.

Only at the corner bay does the marble and bronze facing

return from the Madison Street elevation. The window frames,

of mahogany and bronze on the street, were on the alley made of

wrought iron fitted not with plate but with wire glass as

a translucent backdrop to the elevator banks. The test of

Sullivan's system of the upper stories came in the topmost

floor and at the corner. The combined constraints of the

city height regulation and the need for daylight in all

available floor space were probably factors in Sullivan's

decision to abandon the carved attic frieze of the original

project in favor of the crowning colonnade shown in the

working drawings and later presentation renderings. A

detail drawing of the upper colonnade (Figure 22) showed

marble encased columns with carved capital set forward of

a continuous line of glazing with three lights per bay. The

overhanging soffit of the cornice was also marble panels with

carved ornamental relief confined to those areas around the

capitals of the columns. The design of the curved corner

extends the idea of the freestanding colonnade. Marble
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colonettes with Ionic base moldings rose upward from the

third story to the cornice with windows recessed at the top

floor. The corner windows were single sheets of curved

glass whose frames were set tightly against the marble

reveal behind the colonettes. The windows were operable on

a pivoted sash, the same mechanism used for the central

light in each bay of the top floor colonnade. The slender

colonettes combined with the pivoted glazing endowed the

corner with a lightness and openess in sympathy with the

belvedere-like treatment of the upper most floor. These

special conditions formed the vertical and horizontal edges

of the two street fronts to underscore the openess of the

upper wall expressed in an elemental vocabulary of column,

cornice, and glass.

The interior of the building as developed through the

1898 working drawings is revealed in the north-south long-

itudinal section looking east (Figure 27). The street and

mezzanine as the primary sales floors had ceiling heights

of 181101" and 14'6". The upper floors had a uniform floor

to ceiling height of twelve feet except for the ninth story

workroom with 10'6" clearance. The floor construction

featured hollow arched tile fireproofing surrounding the

steel framing members. Such a system had developed into

standard practice in Chicago for commercial building types

of the scale of Schlesinger and Mayer (Figure 28). The

interior featured no light court such as the glass roofed

atria of Marshall Field's and the Masonic Temple. The

reason for the minimal vertical dimensions of the floors
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and the lack of spatial amenity was probably the value

of the land and the compounding constraint of the city

height limitation. The architectural treatment of the

interior in this early scheme was thus confined to ornament-

al embellishment of the stairways and elevator enclosures

which formed a range of vertical services along the east

wall. The enhancement of the novel experience of shopping

by elevator was the implicit programmatic criterion behind

Sullivan's design for their bronze coated iron grilles (Figure

29). The doorways to the cabs on each floor featured a

wreath whose halves joined when the paired doors to the

elevators were closed. The emblematic quality of this

motif recalls the large scale coats of arms or crests set

across the fascia of the canopied entrance to the store on

Madison Street. The use of decorative insignia for the house

of Schlesinger and Mayer at these two positions inside and

outside the store signified an association between the

carriage and the elevator as preferred froms of transportation.

The appearance of these heraldic motifs may have been the

ornamental vestige of the original plan to link the carriage

trade with the elevator banks via the installation on the

Madison Street front of what was originally described as

"a spacious porte cochere and carriage court or rotunda, so

arranged that patrons may drive directly to special elevators."

The planned installation of twenty..four elevators implied

that stairways were intended not so much for climbing as

for "facility and comfort of egress". The three east stair-

ways were spaced so as to provide passage in case of fire,
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though they were not enclosed as fire stairs. Instead the

staircases, though confined in their dimensions to maximize

sales space, were fashioned as ornamental objects. The

stairways' baluster design in this early scheme duplicated

the wreath and grille motifs of the elevators fronts along

the same east wall (Figure 30). The open-metalwork on both

stairways and elevators was designed to be seen in silhouette

against a background of translucent glazing. All the sur-

faces of the stairways except the treads were also given

ornamental relief, including the undersides, to give the

metal a decorative quality even when seen from below. The

staircase most generous in its width and its ratio of tread

to riser occupied the central position along the east wall.

The stairs served as backdrop to the sales space of

the first floor, Their enhancement as decorative metal-

work made them appear as provincial recollections of the

ornate and spatially elegant stairways of Parisian department

stores such as those of the Bon Marche which protruded into

skylit atria as suspended iron constructions (Figure 31).

Such stairways were typical features of the interior archi-

tecture of nineteenth century department store, reappearing

in more constricted form in American versions of the building

type in New York as well as on State Street. The only

other suggestion of architecture in the 1898 projects for

the Schlesinger and Mayer store was the original description's

comment that "all interior finish will be in bronze and San

Domingo (Cuba) mahogany. Thus the metalwork of both the

stairways and elevators inside the store that appear in the
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working drawings similarly have decorative capitals like

those shown to be carved in marble on the uppermost colonnade

outside. The San Domingo mahogany was also to be used out-

side for the window fixtures of the upper stories. Thus

choice of the same finish materials for the interior and

exterior suggest that Sullivan intended the building to have

a thematic continuity as a unified work of architecture from

the sidewalk to upper floors within. This principle of

continuity was developed in later phases of the design.

Construction of the new Schlesinger and Mayer Store

was undertaken in stages to permit continuing operation of

parts of the old building. The first section was begun on

May lst 1899 with the destruction of an adjacent storefront

at Nos. 52-56 East Madison Street whose lease Schlesinger

and Mayer had acquired from that date. Sullivan and

Adler were noted as architects-in-charge through the award-

ing of the contracts for this section comprising three bays

and planned for an initial height of nine stories in

compliance with the city's legal limit. The principal

changes in the executed design for this section relative to

its projected form in the 1898 drawings were the substitutions

on the interior of cast iron for steel columns, and of a

white enamelled terra cotta in place of marble on the upper

exterior. The entrance canopy for the carriage trade

remained at the east end of the facade perhaps in anticipation

of the project's eventual expansion down Madison Street.

The most important limiting condition on the process

of construction was the need for rapidity. All decisions
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about the sequence of building were subject to the over-

riding demand for speed in enclosing income generating

sales space as quickly as possible to offset the continuing

burden of high property rentals. The new skeleton was

erected through the ninth story by October 1899, with the

interior and exterior finishes rushed to completion for

opening on the first Monday in December in time for the

peak of the Christmas shopping season (Figure 32).72 Through-

out the project Sullivan may have sought to develop its

aesthetic from the process of construction. He evidently

perceived in the demands of rigorous scheduling one deter-

minant of form based on the potential of the machine. The

power of this idea is legible in the finished first section,

where the pre-fabrication of cast iron and terra cotta

surfaces implied repetition and continuity of ornamental

patterns. Such economies in the creation of architectural

detail Sullivan hoped to develop as resources for the

evocation of style from contemporary conditions. The

finished front of the Schlesinger and Mayer Building thus in

one sense represents his attempt to poeticize emerging

tools of the construction industry which had developed to

accommodate time pressure generated by the real estate

market.

During a later phase of construction in 1903, one

account assessed how Sullivan perceived his role in the

creation of this particular building as exemplary of his

position on the role of the architect in modern practice

Sullivan is credited not only with having designed the

building, but also with having:
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... devised all the mechanical expedients
necessary to accomplish -its completion within
a given time. He has made his own time table
and has lived up to it...

Mr. Sullivan is, above all things an
opportunist. He accepts every exigency pre-
scribed by modern commercialism. He solves
every problem from the economic's standpoint.
Headopts the best materials for his purpose
before designing and then bends them to his
will. He conceives the building as a whole
and the way in which it should be built as
essential features to control his final design.
He accepts the modern machine, and demonstrates
its capacity to assist him in evolving a work of
art. He does not despise the task of designing
a commercial building, but rejoices in it.
Neither does he neglect to use hand work, but
encourages it where practicable. He is an artist

himself and has a following of skilled artists
whom he uses in their proper vocation. In these
respects he lives in the twentieth century.73

Within the many facets of this statement, one can sense

competing ideas which may reflect alternative conceptions of

style. On the one hand, Sullivan portrayed himself to his

interviewer as acknowledging and effectively mastering pro-

cesses of construction dictated by commercial society. He

thus implied the possibilty and desirability of material con-

ditions aiding in the creation of style. Yet these conditions

would shape building only through the agency of the architect

as the individual who wills the form of the finished work

into being. The architect as "an artist himself" values

the impress of his own hand in the work. Sullivan here refers

to the ideal of style as expression of a distinct creative

personality. He thereby defined his role in the design of

the Schlesinger and Mayer Store somewhere within the com-

plementarity of these rational and romantic positions.

There is a congruence between Sullivan's evaluatior
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of his contribution as architect and the descriptive

criticism of the completed first section of building. Just

as Sullivan acknowledged the pervasive conditions of modern

commercialism, so the three bay front of the Schlesinger

and Mayer store was cited as representative of a new com-

mercial architecture emerging within Chicago's shopping

district. To contemporary eyes the most striking feature

of the building was its very ornate appearance. The front

was seen as a distinctive presence on the street relative

to older adjacent buildings, the new structure being

"immediately recognizable to passersby as the work of

Sullivan."7 4  Thus the building itself bespoke its origins

in surrounding material conditions and as a work with the

stylistic signature of an individual artist/architect.

The surrounds of the show windows on the lower stories

were described when completed as "ornamental iron in imitation

bronze .. .of extremely unique design."7 5  The lower floors

gave the building an unusually large scale at the street

level (Figure 33). One description mistook the base for three

stories tall, so sizable did the street and second floors

appear relative to the traditional shop fronts along the

sidewalk which they replaced.7 6  The impression of large

scale in the lower stories was created in part by the size

of the principal ornamental motifs. The cartouches along

the fascia of the projecting canopy set at the height of the

second floor were both over six feet in diameter. These

emblematic ornaments, though set within the purview of the

pedestrian, were scaled to the size of the building as a
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whole, just as the sheets of polished plate glass filled an

entire structural bay. The cast iron ornament in the first

section contains motifs that do not appear in later sections

built adjacent to it. Aside from those forms associated

with the special condition of the canopy, the lintel panel

above the easternmost bay of the first floor and the fascia

of the bay above the second floor are designs unique to

this first completed part of the building. The motifs of

this first section have a literal quality that derives both

from their degree of relief and the explicitly naturalistic

representation of leaves, fruits, and other floral and

vegetal forms. The chains from which the canopy is suspended

were threaded with foliate pieces of cast iron to imitate a

floral garland. The base and head of mullions in the second

story bay and the projection of the crowning motifs over

the profile of the cornice echoed the projection of the

window itself from the body of the building. The ornament

as a literal elaboration of surface recalls its portrayal in

the early presentation renderings as architectural festoon-

ing of the show windows. The renderings' emphasis on the

reflectivity of the lower floors recurs in the mirror back-

drops for the displays within the built show windows at

street level. Finally, the original intention to make a

base of bronze was recalled in the painting of the cast iron.

A base coat of bright vermilion red was overlaid with

finished glaze of green whose chroma was recalled by Purcell,

at the time Sullivan's assistantas between those of sap and

olive. The green overlay was flecked and burnished to
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reveal some red, a treatment which Sullivan likened to

the Venetian method of applying gold leaf to bronze. Louis

Millet, a decorative artist and mural painter, probably

collaborated with Sullivan in developing the scheme of

polychromy for the cast iron. Millet, a longtime friend

of Sullivan's, had worked with him in developing the color

systems for the surfaces of the Auditorium and Transportation

Buildings, among other earlier projects. The iron was thus

endowed with a finish whose lustrous translucence recalled

the polish of bronzework. At the same time the finish

efoked a sense of the metal as living substance analogous to

the lifelike motifs of the ornament.

Sullivan's decision to face the upper stories with white

enamelled terra cotta in place of Georgia marble may have

resulted from a stonecutters' strike in Chicago during the

summer of 1898. This event was one of a series of related

job actions that culminated in a general strike of the city's

building trades in 1900. The specific grievance of the stone-

cutters was the trend toward substitution of their numbers

with mechanized equipment for dressing stone in the yards

after its arrival from the quarries. One reason for compan-

ies having turned to finishing machines was the competition

of the local terra cotta industry. 7 8 The lightness and

lower cost of clay as a facing material for large commercial

buildings such as Schlesinger and Mayer's also followed from

Sullivan's use of the material on tall steel structures

throughout the 1890s. His intention to use marble was thus

an anomaly explicable in terms of that material's association
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with the highest class of dry goods stores. In the first

section of Schlesinger and Mayer's, the enamelled white

terra cotta reproduced the marble coursing scheme shown on

the original working drawings. The heights of the courses

remained the same, though the width of the individual pieces

of terra cotta were reduced to two feet as required to

minimize the effects of shrinkage and warping in its

manufacture. So effectively did the finish and joining of

the clay resemble the marble originally planned that one

description of the building in construction compared the

terra cotta to stone, stating that the material "had a pure

and beautiful appearanceasifit were marble." 7 9 The special

potentiality of the clay was developed by Sullivan through

the insertion of ornamental bands above the heads and beneath

the sills of the upper windows and within the reveals of

their frames (Figure 34). These inventive moldings emphasize

the continuity of linear motifs over adjoining pieces, the

plasticity of the material highlighted in the unending,

intertwined incisions and sculptings of its surface. The

inclusion of ornament over the upper stories extended its

presence upward from the show windows through the crowning

colonnade with its terra cotta capitals and ornamented

soffit. Thus the manipulation of the terra cotta lent a

thematic unity to the street front from sidewalk to cornice,

an intent evident in the original scheme's carved attic

frieze as recollection of the ornamented base of bronze.

After completion of the first section on Madison Street

in 1899, the project for the new Schlesinger and Mayer Store
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lay dormant until the spring of 1902. Until that time the

cost of additional construction was evidently prohibitive

for the client firm whose total capitalization was estimated

at $1,000,000. The first section at 50-56 Madison Street

80
alone had cost upwards of $330,000. As with their 1896-

97 plans for frontage on Wabash Avenue, Schlesinger and

Mayer as a corporation had only the ability to finance a

representative part of much larger scheme. However, early

in 1902, Henry Siegel (d.1913) of Siegel, Cooper and Co.,

began negotiating with Schlesinger and Mayer to acquire

partial ownership of their firm. Siegel, one of the most

enterprising department store magnates of his time, directed

large scale merchandising operations in both Chicago and

New York. He began with F.H. Cooper, the firm under their

name in Chicago in 1886, developing a retail business

similar in character and scale to The Fair, located in

Jenney's second Leiter Building at the south end of State

Street. In 1896 he established a branch of the Siegel-

Cooper firm in Manhattan, erecting the first large steel

frame department store in New York on Sixth Avenue between

18th and 19th streets. This store was founded and managed

on the model of State Street department stores, intended

to appeal to all classes of shoppers with a variety of

stocks and services unprecedented on Sixth Avenue or Broadway,

Manhattan's two principal shopping streets. In 1901 Siegel

also bought the older, more elegant New York house of

Simpson, Crawford, and Simpson, and sold his interest in the

mammoth Sixth Avenue store, though he retained his interest
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81in the Chicago branch of the firm. Finally in June 1902

Siegel bought Schlesinger's half interest in Schlesinger

and Mayer. Schlesinger retired from the business and the

corporation was restructured with David Mayer remaining as

president and executive head of the Chicago operations and

Siegel as vice president and chief investor. The firm was

to continue under the old name of Schlesinger and Mayer,

without merger with Siegel-Cooper. The new arrangement

increased Schlesinger and Mayer's capitalization to over

$6,500,000. This influx of resources enabled the building

projects for both State Street and Wabash Avenue to resume.

As principal financier Siegel was ambitious to reorganize

Schlesinger and Mayer "along aggressive modern lines", 8 2

merging its buying operation in Europe and its general sales

strategies with those of Simpson-Crawford-Simpson, which

commanded a prestigous corps of buyers on the continent for

its New York clientele.

Siegel proclaimed of Schlesinger and Mayer that he and

David Mayer intended "to make this house even cf a higher

grade than it is at present", dealing "only in the medium

and the best" grades of merchandise. He stated upon closing

the deal that " the present company will be reorganized.

New blood, new methods, and new ideas will take the place of

the old". 8 3  Siegel announced simultaneously with his acquisi-

tion that the existing store buildings on both State and

Wabash would be torn down and replaced with a new twelve

story structure. Even before the official change in owner-

ship, Schlesinger and Mayer had pushed ahead with plans to
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revive the building campaign, evidently in anticipation of

Siegel's capital. In March 1902 the firm had petitioned the

city council to permit construction of a twenty story building

280 feet tall at State and Madison. The City Council, which

had recently passed an ordinance limiting building height to

260 feet, declined the petition and instead issued a

permit for reconstruction not to exceed the height of 260

85
feet. No renderings or drawings survive for these schemes,

though Sullivan was said to have prepared plans in

March 1902 for a much taller building than he had prcjected

in May 1898. Within days after Siegel's official entry

into partnership in August 1902, Sullivan's office was at

work on drawings for a twelve story building at State and

Madison to cover the same ground area as the nine story

project of 1898.86 The series of drawings generated for

this revised scheme through the fall of 1902 focussed

on special features to be altered from the 1898 drawings,

and no new complete set of working drawings for the. 1902

campaign survives.87 Thus the sheets detailing the revision

and expansion of 1902 show changes based on Siegel's and

Mayer's new aspirations for the store as a revitalized

enterprise with firmer ties to both New York and Europe.

The single drawing that best documents the remodelled

exterior is an elevation of the corner and first three bays

of the State Street elevation which would comprise the

second section to be built (Figure 35). This elevation

shows the same treatment of the upper and lower stories on

State Street, confirming the description of the new project
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as being "after Mr. Sullivan's style of architecture, con-

forming to the present nine story building." 88 The heights

of the added tenth and eleventh but not the twelfth stories

were reduced relative to that of the floors below, perhaps

because of their probable use as work and storage space.

A major change in the roofscape of the building corres-

ponded to its increased size and more exaggerated height.

A forty foot tall water tower was added to supply the store's

enlarged sprinkler system. An earlier smaller version of a

tank housing was included in the east elevation of the 1898

scheme. The size of the revised tower was based on the

capacity of the sprinkler system which, according to

Sullivan, had become an object of obsession on the part of

fire insurance companies that underwrote department stores.

The housing as redesigned recalls a miniature version of the

Auditorium Tower. The exterior walls of the tower were of

white enamelled brick, with splayed corner buttressing.

A crowning motif of paired columns in a rectangular frame

and surmounting cornice were of ornamental terra cotta.

The distension of the body of the building to twelve stories

was thus echoed in the proportion of the architectural shell

for this novel functional element. Another subtle change in

the design because of the increase in height occurred along

the colonnade and cornice of the top story. There one of

Sullivan's critics reported that "the terminal foliations

of the stem-like columns and the cornice detail (were)

correspondingly enlarged for their additional distance from

normal viewing."8 9 That Sullivan made these changes indicates
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that he had conceived of the ornamental crown of the

building as an element to be viewed from the sidewalk. This

would imply that the ornamental detail over the face of the

upper stories was also intended as complement and continuation

of the building's decorative base. The adjustment of both

the roofscape and the cornice area suggests that Sullivan

sought to treat the whole building as an organic form whose

continuity of scale corresponded to its plasticity of surface.

The most important change in the design visible in the

1902 elevation is the replacement of the corner show window's

projecting bay with a circular corner entrance whose shape

corresponds to the tower above and whose ornament continues

that of the flanking show windows (Figure 36). The entrance

as a special condition within the glass and metal fabric of

the base was conceived as a rotunda with a pair of doors set

in each of five curved sections around the corner. The

arched doorways featured the most exquisite ornamental

relief gracing the street level, with each entry crowned by

a wreath-like lunette in which was to be set the cast iron

monogram of the firm "S&M". The metalwork flanking the doors

and in the spandrel of their arches appears as a lattice or

trellis work, perhaps as extension of the idea of the base

as evocative of living greenery. The lintel panels above

the lunettes continue the ornamental pattern of the first

floor show windows, while the fascia above the second floor

contains forms in relief unique to the corner. Cast iron

colonettes terminating in foliate relief at the second floor

cornice separate the entrance bays, their attached attenuation
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echoing that of the colonettes in terra cotta above. The

design of the remodelled corner has been compared to the

circular entrances at the corners of the Magasin du

Printemps, one of the most prominent Parisian department

stores, designed by Paul Sedille beginning in 1882 (Figure

37). 9 0Sedille's entrances turned the corners of the

irregular site of Le Printemps formed by the Boulevard

Haussman and the Rue de Provence. The corners served as

a device to link adjacent elevations of display windows along

the sidewalk and to profit from the potential for access at the

intersection. Sedille's entrances include four doorways

separated by pilasters and surmounted by rondels, the whole

first storY crowned by a cornice with a high fascia. The

Schlesinger and Mayer entrance similarly adopts the general

form of a radial sweep of doorways surmounted by lunettes

and separated by colonettes. Yet the expressive emphasis in

Sullivan's building is a celebration of the lightness and

delicacy of cast iron ornament. In contrast, Sedille's

entrance adapted a classical vocabulary of lithic forms

to make the corner entrance a continuation of the marble

facing of the exterior. The corners of Le Printemps may

well have been the model for the main entrance to the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store. Yet Sullivan's building varied

a Parisian precedent through the virtuosity of its metal-

work set within a larger design for the exterior that eschews

the historicism evident in Sedille's facades. It is possible

that Le Printemps appealed as a model for the Schlesinger and

Mayer building because of its extension over an entire city
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block (Figure 38). Sullivan's clients similarly had sought

control over the block bounded by State, Wabash, Madison,

and Monroe Streets. They may have anticipated similar

corner treatments around the envisioned perimeter of their

building as a symbol of their consolidated holdings

encompassing more than one intersection. The appeal of an

architectural emblem for the corner entrance associated

with one of the best known department stores of Paris

would certainly have been consistent with Siegel and Mayer's

avowed intent of raising the cachet of Schlesinger and Mayer.

The remodelled corner would have effectively signified the

firm's aspirations to the status of an internationally known

dry goods house on a par with Parisian stores.

One impetus for Schlesinger and Mayer's renewal of both

its financial position and its store facility was the

completion in October 1902 of the first section of Marshall

Field's new building (Figure 39). This twelve story

structure, designed by Daniel Burnham's office, extended

along State Street south from Randolph to connect with the

1878 Singer Building which stood on the northeast corner of

Washington Street. The Field block featured a white granite

exterior with a rusticated base of three stories within

which the lower two framed show windows along the sidewalk.

The continuous vertical piers were surmounted by a two story

attic featuring a colonnade of attached Ionic orders crowned

by a bracketed cornice and parapet wall. The principal

feature along the street was a projecting two story entrance

portico with four granite monolithicIonic columns set on
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pedestals and capped by a balustrade. This entrance portico

led to a spacious vestibule sumptuously finished with mahogany

veneer and floors of red marble. From the double height

ceiling hung specially designed 1200 pound chandeliers. On

the interior a twelve story light court recalled a similar

space in the Singer Building. The new atrium with its tiers

of colonnaded galleries was roofed with a domed skylight

of Tiffany cut glass. The main north-south aisle was

planned as an interior street whose generous width was flanked

with columns fashioned as fluted Corinthian orders supporting

a beamed ceiling. The display cases were of French plate

glass with mahogany frame, the corners rounded and the base

of coved marble. The elegance of the permanent architecture

was enhanced with elaborate interior decorating throughout

the sales floors, and special displays in the show windows

along the sidewalk. Special ladies' tea, waiting, and rest

rooms were also outfitted in the upper floors, on a grander

scale than in the old building.

The completion of the north half of Field's new building

undoubtedly caused repercussions along State Street. The

inclusion of the new entrance and thematically ornamental

special interiors in the revised plans for the Schlesinger

Mayer building may be attributed to Field's success in

defining a new standard for department store architecture

in Chicago. The Field building's appointments on the inside

were designed in the mode of an elegant residence, beginning

with the entrance vestibule graced with mahogany panelling,

mosaic floors, and crystal chandeliers. The Field vestibule

0 - -W_ _ - -_-_,__ ,._- - -L _I____.__. I Ij,.I___-. - w-1-1- -
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may have inspired the development of the corner entrance in

the revised plans for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store

(Figure 40). Elmslie may have developed the interior, as he

claimed responsibility for "the design of the shape and the

complete working out of the projecting curved corner."

presumably including its vestibule. 9 3  It is possible to

attribute the floor and ceiling plans of the 1902 corner

entrance to Elmslie on the basis of their drafting style

(Figure 41). The plan shows a mosaic floor with intricate

and varied borders and motifs in the inner and outer

vestibule. The most elaborate pattern was a circular design

eight feet in diameter framing the monogram of the house.

The ceiling featured curved beams with mahogany veneer com-

posed to emphasize continuity of surface over adjacent pieces

rather than book or other symmetrical matchings of the wood

grain. The principal architectural objects in the outer

vestibule were paired octagonal columns that supported the

curved frame of the corner stories above. These columns as

restored are notable for the finish of their plaster capitals,

painted with a base of orange overlaid with an amber glaze.

The lustrous effect of this treatment shows Sullivan's

probable intention for the exterior cast iron finish around

the show windows, where an olive glaze would originally have

overlaid a vermilion base coat. The outer vestibule was

fitted with ornamental cast iron bronze-plated grilles for

the hot air ducts in the corner piers and semicircular

air inlets of the same material and design set between the

doors. The use of mosaic, veneers, plaster, and cast metal
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within entrance vestibules was conventional for renovated

and newly built stores on State Street in the 1890s. Yet

the detail of the entrance interiors of the Schlesinger

and Mayer Store reveal attitudes toward the expressive

possibilities of materials and an explicitly unconventional

system of ornament unique to Sullivan. The interiors will be

analyzed within later discussion of his individual principles

of architecture. The 1902 revision of the Schlesinger and

Mayer design also included ladies rest rooms on the third

and ninth floors, equipped with adjacent waiting and writing

rooms set within the rounded northwest corner. The most

important space enhanced in 1902 was a restaurant and tea

room occupying the whole of the eighth floor. These interiors

will be discussed in detail in the following chapter

devoted to an analysis of Sullivan's building as an environ-

ment for shopping.

Sullivan commissioned two signed watercolor renderings

of the 1902 design for the Schlesinger and Mayer building

from Albert Fleury (1848-1924), a Chicago artist who

specialized in renditions of the cityscape.94 One of these,

inscribed with the name of the architect and the date 1902

in the lower left, was chosen for publication in the Inland

Architect as the structure was being completed in June 1903

(Figure 42). The viewpoint relinquishes the focus on the

corner characteristic of the earlier illustrations of the

idealized schemes, content instead to portray the asymmetries

of the building as built. The drawing is notable for its

depiction of Sullivan's work within the context of State
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Street. The building is shown not only to tower to twice

the height of its neighbors, but the breadth of its

fenestration is emphasized in contrast to the distortedly

narrow facades of the adjacent older stores. The view is

idealized in the sense of its refusal to portray the building

within State Street as a narrow, heavily trafficked thorough-

fare. The foreground at the base of the building appears

almost more like a curbless, trackless, wireless fairgound

with pedestrians roaming over the roadway as if it were a

plaza. The base of the building is rendered in a soft luxur-

iant green, the water color making the show windows appear

almost overgrown with foliage in contrast to the geometric

whiteness of the upper stories. The drawing also shows a

continuous bay window along the State Street sidewalk, match-

ing the projecting central bay on the Madison Street front.

Sullivan had intended to retain this treatment of the bay

from his original scheme, hoping to create "one continuous

glass show window extending over 100 feet in length along

State Street". 9 5

The second undated watercolor chooses a more realistic

and severe pedestrians' viewpoint to portray the towering

corner whose verticality contrasts with the linear sweep

of the main elevation down State Street (Figure 43). The

rendering has been retouched to remove the cast iron

monogram of S&M from the lunettes above the arched corner

doorways, while the American flag above has been replaced

with a pennant bearing the name of the store's later owner.

Like the published view, this rendering stresses the novel
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size of the building and the corresponding scale of the

upper story bays, with reflected light emphasizing the slab

like profile and overhang of the cornice, its soffit and

top floor colonnade. The show window surrounds retain their

verdancy, though the State Street bay has been suppressed to

show the flattened lower elevation as built. Again the

complement to the lush vitality of the ornament along the

base are the State Street crowds whose numbers and movement

blend with the architecture as if their animation were the

source of its enlivened detail.

Construction on the twelve story second and third

sections of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store began in October

1902. The second section included the corner and three bays

to either side along State and Madison Streets, while the

third section included four additional bays down State

Street through No. 143. Throughout the final building

campaign, the preeminent criteria were rapidity of assembly

and minimal disruption of store operations during

construction. Thus, to preserve sales space for as much

continued use as possible, it was decided to build the new

foundations beneath the existing corner store building.9 6

This operation entailed shoring up the old structure on

temporary foundations while caissons were excavated sixty

to ninety feet below the sidewalk. The use of concrete

caissons sunk to bedrock was not unprecedented in Chicago.

However, their emplacement beneath an existing building

and the speed with which the work was accomplished were

without parallel in up to that time.
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The complete grid of some fifty nine caissons for the new

structure was in place by January 1903. Sullivan wrote an

account of the foundation construction for the Engineering

Record which was the only published account of the

Schlesinger and Mayer Building that he authored under his

own name. 97 His evident pride in this achievement as

"unprecedented in the history of Chicago building" suggests

the degree to which at that moment in his career Sullivan

wished to proclaim his competence as a building architect to

counter perhaps his main reputation as an ornamentalist. 9 8

The laying of the new foundations was the first major feat

of construction which he supervised after the death of

Dankmar Adler, who had previously undertaken all such technical

challenges for their joint work, including the 1899 section

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store.

Construction on the corner site section began in early

January 1903 immediately after the Christmas shopping

season. The wrecking of the old corner was advertised as

symbolic of the store's commitment to revitalize all facets

of business during the process of rebuilding.99 The retail

operations were then continued in the new 1899 nine story

section on Madison Street and the old six story section on

State. David Mayer had hoped to begin selling in the lower

floors of the corner section as early as May 1st 1903.100

With this deadline in mind, its construction proceded at a

record pace through the winter and spring. The steel frame

of the second section was completed through the twelfth

story by the end of March, with the lower cast iron and
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upper terra cotta facing by mid April. The demand for

rapid assembly had dictated the substitution of cast iron

columns in place of steel columns because the latter could

not be procured from the rolling mills by the January 1st

commencement. Steel girders and floor beams were obtainable

by that time. 101 The one notable structural condition in

the frame of the Schlesinger and Mayer Building occurred at

the corner (Figure 44). There a girder of circular curva-

ture above the third floor is supported on three columns.

Atop the second floor, however, a mammoth transfer beam

shaped as a double cantilever and supported on two columns

is inserted to obviate the need for a central column within

the corner entrance vestibule below. The sense of the corner

as supported on two columns visible inside the vestibule is

evident in newspaper illustrations of the completed building.

The height and span of the entrance columns not only facili-

tates movement of shoppers through the doorway but conveys

an impression of spatial breadth and generosity in harmony

with the upper elevations. The paired columns at the

entrance also connoted the width of the aisles inside the

store, whose shopping floors wer envisioned as "a spacious-

ness arrangement of columns" (Figure 45). Thus the construc-

tive device of the cantilever at the corner helped to create

an initial impression of interior space as freed from the

constraints of older building systems that had characterized

the old store and its neighbors along State Street.

The destruction of the old third section on State Street,

visible in the construction photographs, began in May, with
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its steel frame complete by the end of July and enclosed

from sidewalk to cornice by late August. The entire effort

culminated in the formal grand opening during the week

of October 10th 1903 in time for the height of the autumn

shopping season.102 The building's opening coincided with

the annual fall opening of State Street stores which in

that year was subsumed within a city wide centennial

celebration of the first built settlement of Chicago at

Fort Dearborn in 1803. Sullivan's newly completed building,

both because of its position at the center of the downtown

and its participation in a street wide festival of merchandis-

ing, appeared as a symbol of a century of growth and build-

ing then being commemorated throughout the city. One edito-

rial noted that along State Street as part of the

centennial,

In the show windows of commercial palaces
there were displayed photographs of the mud
holes that were State Street; of the quagmires
that were the very landmarks now covered by
the noblest specimens of urban architecture
of the world. Illustrations of the astonish-
ing growth of some of the big mercantile
emporiums showed them outgrowing in a quarter
of a century the squalid, two and three story
buildings erected since the fire and now
actually cramped for spaced in ten story
palaces covering acres of the most costly
real estate. 1 0 3

In the series of newspaper illustrations announcing the

opening of their new store, Schlesinger and Mayer echoed the

promotions of the centennial. Sullivan's building was

advertised as a showpiece of the fall's opening. The

rebuilt corner ostensibly signified the firm's determination

to claim a more distinctive position in the life of the city
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than their outmoded facility had allowed them to do (Figure

46).104 The advertising texts claimed that "Phoenix-like,

a new building has arisen" which "architecturally ...is the

best piece of art adapted to business purposes yet produced

in the great west." Thus equipped Schlesinger and Mayer

could "give to the shopping public that absolute satisfaction

that begets confidence" in order to insure their endurance

not just as a dry goods house but as "a commercial institution"

whose pretensions as a fixture in civic life would aspire

to those of Marshall Field's up the street.

Even as the advertising texts and imagery surrounding

the October opening stressed the permanence and elegance of

the new house of Schlesinger and Mayer, the financial

condition of the firm throughout 1903 had steadily worsened

to the point of jeopardizing its survival. Since March,

even as the new frame was rising, David Mayer had been

engaged in intensive negotiation to save his business with

new sources of capital and purchasing power. Several related

circumstances had combined to compel Mayer to act. The first

of these was the cost of the new structure itself which had

far overrun even the original extravagant total of $1,000,000.

The total building effort by October 1903 had cost upwards of

$1,650,000 with additional interior work still to be done.

The figure struck Mayer's contemporaries as surprising and

extraordinary, amounting to the inexplicably high ratio of

31 cents per cubic foot.105 Combined with the cost of

construction was the coninuing annual property rental of

$112,000 which, because of the disruption of business during
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the rebuilding process, had become an exorbitant burden

with temporarily reduced sales. Total losses in sales

from January through May of 1903 had approached $300,000,

figures that would only be recovered after six or more

months in operation in the new facility. 1 0 6 The loss of

sales revenues was particularly burdensome because Schlesinger

and Mayer, unlike some of its principal competitors, had

remained primarily a retail operation dependent on sources

of supply outside their nascent wholesaling branch. Their

dependence on foreign manufactures and warehouses made quick

and profitable turnover of goods more imperative than for a

firm like Field's whose wholesale division supplied its

State Street storewhose occasional retail losses would be

adjusted in house.

Mayer pursued a range of alternatives to try to allevi-

ate his situation. He first sought additional capital and

help in managing debts from Henry Siegel and his New York

partners. Siegel was at first uncooperative because his

earlier 1902 investment had not yet shown dividends and

bonds issued to finance construction had yet to be paid

interest. Under these circumstances, in March 1903 Mayer

approached Carson-Pirie-Scott about the possibility of their

107merging with Schlesinger and Mayer. Carson's since

1898 had been searching for new and expanded quarters on

State Street because their lease to properties in and adjacent

to the Reliance Building was soon to expire and would not be

renewed. David Mayer thus proposed to Carson-Pirie-Scott

that they share Sullivan's building under a new firm name
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such as "Carson, Pirie, Mayer and Company". 108 In exchange

for a new facility, Carson's would contribute capital in the

form of cash to absorb Schlesinger and Mayer's earlier

losses. In addition, Mayer would contribute his existing

stock to the new enterprise in exchange for purchasing

privileges with Carson's wholesale division in order to

increase his purchasing power and rebuild a profitable

retail operation.109 Mayer continued to talk with Carson's

through the summer of 1903 even after Siegel had sought to

accommodateSchlesinger and Mayer's financial difficulty in

exchange for Mayer's willingness to risk managing the firm's

continuation. Siegel in July 1903 also negotiated separately

with Carson's to divest himself of his holdings in

Schlesinger and Mayer, offering to guarantee sale of the

business and building even if Carson's refused to assume

its deficits. Carson's position through the fall of 1903

was that they would buy the business if another real estate

financier would purchase the property and the building. In

October, Otto Young offered to enter into just such a

proposition, stating his willingness to assume the costs

of Schlesinger and Mayer's facility which were then being

carried at a loss by the contractor, George A Fuller & Co. 1 1 0

None of these negotiations for the fate of Sullivan's

building came to fruition. However, during the same months

as he sought new sources of capital and means of financing

to sustain his business, David Mayer negotiated for control

of properties adjacent to Sullivan's building to facilitate

its continuing expansion. The intensity with which he
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pursued control of adjoining frontage suggests that he

considered its acquisition essential to the survival of

the firm. Only through a dramatic increase in floor area

could Schlesinger and Mayer generate income to overcome

the combined pressures of property rents, building costs,

and decline in sales during construction. In June 1903

Mayer had leased thirty feet of additional frontage at

147 State Street. His intention was evidently to give

the firm continuous space from Madison to Monroe Streets.

However, Mayer's scheme was blocked by Otto Young who had

acquired long term leases to intermediary properties at

149-153 State Street in 1901-02. Mayer negotiated with

Young for this frontage, agreeing at one point to pay the

exorbitant rent of $18,000 per front foot. However

negotiations between Mayer and Young broke off when an

"insurmountable difference" arose between them "regarding

the building to be erected on the property." The failure

of these negotiations in August 1903 resulted in Mayer

and Young each attempting to block the other's amassing

of properties around Sullivan's building. Late in August,

Mayer acquired control of 155 State Street and of 45-47

Monroe Street abutting Young's frontage on both sides.

Young countered by securing a long term lease for the prop-.

erty at the southwest corner of Madison and Wabash Avenues

to prevent Schlesinger and Mayer's expansion in that direction.

Mayer's failure to acquire continuous frontage on State

Street prevented the creation of interconnected store

facilities facing on all four surrounding streets, including
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Monroe with State, Madison, and Wabash Avenue. Young

had evidently been willing to deal with Mayer up to the

point where their realty dealings could be highly profitable

to him without permitting Schlesinger and Mayer to amass

sufficient sales space to threaten Young's own store,

The Fair. When his negotiations with Mayer ended in a

stalemate, Young approached Carson-Pirie- Scott with the

offer to combine to buy out Schlesinger and Mayer's

business, with Young to gain control of their new building

and its valuable State Street property.

By the fall of 1903 David Mayer had thus been unsuccess-

ful in his gamble to continue operations either through

merger with Carson-Pirie-Scott or through expansion of

Sullivan's building down State or Madison Streets. Thus

late in the winter of 1904 Mayer reversed his strategy and

began again to negotiate with Young not for control over

adjacent properties but for Young to purchase Sullivan's

building and its corner property. However, while Mayer

was seeking such an agreement, another party stepped in to

combine with Young to buy out both the business and the

building of Schlesinger and Mayer. The purchaser, Harry

Gordon Selfridge, partner and general manager of Marshall

Field's retail division, was one of the most flamboyant and

successful figures on State Street. His success in develop-

ing Field's over eighteen years had, however, not netted

him an equal partnership in that firm and he had ambitions

to go into business for himself. When Selfridge heard of

Mayer's determination to sell, he went to New York and,
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after several weeks' negotiation, arranged to purchase the

building, its leaseholds, and the business itself for upwards

of $5,000,000. Sullivan's building from June 1904 was to

be known as quarters for H. G. Selfridge and Company, the

newly created firm to devote itself to retailing on the

model of Marshall Field's.l1 3  In June, Selfridge, to ful-

fill a probable prior arrangement with Young, sold to him

the building and leaseholds of his firm for $1,485,000.

Thus, Selfridge in collusion with Young had accomplished

what Carson-Pirie-Scott had hoped to achieve eight months

earlier, in successfully buying out Schlesinger and Mayer

while turning the financial burden of the building itself

over to Young as a real estate financier. Mayer offered only

a short statement at the time of Selfridge's purchase,

alluding perhaps obliquely to the frustration of his efforts

to sustain a future for his firm in the wake of Sullivan's

building. At the age of fifty-three, Mayer said that, "I

have for some time been considering the matter of retiring

from active work. I have been hard at work since 1872 with-

out a rest of any kind. The size of Mr. Selfridge's offer

was inviting, and the desire on my part for a long vacation

became so keen that my associates and myself finally consented."1 1 5

The disappearance of the firm of Schlesinger and Mayer

markedthe end of Sullivan's architectural control of their

building, the completion of whose interiors had continued

through the spring of 1904. However Selfridge soon became

discouraged over the condition of the business he had

inherited. There were indications that he was initially
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disappointed with the caliber and morale of Schlesinger and

Mayer's personnel and the general state of their operation

relative to the standards to which he had been accustomed at

Field's. Accordingly late in the summer of 1904 he made his

feelings known to John G. Shedd, Director of Field's whole-

sale operations, who had independently known of Carson-Pirie-

Scott's continuing interest in the fate of the building after

Selfridge had outbid them for its occupancy. Shedd, in

keeping with Field's longstanding policy of facilitating the

concentration of neighboring stores on State Street, acted

as mediator to facilitate Selfridge's sale of his business to

Carson-Pirie-Scott in August 1904 only months before Carson's was

to lose its lease on its existing quarters in the Reliance and

adjacent buildings. Selfridge reported that Carson's offered him

"a large bonus over and above what I paid for the business

about eight weeks ago", and turned over Sullivan's building

for new occupancy in time for the fall shopping season of

1904, with Young to continue as Carson's landlord.1 1 6

In December 1904 Carson's announced their intention to

add a section to Sullivan's structure to extend 104 feet or

five bays south along State Street (Figure 47). From

the beginning it was understood that the addition would

conform to Sullivan's design for the earlier section, the

fireproof steel frame of twelve stories faced with

ornamental iron on the lower stories and white terra cotta

above. The architect for the addition was to be D. H. Burnham

and Company. Carson's house architect for their store in the

Reliance Building. Carson's did however, retain Sullivan as a
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consultant for the addition, and Elmslie recalls that

Sullivan did approve Burnham's drawings for the State Street

addition.ll 8 Though Carson's granted the commission for the

addition to Sullivan's ideological and professional rival,

they had praised Sullivan's design even as they had seen

its completion under the ownership of Schlesinger and Mayer.

In a recommendation for Sullivan written in 1906 Carson-

Pirie-Scott commended the general style of the building and

especially its corner entrance, citing "its excellence as

a structure as well as its adaption for retail merchandising."

Carson-Pirie-Scott's acquisition of Sullivan's build-

ing coincided with a general reorganization and upgrading of

their retailing operation. The enlargement of their

premises enabled expansion of stocks and the creation of

additional departments. The ornamentation of Sullivan's

structure evidently inspired enhancement of the decor and

the goods of the store's principal departments. Thus the

selection of fabric, linen, silk, and velvets exhibited in

the first opening of the expanded building contained "materials

and styles which embody exclusiveness as the keynote of

their attractiveness. ,120 An illustrated advertisement

for this 1907 opening (Figure 48) shows a graphic border

whose imagery of cornucopia and harvest abundance recalls

the forms of Sullivan's ornamental surrounds for the exterior

windows (Figure 32). The same decorative theme appeared in

Schlesinger and Mayer's advertising four years earlier

when the building was first opened. Thus Carson's sought

to identify their renewal as a merchandiser with the ornate
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elegance popularly perceived as the chief characteristic

of Sullivan's architecture.

Though the new ownership professed deference to

Sullivan's forms not all the details of the corner build-

ing were retained in Burnham's addition. On the top story,

the colonnade waseliminated in favor of a continuation of

the fenestration below to the overhanging cornice. In

addition, though the ornamental scheme is continued across

the face of the upper and lower stories, the decorative

terra cotta reveals of the upper windows were eliminated in

favor of smooth recesses to the glazing. The only break in

the horizontal rhythms of the elevation was a doubling of

the width of the pier separating the original and added

sections. However the coursing of the terra cotta in the

Sullivan building was continued without a vertical joint

over the surface of this pier to preserve the continuity

of the elevation. The Burnham addition thus revealed

the degree to which Sullivan's design had the potential

for continuing expansion inherent in the earliest vision

of the project.

The present condition of the Carson-Pirie-Scott

Bailding reveals a series of modifications to the Sullivan-

Burnham structure. In 1905 the Public Works Department of

the City of Chicago, under prompting from a reform-minded

mayor, threatened to dismantle the corner entrance because

of its protrusion onto the city sidewalk. This attack on

the feature most symbolic of State Street department stores'

encroachment onto public space forced Carson's to grant the
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city the alternative concession of paying tax on their use

of underground space beneath the State and Madison Street

sidewalks.121 Beginning in 1925 Carson's considered an

expansion of the building which resulted in the construction

of a fifteen story block on the northwest corner of Wabash

and Monroe Streets designed by Daniel Burnham's Sons whose

elevation followed the scheme of the State Street fronts.

In 1935 the present system of air conditioning, escalators,

122and elevators was installed. A ten story four bay add-

ition w.s begun on Monroe Street in 1940 and completed in

1950. Some time before 1960 Carson's completed the removal

of the projecting cast iron along the State Street facade

and the shifting of the Madison Street canopy one bay to

the west of its original corner position. In 1948 the

cornice and colonnade atop Sullivan's section was removed in

favor of a parapet wall and upper story windows set forward

123as in the floors below(Figure 49). In the early 1960s

the enclosure of Sullivan's original stairways was undertaken

following a fire, though this change had been contemplated

to comply with altered city fire regulations after the

Burnham addition was completed in 1905. In 1961 Holabird

and Root designed an eight story addition adjacent to Burnham's

bays on State Street. This elevation continued a modification

of the Sullivan treatment of the upper floors, though the

cast iron treatment of the base was abandoned in favor of

a glazed display entrance (Figure 50).

Finally in 1979 the exterior was cleaned and the

terra cotta repaired with the cast iron base given a fresh red
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undercoat showing through a green overlay to approximate

Sullivan's original treatment of the metal. The corner

vestibule was also remodelled to evoke if not reproduce

Sullivan's treatment of surfaces within this most

124representative interior space. Thus the present con-

dition of the building contains alterations that both

obscure and renew the fabric as it appeared when first

completed at the turn of the century.
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CHAPTER IV

THE SCHLESINGER AND MAYER BUILDING AS A

DEPARTMENT STORE OF 1900

The building history of the Schlesinger and Mayer

store, understood within the context of the development

of State Street, suggests the degree to which its design was

informed by its identity as a department store. Though

each facet of its architecture may be interpreted in relation

to Sullivan's aesthetic and principles, and forms of the

completed work followed closely from the nature of the program

they were intended to fulfill. The department store as an

architectural problem was rooted in its character as a type

of commercial institution. The scale and vitality of the

department store as a new kind of business was recognized by

Sullivan's contemporaries as one of the most representative

developments of their era wherein one could discern the

distinctive conditions of modernity. One observer of the

State Street scene wrote early in 1898 that "one never loses

the feeling in walking through a department store that he

is in the presence of one of the great achievements of the

age.. .As one of the chief industrial facts of the closing

years of the century it commends itself to the careful study

of all who would learn something of the tendencies of the

times." In its organization and development the department

store was a distinctly modern phenomenon, whose methods as
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business enterprise were thought to be the forerunner of

2
the economic order of the twentieth century. The rapidi-

ty and visibility of their success as mechanisms for

merchandising at first made department stores the object of

widespread popular resentment against their power to eliminate

smaller competitors and to mistreat their work force. 3  Yet

their continuous and often burgeoning growth through the

turn of the century also attested to their popularity as

unprecedented means for retail distribution.

In his social criticism Sullivan demonstrated a pene-

trating awareness of the failings of commercial culture,

within which he repeatedly singled out the department store

as representative of the values of a society based on con-

4
spicuous consumption. He was equally vituperative in

denouncing trends in architecture, such as Burnham's

promotion of an academic classicism, which he understood to

be the commercialization of his art. 5 The stores of State

Street from Marshall Field's south to The Fair, epitomized

the erroneous cultivation of popular tastes that abetted

the misdirection of Chicago art and architecture toward

inappropriately imitative tradition.6 At the same time,

however, both Sullivan and Wright foresaw the ultimate

reversal of surrounding trends wherein architecture would

appropriate the conditions of their civilization as means

for its renewal. They sought to subsume commercial and

industrial development within the province of their art,

accepting both techniques of production and building programs

as resources for the making of a new architecture. Thus
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Sullivan, as architect of the Schlesinger and Mayer store,

"accepts every exigency prescribed by modern commercialism"

including the modern machine, and demonstrates its capacity

,8to assist him in evolving a work of art.

The first step toward the realization of this vision

lay in architecture's ability to re-assert its powers in the

design of such distinctively contemporary use types as the

office building and the department store. This aspiration

underlay Sullivan's essay on "The Tall Office Building

Artistically Considered". As preface to his discussion of

this building type and its appropriate form of expression,

Sullivan acknowledged its origins in the "evolution and

integration of social conditions" which in all their essentials

were basely materialistic. The resulting structure was thus

"the joint product of the speculator, the engineer, the

builder." 9 The challenge to architecture was to impart to

this crude and stark agglomeration of conditions "the

graciousness of those higher forms of sensibility and culture."

Within the limitations of a modern building problem, the

architect would find the means to evoke "the peaceful evangel

of sentiment, of beauty, the cult of a higher life." 1 0

The fulfillment of this task would begin with the designer's

decision to accept the conditions of the problem as the basis

of his aesthetic. The hand of the architect would appear

in the process at the point where the design began to exhibit

"suggestion of a thoroughly sound logical, coherent expres-

sion of the conditions". Their clear ordering and

re-presentation in the form of the building Sullivan conceived
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as the first stage in lifting the work out of the mire of

its material origins. In this way architecture could

appropriate the origins of its tasks in modern society as

the basis for its renewal as art within an environment

alien to its traditional values. This sense of architecture

reviving itself not by denial but through acceptance of

its situation in a commercial civilization appeared in

Wright's assessment of Sullivan's Wainwright, the prototypical

tall office building, as "Architecture living again

as such in a new age--the Steel Age--living in the work of

the world! The Practical therein achieving expression as

Beauty."112

Sullivan presented this same ideal in his discussions

of the department store as "a differentiation of the commer-

cial problem", akin to yet distinct from the type of the

tall office building.13 He praised a department store whose

form, rather then denying its commercial purpose, would

appear as "an unmistakable...index of the business conducted

within its walls." 4 A similar sense of the process of

commercial activity accepted as a basis for architectural

expression underlay Sullivan's earliest description of the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store as "a type of what the modern

mercantile structure should be.. .a proper housing of a

great enterprise, a blending of the genius of art with the

genius of commerce."15 The completed building was "frankly

a department store--an establishment where goods of many

kinds may be retailed to many people and so displayed over

large floor areas, that ease of examination and accessability
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to products may be speedily achieved."l 6 Sullivan's

rigorously consistent acknowledgement of the conditions

that underlay the project was evidently motivated not from

the desire to exalt the conditions themselves. Instead

adherence to requirements was understood as the means through

which architecture could achieve renewed clarity and meaning.

Sullivan's friend John Edelmann wrote that in works such

as the Wainwright "commercial architecture is revealed ...

direct and complete in itself--an embodiment of truth. 1 7

That a modern building could claim to be such an authorita-

tive statement Sullivan believed would serve to reassert

architecture's capacity for authenticity of expression based

in material fact. The infusion of purposefulness into the

work was accepted as a discipline whose ultimate aim was to

achieve significance beyond the material realm. Edelmann,

like Sullivan, sought that, through acceptance of the

functional nature of a building problem as the origin of

its existence as a form, "the emotional expression of the

whole naturally rises.. .higher than the commercial ideal." 1 8

In the design of the Schlesinger and Mayer building,

however, Sullivan's aspirations for architecture were en-

listed to fulfill the programmatic goals unique to a

department store. This architectural problem was distinct

from other commercial use types such as the office building

because it accommodated a single business organization as

either a tenant or owner-occupant. The store as an organiza-

tion sought to maintain its identity as an institution

whose corporate continuity as a large mercantile house
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distinguished it from smaller retailers. The importance

of a collective or institutional identity for the department

store derived from its traditional system of management.

The term "department store" signified the origin of a typical

firm as a dry goods store whose central line of stock had

been ready-made clothing. The increasingly depressed profita-

bility of a single line of goods had inspired a multitude

of attempts by stores to branch out into other stocks where-

in the opportunity for enlarged sales and increased profit

potential of the whole organization seemed greatest. The

result of this gradual process was "the great collection of

shops gathered together under one roof, conducted as a single

organization, and generically known as the "department store". 1 9

The significance of organization along departmental lines

lay in the relative independence of each department, whose

individual head was responsible for its profitability in

competition with other departments. The intensity of

rivalry between branches of the organization often meant

that each sought to aggrandize itself at the expense of the

20
other. In some instances an individual department rented

its floor space from the store's general management and

conducted its operation as a kind of franchise for a certain

line of goods. In this sense the department store resembled

a bazaar wherein relatively separate shops were housed in a

common facility within which they competed for a share of

trade. From the viewpoint of the store management, in most

cases meaning the owner-founder or founding partnership such

as that of Schlesinger and Mayer, it was desirable to convey
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precisely the opposite impresionto the public. Rather

than reveal the store to be a nexus of competing factions

they sought to promote the full range of departments as

a unified shopping facility in which patrons would find

uniform policies in effect as to pricing, return or exchange

of goods, and customer services. Having evolved as an array

of merchandisers operating as a single organization, the

advertising texts of a State Street store like Marshall

Field's stressed the encompassing principles of its

operation as counterweight to the competing diversity of

its stocks. 2 1

The power of buildings to suggest these values made them

important symbols for the firms,. The decision to construct

a single building to house the operations of a department

store signified the overarching organizational unity that

distinguished it from smaller retailers along the street.

By 1898 only two of State Street's largest retailers, The

Fair and Siegel, Cooper & Co., were housed in large modern

structures. The others, including both Schlesinger and

Mayer and Marshall Field's, were still housed in facilities

22
composed of adjacent older structures. While merchandising

operations had radically changed in scale and character, the

stores accommodatedthemselves in a building stock based on

a pattern of land division developed in an earlier era.

Their gradual growth over successive segments of street

frontage and continuing programs of remodelling had. prevented

the stores from capitalizing on either the value of their

holdings or the potential volume of trade offered by their
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location. Before the rebuilding of the Schlesinger and

Mayer Store, Sullivan had noted that the "the property was

occupied by an old fashioned building, or rather a collection

of buildings erected shortly after the fire.. .Their general

construction was essentially of a flimsy nature, they had

various widths, depths and floor levels; and the arrangement

of columns was such that in the different sections there was

no definite alignment."2 3 The new building replaced this

heterogeneous assemblage with a structure whose stability,

uniformity, and modernity were advertised as symbolic of

the ambitions of the house.

The building of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store as

representative of an institution became a central theme of

the announcements advertising its opening in 1903. In one

rendering the graphic centerpiece is the corner tower

(Figure 1). The rebirth of the white corner, which had for

so long been the store's architectural emblem on State Street

signified the endurance of the business and its revitalization

within a facility that both recalled and transformed its

predecessor. The drawing shows the rounded corner flanked by

the squared edges of the elevations. The attached colonettes

and the belvedere-like upper story recall the engaged columns

and the ornamented fascia and cornice of the pre-existing

building. It is as if the most memorable fragment of the

old building had been recreated and slipped between the

facades of its successor. The lunettes above the doorways

at the base of the cornerframe the monogram of the firm.

The accompanying text proclaims that "a commercial institution,
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to endure, must be rooted in the rock of public confidence.

The shores of time are strewn with the wrecks of houses

that were raised on the sands of promise without performance."

The opening of an elegant and fully fitted new building

was the visible sign that throughout the store, "The policy

pervading the whole is as broad as the institution is

beautiful and complete.,,24

Fundamental to the State Street department store as a

commercial organization was its importance as a center for

the distribution of merchandise. Several of the largest

retailers, such as Marshall Field's and Carson-Pirie-Scott,

had begun as appendages to wholesale businesses headquartered

in Chicago which supplied smaller dry goods stores through-

out the surrounding midwest. In advertising literature,

the alternative to emphasis on the stores as institutions

was celebration of the unprecedented variety and volume of

the merchandise itself. The State Street stores were in

one sense the selling agents for manufacturers of their

lines of stock. Their essential strength as retailers was

their ability to buy entire outputs of eastern and European

fabric mills and clothing makers. By 1900 the largest

stores such as Field's had moved beyond their traditional

role as distributor to develop their own manufacturing

capability with finished goods made to the specification

25
the retail departments. The individual departments

were managed by the buyers of their stock. A department's

success in each season depended on the buyer's acumen in

selecting the style and quantity of all its items. His
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inspection and sampling of merchandise entailed regular

travel to New York where he met with the selling agents of

European manufacturers. In many cases the Chicago buyers

traveled overseas themselves twice a year to tour factories

on the continent or to meet with manufacturers in the store's

European buying offices, whose resident staff oversaw the

details of shipment after the buyers had made their

choices.2 6 This international apparatus maintained for

purchasing the finest available lines of goods was a

distinguishing feature of the largest State Street stores

like Schlessinger and Mayer. 2 7 The legendary power of the

buyers in the business life of the store encouraged

advertising departments to stress the special qualities of

imported merchandise as a leading index of the prestige of

the house.

Their successful buying, which enabled the department

stores' amassing of stock for distribution, made State

Street the regional headquarters for retailing throughout

the midwest. The stores served not only their Chicago

clientele as merchandisers, but also served as showcases for

fashions, sales techniques, and novel articles for smaller

dry goods merchants throughout the surrounding states.

These merchants visited Chicago semi-annually to simultaneously

inspect the latest trends on State Street and to buy for their

28
own stores in the city's wholesale houses. The department

stores thus had a pivotal role in the regional as well as

the international dry goods trade. Their dual function was

representative of the economic life of the city as a whole
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as the central market for the agricultural commodities

of the midwestern plains and transshipment center for

industrial production from the east. The identity of the

State Street stores as key participants in the economic

life of their times is evident in the advertised descriptions

of the completed Schlesinger and Mayer Store. In these

texts the building's modernity in terms of structure,

equipment, and design was promoted as the equivalent of

the store's operation as a showcase for growth and improve-

ment in systems of production and distribution of manufactured

goods:

Because we strive for progress, we shall
open next Monday a magnificent new building
of the most modern construction and equip-
ment. If all were content to do the same
old thing in the same way, the world would
still be riding in stage coaches, reading
by the light of tallow dips, and wearing
homespun, but the world must advance. That
which was new yesterday is old today, and
will be obsolete tomorrow. Each day brings
forth something new, something better than
the day before could yield, some addition
to the joys and comforts of life which needs
only to be brought to the user to be enjoyed.
To meet this necessity, our new store has been
comprehensively planned and constructed to
serve as the connecting link between the
people of Chicago and the best factories,
workshops, and markets of the world.2 9

Within their campaign to present themselves as amenable

environments for shopping, the department stores of State

Street stressed their role as institutions central to the

collective life of Chicago. Promotional texts implied that

the stores were, in one sense, purchasing agents for their

shopping clientele, acting as suppliers of the material

needs of the metropolis. Thus, an advertisement for Marshall
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Field's in 1903 solicited suggestions from its clientele

for improvement of its lines and operation, asserting that

"this store belongs to the great buying public--it is their

downtown home. It is an important factor in the lives of

almost every family inand around Chicago." 3 0 The sense

of the stores as inclusively democratic institutions

enmeshed in the life of the city was understood in 1900 to

be a hallmark of American retailing. The department store

was thought to represent an advance over the traditional

atmosphere of shops in such European centers as London and

Vienna which were thought to sustain rigid distinctions

between selected patrons and an unwanted public.31 Chicago

merchandisers proclaimed that their facilities were

accessible to all. The delights of wandering through the

sales floors of State Street were "free to the public, with

no regard to rank or station, the millionaire's wife or the

workingman's."32 Within these buildings "each and every

feature is entirely and absolutely for the convenience of

the shopping public, and as such free to all the people." 3 3

Though in practice, the best stores such as Schlesinger and

Mayer sought to cultivate a particular class of patronage,

they consistently adhered in principle to the advertised

image of their houses as popular emporia which served to

34clothe and equip the whole of Chicago's population.

As showcases for merchandise and centers for its

distribution, the State Street department store as a building

type was closely related to the exhibition hall or exposition

palace. Descriptions of Sullivan's building and its neighbors
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through the 1890s reveal their association in contemporary

thought with the large temporary shelters for the display

of goods from all over the world that had comprised the

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893.35 The greatest of

these had been the Manufacturers' and Liberal Arts Building

designed by George B. Post (Figure 2). This structure was

conceived as Chicago's answer to the Palais des Machines at

the 1889 Paris exposition. The Chicago building was designed

for a clear span of 370 or about six feet greater than that

of the French structure to set the record for the widest span

of roof ever erected. The purpose of the building's 1200

foot long main hall was to provide adequate space for exhibit-

ing a range of manufactured goods from all countries of the

world.36 The vast floor area was allocated into sections

for neighboring national displays of furniture, decoratives

objects, and myriad representative products. Each display

was framed with elaborate arched entrances along a central

allee traversing the length of the hall known as "Columbia

Avenue" (Figure 3).

The effect of an array of competing displays within the

great open space of the hall was analogous to the floors of

a department store whose individual sections of merchandise,

each decorated thematically, were arranged throughout the

undivided loft space on each floor. The promotion of the

sales floors as analogous to the great exposition halls

suggested the stores' desire to present themselves as import-

ing retailers offering a wide range of stock. This idea was

stressed in description of the completed Schlesinger and
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Mayer store, wherein, "most important of all to the shopper,

one may wander at will through a permanent international

exposition of the earth's choicest products in fabric and

handicraft." 3 7 Individual departments used the same implicit

comparison to the world's fair to promote the "exposition of

Oriental rugs" and "the largest and richest exhibit of model

hats and gowns ever assembled in Chicago." 3 8 Like an

exposition, the store boasted of the number of visitors to

its opening, especially those which had come from a distance

beyond Chicago for the event. The opening was extended

through a full week to enable as large a proportion as

possible of the city's population of 2,000,000 to tour

Sullivan's building.

As both an institution and a facility for merchandising,

the department store accomodated large numbers of daily

shoppers and visitors. In 1904 Marshall Field's, in addition

to its own work force of between 8,000 and 10,000 persons,

accommodated as many as 250,000 customers per day. 3 9

Assuming a comparable ratio of workers to shoppers in the

Schlesinger and Mayer store, Sullivan's building, with

about 3,000 employees, may have been planned to serve upwards

of 80,000 people daily.40 The unprecendented concentration.

of shoppers which had enabled the growth of the street as

a whole demanded that the stores develop their facilities

with the daily flow of customers ever in mind. The guidelines

for design of department stores in the revised Chicago fire

code for commercial buildings of 1905 included specifications

for minimum aisle width and numbers of exits that resembled
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regulations for theaters. The provisions were designed

to insure safe egress for the crowds anticipated within the

store at any given time, much like those for a full auditorium.

Beyond minimal requirements for safety, it was noted that

Sullivan's building, when sold to Harry Gorden Selfridge

in 1904, was a model of department store design because the

structure was "equipped with every labor and time saving

device for handling the State Street crowds." 4 2

Apart from utilitarian demand for adequate space for

goods and customers, the Chicago department store, like its

counterparts in New York and Europe, aspired to create a

distinctive atmosphere to enhance the experience of shopping.

While merchandising policy was the central feature of their

operations, the great stores competed intensively in their

provisions of amenities to foster a stable clientele. 4 3

Benjamin Schlesinger, brother of Leopold and the superinten-

dent of Carson-Pirie-Scott's retail store, observed in 1906

that eight of every ten customers were drawn to his store

because of its special conveniences and accornodations. 4

Typical advertisements stressed the stores as simulating the

range of services and special rooms found in a social club

with its residential atmosphere. Thus shoppers at Marshall

Field's in 1898 were offered,

... the many spacious floors of this great retail
store as the "downtown headquarters" for all
residents of Chicago and vicinity and for all
visitors to the city. The waiting and resting
rooms, the tea room, the many correspondence desks,
the check room, the hundreds of conveniences--
make this store, to those who know of them, almost
as homelike as home itself.4 5
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One central fact governing the development of store

services, special facilities and decor was that the over-

whelming majority of shoppers were women. The common wis-

dom was that ninety nine of every hundred purchases on State

Street were madeby ladies. 46 The great majority of personnel

staffing the sales floors were also women. The life of a

department store thus resembled, in the words of Boston's

Edward A. Filene, "an Adamless Eden."4 The imagery of

luxury and femininity was a central programmatic issue for

their architecture. The model department store on State

Street in 1898 was thought to be"a palace with every conven-

ience and beauty that money can provide.. .Being to so large

an extent patronized by women, (the modern merchant) takes

this into account, and surrounds the shoppers with an

atmosphere of elegance and refinement, and provides every

convenience for a woman's comfort and pleasure."
4 8 Sullivan

evidently incorporated this ideal in the design of the

Schlesinger and Mayer store. The large percentage of women

among its clientele was understood to be a functional

criterion that was to be unmistakably expressed in the form

of the building. The department store as a use type thus

contrasted with the office building, such as the earlier

Guaranty, in which "the essential element is masculinity".

Thus Sullivan's colleague, Lyndon Smith, asserted that the

Buffalo building as a type was "dominated by men and devoted

to the transaction of their business...--the elements of

activity, ambition and directness of purpose, are all shown

thereby in the architectural forms."
4 9 By contrast the
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treatment of ornamental detail in the Schlesinger and

Mayer store was thought to be "essentially appealing in its

quality to femininity, It is sensitive to a high degree,

delicately pleasing to the sympathetic eye and with fine

feeling and movement permeating its most incidental rami-

fication." 5 0 The equation of the store's new architecture

with a feminine clientele appears in another advertisement

for the 1903 opening whose graphic design pairs a typical

matronly shopper in the upper left with a perspective of

the building in the lower right (Figure 4). These images

are linked with a branch of oak leaves, the same motif whose

rendering in the actual ornament of the building was designed

according to contemporary views, as an attraction to

feminine eyes.

The institutional, functional, and expressive nature of

the department store as a characteristically modern type

thus constituted an architectural problem for Sullivan com-

parable in its significance and complexity to the tall office

building. To understand the Schlesinger and Mayer Store it

is helpful to examine the full range of its features in

comparison with contemporary designs for department stores

within and beyond Chicago. Among the most characteristic

features of the department store as an architectural type

at the turn of the century was the show window. The display

window set within the street front of smaller retail stores

had been a familiar element of commercial architecture in

early 19th century London and Paris.51 These windows were

confined to the width of the. traditional shop along the
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sidewalk and within the wall plane of the shop building

(Figure 5). The window area itself was often framed in

decorative iron, though the size and expense of panes of

plate glass had limited the development of the show windows. 5 2

In the United States the device developed in conjunction with

Manhattan's earliest department stores on lower Broadway.

Of these, A.T. Stewart's, built in 1846, apparently established

the convention of large sheets of imported plate glass set

between columnar supports across the length of the store

front at the sidewalk (Figure 6). This tradition of show

window design was imported by Potter Palmer to his Lake

Street store in the 1850s,53 and extended to the Marshall

Field Store and other commercial fronts on State Street built

just prior to and after the great fire of 1871.

The show window developed as a prominent and artistic

feature of New York department stores after the Civil War.

In this period the art of window trimming, or the design

of decorative displays within the windows, and the construction

of continuous, projecting show window bays along the base of

store buildings became characteristic of emporia along lower

Broadway.5 4 Among the first stores in Manhattan to develop

display windows as a distinctive means of advertising its

variety of merchandise was R. H. Macy's.5 5 Macy's annual

Christmas window displays of dolls and mechanical toys along

its Sixth Avenue front, became popular downtown attractions.

Such windows were featured in views of Manhattan street life

in the city's illustrated newspapers (Figure 7). Chicago

stores were undoubtedly familiar with the later development
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of the show window in Manhattan as represented by Macy's.

It is plausible to assume that both New York and Chicago

merchants knew of the role of the show window in department

56stores of Second Empire Paris (Figure 8). Both the

entresol introduced to Chicago with the rebuilding of the

Palmer House in 1871 and the use of bays within two story

show windows in the Mandel Brothers' renovation of 1897,

on which Sullivan's design was based, had their origins in

57the commercial architecture of Paris. Sullivan, like

his contemporaries, regarded Paris as the model of an

ordered and enhanced urban environment, as well as the home

of the department store as an architectural type and window

shopping as a cosmopolitan activity.58 However, by the 1890s

the number and the concentration of large department stores

on State Street was a phenomenon of commercial urbanism

without parallel in the western world. In this environment,

the show window as both a merchandising device and a form

of decorative art, underwent intensive development as a

characteristic feature of the commercial architecture of

that time and place. The use and meaning of the show window

in Sullivan's building are here understood within the context

of the Chicago stores of 1900, though they may be compared

with the development of the show window elsewhere.

Department stores considered the show window as a chief

means of advertising. The direct display of carefully and

attractively arranged merchandise along the sidewalk was

developed as a primary method of drawing shoppers into the

store. As a medium for advertising, the show window displays
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were closely related to the stores' illustrated newspaper

59advertisements. The full page, persuasively written, and

graphically effective advertising copy supplied by the State

Street stores to Chicago's dailies were a first means of

reaching the shopping public throughout a metropolitan

area. Chicagoans bought a range of newspapers and stores'

advertising managers were careful to supply different informa-

tion to different papers, seeking through each to reach a

different class of clientele. The best stores competed

primarily for the trade of upper middle class women who

lived along "the avenues", the elegant residential streets

60that extended north and south from the Loop area. The

stores' assumed that such women and other commuting clientele

became familiar with their lines of goods in each department

through daily perusal of the newspapers. This initial

invitation was intended to draw shoppers downtown, where

they arrived at State Street either by carriage or train.

Given the proximity of the major stores, all of whom placed

comparable advertising in the newspapers, a shopper's decision

to enter a particular house would be based on the show

window displays' confirmation and enhancement of her

expectations based on her memory of the newspaper illustrations

and descriptions of goods. Thus the resemblence between

the layout of the graphic advertisement and the arrangement

of the displays within the windows was conceived as an

important step in establishing a store's daily credibility.

The turn of the century store manager was thus instructed

to "strive to make his window displays accord with, or even
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excel his newspaper descriptions of the goods he has upon

his shelves." 6 1 The window displays would carry out this

policy of the store "by thus confirming the statements in

the newspaper and furnishing a panoramic view of goods for

sale within the store announced in the advertisements." 62

Poster size reproductions of the newspaper advertisements

are often placed in the windows, with their illustrations

set next to the real articles. The displays were also

changed several times per week to synchronize with daily

63
change in the advertising copy.

The show windows' purpose as advertising allowed their

architectural frames in Sullivan's design for the Schlesinger

and Mayer store to become incorporated into the graphic

design of newspaper advertisements. The ornamental surrounds

for the great sheets of plate glass on State Street were

easily adapted as the masthead and border for full page

advertisements of the opening of the store. The interplay

between the architecture and advertising graphics helped

cultivate readers' image of the store in the printed medium

in anticipation of the experience of the building itself

along the sidewalk. Sullivan's style of architectural

ornament, whose intricate repeated motifs conformed to lines

of the window frames, lent itself to adaptation as a graphic

border. In one full page advertisement for the store's

opening, the upper border is a representation of the

ornamental frieze which runs continuously over the second

story show windows along State and Madison Streets (Figure

9).64 In the upper center of the sheet is drawn the round
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corner entrance to the store whose circular frieze is

extended to either side. At the left and right edges of

the page are vertical motifs which resemble the colonette-

like mullions set between the upper level show windows.

This representation of related elements of the building at

different scales along the top of the sheet serves to frame

and introduce the descriptions and illustrations of goods

that continue down the page. In the real building, these

goods would be displayed within the frame of the show window

as an introduction to their availability inside the store.

Thus the graphic representation of display window and entrance

servedas a kind of masthead for a text discussing goods

found within, the order of these ideas on the sheet from top

to bottom analogous to shoppers' experience of the building

from the outside in. In both graphics and building, the

introductory medium to the merchandise itself was the show

window.

The pivotal role of the show window in the process of

drawing customers into the stores lent importance to the

development of their decorative trimming. The decorative

art of the displays was the province of the window trimmer,

a full time designer and manager of the rotating arrangements

of merchandise in all the sidewalk windows of the large

department store. The occupation of window trimming developed

into one of the more highly regarded and artistic specialties

65of a store management, on a par with the advertising manager.

The simultaneous development of this novel field in Chicago

and New York led to the founding of a trade organization,
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The National Association of Window Trimmers of America, in

1898. In 1897, Baum had began publication of a trade journal,

The Show Window. The National Association also began a series

of annual conventions, designed to promote the trimmers' line

of work as a newly established profession.6 6 The Chicago

trimmers of the State Street department stores were evidently

the moving force behind the Association, as the journal

editorial offices in Chicago closely followed local develop-

ments. The Association held its 1899 convention in Chicago

whose central event was a walking tour of the show windows

on State Street, where many special displays were made by

local trimmers for the occasion. The visitors' consensus

following the inspection was that "Chicago led the world in

originality of window display, as well as in the number of

windows. 6 7
_____large and well arranged windows . By contrast, The Show

Window noted that New York, as the leading eastern metropolis,

"has as a rule the poorest and most provincial show windows

of any large city in America." 6 8

The trimmers took extraordinary pride in their work as

a form of decorative art and competed intensely in the design

of effective and elaborate displays. The chief criterion

for a trimmer's success was the degree to which his designs

would first attract the attention of passersby and then

create a clear and enhanced image of the goods themselves.

They conceived of their mission as professionals to create

"store front advertising" which "bends the efforts of the

artist to arranging each article or piece of goods in the

fashion which presents it in the most readable manner
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conducive to creating desire and inducing a buyer." 6 9 The

aesthetic content of the displays was aimed particularly at

women shoppers, who were thought to shop from window to

window along State Street responding to the most appealing

displays.7 0 The window trimmers essential task was to

attract attention. One measure of a trimmer's success was

the size of the crowds which formed in front of his windows

when new displays were periodically unveiled for inspection.

The designs had to contain unusual and distinctive features

to catch the eye and arrest the attention of busy people as

they hurried along the street.7 1 When shoppers' interest

was aroused to the degree where they would stop and gaze, only

then would they notice the excellence of the goods and desire

to purchase them. For this purpose State Street stores employed

window gazers, or attractive, well dressed men and women

whose role was to stroll along the street and appear to stop

and window shop in front of their employers' windows. Their

fixed stare and pretense of enrapt attention would attract

a crowd of other passersby who would also stop to study the

same displays.7 2

The firm which consistently set the standard for the

window dresser's art on State Street was, predictably, Marshall

Field's. Though rival stores often mounted equally effective

displays, the Field's windows were considered models of ele-

gance. Field's head trimmer, Arthur V. Fraser, was a leading

national figure in his field until his retirement in the

1920s, whose designs were frequently published in the trade

literature around the turn of the century as examples of
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standard practice. One of Fraser's windows displaying

women's formal evening wear, photographed in 1903, shows a

background of mirrored panels (Figure 10). The frames of

these panels were draped with white fabric, pleated vertically

and pinned taut. This backgrourd was festooned with

artificial blossoms threaded on ribbon bedecking the panels.

To add interest in the foreground a crystal candelabra was

set on an onyx table draped with lace, and a papier mache

panelled screen with a carved gold frame was painted with an

idyllic landscape in the court style of Louis XIV. The

garments were lit from above after closing hours to form

an attractive nighttime display in sequence with adjacent

windows along the store's State Street front. Thus the

background and foreground objects, combined with the lighting

scheme, created a picture whose focal highlight were the

gowns themselves. The attractiveness of a display depended

on the artistry of its background. Within the depth of the

show window the trimmer was charged with the creation of a

scenic world in which elaborate, decorative backdrops extend-

ing the width and height of the window area framed an array

of mannequins or smaller surfaces on which the goods were

arranged in the foreground. The background display, legible

within the window at the scale of the street, was the visual

introduction to the apparel or other goods positioned for

intimate inspection just inside the glass. The art of the

trimmer lay in his ability to achieve this complementarity

of effect whereby the virtuosity of the background would

visually and thematically enhance but not overwhelm the
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delicate immediacy of the merchandise itself. Among devices

which trimmers habitually used to achieve a balance between

the display of the merchandise and the decoration of the

whole window were curved forms of either background or

drapery. These lines of the temporary trimming were always

arranged "in studied sweep of some dominant curve schemed

to relieve the rectangle unavoidably made by a window frame

of the Western type." 7 4 Among the styles of decoration used

to achieve this effect were graphic backgrounds composed of

motifs from the French Art Nouveau. Stylisms of contemporary

European decorative art appeared an State Street in the

windows of Marshall Field's. In one Field's window of the

fall season of 1904, Fraser used scrolls of sawed wood set

against white crepe (Figure 11). The graphic effect of

the curvilinear silhouettes framed a display of decorative

blouses and shirtwaists. Field's was undoubtedly familiar

with current fashion in Parisian decorative art and adapted

variations of the forms of Art Nouveau as emblems of the

store's link to continental modes. Fraser's displays as

examples of curvilinear backgrounds set as foils within

the rectangular frame of the show window may also be compared

with the permanent ornament of Sullivan's building. Its

curvilinear relief similarly served as a visual complement

to the rectilinear sheen of the glass show windows themselves,

the architecture borrowing its attitudes from the prevailing

imagery of temporary window displays.

The use of artificial and natural foliage was a convention

of window trimming. Floral embellishment as a tradition in
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display was related to the imagery of fashion. Women's

styles at the turn of the century featured intricate

decorative patterns of imported laces derived from floral

forms, while trim on dresses and hats consisted of arrays

of flowers and blossoms. The popularity of floral decoration

made from crepe, papier mache, silk, linen, and ribbon developed

as an extension of its use within the garments themselves,

with both the display and the apparel intended to appeal to

ladies.75 Window trimmers' decoration of many kinds of

stock almost always included backgrounds of vines, leaves,

wreathes, garlands, boughs, whole plants, or flowers such as

roses, irises, and carnations. Companies that surveyed

European show windows dealt exclusively in the supply of

artificial foliage for adaptation of continental modes of

trimming to State Street stores.76 Window trimmers advised

that when the budget was limited, they might go out into the

woods surrounding their towns during autumn to gather colorful

clusters of leaves as decorative material for their show

windows. 7 The simple appeal of foliage as ornamentation

developed in the hands of the trimmer into highly formal,

stylized backgrounds consisting of hundreds of artificial,

handmade blossoms that gave a floral texture to the entire

window scene (Figure 12).

The omnipresence of foliage as a decorative theme in

window trimming was partially based on the seasonal nature

of shopping. Variation of displays was coordinated with the

rotation of stocks through the course of the year. The most

elaborate displays were prepared for the stores' semi-annual
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openings in early fall for the Christmas shopping season and

in spring prior to the Easter holidays. The seasonal cycle

of retail trade in Chicago was in turn rooted in that of the

regional economy of the midwest. The fall openings of the

major State Street stores coincided with the influx of dry

goods merchants who came from surrounding states to buy

from the city's wholesalers. The buyers came in fall after

the harvest season on the prairies, planning to select a

stock of the season's latest fashions and ship the goods to

their local stores in time to meet the farming community's

appetite for dry goods after their harvest had been sent

to market. An abundant harvest meant that the dry goods

trade throughout the midwest would prosper, thus implying a

more successful year for Chicago's wholesalers and retailers.7 8

This relationship was the theme of a cover design commissioned

by Carson-Pirie-Scott for the Chicago Dry Goods Reporter

in 1898 (Figure 13).79 The cover featured an image of ceres,

the classical goddess of the harvest and symbol of agri-

cultural abundance. In her right hand Ceres holds sheaves

of rye and wheat, the two principal grains of the prairies,

while her left holds a horn of plenty from which she

scatters gold and silver coins over representations of the

retail trade in the lower left and the wholesale trade in

the lower right. The image of Ceres also appeared in a news-

paper advertisement for the opening of the Schlesinger and

Mayer store (Figure 14). The goddess stands atop a pedestal

in the upper left of the page holding the literal fruits of

the harvest in her apron, suggesting that the store building
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in the lower right was similarly stocked to overflowing

with an abundance of goods. The store's buying program

was comparable to planting, with merchandisers reaping a

harvest of sales like the maturation of a prosperous crop.

One of the more dramatic decorations developed around this

theme was a giant cornucopia made of artificial blossoms of

fabric and hung in the central court of the old Marshall

Field's tore (Figure 15). At the base of the horn of

plenty was a circular bed of flowers representing an abundance

flowing from its mouth. The State Street stores thus

appropriated the imagery of the bounties of nature as meta-

phor for the fullness of their stocks, their commercial

success going hand in hand with agricultural prosperity.

The role of the show window in the life of the

department store, both as a means of advertising merchandise

and conveying associations through its imagery, made their

design a central programmatic issue in Sullivan's scheme

for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store. Their importance is

particularly evident in the original ground floors plans of

1898 (Figure 16). One significance of Schlesinger and Mayer's

corner site was the opportunity it afforded to develop a

continuous base of display windows along two streets. In

this they evidently followed the example of neighboring

Mandel Brothers' whose acquisition of the northeast corner of

State and Madison was the pivotal event that encouraged the

renovation of their windows. In plan the main requirement

of the show windows was their projecting depth forward of

the structural column line. Conceived as "bay window
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showrooms" the total depth of the windows varied from six

to eight feet to create a sufficient area for the displays

80comparable to the showroom of an interior department. As

rooms in themselves the show window bays were given an

elegant interior finish of mirrors set within panelled

mahogany veneer along their rear wall and sides formed by

the columns (Figure 17). The sense of the window depth as

an architecturally finished environment included provision

for forced air ventilation. The air prevented condensation

on the inside face of the glass within the window compartment

that obscured the displays and ruined the goods themselves. 8 1

The lighting of the displays and the popularity of moving

objects powered by electric motors within the windows

necessitated wiring within the raised base of the windows.

The inclusion of these features in Sullivan's drawings for

the original project were intended to make the Schlesinger

and Mayer windows a model of up-to-date technical solutions

for show window design.82 Sullivan evidently attempted to

make the permanent architectural background of the windows

sufficient for the display of merchandise, so that the

window trimmer would not have to obscure the fabric of

construction itself with temporary decorations. A review

of window displays along State Street in the summer of 1904

after Schlesinger and Mayer had sold the building noted

that "No ornamental backgrounds are used in the windows of

H.G. Selfridge & Co. These windows are exceptionally well

constructed. They are wide, deep and roomy, without columns.

The permanent background is expansive mirrors, framed with

...........
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highly finished dark wood, and this is all that is used to

show off the goods."83 Selfridge's head trimmer, who had

previously worked for Schlesinger and Mayer before the

business changed hands, "depends entirely upon the draping

and arrangement of goods and the harmony of colors, for his

effects which are invariably of the highest artistic order." 8 4

Sullivan may have conceived of the windows as showrooms

analogous to those of an art gallery. The whole range of the

windows constituted an ongoing exhibition of objects displayed

in sequence along the base of the building. A professor of

fine arts at the new University of Chicago recommended the

windows of Marshall Field's as examples of decorative design,

where artists designed displays and directed their execution

by the window dressers.85 He concluded that the window

displays served to elevate public taste through exposure to

their refinements which includedmotives from the historic

styles of art as well as natural forms.

In view of this systematic art treatment,
it is only fair to admit that these displays
are powerfully co-operant even with the Art
Institute in arousing the dormant art sense
of this Philistine city. Here is an arts and
crafts exhibition, not once a year but once a
day, drawn not from Chicago and vicinity, but
from Japan, India, Turkey, Austria, Italy,
France, Germany, and England, all which
countries are regularly visi d by buyers to
secure the best they afford.

Contemporaries believed that department stores' window dis-

plays contributed to the cultural life of Chicago, enhancing

the popular experience of its main street. An observer of

the shopping corridor wrote in October 1903 that when mer-

chants and trimmers sought to draw attention to goods for
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sale within their stores, they did also "aid in beautifying

and adorning the business thoroughfares and thus relieving

them of much that is coarse and repellant. Through their

efforts the streets and avenues become vistas of attractive-

,87ness, delightful to the stranger within the gates." The

accessibility of the displays to all classes of people rein-

forced the image of the stores democratic institutions that

sought to appeal to the widest possible shopping clientele.

A daily scene on a commercial street at the turn of the

century would include children "looking at toys, women at

cravats or shirt-waists, while the day-laborer with his tin

pail stops at sundown to study great paintings.. ." The

windows were thought to be a form of cultural outreach to

passersby who would not actually enter the stores to buy,

those "men and women, preys to that timidity which poverty

in great cities brings, who are afraid to go inside and look

at that which, seen from the outside, becomes an education

to them." The show window thus represented a cultural

transaction in the Chicago of 1900, whose role in the culti-

vation of local sensibilities would have inspired Sullivan

to the architectural embellishment of their displays.

Among the most crucial functional issues related to

show window design were provisions for admitting natural

light into the store around the base of the building.

Though the design included systems of artificial lighting

for the show windows and the interior sales floors, the dim

and discolored illumination of standard fixtures of the time
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made maximization of daylight a high priority. The access

to daylight at the base of the building was also decreased

because of the height of surrounding building relative to

the width of State and Madison Streets. At the same time,

however, within the show windows themselves, daylight

reflected off the plate glass fronts served to obscure the

visibility of displays from the sidewalk.8 9 The design of

the lower level show windows included mirrored rear and side

panels to reflect daylight and destroy reflection on the front

window (Figure 18). In the upper section of the window

compartment, the rear panels were clear plate to admit light

into the interior of the store, while the upper sides and

ceiling of the compartment were panelled in a dark mahogany

veneer. Above the compartment of the show window, the

exterior glazing was Luxfer prismatic glass. The Luxfer

Prism Company in the early 1890s had developed a thickened

glass whose serrated surface performed like prisms to bend

rays of sunlight from the sky and refract them to diffuse

horizontally through the depth of a standard commercial space

(Figure 19).90 Their placement in the upper lights of windows

was designed to brighten an interior with limited frontage

on the street by drawing daylight across the ceiling into

areas farther back from the front. The use of Luxfer pris-

matic glass in the upper lights of the first and second

stories of the Schlesinger and Mayer store was designed to

cast an even ambiant daylight through the interior of these

lower sales floors. At the street level the prismatic lights

above the show windows introduced light at the level of the
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eighteen foot ceiling whose white plaster finish aided in

its distribution. The tops of the interior show compartments

were finished in a light toned basswood to help reflect the

refracted light into the store interior. In the original

scheme of 1898 the ground floor plan shows the intended use

of blocks of prismatic glass as a paving material for the

sidewalk around the perimeter of the store. This glazed

surface was intended to light the extension of the base-

ment salesroom beneath the sidewalk outside the area of the

building line. Contemporary advertisements suggested that

this sidewalk as built would have been made of heavy galvanized

sheet steel forms whose corragated profile allowed for the

placement of individual glass lights (Figure 20).9l The

steel would then serve as a form work for a layer of cement

laid to a depth flush with the surface of the glass. The

metalsidewalk would be canted at- an angle to insure drainage

toward the curb after frequent washings to remove street

dirt from the lights. This series of provisions for daylight

over the base of the building served to create a complete

architectural environment enveloping would be shoppers along

the sidewalk, the glass and iron of the show windows matching

the materials underfoot.

Study of Sullivan's earlier commercial buildings of the

1890s suggests that the Schlesinger and Mayer store presented

a novel problem in the expression of the show window as an

architectural element. As in Root's later office buildings,

Sullivan's skyscrapers after the Wainwright feature variations

on a theme of how to incorporate maximal area for display
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within the base of a tall building. In "The Tall Office

Building Artistically Considered", Sullivan acknowledged the

special character of the street level as a part of the

exterior whose expression derived from the distinct pattern

of commercial activity that took place at the sidewalk. As

the ground floor was "devoted to stores, banks, or other

establishments requiring large area, ample spacing, ample

light, and great freedom of access", so this story "we treat

in a more or less liberal, expansive, sumptuous way--a way

based exactly on the practical necessities, but expressed

with a sentiment of largeness and freedom."9 2 The works

preceding the Schlesinger and Mayer store that exemplify

Sullivan's ideas for the street were the Guaranty Building

(1895) and the Bayard Building (1897), both of which housed

shops on their ground floors. The base of these structures

appears as an artful but tenuous compromise between the

necessity of the display window within the base whose treat-

ment played a larger role in the expressive scheme for the

whole exterior above. Along the base of the Guaranty, the

primary elements are freestanding round columns (Figure 21).

These members are set on plinths with base moldings, their

shafts encased in ornamental terra cotta with decorative

capitals of the same material. The columns are set within

a two story base whose corner piers and mezzanine windows

have squared edges. The setback of the glazing in the

mezzanine and in the upper transom of the show windows on the

ground floor creates depth of shadow, lending structural

mass to the base of foundation for the lighter treatment of
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the office stories above. The rounded columns participate

in this expression of support, upholding the squared con-

tinuous lintel above the first floor. However, the relative

slenderness of the column and its minimal area accommodated

the glass display cases whose frame is raised from the

sidewalk to reveal the columns' bases and whose upper lights

are pulled back to allow the capital to stand free of the

glass. The transparency of the glass itself reveals the

continuous shaft of the columns, whose architectural

primacy as variations on the classical orders is thus

minimally compromised by the modern necessity of the show

window. A similar solution is studied in a drawing for the

base of the Bayard Building (Figure 22), whose rendering

contrasts the lightness and transparency of the show window

with the depth of shadow that emphasizes the columns as

supports for the weight of the lintel above. An elemental

sense of lithic trabeation as part of the expression of the

whole building, dominates the immediate issue of the display

window and shop entrances whose minimal framing makes them

appear secondary elements subservient to the tectonic state-

ment of column and beam. Thus Sullivan, in the office

building as a different type with a different relation to the

street, chose to supress the show window in favor of a

columnar base serving as a platform for the upper elevation.

Sullivan's remarks on the character of the lower floors

of office buildings resemble his comments on the nature of

the department store wherein commercial activity was under-

stood as the exchange of goods on sales floors as distinct
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from the transaction of business in offices. He conceived

of the department store's function implying an architecture

wherein "all masonry would be reduced to minimum, and there

"193
would be an expanse of glass for light and display.

These words, which coincide with Sullivan's involvement with

the Schlesinger and Mayer project, suggest the degree to

which he saw the department store as demanding a distinct

expression which began in the treatment of their base.

In the original scheme, the lower two floors of the Schlesinger

and Mayer store contained no structural columns visible on

the exterior which was to consist instead solely of "two

story bay window show rooms" making "a display of plate glass

framed in statuary bronze work" (Figure 23).90 The absence

of any suggestion of masonry support distinguishes the base

of the early scheme from the preceding Guaranty and Bayard

Buildings. Even compared to Jenney and Mundie's renovation

of the adjacent Mandel Brothers' Store, Sullivan's 1898 pro-

ject is notable for the decisiveness with which the base of

the building has been transformed into a continuous projection

of metal and glass. The precedent of the Mandel Store (Figure

24) did not extend the projecting bays through two stories,

while the decorative metal facing the structural columns

indicated the position and the width of steel supports as

distinct from the thinner iron mullions framing the glass.

The earliest drawing of the Schlesinger and Mayer store,

however, appears to develop the Mandel design to its minimal

limits in an effort to obtain as near complete continuity of

glazing as possible. The metal surface is confined to the
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horizontal depth of the first and second floors. What a

radical act it must have been for Sullivan, confronted

with the programmatic demands of the State Street depart-

ment store, to completely suppress the column as the first

constructive element of architecture in favor of a street-

scape of show windows.

The larger scale drawings of the lower show windows

when projected in 1898 suggest how this sense of the whole

base may have informed the handling of its architectural

detail (Figure 25 ). The plan and elevation of the pro-

jecting corner window show single sheets of polished plate

glass 14'6" square forming the three sections of the bay

as it turns the corner. The plan shows mullions at the

connecting angles of an absolute minimal dimension sufficient

to hold the glass in place. In the original rendering of the

twelve story project, the panes of glass in the show windows

are highlighted as a continuous reflective surface. The

darker lines of bronze appear analogous to joints or fillets

marking the limit of available glass sizes. Their construc-

tive role as framing posts is lost to mind within the over-

all impression of a base of glass heightened by the near

opacity of its reflections in the rendering. The lower

portion of the completed building differs from earlier

projects mainly because of the suppression of the projecting

bays which permitted the outline of structural steel members

to reappear as a more substantive frame for the show windows.

Yet the intention of the original drawings evidently under-

lay the final design of the street level which Lyndon Smith,
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perhaps paraphrasing Sullivan's viewpoint, characterized

as "straightforward in its qualities of 'plate glass'

architecture .95

The ornamentation of the show windows marks a departure

from conventions of Sullivan's earlier architecture

comparable to the novelty of their projection and fabrica-

tion. A profusion of decorative forms over the base of a

commercial building was not considered appropriate for office

structures, except at the main entrance which "attracts

the eye to its location." Root had subscribed to this view,

noting that in the design of ornament:

...due consideration must be had to the
attitude of the persons to whom it is
intended to appeal. It is absurd to
decorate with intricate ornament commercial
structures on busy streets as to approach
a man at the corner of Madison and State
Streets and begin to talk of the last poem
by (Henry) Austin Dobson. And the absurdity
does not end with the failure to attract
attention; the ornament so neglected becomes
dead by virtue of such neglect, and we become
like street venders, who, by constant crying
in unheeding ears, stifle their own voices.
In architectural vocabulary that speech is
best which best addresses the mood of the
person spoken to.9 6

This traditional view of the propriety of ornament only in

positions where it can be appreciated with an attitude of

contemplative repose, Root had inherited from Ruskin. 97

Sullivan had exhibited a comparable restraint in the Wainwright

whose base was left without ornament except for the reveal

of the main entrance. In this prototypical design the

upper surfaces of the office floors and the cornices featured

a continuous enrichment through ornament. However, in the
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Schlesinger and Mayer project, the show windows evidently

inspired Sullivan to achieve a virtuosity of effect in his

solution for an architectural problem where his gifts as

a designer of ornament would be displayed to the fullest.

It is as if the nature of the program became the excuse

for the creation of an extensive, highly visible exhibition

of Sullivan's individual style of ornament. While William

Mundie's neighboring Mandel windows had relied on Persian

motifs for the ornamentation of its cast iron, Sullivan's

metalwork would eschew reliance on historical vocabularies

to include forms "of unique and exquisite design, wrought

into original elaborations of rare and delicate beauty.,,98

In the completed building, the sense of the base as a field

for the display of an individual style is suggested in

Sullivan's placement of his monogram within the projecting

wreathes above the first story show windows (Figures 26).

Sullivan's initials, L.H.S., appear as the germinal origin

of a foliate motif whose forms envelop the monogram S&M at

its center. The ornamentation of the building, as the

stylistic signature of its architect, served to cultivate a

special identity for this retail house in the eyes of passers-

by.

Elmslie intended that the ornament of the lower floors

would form "a rather richly flowing picture frame.. .to

surround the rich and ornate window displays."9 9 One can

interpret the ornament as an extension of the temporary

decoration of the trimmers into the permanent architecture

(Figure 27). The use of natural and artificial foliage in
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displays corresponds to the representations of leaves,

wreathes, tendrils, and other naturalistic forms projecting

in relief from the cast iron frames. The underlying geo-

metric patterns along the metal surfaces were also developed

from motifs derived from sources in nature. The pattern

along the vertical columns appears developed from the

crystalline geometry of snowflakes, while the surface of the

lintels is composed of quatrefoils resembling holly leaf

(Figure 28).l10 The top border of the lintel is a series of

interlaced plant forms sprouting from a succession of

germinal ovals. The intersection of column and lintel above

the first story was originally faced with a projecting motif

reminiscent of a wreath of oak leaves (Figure 29). The

lintels above the second story windows were treated as

decorative friezes with symmetrical designs composed of inter-

lacing leaves and tendrils. The crowning ornament of each

panel surmounting each structural bay was a central pro-

jecting motif emerging from the soffit and curling over the

fascia of the cornice above. The upper extensions of the

columns were modelled in contrasting smooth, low relief,

their embryonic ovules enveloped by tendrils emerging from

a common central stem at the base of the panels (Figure 30).

The edge of this and other iron panels framing the show

windows have narrow borders consisting of ornamental fretwork.

The windows' evocation of a seasonal imagery ofshopping wasoriginally

heightened by the painting scheme for the cast iron. The

use of a softened and lustrous combination of red and green

over this surface may have been intended to recall the
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seasonal colors of nature in passage from summer to fall.

The suggestion of the gentle vitality of natural change over

time would have been comparable to the suggestion of natural

growth pervading the forms of the ornament. The seasonality

of shopping in Chicago may have informed the choice of

motifs and polychromy for the ornament surrounding the show

windows of the Schlesinger and Mayer store. The use of

wreathes, holly-like motives, and leafage resembling fall

foliage suggested associations with the autumn shopping

season as the most intensive of the year. Even the choice

of red and green paint coating for these forms may have

been suggestive of the pre-Christmas season which set the

standard for all other shopping activity through the mer-

chandising year. It is conceivable that the ornament was

meant to represent these most intensive periods of retail-

ing, thereby implying that such a level of festive merchandis-

ing was characteristic of the store all through the annual

cycle of shopping.

The association between the naturalistic ornament in the

building and the contemporary imagery of department stores

is evident in another advertisement for the store's opening

in 1903 (Figure 31). This graphic design shows a classically

garbed female figure whose body emerges from its intertwining

with the trunk of a tree to form the right border of the

sheet. The figure is reaching up to place a wreath within

the vine-like branches of the tree extending across to form

the top border of the page. The act of adornment portrayed

in advertisement corresponded to the placement of a stylized
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wreath over the corner doorways of the building (Figure 32).

This wreath combined recollections of all those natural

forms found in neighboring motifs to form a distinctive

emblem originally framing the monogram of the house, as if

the excellence of the store was being acknowledged with a

crown of laurel leaf.

Schlesinger and Mayer apparently hoped that Sullivan's

building would give their house a special identity along

State Street in comparison to such leading merchandisers as

Field's (Figure 33). The north section on Field's new

building opened in 1902 had featured a range of show windows

set within its base. The windows, however, were not

fashioned as a continuous skirt of metal and glass like the

remodelled windows of Field's old State Street building to

the south. Instead the 1902 building followed the model of

Atwood's 1893 design on Wabash Avenue, setting the show win-

dows within the rigidly classical frame of granite pilasters

facing the street level and mezzanine stories. The old

Field buildings, being a conglomerate of three adjacent

structures, had been given architectural unity through the

uniform treatment of their base. However the new building

had obviated the need for this device, the store's

Victorian streetscape giving way to a new scale of blockfront.

The Burnham design for the new Marshall Field's duplicated

the firm's building for the Merchants' Loan and Trust

Company of 1900, constructed as an office building on properties

owned by Field's vho also financed the project (Figure 34).

This project and the Marshall Fie-id retail store designed less
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than a year later by the same office for the same client

represent only slightly distinguishable variations on an

architectural type. Burnham's works show little attempt

to differentiate between the commercial functions of a

department store and those of an office building, containing

both programs within almost identical elevations from side-

walk to cornice. It was such a principle of distinctive

architectural expression for different use types that had

formed the basis for Sullivan's criticism of Atwood's earlier

building, and which informed his own design for the

Schlesinger and Mayer store.

The distinctions between Burnham's and Sullivan's

attitude toward the problem of a State Street store also

derived from the different aspirations of their clients.

Field's consistently sought to cultivate its image as the

leading house on the street, a store whose conservative

propriety was a measure of its power as arbiter of Chicagoans'

tastes in all facets of merchandising. A sample of Field's

advertising copy in 1904 expressed the store's position as:

THE AUTHORITY OF STYLE

Perhaps no other institution in the world has
ever attained the unique distinction enjoyed by
this store as the authority of style. This style
supremacy has beenattained by years of experience
in touch with the best sources of style origin--
years of experience in supplying the exacting
requirements of those who demand the best that can
be produced. The distinctive interest which greets
our first showings of new merchandise is explained
by this fact--what we offer is correct. 1 0 2

The authoritative image of the Field establishment was

conveyed through the design of its entrance as a portico of

freestanding Ionic columns over forty feet tall, set on socles
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and supporting a projecting balustrade above the second

story cornice (Figure 35). These columns were advertised

as the largest granite monoliths erected since those of

the ancient Egyptian temple of Karnak.1 0 3  A two story

colonnade of attached Ionic orders also graced the upper

floors of the building as an attic motif. The use of the

orders on the store's exterior corresponded to their earlier

appearance in the interior light court of the building which

had featured Ionic and Composite orders with frieze, cornice,

and balustrade at each floor level (Figure 36). The 1902

building featured fluted Corinthian columns throughout the

interior of the main floor (Figure 37), along its main

aisles as well as in the rebuilt central light court with

its Tiffany glass dome completed in the 1907 section to the

south at Washington Street. The use of classical orders as

symbols of the stylistic authority of the house underlay the

graphic layout of an advertisement for the 1902 fall opening

of the new store (Figure 38). This advertisement shows a

perspective of the Field complex at the northeast corner of

State and Washington Streets. The new Burnham section appears

on the left, the old Singer Building with mansard removed

three stories added occupies the center, with Atwood's

1893 annex on the right. This perspective is framed within

the transom lights of a show window set between two crudely

drawn Corinthian columns. The house's name forms a mast-

head for the page like a frieze with a cornice molding. The

text occupies the position of the main light of the show

window announcing details of the opening and special features
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of the store's temporary decor. However, the text reminds

the shopping public that Field's considered its reputation

and policies as a retailer to be the foundation of its

operations. The buildings were simply the housing for a

store in which the process of retailing itself was considered

the artistic act, the architecture only lending confirmation

to an assumption of supremacy. The advertisement, concluded

that, "while the premises are the best that can be erected,

while the fixtures are the most carefully thought out

and built, while the opening decorations are attractive in

the extreme,...the real strength of this business is in the

splendid qualities of our merchandise and the absolute

dependability that our prices are the lowest." 1 0 4

The program of advertising for the opening of the

Schlesinger and Mayer store the following year emphasized

different values characteristic of the house and its new

building. The advertisement for the opening day of Sullivan's

building in fall 1903 also used the store's show window as

the basis of its graphic composition (Figure 39). One bay

of the street level shows the store's name as the upper

frieze, with a perspective of the building in the center of

three transom lights of the show window flanked by lights of

prismatic glass. The text of the advertisement occupies the

show window itself, with ornamental surfaces of the columns

forming the left and right borders of the sheet. The heads

of these columns are crowned with the projecting wreathes

framing the monogram of the house. The foliate richness of

Sullivan's show windows contrast with the bare columnar frame
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shown in the Field's rendering. The metal as decorative

foil creates an inviting lushness whose effect contrasts

with the austere stiffness of the wooden members that

serve as emblem for Marshall Field's. While the more

prestigious house presented itself with an almost masculine

rigidity, Schlesinger and Mayer surrounded the image of its

store with ornament whose sensuous appeal as an inviting

novelty was supposedly intended to attract a feminine

clientele.

The association between the character of the architecture

and the pretensions of the Schlesinger and Mayer store

appeared in another advertisement featuring the building's

corner entrance (Figure 40). The novelty and lightness of

Sullivan's doorway contrasted with the antiquity and mass-

iveness of Field's. The Schlesinger and Mayer entrance, as

a probable adaptation of the corner rotunda of Le Printemps,

had replaced the lithic stolidity of Sedille's design with

an ornate filigree of metalwork. The entrance thus expresses

the difference between its festal imagery rendered in a

modern material and classical architecture as modified by

Burnham which served as the doorway to Field's. The text

accompanying Schlesinger and Mayer's entrance set in an upper

show window quotes the conclusion of Ecclesiastes that

"There is nothing new under the sun.,,105 Both the store and

its architecture were being presented to the public as a

refutation of that old proverb. The modernity of the

entrance design as a departure from historic styles paralleled

Schlesinger and Mayer's ambition to become a progressive
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alternative to Field's. The forms of Sullivan's building

thus served to challenge the assumption of an unchanging

world embodied in the architecture and policies of his

clients'competitors. Schlesinger and Mayer asserted that

their store was indeed something new under the sun. Its

modernity as a building and institution was unknown to

Solomon for "he had never been in Chicago" in the era of

1900 when "each hour of the day, the world over, brings

forth something new for the use and adornment of the world's

children." 106

The importance of the entrances in both the Field and

Schlesinger and Mayer stores derived partially from their

association with the show windows. The doorways formed the

link between the high level of anticipation generated by the

displays of goods along the sidewalk and its realization

through direct contact with the merchandise within.

Sullivan's original project of 1898 had included five door-

ways, three along State Street and two on Madison, their

projecting vestibules interspersed between the show window

bays. The multiple number of doorways signified the

distinctive scale of the department store as having absorbed

a series of floor areas which previously would have been

occupied by adjacent shops each with their separate entrances.

On the exterior elevation, the one story entrance vestibules

were enveloped within two story display windows surrounding

them above and to either side. The doorways recalled the

shape and position of outdoor display cases set among the

show windows.107 The doors themselves were positioned in the
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flanks of the bays with the front windows serving as display

cases. Between a second set of doors linking the outer and

inner vestibules, there were other display cases at the

center of the entrance, with a third series set within the

side walls of the inner vestibules. Around the perimeter of

the street floor within these vestibules, the rear of the

display windows became a continuous counter with shelving

lining the backs of the windows with a continuous transom

of plate glass above (Figure 41). The whole depth of the

ground floor plan along the outer edge thus linked display

outside with its continuation through the doorways. Inside

stocks of merchandise formed an inner lining to accommodate

as many shoppers as possible immediately within the doorways.

This original plan was altered in the store as built with

three entrances including projecting vestibules in the

northeast and southwest corners of the floor serving Madison

and State streets with the rounded doorway at the corner

(Figure 42). The depth of the bay window showrooms was

contained within the building line on State Street with one

bay surviving on Madison as a vestige of the earlier scheme.

On the interior of the main floor the continuous counters

and shelving was retained to form a sales area which doubled

as a service space for the trimming of the show windows.

Each of the three surviving entrances in the executed

building had a slightly different role in the anticipated

pattern of access to the store. The only entrance to be

given a distinct architectural expression in the original

scheme was the easternmost doorway on Madison Street. The
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cast iron canopy projecting over the sidewalk from this

entrance was intended to serve the carriage trade where

shoppers arriving by their private or hired coach would

descend to the curb to be attended by a uniformed door-

man who ushered members of the more elite clientele into

the store (Figure 43).108 Mandel Brothers and Marshall

Field's maintained similar canopied entrances for the car-

riage trade on the quieter cross streets off the main thorough-

fare of State Street (Figure 44). The position of this

entrance gave these patrons more direct access to the bank

of passenger elevators along the east wall of the store near

Madison Street. When the Madison Street section of the new

building was completed in 1899, the canopy had defined the

main entrance to the store, which may account for its large

scale and ornamental enrichment which surpassed those of

neighboring stores. The significance of the canopied entrance

for department stores may have been related to its use

over theater entrances. Adler and Sullivan had designed

such a canopy for the renovation of McVicker's Theater on the

south side of Madison Street west of State in 1883. There

appears to have been a parallel between the ritual of arrival

by carriage for shopping in the daytime and for theater

going in the evening, the canopy in both building types

marking a sheltered place for curbing horses of those who

came downtown to be seen in leisure activities. The

Schlesinger and Mayer canopy was suspended by cables originally

threaded with cast iron floral ornament to resemble garlands.

The canopy's translucent skylight was framed with a cast
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iron fascia whose principal ornaments were stylized foliate

wreathes whose central motif resembled a coat of arms as the

insignia of the mercantile house (Figure 45). These implied

the store's desire to cater to a class of trade with its own

aristocratic pretensions. This row of naturalistic cartouches

may have been intended to form an architectural background

for a series of carriages beneath the ornaments stopped along

the curb, as indicated in one of the advertising renderings

for the store's opening (Figure 46). The size and rhythm of

these motifs recalls the archways along the Michigan Avenue

main entrance to the Auditorium Hotel (Figure 47). As the

chief carriage promenade of Chicago, this avenue became the

place for ceremonial entrance to Adler and Sullivan's building.

the arches of the doorway almost suggest positions for a line

of waiting coaches at the curb, these doorways partially

sheltered by the overhang of the second story loggia.109

An advertisement for the store's opening shows the

canopied entrance on Madison Street as the focus of a crowd

of well-dressed women shoppers moving toward the door (Figure

48). The drawing emphasizes the decorative effect of the

cast iron as creating a festive atmosphere that attracted

visitors to the opening almost as if it were a temporary

ornament for a short-lived event. However, since the festive

sense was to be recreated daily as a setting for shopping

over the lifetime of the building, the decorative trimming

was rendered in a permanent material as part of the architec-

ture. The advertisement is crowned with a variant of the

cartouche motif framing a perspective of the building as
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symbol of a mercantile house renewed in both facilities

and methods.

The only entrance vestibule on State Street had a

different architectural character than that on Madison,

and may have been intended for a different class of trade.

This entrance at the opposite corner of the store was at

one point planned to contain a stairway within its inner

vestibule leading directly to the store's basement salesroom

(Figure 49). The basement salesroom in department stores

had been developed as a device for clearing merchandise at

bargain prices, unburdening inventories of those lines of

stock that had not been sold at full retail value on the

upper floors. The entrance was thus planned to facilitate

access to the least expensive goods, perhaps because those

shoppers more likely to gravitate to the basement would be

more likely to arrive at the store by the main line of

streetcars on State Street. The outer sides of the vestibules

of both the State and Madison Street entrances were finished

in cast iron with ornamental relief as continuation of the

metal facing the street (Figure 50). The inner vestibule

featured Mexican mahogany panelling to match that of the show

window compartments; the sides of this vestibule were fitted

as mirror-backed showcases, making the experience of entrance

inseparable from the architecture of display. The floors of.

the inner vestibule were bordered with ornamental tile mosaic

whose soft red and green polychromy continued the naturalistic

color treatment of the metal outside. 1 1 0
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The development of a corner entrance as the focal

element of the building on the street continued the idea

of the store's doorways emerging from the overall fabric

of base evident in the original scheme (Figure 51). The

corner rotunda is a continuation of the show windows along

the flanking elevations, just as the earlier vestibule bays

were conceived as showcases set within a continuous fabric

of plate glass and metalwork. In reshaping the two story

corner show window into an entrance, Sullivan took an

element of intermediate size in the original project, a part

smaller than the full height of the corner yet larger than

one story showcase entrances, to lend an appropriate scale

to the major doorway. As a special construction of cast

iron, the corner entrance was composed of five curving

sections of metal at each level, their juncture marked by

the slender attached colonettes designed by Elmslie. At

the sidewalk, the linear profile of the arched doorways with

their glazed flanking transoms and tympanum, the open fili-

gree of the ironwork in their spandrels, and the clear

glass within the frame of their surmounting wreathes, all

combined to suggest a lightness and delicacy. The scale and

treatment of the individual archways contrasts sharply with

the mass and span of the Richardsonian arches that formed

entrances of encompassing scale in Sullivan and Root's

earlier office buildings. The use of the metal colonettes

as the only continuous two story element in the Schlesinger

and Mayer doorway similarly contrasts with the lithic

columns between the doorways to Marshall Field's. Thus
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architectural elements that conventionally denote entrance

were given a special treatment consistent with the more

feminine associations of the department store. The metal-

work around the doorways may suggest the architecture of

outdoor garden structures such as pergolas or pavilions,

as if the green tinted foliate ornament were growing over

wooden trellis or latticework. Such garden construction

formed the armature for the floral decorations in interior

displays to create idyllic backgrounds for women's apparel

and other goods (Figure 52), just as the entrance itself

served as backdrop for the parade of fashionable dressed

clientele along State and Madison Streets (Figure 53). The

circular curvature of the entrance logically derived from

the round corner above which predated it in the original

project. Yet just as the Madison Street canopy's cartouches

were sized and spaced with reference to the curbing of

carriages, so the circular sweep of the main entrance suggests

the turning motion of streetcars whose tracks rounded the

corner in the roadbed with a similar curvature and whose

passengers formed the bulk of the shopping crowds (Figure 54).

In plan the corner entrance was originally designed

with an outer vestibule containing the paired columns and an

inner semicircular vestibule (Figure 55). In warmer weather

the lower doors and upper windows behind the semicircular

arches and surmounting lunettescould be opened as casements

toward the inside to allow air into the building, transforming

the outer vestibule into an open shelter behind the filigree

of iron work. The interior of the entrance created an initial
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impression similar to that of an elegant residence (Figure 56).

The mahogany veneer of the ceiling and as panelling for the

columns and side walls resembled the entrance hall of a

stately home, as opposed to the traditional use of marble

wainscoting in the lobbies of office buildings.ll2 The

stores' attempt to cultivate their image of being "as home-

like as home itself"1 1 3 began with the suggestion of warmth

and domesticity implicit in the choice of rich grain of

veneer to envelope incoming shoppers. The sense of the

building as the house of Schlesinger and Mayer was developed

in the monogram of the firm laid as a circular mosaic in the

inner vestibule. Apart from the associations of surfaces,

the vestibules were equipped with registers for warm air

encased in ornamental bronze (Figure 57). In the outer

vestibule warm air was originally introduced into the space

through half cylindrical outlets set between the doors along

the inside of their outer wall (Figure 58). The decorative

design for their covers also appeared in the bronze facing

for the heating register of the inner vestibule, the color

of the metal harmonizing with that of wood, though their

textures as materials contrast. The most distinctive object

of the original vestibule was a bronze plated cast iron

light at the center of the ceiling. The color and finish

of this fixture harmonized not only with that of the

surrounding veneer but also with the decorative plasterwork

of the column capitals which were painted orange overlaid

with an amber glaze. Each architectural object connoted a

residential degree of comfort, the hot air registers fashioned
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as radiators and the ceiling light positioned as a chandelier.

Thus the corner vestibule may be understood as the place of

transition between the world of the street and that of the

store whose character was that of a hospitable and elegant

refuge for women. The room's residential associations

could be interpreted as the suggestion of an individual's

home or a home-like club for women analogous to the exclusive

men's clubs elsewhere downtown. The sense of the store

as a woman's club was further developed in the design of

special rooms on the upper floors intended almost exclusively

for the enjoyment of women.

Inside the entrances, the main floor of the Schlesinger

and Mayer store was intended to give an impression of

spaciousness (Figure 59). The open plan made possible by

steel construction was of particular value to department

stores who sought to maximize usuable sales area with near

complete flexibility in its arrangement. The lack of interior

structural partitions was representative of a store facility's

modernity. In older assemblages of annexed properties,

masonry partitions survived as remnants of party walls whose

structural necessity prevented their removal even when adjoin-

ing storefronts came under single ownership. By 1898 the

consensus along State Street was that "partitions make a

store seem crowded, cut off the light, and make the arrange-

ment of counters and departments like so many stalls, giving

no opportunity for deviation from this." 1 1 5 In place of

the patchwork sales spaces, the model interior arrangement

was thought to be one large room for each floor. The dream
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of the manager of every department was the control of a

complete floor of uninterrupted sales space wherein every

detail connected with the operation of his branch of the

business could be expansively arranged to facilitate show-

116
ing and selling of goods. Schlesinger and Mayer's series

of renovations during the 1890s had achieved this ideal on

the street level only, whose sales floor extended south from

Madison Street without a partition wall for over 200 feet.

This feat of remodelling was advertised as architectural

evidence of the business' success , the store's increase in

acquired square footage publicized as a measure of its growth

in sales volume.117 The destruction of successive

partition walls was celebrated in advertising copy, the

sight of plaster falling and bricks flying described as the

tangible sign of the store's successful methods of merchandis-

ing.ll8 Thus Sullivan's plans for the new building showed

an uninterrupted grid of large bays on every floor (Figure

60), with all special conditions such as stairways and the

elevators set along the edges of the sales areas. At the

turn of the century, the possibilities of the open plan as

the essence of a new architecture was thus realized in

department stores to a unique degree among commercial use

119
types.

Closely related to the functional necessity of the open

plan was the financial imperative of maximizing return on

the most highly valued properties in Chicago. The uniform

simplicity of the plans the Schlesinger and Mayer store

included no interior light court comparable to that of
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Marshall Field's. Such a generous spatial gesture had been

a convention of Parisian department stores, where the need

for interior daylight became the excuse for the creation of

elegant stairways within the central atria. As a rule,

however, the generation of large department stores along

State Street built between 1890 and 1910 did not include

these spatial amenities. In Chicago the concentration of the

shopping district implied that more people passed the corner

of State and Madison Streets each day than any other single

commercial location in downtown New York or London.120 While

these cities were much larger in total population, their

patterns of urban development had enabled the appearance of

department stores along more than one commercial corridor or,

in the case of Paris, within a range of neighboring

arrondisements along different boulevards on both banks of

the Seine. The density of large stores on State Street was

not different in kind but surpassed in degree their concentra-

tion along Manhattan's Broadway, Sixth Avenue, and later,

Fifth Avenue, or on London's Oxford Street. This unique

condition had determined the value of property along State

Street. The department stores' annual land costs as part of

their total operating expenses necessitated that they main-

tain a certain level of gross daily sales. To increase

sales volume they would either incur the cost of additional

properties or the cost of rebuilding over existing square

footage. 1 2 1 In the case of Schlesinger and Mayer, both

strategies were pursued. Yet the single enabling financial

condition for the construction of Sullivan's building had
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been Leopold Schlesinger's success in negotiating a long

term ground lease with his landlord Levi Leiter before sale

of the store's property to Marshall Field in 1898. The terms

of the lease stipulated not only the annual rental charge for

the ground but the value of the building to be constructed

on the site. The size and cost of the first project

followed from the terms of the lease, the fundamental rule

of its design being that every available square inch show

a return on the investment as usable sales space.

The diagrammatic efficiency of Sullivan's floor plans

reflectthe need for spatial economy in their smallest

detail. The compact arrangement of the entrance vestibules

and interior staircases, the fitting of hot air flues and

pipe chases into awkward junctures of construction, even the

use of cast iron panels and mahogany veneer as the thinnest

of finish materials, all imply the severity of constraints

stemming from property values which underlay the project.

This principle of store architecture along State Street

necessitated that much care and thought be given to the

design of counters, shelving, and even the pillars of the

buildings. The elevator was considered important because it

permitted the reduction of stairways to a minimum in both

their number and size. In 1898 it was noted that one of

the large stores had included a variation of the Parisian

grand stairway in the middle of its building between the

first and second floors. The stairway "was an object of

pride at first, but it was soon demonstrated that it had

no practical utility, the elevators being preferred by
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shoppers, and the floor space it consumed being valuable

for other purposes. Besides it darkened quite a good sized

portion of the first floor. It was taken out recently,

and several small stairways were built along the side.

These take up very little room, and are all that is needed

for any emergency that may arise. ,122

Within this utilitarian sense of priorities controlling

the planning of interior space, the lone amenity in design

of State Street stores was the width of their aisles. In the

revised Chicago building code of 1905, the floor space of a

department store was defined as "the actual amount of space

which is available for employees and patrons, exclusive of

the space occupied by counters, showcases, shelving, and

other fixtures." 123 The code's regulations governing space

planning were principally concerned with aisle and stair widths

as provisions for egress of vast numbers of shoppers in

case of fire. Beyond the minimal necessity of fire safety,

the arrangement of goods and fixtures through the store's

departments followed from the limiting condition of column

spacing which determined the width of the aisles. This

dimension was the key determinant of the sense of spaciousness

that distinguished the experience of shopping in department

stores as opposed to smaller dry goods stores. The aisle

width of the State Street stores was advertised in published

views of their interiors, where the perspective of the photo-

graph emphasized the linear sweep of open space between the

counters (Figure 61). Interiors from Field's to The Fair

were designed around the admonition that "customers do not
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like to walk through a store where there is a squeeze and a

crush every few steps." 1 2 4 Shoppers' freedom of movement

was considered higher priority than generous arrangements

for storage of stock or elbow room for workers, "for where

it means crowded aisles a limited space behind counters

will suffice as plenty." 1 2 5 The spatial perogative of the

clientele in the Schlesinger and Mayer store is evident in

the minimal dimension between counters and shelving shown

along the perimeter of the ground floor interior plan. The

standard structural bay of sales floors was larger than that

of office buildings to create the effect of "a spacious

arrangement of the columns of the interior." 126 In one

advertisement for the store opening, Schlesinger and Mayer

stressed that in Sullivan's building "avenue-like aisles

lead from section to section", connoting a generously wide

and elegantly lined thoroughfare as the urbanistic model

for passage between the counters.127 On opening day, the

main aisle on the ground floor was described as the widest

store aisle in the city, having a width of sixteen feet. In

renderings of the rebuilt corner, an indication of the width

of the aisles as characteristic of the new store appears

in the second story windows above the entrance (Figure 45)-.

There are shown the upper part of two columns set to either

side of the central doorway, their span emphasized by the

visible depth of the beam shown above. This presentation

of the act of entrance between members that simulated a

typical interior span of steel would have announced the

modernity of the new building to shoppers familiar with the
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constrained interior of the pre-existing structure and

its older counterparts along State Street.

Apart from an impression of spaciousness the central

functional requirement that underlay the interior planning

of Chicago department stores in 1900 was the need for light.

The dimness, discoloration, and uneveness of illumination

from even the most improved artificial sources of that era

were considered at best a poor substitute for adequate day-

light as an essential condition of a setting for merchandising.

The consensus among State Street retailers was that "money

can buy plenty of gas or electricity, but nothing is so

conducive to satisfactory shopping as the light of day." 128

Given the limited powers of artificial sources, introduction

of a maximum of daylight into the depth of sales floors was

considered the only means of preventing both customers and

workers from being seriously handicapped in the daily

operations of buying and selling. The usefulness of floor

area for the display of goods was particularly dependent on

natural light which permitted inspection of the subtleties

of colors and fabrics which were often distorted by artificial

illumination. The situation produced not only eye fatigue

but generally discouraged decisions that led to sales. In

1903 one observer of Chicago retailing wrote that "it is .

because of the difficulty experienced in the selection and

matching of colors that the selling period for certain fabrics

is so largely confined to the daylight hours. It is because

of this same difficulty that the procession is observed in

some stores of women going to the doorway to match colors

and fabrics." 129

--------------------------------I ...................... ..............
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Trade literature for merchandisers was filled with

advertisements and reports of the reputed excellence of a

range of devices for improving levels of interior daylight.

Among those most characteristic of Chicago was Luxfer

prismatic glass whose powers of distributing daylight into

the depth of lower floors were advertised as a means of

increasing trade at or near the street level (Figure 62).

The ground floor and the adjacent mezzanine or second story

were particularly problematic because they contained a high

proportion of the total shopping activity within the stores,

yet had least access to daylight due to its obstruction by

neighboring buildings. Thus Luxfer prisms were most popular

in the upper lights of windows on these stories. They

were so adapted in Sullivan's design for Schlesinger and

Mayer in 1898 following Jenney and Mundie's scheme for Mandel

Brothers across Madison Street begun in 1897. The combina-

tion of projecting bays and prismatic glass was also adopted

for the refitting of department store fronts all along State

Street at the turn of the century as part of what one

description termed an epidemic of remodelling and extension.
1 3 0

One firm named its facility "The Daylight Clothing House"

while other of Schlesinger and Mayer's neighboring competitors

were advertised as "daylight" store whose refitting with

prismatic glass identified their interiors as progressive

"in contradistinction to those stores which still depend upon

artificial light to dispel darkness during the day."
1 3 1

In citing the need for maximum daylight as the chief

programmatic criterion for the design of the exterior
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openings of the Schlesinger and Mayer store, Sullivan

echoed a contemporary pre-occupation of State Street mer-

chandisers. The resulting elevation (Figure 63) had

a dual quality of accommodating the need for natural light

unique to the spatial interiors of department stores, yet

using the window shape as the means of articulating the lines

of the steel frame construction. The elevation of the

Wainwright had a similar duality, the spacing of the piers

designed to accommodate flexible partitioning of offices on

the inside, yet lending emphasis to the height of the frame

on the exterior. In both prototypes the practical conditions

of lighting and spatial division of the floor plan provided

a rationale for the expressive theme of the exterior. However,

the upper elevation of the Schlesinger and Mayer store

differs from that of the Wainwright in that the windows of

the department store are given terra cotta frames which

project forward from the plane of the wall, so that the

light-giving opening reads as figure relative to the neutral

ground of the surfaces facing structural members. In the

Wainwright, the pier as the tectonic element projectedin

relief from a receding plane of windows and lintel panels.

The prominence of the store's window frames suggests the

reduction of surrounding masonry to a minimum, creating a

wall opened to daylight. The large window is the object

celebrated through its purity of proportion and ornamented

frame and reveal. This accentuation of the frame emphasized

the identity of the department store as a use type deriving

from the accessability of light to its interiors.
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The system of artificial lighting within the store's

sales floors was advertised as a combination of arc lights

and incandescent lamps.132 This system was evidently an

adaptation of a similar combination of fixtures developed

for Marshall Field's new building in 1902.133 The principal

sources of illumination were the arc lamps, which used a

strong electric current bridging carbon poles to create a

luminous arc through a chamber of air enclosed in glass.

The arc lamp had originally been developed for use in street

lights as an improvement over gas lights. Inside the sales

floors of the department store they were intended to provide

a more powerful areal illumination. The disadvantages of

the arc lamp were the strength and expense of electric

current it required, the harsh local intensity of the

light which required a panoply of diffusers to even and

spread its brightness, and its tendency to produce a blue

violet glow that discolored the surrounding interior.

Incandescant lights were used as supplementary sources, their

warmer, softer illumination used to highlight displays or

objects in showcases, offsetting the arc lights overhead

with a complementary red-yellow glow. The outlets for the

arc lamps were located in the ceiling in the center of the

structural bays on each floor (Figure 64). The lamps were

designed with ornamental bronze plated cast iron fixtures

(Figure 65). The ornamentation of the fixtures gave them

an architectural presence as designed objects whose attached

motifs recalled the branches of an elegant chandelier. The

same lamp without this decorative cast metal housing can
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be seen in the early photograph of the ground floors.

Sullivan's enhancement of this utilitarian device as an

accoutrement of modernity resembles his designs for ventila-

tion registers and elevator grilles elsewhere in the build-

ing. In each instance the devices themselves helped

distinguish the department store from the less well-fitted

retailing environments of smaller shops or stores. Their

embellishment as part of the architecture helped establish

the dual impression of technical up-to-dateness and decorative

completeness cultivated by a leading mercantile house.

Closely related to the ideals of spaciousness and day-

light as criteria for a modern retailing environment was that

of air or ventilation. The traditional means of heating

department stores used low pressure steam trapped and circulated

as a byproduct of the steam engines used to provide an in-

house source of power for the buildings mechanical equipment,

134
primarily the elevators. The common complaint about

such systems was their uneveness of distribution of heat

through the buildings and their inadequacy in winter weather

when steam generated by a supplementary furnace was forced

into pipes to augment that drawn from the engines. The heat

was introduced through radiator coils set in the floors and

walls of the lower floors to save sales room, and in

freestanding steam radiators in the upper floors. Beyond

this arrangement there were often no provisions for ventilating

or circulating air through the store buildings. On less

than cold shopping days women entered the building warm and

flushed from walking along the street, and then arrived at
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the departments to try on hats, cloaks, and dresses. The

processes of selection and fitting took place on upper floors

without means of changing or moving the air. In summer with

the heat off and the doors and windows closed to keep out

the dust and noise of State Street, the sales floors sweltered

and the stores offered complimentary glasses of ice or

mineral water and palm fans to their clientele. The lack

of ventilation was perceived as linked to the issues of

crowding and dimness to create an unpleasant interior that

discouraged shopping. 1 3 5

The ventilation system in the rebuilt Schlesinger and

Mayer store was considered one of the building's most out-

standing features at the time of its opening. The store's

mechanical plant had three main parts: first, a coal burning

power plant for generating electricity designed by Adler and

located within Schlesinger and Mayer's Wabash Avenue properties;

second, a heating and ventilating plant located in the sub-

basement of the new building forty feet below the sidewalk

and; third, a machinery house on the roof which contained the

large electric motors that powered the elevators and freight

and package conveyors. The mechanical system from sub-

basement to rooftop was a focus of a guided tour of the

building arranged by Schlesinger and Mayer for visitors to

its opening days. The tour which began underground culminated

in the roofscape which also included the large tanks that

supplied water for the store's sprinkler system of fire

protection and the pumps that kept the tanks full. The

store included one main 48" ventilating stack from basement
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to roof supplemented by three other large stacks to carry

off impure air and intake forced fresh air. The array of

machinery was promoted as a crowning feature of the store's

design, the equipment gathered at the vertical extremes of

the building "thus taking far from the knowledge of the

shoppers the heat, dirt, and noise incident to the mechanical

equipment of such a structure." 136 The sense of the

vitality of mechanical systems as central to the nature of

a modern building made them objects of wonder worthy of

architectural expression. Their description in contemporary

accounts of the store's opening tour resembled Sullivan's

comments on the physiological nature of mechanical systems

in the tall office building. He wrote of the topmost attic

story as that space in which "the circulatory system completes

itself and makes its grand turn, ascending and descending.

The space is filled with tanks, pipes, valves, sheaves, and

mechanical etcetera that supplement and complement the force-

originating plant hidden below ground in the cellar."137

The most palpable evidence of these systems in the store

building was the enveloping sense of moving air. Accounts

of the opening cited mechanical ventilation as an important

and innovative feature of the interior, the system providing

138a complete change of air every five minutes. Warm air

plenums set adjacent to the structural columns around the

perimeterof the building were claimed to have provided an

evenness of distribution over the floors "so well arranged

that the atmosphere in the lowest basement forty feet below

the street is as pure as in any part of the building."1 39
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Sullivan's fascination with such systems as novel phenomena

which could be overlaid with an appropriate aesthetic appears

in the design of the decorative metal registers within the

entrance vestibule.140 Cast iron registers in less prominent

locations on upper floors were in some cases designed by

Winslow Brothers. 4 Yet those at the entrance became

architectural objects that celebrated the passage of air

through their grilles as emblems of the building's modernity

readily appreciable by the shopping crowds. The tracery

of the metalwork recalls that of an Islamic screen as an

elegant ventilation device associated with feminine quarters.

Related concerns for spaciousness, daylight, and

ventilation informed the design of the main sales floor.

Underlying its ornamentation and furnishing were requirements

for fireproof construction whose perfection demanded the

creation of a complete covering for the steel structure to

insure a smooth envelope of baked clay. Adler emphasized

that the weakness of terra cotta fireproofing lay in the

joints between individual pieces that surrounded columns,

girders, and floor beams. He advised that the ideal system

of fireproofing for steel assemblies would be attainable if

"porous terra cotta could be applied to pillars and beams

142
in continuous jointless masses." This principle underlay

Sullivan's specifications for the interior finish of ceilings

and columns of the Schlesinger and Mayer store. He noted

that the thoroughness of protection depended on a continuous

terra cotta soffit for the flooring of each level in the

building "so as to make flat ceilings throughout without
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disclosing the girders." Sullivan also intended to "finish

all columns ... to a round section, and to avoid sharp angles

143
wherever possible." The rationale for cylindrical

columns and other smooth surfaces was that angular edges

represented weak joints between encasing pieces of terra

cotta which would be most likely to sustain damage from

heat and flame or in firefighting when water would tend to

knock loose sections of fireproofing. The desire for con-

tinuity of surface as approaching an ideal of fireproof

construction is evident in the early photographs of the

interior of the main floor. The original finish for both

columns and ceiling was a lime based whitewash known as

calcimine. The image of an interior "finished in white"

carried through the idea of the store as the white corner

developed by the exterior of "pure white terra cotta". 1 44

The washability of the calcimine suggested a cleansed

atmosphere in keeping with the movement of filtered air

over the floor. The surfaces' heightened reflectivity also

enhanced the brightness of the interior to suggest its

illumination with "the pure white light of the sun". 145

To assert an image of fireproofing the sprinkler system's

piping was left visible beneath the ceiling. The spatial

impression of the main floor also depended on the design of

the column capitals, which were executed in decorative

plasterwork finished with calcimine. Neighboring stores

such as Marshall Field's and The Fair had encased steel

structural columns on their sales floors with the traditional

fluting and capital of the Corinthian order sometimes
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supporting beamed ceilings with classical moldings rendered

in plaster. The Schlesinger and Mayer interior suggest

spatial continuity in the flatness of the ceiling and

roundness of the columns. The breadth of the capitals may

have been proportioned not only with reference to the

diameter of the column shaft but also with respect to the

void of the ceiling's surface. The spread of their profile

not only crowns the cylindrical monoliths but also shows the

generosity of the columns' spacing as measured by the

expansive form of the capital within the surrounding surface

area of the ceiling. The resulting impression of the sales

floor recalls that of a great temple hall or the interior of

a mosque. One ultimate development of this type of interior

in modern architecture would be Wright's central space for

the Johnson Wax Building in Racine, Wisconsin of 1936 (Figure

66).There the continuous flare of the structural concrete

columns expanded into circular crowns to form a ceiling

as extension of the supports. Wright likened the effect of

this interior to that of a mosque.1 4 6 Sullivan's conception

of the Schlesinger and Mayer interior as "a spacious

arrangement of columns", where continuity of surface

was explored in the treatment of fireproofing and finishes,

appears to point toward Wright's later recreation of an

ancient spatial type.

Apart from elements of construction, the fixtures that

shaped the spatial impression of the shopping floors were

the showcases. As a novel commercial furnishing, the
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showcase was particularly characteristic of the department

store of 1900. The rebuilt State Street stores of the turn

of the century featured long display cases set on marble

bases with all surfaces glazed except for the minimal mahogany

framing that formed the edge of their top and sides. The

showcase had evolved from heavier cruder tables and closed

cabinets into continuous counters of polished plate glass

lining the aisles of the sales floors. As a means of display

the interior showcases were analogous to the exterior show

windows, displaying attractive arrangements of merchandise

to customers as they moved through the Store interior, just

as the show windows initiated shoppers' involvement with

articles on display along the street. As the show windows

formed a continuous base for the exterior of Sullivan's

building, so they formed the visual base for the interior

columns. In both cases the priorities of merchandising

served to overwhelm the architectural tradition of the

building's base or the columns' base moldings. At both

scales a conventionally complete form was visually truncated

in order to present merchandise within viewing distance of

the passing crowds. The perfection of the glazing and the

minimization of wood framing in the design of showcases

corresponded to the reduction of metal work as frames for

the show windows. The artfully stocked showcase was promoted

as "the silent and persistent salesman that works while

clerks are busy",148 simultaneously fulfilling shoppers'

needs and suggesting the desirability of other goods. The

more elegant showcases such as those installed in Marshall
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Field's 1902 building featured curved glass edges rounding

the corners of the aisles (Figure 67). Their glazing and

deliberately lower shelf and counter height was designed

in part to reduce the number of opaque light-blocking

surfaces in the store. The reduced height of the department

store's showcases were considered marks of urbane modernity

relative to the high shelves and vertical piling of goods

familiar in older rural dry goods stores. The correspondingly

lower height of shelving evident in Sullivan's drawings of

interior elevations for Schlesinger and Mayer's main floor

was also designed to increase the visibility and accessability

of goods to speed transactions. In addition the resulting

opening up of a clerestory above shelving and showcases over

the sales floor served to allow day light a clear passage

into the depth of the sales floors from the windows. The

sense of open passage for light above the floor fixtures also

heightened an impression of ventilated spaciousness through

the interiors. A State Street observer wrote of the newer

generation of retail facilities that "on entering one of

these stores now it is possible to see from one side or end

of the huge room to the other. Goods are displayed on top

of the shelving, ... , but these displays are not carried to

the extent that they detract from the airiness of the room."1 4 9

The completeness and expense of fixtures varied from

floor to floor in the original Schlesinger and Mayer interiors.

The showcases on the main floor were representative of

interior furnishing exclusively of mahogany and marble,150

yet their comparatively solid rectilinear design lacked the
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elegant glass curvature of the Field's showcases, a variation

of which later replaced the original fixtures in Schlesinger

and Mayer's. The design of the base of the showcases suggests

that they were considered part of the permanent architecture.

The lowest molding of the mahogany formed a continuous

profile with the polished marble- bases whose coved bottom

merged with the marble flooring. The material continuity

of floor and showcase may have corresponded in Sullivan's

intention with that of column and ceiling, lending a consis-

tent architectural treatment to the merging of surfaces under-

foot and overhead. Above the first floor variations in the

interior design were related to the rental value of each

story.Schlesinger and Mayer paid a total annual rent on the

corner property of $112,000 which was composed of non-equal

sums for each floor above the street. The largest proportion

of the annual rent was paid for the street level, the next

largest for the second floor, and so on, with each story

farther from the sidewalk contributing proportionally less

to the total rental value of the building.1 5 1 The most

valuable floors nearest the streets were considered the most

desirable sales spaces. The first three floor had a greater

ceiling height than those above; the ground floor was 20 feet

floor to floor, the second 16'3",the third 14'8", and those

above a standard 13'9" (Figure 68). The first four floors

were also completed with a suspended ceiling below the terra

cotta arches between the steel beams which formed the

flooring. Above these floors the terra cotta arches were

left visible to form the ceiling of the sales spaces
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(Figure 69). The columns on the second floor were crowned

with capitals identical to those on the street level

(Figure 70). Those on the third and fourth floors (Figure

70) were crowned with a smaller capital with a concave

profile with different ornamental plasterwork. Above the

fourth floor and round cylindrical columns were not

finished with a capital below the ceiling arches. Thus the

sense of the primacy of sales spaces nearer the street was

embodied in these distinctions between the architecture of

successive floors, as if a vestigal recognition of the older

patterns of shopping in smaller buildings with goods nearer

the sidewalk had been incorporated into the new department

store.

The organization of the sales floors by departments

derived both from the desire to induce trade and to ease

handling of merchandise. The ideal arrangement of departments

from the street level up would be that in which successive

floors led customers' thoughts from purchase to purchase.

Those articles nearest the sidewalk were those most capable

of being sold to the casual shopper on impulse through the

attractiveness of their display. From the viewpoint of

managing stocks all merchandise arrived at the building from

the east service alley for initial transfer to the topmost

floors. In the upper stockrooms shipments were checked,

sorted, and priced in preparation for their artful array

over the sales floors. The more substantial heavier wares

were arranged in departments nearest the stockrooms to

minimize effort in their handling. This made room for the
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ephemera of fashion in the lower floors which were given

more complete architectural treatment. Above the basement

the order of goods by floors in the Schlesinger and Mayer

store at its opening was: first floor, gloves, handkerchiefs,

hosiery, jewelry, laces, and ribbons; second floor, silks,

fabrics, and material for dressmaking; third floor, millinery,

lingerie, waists, women's dressing gowns, and infants'

wear; fourth floor, women's costumes including suits, formal

and evening gowns, wraps, and furs; fifth floor, an art

exhibition of imported pottery, bronzes, and displays of cut

glass; sixth floor, tapestries, draperies and curtains, and

beds and bedding; seventh floor, rugs and carpets, with the

store's administrative offices located in the southwest corner.

The eighth floor was devoted to the restaurant, grill, and

tea room with their kitchen facilities on the south side of

the floor. The ninth floor housed a dressmaking department,

while the tenth through twelfth stories housed stockrooms

and workers' locker and rest rooms. 1 5 2

The decorative embellishment of the sales floors was

intended to heighten the impression of the specialness of

imported merchandise. Departments periodically advertised

openings that featured stocks manufactured overseas and

bought as novelties for sale exclusively by Schlesinger and

153Mayer. As in neighboring State Street stores the

prevalent theme for the decor of Schlesinger and Mayer's

departments was their allusion to Paris or French culture

as the pre-eminent center of fashionable style. In stores

such as Marshall Field's, the sense of the building as a
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mercantile palace was extended to individual sections,

which were decorated as if they were parlours in an elegant

residence, with comfortable waiting areas furnished and

finished in the courtly style of a Parisian hotel (Figure 71).154

In the Schlesinger and Mayer store, the lingerie section of

the third floor, set aside for French lace, was "decorated

prettily as a French salon in white and gold," while the

nearby millinery section was similarly advertised as a

Parisian salon exhibiting the latest French designs. The

decorative surrounds for fabrics in gowns on the fourth

floor was reported to be copied after a chamber in the

Louvre while the main show windows contained "a most elaborate

display of Paris gowns." Perhaps the most characteristic

interior was the fifth floor "fitted up in art museum

style, the walls being finished in red and black."1 5 6 The

floor contained a handsomely mounted exhibition of bric-a-

brac and objets d'art set in a series of glass showcases and

cabinets (Figure 72). The imported items included Japanese

cloisonne' vases and carved ivories, reproductions of bronzes

from France, Austria, and Russia, sets of decorated china

services from France and England, as well as Finnish, Dutch,

Japanese and Viennese potteries and curios. The advertised

descriptions of this exhibition characterized the items as

if they were examples of original imported art works worthy

of the attention of the collector or connoisseur as

representatives objects of both primitive and cosmopolitan

cultures abroad. 1 5 7

The distribution of merchandise over the upper floors of a
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modern store building required Schlesinger and Mayer and

their competitors to convince shoppers of the ease and safety

of vertical movement by elevator. The use of the elevator

was an unfamiliar form of behavior for much of the clientele. 1 5 8

Thus the tours of the store building on its opening days

helped cultivate familiarity with the passenger lifts by tak-

ing visitors vertically through each shopping level from the

basement to the roof. The floor by floor progression of the

tour as a gentle tool for shaping behavior was accompanied

by advertisements for Schlesinger and Mayer which noted that

"roomy elevators run from floor to floor with the regularity

of rail road trains." 1 5 9 The trustworthiness and modernity

of the elevator was celebrated in the ornamental design of

its cast iron, bronze plated grilles on each floor. The

bank of elevators was set in front of the glazed east wall,

which silhouetted the metalwork against a background of day-

light. The east light wall not only brightened the sales

floors but also perhaps recalled the more spatially generous

settings for elevators in neighboring buildings such as

the rotunda of the Masonic Temple. Linking the experience

of ascending and descending with the welcoming quality of

natural light may have been an architectural attempt to

encourage the use of elevators by more waryshoppers. The

elevators' ornamentation as a mechanized mode of movement

fostered their image as special service to a higher class

of trade, just as the railroad was then a more prestigious

means of travel. In this sense the ornamental medallions

set in the front of the elevator doors (Figure 73) recalled
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the Madison Street cartouches or the wreathes at the corner

entrance as a motif derived from traditional emblems of

status. Compared with the elevator medallions of the earlier

Guaranty Building, those of Schlesinger and Mayer's connote

femininity in the delicate intricacy of their profile.

Similarly the cast iron balusters of the neighboring stair-

ways (Figure 74), compared with the bronze plated balusters

of the Guaranty stairways (Figure 75), are formed cf motifs

whose slenderness and transparency perhaps suggested a feminine

sensibility in keeping with the associations of the store.

As indicated by their number, the stairways themselves were

not considered the main means of facilitating movement of

shoppers from floor to floor. They were primarily conceived

as connections between the main floor and the adjacent major

shopping levels on the second floor and in the basement. The

18 foot floor to ceiling height of the main floor required

a mezzanine landing in the staircases. In th( revised 1902

plan this intermediate level between the first and second

floors was extended over the entire east wall of the store

to provide additional selling space (Figure 76). The

creation of a mezzanine as an extension of the stair landings

in the original 1898 scheme not only increased floor space

near the street entrances, but also provided a prospect or

overlook onto the main floor as a spatially condensed version

of the landings of grand staircases familiar in Parisian

department stores. This economically expedient variation on

an elegant architectural device seems representative of

Schlesinger and Mayer Store as a project which sought an elegant
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cachet within severe constraints of space and money.

The temporary decoration of interior departments

corresponded to the trimming of the show windows, the adorn-

ment of rotating displays both within the store and on the

street being the responsability of the head trimmer. Interior

decorative schemes, like the sidewalk displays, were varied

seasonally to accommodate rotation of stocks and the special

exhibitions that accompanied a series of openings through the

shopping year. An instruction manual for trimmers published

in 1903 advised store decorators to "make your spring trim

light and airy. Your summer trim should be the lightest

of the year, to give your store a cool appearance. Your

fall trim should be of filled up, stocky effect, and your

Christmas trim as gay and elaborate as possible." 16 0 The

standard variation of interior trims relied on a vocabulary

of artificLal. flowers and greenery bedecking temporary

trellis and lattice work, festoons of vines, garlands of

blossoms, arrays of palm plants, and displays of ferns,

evergreens, and other naturalistic material. Arthur Fraser's

decor for Marshall Field's 1904 opening was described as

unexcelled in this vogue.161 The theme of his interior

trimming was an autumnal woodland scene with lavish use of

all the hues of October coloring in scenic backdrops created

for the store's main aisles and interior courts. Down the

block long central north-south aisle running parallel to

State Street "stretched a vista of exquisite color harmony",

the scene calling up "the charm that lies on the landscape

and forest dressed in autumn's wonderous dyes." A series
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of painted canvases draped with leaves and fitted with

electric lights recalled "golden sunlight shining between

branches and lending the radiance of Indian summer to the

,162splendid coloring of the foliage."6 One year later

Schlesinger and Mayer adopted a floral theme for the open-

ing of their new facility as coinciding with the harvest

time of retailing, featuring an interior "bedecked with

flowers and full of music, light and color", the sales floors

festooned with some 15,000 chrysanthemums, the state flower

of Illinois, on opening day. The artificial flowers were

each lighted by electricity with varying colors on each

floor, illuminedfestoons recalling an exposition hall. 1 6 3

On these occasions temporary floral screens ornamented

the sales floors to give spatial definition to different

departments and highlight special displays of goods (Figure

77). The sense of the decorative screen as an architectural

device appropriate to the floors of a department store may

have informed Sullivan's design for the permanent ornamental

wood partitions that surrounded special rooms for the

convenience of women shoppers on different floors. These

included ladies' waiting and writing rooms adjacent to

restrooms set in the round northwest corner bay of the third

and ninth floors (Figure 78). Surviving drawings and in situ

fragments of the third floor writing and waiting rooms reveal

these to be spaces deemed worthy of the architect's attention

as opposed to the temporary constructed decor of the sur-

164
rounding sales floors designed by the trimmers. The ladies'

waiting and writing rooms played a distinctive role in
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defining the character of the turn-of-century department

store, analogous to a parlour or reception hall in an

elegant residence or club.1 6 5 These rooms would serve as

a shopper's first stop after entering the store where "she

could arrange her toilette after a long ride to town

through rain or dust" to prepare herself for a shopping

excursion throughout the building. At the close of her visit

she would return to these rooms where she "could rest, or

166
while away the time until train hour. The adjacent writ-

ing room included desks, chairs, and stationery to facilitate

correspondence analogous to the telegraph offices in the

lobbies of men's office buildings. Both spaces were included

in commercial architecture to convey on either the male

tenant or female shopper the sense of status that accompanied

the perogative to send messages. In the case of the depart-

ment store, the letterhead of the stationary atop a handwritten

note was comparable to the printed designs crowning the

writing paper of a businessmen's club or hotel. In the more

spatially generous and sumptuously furnished library and

reading room of Marshall Field's, the analogy with comparable

rooms in a men's club was carried further with carpeting,

armchairs, panelled wainscoting, bookcases, tapestries, and

reading lamps (Figure 79). Sullivan's writing room occupied

only a single structural bay to the south of the third floor

corner, serving as a vestibule to the circular rest room.

In place of carpeting the floor was overlaid with a polychrome

tile mosaic whose decorative border suggests that of an

oriental rug similar to that used as a surface in women's
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departments nearby. The screen of mahogany veneer included

a single panel of Wainscoting extending the length of the

room above which was set ornamental square panels composed

of five overlapping layers of mahogany veneer. The over-

lapping of layers of veneer to create the ornamental silhouette

of the wood was compared by Sullivan's followers to the

orchestration of music wherein instrumental voices were over-

laid as harmonic variation on the theme of a score.167 The

analogy to music with reference to interior partitions of

the store was an expression of Sullivan's personal values

in architecture, yet may also have been intended as the

visual equivalent of music played in the store on its opening

and perhaps on other occasions. Small orchestras were set

on every floor to greet visitors coming off the elevators

on opening day, while a permanent bandstand occupied a

central position along the south wall of the eigth floor

restaurant where violin recitals accompanied daily tea service. 16 8

An alternative early design for the ornamental screen

separating the writing room from the corner rest room appears

in a drawing of December 1902 (Figure 80). The intricate

pattern to be created in fret sawed wood was suggestive of

an outdoor latticed screen, the transparent silhouette of

the wood set against the daylight from the windows of the

corner bay. The analogy of the outdoors appeared in advertising

of Schlesinger and Mayer's rest rooms "as soothing as shady

nooks in a summer garden, await(ing) use by the weary. There

one may repose in quiet, read, write letters, call friends

1 6 9

by telephone and command every convenience and luxury."
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The sense of these spaces as a cross between a club lounge

and the parlour of a spacious residence appears in an early

photograph (Figure 81) which shows a home-like melange of

furnishings with decorative plants and oriental carpets

overlaying the sheen of the mosaic floor. The focal architec-

tural element of the corner room was a structural column at

its circular center whose octagonal facing and carved wood

capital recalls the veneer and plasterwork of the paired

columns below within the corner entrance vestibule.

The most celebrated of the special rooms was the eighth

floor dining facility that served as a composite grille, tea

room, and restaurant (Figure 82). When Berlage visited

Chicago in 1911, Sullivan's former draftsman, William Purcell,

took him to lunch in the eighth floor restaurant of

Schlesinger and Mayer's, showing him the details of this room

as the building's representative interior.170 Sullivan had

in 1897 remodelled an upper floor of the pre-existing build-

ing as a French cafe. However, the model for the new

restaurant was perhaps a space like the eighth floor dining

room of Simpson-Crawford-Simpson's store in New York owned

by Henry Siegel (Figure 83). Siegel's partnership in

Schlesinger and Mayer's predates the drawings for their din-

ing room, perhaps included as part of his attempt to heighten

the elegance of the house. Simpson-Crawford-Simpson, one of the

most elegant and established Manhattan stores, had created

a dining facility intended to compare with those of exclusive

metropolitan restaurants. The room's classically encased

columns and beamed ceiling with frecoes, its grove of potted
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trees, all enhanced its role as belevedere overlooking

Sixth Avenue. The table ware, the bill of fare, the draping

of tablecloths, and the folding of the napkins all bespoke

a pretension intended to enhance women's sense of the

store as an environment whose elegance engaged their

sensibilities. Sullivan's variation of such a model was

advertised as "the most sumptuous of its kind to be found in

any mercantile house in America", with a seating capacity

of 1,000 operating through the shopping day. The floors

were of tesselated marble, the columns were of polished red

African onyx with gilded plaster capitals. Jewel-studded

holophotes or lenses which surrounded the electric lamps to

create polychrome sources of illumination within the decora-

tive plasterwork of the beamed ceiling. The restaurant it-

self was screenedfrom the elevator lobby by mahogany par-

titions whose central panels were designed as an arcade

featuring hemicycles of perforated fret sawed ornament. (Fig-

ure 84). This screen design complemented those of the

rest rooms, each conceived by itself as just "one line of

the score", with the whole of the building as the complete

musical composition. 1 7 2

An advertising illustration of the restaurant shows

women patrons as "devotees of the 'afternoon tea' or the

'kaffee klatsch'" for which the room was designed as an

ideal setting (Figure 85). The patrons at table display

the fashions sold in the store. The figure in the lower

right foreground was a cut from advertisements published

elsewhere for Schlesinger and Mayer's new fall line of women's
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costumes for 1903. The room as a setting for mutual display

among the clientele thus served to shape as well as accom-

modate the material values of Chicago's variant of fin-de-

siecle bourgeois culture. The attention to detailed

refinement of the surrounding, the table settings, service,

and the food itself was promoted as a characteristic of

twentieth century civilization, just as the whole merchandising

institution was a product of twentieth century commercial

science. As Schlesinger and Mayer's "immense buying power

and buying organization embrace the range of production for

174the world's great stores", so the wealth of ornate

materials in the restaurant garnered from abroad included

gems, stones, woods, and glass from all over the world.

Sullivan's interior was perhaps intended to convey the same

message as a window display designed for Marshall Field's

1904 opening which celebrated that store's power to gather

luxurious goods "from every corner of the earth."175 The

display featured an enlarged version of the seal of the city

of Chicago made wholly of imported diamonds, rubies, and

sapphires. The seal symbolized Field's capacity to bring a

wealth of merchandise to the people of its metropolis.

The embellishment of special interiors fit within the.

larger idea of department stores as among the most decorative

of commercial building types. As floor space for storing

merchandise, the department store in its planning and

construction was equivalent to the warehouse or the wholesale

store. Yet the desired character of retailing environments

encouraged the development of department stores as ornamented
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structures distinct from more prosaic, less publicly

accessible types. This contrast is illustrated in the two

Chicago facilities of Marshall Field's (Figure 86). Richardson's

wholesale store in the wholesale district on the west side

of the Loop, completed in 1887, compares with the generation

of post-fire wholesale stores.and warehouses which may have

176
served as models for this building for Field's. Their

emphasis on arcuated, masses of masonry to convey the image

of fireproofing had established vocabulary which Richardson

may have adapted to create a variation of a local type.

By contrast Burnham's retail store for Field's completed in

1907 conformed to the conventional architecture of State

Street in its light granite cladding and rectilinear ele-

vation. The building's urbane classicism was advertised as

the complement to the wholesale store's rusticated Romanesque,

expressive of retailing as a cosmospolitan activity of women

as opposed to wholesaling as the sober business of men from

the countryside. A similar contrast is apparent in the

retail and wholesale facilities of the James H. Walker

Company. This firm specializing in home furnishing main-

tained a retail store on the southwest corner of Wabash and

Adams Street just east of State (Figure 87). The retail

building was designed with two-story arcades with attached

columns and bracketed cornices similar to those of post-

fire Bookseller's Row on State Street derived from earlier

177
New York adaptations of Italianate palazzi. The street

level of the retail store was given over to show windows.

The Walker Wholesale Store at the southwest corner of Adams
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and Market Street adjacent to Richardson's building was

designed by Adler and Sullivan in 1888 (Figure 87). Sullivan

termed this building "the last word in the Romanesque",

classifying it as one of the outstanding designs of his

"masonry period". The Walker Wholesale Store was imitative

of Richardson's building in the shape and disposition of its

openings, though the exterior wall itself was Bedford lime-

stone treated as a smooth ashlar. The wall was without

ornament except as carved in relief in the capitals of the

piers flanking the entrance archways, giving the design a

lithic severity expressive of its identity as a use type

and its place in a particular kind of commercial district.

One model in pre-modern architecture for ornamental

commercial buildings in Chicago as in New York had been the

Venetian merchant's palace. Root had referred to Venice as

an historical example of a commercial civilization which had

179
produced rich regional tradition in art and architecture.

Venice's geographic situation in a lagoon by the Adriatic

floating on marshy ground may have been reminiscent of Chicago's

position on Lake Michigan's shore with fluid soils creating

an analogous foundation problem. Such a comparison was

implicit in Frederick Law Olmsted's site plan for the Colum-

bian Exposition at the edge of the .ake interlaced with lagoon

and canal as waterways between the exhibition building

groups served by gondolas. On State Street Venetian decora-

tive culture was celebrated in a show window design featuring

a small reproduction of the Ca d'Oro made of handkerchiefs

before which passed a mechanically powered procession of
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floats bearing dolls dressed as gondoliers (Figure 88).80

The transfer of these ideas to the architecture of department

stores and retail buildings was evident in Holabird and

Roche's Venetian Building of 1891 and their later addition

to Mandel Brothers' store completed on Madison Street in

1901. The Mandel Brothers annex may have been influenced by

Sullivan's first section of the Schlesinger and Mayer store

completed across the street in 1899.181 The Holabird and

Roche building features upper stories clad in enamelled

terra cotta with windows outlined in decorative relief

derived from the polychrome surfaces of traditional Venetian

moldings and colonettes (Figure 89-90) The building's decorative

surface conveys the festive associations surrounding the

activity of shopping in a department store.182 The adaptation

of Venetian motifs to the lines of the structural steel bay

related the annex to the neighboring renovated Mandel

Brother' store which had featured upper stories remodelled

as extensions of the Venetian arcades of the original

Booksellers' Row from which the building had grown.

Sullivan's building across Madison Street contained a

comparable ornamental treatment in the terra cotta of the

upper story windows and the horizontal motif inset along

the head and sill of the windows. These can be read as

extensions of the ornament of the show windows below over the

upper exterior. This interpretation is supported by the

form of the mullions within the Chicago windows whose design

as cast iron colonettes reproduced the mullion design in the

show windows below. The upper windows in the original scheme
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were to be framed in statuary bronze like the metal surround-

ing the plate glass display of the base. The continuous

decorative pattern within the reveals and along the edge of

the fenestration above may alternatively be read as comparable

to garlands or festoons overlaying the wall not unlike the

sense of embroidered trim on a plain fabric characteristic

183
of fashions sold in the store. At the opening expositions

for these fashions the stores were decorated "in gala attire.18 4

Though Sullivan's ornament does not derive explicitly from

any historical source, its presence as a decoration of sur-

faces over the upper wall of Schlesinger and Mayer's reads

as comparable in effect to Holabird and Roche's use of Vene-

tian motifs as a decorative overlay to give identity to the

department store as a type within the surrounding ornateness

of a retailing district (Figure 91).

The idea of the individual department store as a decor-

ated structure appears to have been linked to a more encom-

passing sense of State Street's role in the life of turn-of-

the-century Chicago. State Street was the city's major

parade route, having served as the avenue of celebration for

processions marking the dedication of the Columbian

Exposition in 1892 (Figure 92) and the victory celebration

following the close of the Spanish American War in 1898.185

For these occasions and for annual holidays such as the Fourth

of July the department stores along the street were completely

covered with bunting, pennants, and patriotic emblems, their

cornices crowned by American flags (Figure 93). In the

original project renderings of the Schlesinger and Mayer store
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the flagpole atop the rounded corner had been crowned with

the national colors as opposed to the flag of the individual

house. The bedecking of State Street was Chicago's elaborate

version of the street fair as an event that gained popularity

across the country in the 1890s both to promote merchandising

commemorate civic spirit. 1 8 6 The street fair was the down-

town merchants' answer to the country fair, designed to draw

people into the city to sample the stores as they partook of

staged celebration. The major celebration of this type in

the era of 1900 was an autumn festival held in October 1899

to coincide with the fall opening of the State Street stores

187(Figure 94). The event may have been modelled on the

famous Diamond Jubilee in London of 1897 held to commemorate

the 65th anniversary of the reign of Queen Victoria.188

As a setting for comparable pagentry, State Street was

decorated for a length of one and a half miles through the

heart of the retail corridor as a Court of Honor, modelled

on the original Court of Honor as the central space of the

Columbian Exposition six years before (Figure 95). The

department stores were each extensively decorated as analogous

to the exposition buildings on the world's fair grounds.

Large triumphal arches were erected at the northern and

sourthern ends of the street. In between strings of electric

lights were run along the flagpoles of the adjacent depart-

ment stores, with vertical strings running the full height

of the taller buildings. The resulting effect reproduced

that of the Columbian Exposition illuminated by electricity

at night. The individual stores were decorated with bunting
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and special displays throughout their State Street windows.

Sullivan 's building was thus conceived within the con-

text of State Street as setting for both daytime and night-

time civic celebration. Advertisements for the opening of

Schlesinger and Mayer's in 1903 featured views of the build-

ing at night which show its structural cage silhouetted

against the brightness of illuminated displays within the

store advertised as evening attractions (Figure 96). The

harsh brilliance of State Street at night made window shopping

in the evening part of Chicago's life after dark comparable

to nearby theaters with illuminated marquees. 189 In daylight

the image of the store building was reversed, the ornamented

whiteness of the upper wall conveying the image of an exposition

building (Figure 91). The ambition of State Street stores

to attract visitors from outside Chicago and to serve as the

showpieces of its commercial culture was a consistent theme

of the advertising texts accompanying the building's opening.

In the sense Sullivan's design took its place within the sense

of its street as the permanent commercial exhibition of

Chicago. Itsoriginal white marble and completed white terra

cotta may thus have been Sullivan's accomnodation to the

prevailing role of State Street as the retailing environment

whose architectural imagery predated and may in fact have

informed that of the World's Fair. The role of the street

in the life of the city in the decade after the Columbian

Exposition was thus to perpetuate the spirit of civic success

realized to an unprecedented degree in 1893. Understood

in this context it is ironic that Sullivan's last major
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building whose whiteness was accepted as a forerunner of that

of the modern movement, evidently rose as a continuation of

the imagery of the White City. Sullivan had condemmed the

blanched classicism of the Columbian Exposition as the end

of the development of a new architecture in Chicago.1 90

Yet it appears that his one subsequent work which went far-

thest toward the realization of such an architecture was

born of the sense of the department store as the type most

analogous to the architecture of the Fair.
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CHAPTER V

CARSON-PIRIE-SCOTT AND ARCHITECTURAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
IN CHICAGO

Carson-Pirie-Scott may be understood to have emerged

from a body of ideas unique to its place and time. Though

the building can be studied solely in terms of Sullivan's

personal achievement, its formal character, as Giedion

noted, appears to represent the collective aspirations of

the Chicago School. Study of earlier buildings on State

Street shows one way in which Sullivan's forms owe their

origins to surrounding precedents. Yet Carson-Pirie-Scott

may also be understood as a work enmeshed in a theoretical

dialogue that had developed among Sullivan's colleagues in

Chicago since the mid 1880s and which continued to inform

regional developments to about 1910. Though Sullivan's

individual artistic position had matured by the turn of the

century, it appears useful to explore how his speculations

were associated with those of his contemporaries. Such a

study helps clarify the ways in which their production

derived from the history of 19th century thought on archi-

tecture. At the same time buildings such as Carson-Pirie-

Scott show how theoretical resources were combined with the

conditions of practice in Chicago, particularly the rapid

and multi-faceted development of the building industry

there after 1871. Particular works through 1900 thus be-

come legible as products of both a tradition of ideas on
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architecture and a transformation of possibilities for

material expression specific to the Chicago of Sullivan's

time.

Though Sullivan himself was repeatedly identified as

the leading thinker of his generation among Chicago archi-

tects, his writings compare closely with those of an unusu-

ally thoughtful group of mentors, colleagues, and followers.

Among the figures of the preceding generation, the architect

acknowledged to have played a fundamental role in Chicago

developments was William LeBaron Jenney (1832-1907).

Jenney's pioneering work with the metal frame in such build-

ings as the Home Insurance made his an authoritative voice

in the city's architectural circle. Jenney had been

Sullivan's first employer in Chicago in 1873-74, and during

the same period both William Holabird and Martin Roche ap-

prenticed in his office. Jenney's engineering education in

France contributed to his architectural position informed

by an affinity for both the French and English Gothic

Revivals. His work in theory and practice displayed con-

sistent sympathies with these broader movements of his

time. Sullivan's closest colleague was his partner,

Dankmar Adler (1844-1900), with whom he enjoyed a mutually

formative working relationship during the years of their

2
association from 1881 to 1895. Adler enjoyed the highest

regard of his Chicago colleagues, primarily because of the

breadth and soundness of his technical knowledge which

complemented a commitment to architecture's development as
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an art. In this respect he evidently served as sympathetic

critic to Sullivan's development during their collaboration.

Among Sullivan's contemporaries the architect for which he

consistently expressed high regard was John Wellborn Root

(1850-1891).3 Root's writings and buildings during his

maturity in the 1880s comprise the most outstanding indi-

vidual achievement of the Chicago School outside of Sulli-

van's own, and were perhaps more influential for Sullivan's

contribution than has yet been appreciated. Of those

younger architects who either worked for Adler and Sullivan

or acknowledged Sullivan's inspiration for their own work,

Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) may be taken as the chief

representative. His apprenticeship in Adler and Sullivan's

office from 1887 to 1893 suggests that he developed the

theoretical position of his mentors in his early writings

on architecture dating from the turn of the century toI 14
about 1910. Wright's essays from this period will thus

here be considered as exemplary of ideas current in Sulli-

van's office through the time of Carson-Pirie-Scott.

The range of speculative thought produced by these

leading figures touched on almost every imaginable concern

of architecture. One challenge is to select and order

those ideas that comprised the essence of what may be

understood as a collective position. Though their indivi-

dual views were not identical, what is striking is the

degree of common ground they shared in terms of basic

principles that could guide their activity. Of these,
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perhaps the most fundamental was their sense of the trans-

formed conditions of their place and time as transforming

determinants of a new architecture. They repeatedly

acknowledged what was new in their historical situation,

They cited facets of their divilization's modernity to

which the building arts must conform. The ordering of

society around commercial activity and the accommodations

demanded for this purpose were considered to be without

precedent. The scale, requirements and fabrication of

modern commercial structures made them new in every essen-

tial characteristic. Architecture's task was to adjust

itself to these radically changed conditions as the basis

of its future development. Thus Root wrote in 1890:

We must grant that, to be true, archi-
tecture must normally express the conditions
of life about and within it, not in a frag-
mentary and spasmodic way, but in the mass
and structure; the life of the building, in
large and comprehensive type ....

If the new art is to come, I believe it
will be a rational and steady growth from
practical conditions outward and upward
toward a more or less spiritual expression,
and that no man has the right to borrow
from another age an architectural idea
evolved from the life of that age, unless
it fits our life as normally and fully as
it fitted the other. I say practical condi-
tions, and this is fully meant--practical
conditions without qualifications or abridge-
ment.5

Root evidently sought a theoretical foundation for

this belief not only in common sense or a popular prag-

matism. One source for this statement in 19th century
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thought on architecture was the work of Gottfried Semper

(1803-1879), whose essay of 1869 " Uber Baustile" Root

translated and published in the Inland Architect several

months before under the title "Development of Architectural

Style".6  Root's translated'essay included Semper's defini-

tion of the term 'style' as "the conformity of an art object

with the circumstances of its origin and the conditions and

circumstances of its development."7 Semper's ideas may

have come to the attention of Root and other Chicago archi-

tects through the presence of Frederick Baumann (1826-1921).8

In a symposium chaired by Root on the present tendencies of

architectural design in America held at a meeting of the

Illinois State Association of Architects in Chicago in

March 1887, Frederick Baumann quoted Semper in support of

his argument that "in this modern age utility was the true

base of architectural art." 9 Baumann then concluded by

reciting Semper's definition of style in the original

German: "Stil ist die Ubereinstimmung eines Bauwerkes mit

i~nttehns"10den Bedingungen seines Entstehens". Very similar princi-

ples also underlay Viollet-le-Duc's theory of architecture

as developed in his Discourses of 1872, with which Root was

also reputedly familiar. 1 Viollet-le-Duc argued that the

expression of truth in architecture began with strictest

adherence to a building's program of material requirements.

The executed work "is to fulfill with scrupulous exactness

all the conditions imposed by necessity." 12 A principle of

both natural and manmade forms was thus Viollet-le-Duc's
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assertion that "A thing has style when it has the expression

appropriate to its uses."l 3 Thus, in both Semper and

Viollet-le-Duc, the idea of style is closely tied to the

Chicago ideal of utility as the impetus for form-making.

Chicago architects apparently appropriated the positions of

these European theorists and applied them to their own

regional situation.

The possibility of a new architecture derived fr.om the

conditions of its origin was central to Sullivan's thought

as well as Root's. Sullivan's statement of this principle

appears as preface to his essay "The Tall Office Building

Artistically Considered" of 1896. There he noted that the

phenomenon called the 'modern office building' represented

an "evolution and integration of social conditions" which

found in such structures "a habitation and a name". As a

utilitarian object the tall office building lacked archi-

tectural character. Such character could only become appar-

ent when its design could make apparent "the suggestion of

a thoroughly sound, logical, coherent expression of the

conditions" of its origin.1 5 Thus Sullivan's theoretical

position, like Root's, appears partially rooted in Semper's

and Viollet-le-Duc's equation of the style of an artifact

with the circumstances of its existence.

Closely tied to this common concern for the conditions

of a new architecture were Root's and Sullivan's under-

standing of the idea of type. This term had at least two

distinct yet related meanings in Chicago texts both of
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which were inherited from earlier 19th century discussions.

In an 1883 essay on "The Value of Type in Art", Root

argued by analogy to the evolution of natural forms that

the fundamental meaning of type in architecture is the

adherence to the same structural solution for a given con-

structive problem. Root wrote that:

By Adherence to Type is meant not only
natural insistence on the unity of each
created object, but persistence in certain
solutions of given problems. Once the
theory of creation has been ascertained of
any class of created beings, it will be
found that in all details it has been
faithfully worked out, not fully in the
individual, but entirely in the class;
...Now this adherence to type is one of the
best tests of every good work of art,, and
forms one of the most infallible bases of
criticism. Of every good art work it is
true that the first thing necessary is to
put before one's self the conditions of the
problem to be solved, and then trace the
consistency of the various solutions fol-
lowed by the artist....This consistency,
this adherence to type, is the reason why
architectural olla podridas are bad, com-
posed of bits from many periods and many
styles. It is not so much that tradition
and history are violated, but that type is
violated. Greek and Gothic architecture
are good because they are completed and
perfect expressions of certain methods of
structure, and are therefore typical.16

In this his rationale for praise of Greek and Gothic archi-

tectures, Root was paraphrasing the conclusions of Edward

Lacy Garbett, whose Rudimentary Treatise on the Principles

of Design in Architecture (1850) Root recommended to young-

er architects.1 7
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This ideal of perfection of particular systems of

structure as the basis for consummate architectural expres-

sion also underlay Sullivan's usage of the concept of type.

For Sullivan the great innovation of his era was the novelty

of the frame itself as a modern structural type. The phe-

nomenon of steel apart from its association with a program

of uses in itself constituted an architectural problem that

called for a generic or typical solution. Thus Sullivan

wrote of the appearance of the frame in Chicago thatwhile

the social significance of the tall building was its most

important characteristic, "In and by itself, considered

solus so to speak, the lofty steel frame make a powerful

appeal to the architectural imagination where there is

any. This conceptual isolation of a structural form

underlay Sullivan's attitude toward his achievement through

the time of Carson-Pirie-Scott. He saw his work through

the 1890s as directed almost solely toward the refinement

of expression of steel as the constructive medium of modern

times. Thus Sullivan wrote in November 1903:

As for my buildings: Those that interest
me date from the Wainwright Bldg. in St.
Louis 1890-91 (Figure 1). It was with that
that I "broke" (see K.G. Chat 'The Tulip').
It was a very sudden and volcanic design
(made literally in three minutes) and marks
the beginning of a logical and poetic
expression of the metallic frame construction.
The Prudential Bldg. is the "sister" of the
Wainwright. All my commercial buildings
since the Wainwright are conceived in the
same general spirit; and I believe my latest,
the new Schlesinger and Mayer department
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store in Chicago (opened to the public
Oct. 12th) will interest you.19

Thus the Schlesinger and Mayer Building, considered in

one broader sense of the issue of type as structure, was

equivalent in Sullivan's mind to the office building because

of the origins of its form in the condition of the frame.

A second, equally encompassing sense of the term 'type'

evident in the writings of Sullivan and Root is the use of

the word to describe forms that could be rationally derived

from their material requirement of use. The idea of type

was thus allied with a utilitarian aesthetic. Such a prin-

ciple underlies Sullivan's sense of the meaning of type in

architecture as the crystallization or re-presentation of

elemental conditions, as evident in his 1896 essay on "The

Tall Office Building Artistically Considered". After list-

ing the utilitarian requirements of such a structure as an

architectural problem, Sullivan noted that: he sought to

define those most elemental conditions of function as the

basis for deriving a definitive form for this new use type:

As I am here seeking not for an individual
or special solution, but for a true normal
type, the attention must be confined to those
conditions that, in the main, are constant
in all tall office buildings, and every mere
incidental and accidental variation elimi-
nated from the consideration, as harmful to
the clearness of the main inquiry. 2 0

For Root and Sullivan the idea of type could be fur-

ther broadened to denote those monuments most characteristic
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of successive civilizations. In this sense type is under-

stood as that class of buildings which embody not only the

material conditions of an historical period, but its cultu-

ral condition as well. Such works of past architectures

were the epitomizing symbols of their societies' ideals.

Sullivan thus advocated that an historic architectural type

such as the Parthenon not be referred to as a building "in

the Greek style", but rather as "an object symbol of Greek

civilization."2 1 This sense of the word 'type' derived in

part from 19th century scholarship that developed a history

of art as a corollary to the history of civilizations. A

standard reference in this field was the work of Hippolyte

Taine (1828-1893), French historian and philosopher known

to Root and Sullivan for his studies of art in Greece, Italy,

and the Netherlands as the expression of cultural ideals.
2 2

Such a viewpoint informed Root's understanding of the repre-

sentative types of pre-modern societies:

In the great monuments of early Egypt,
of Greece and even of medieval Europe, as
well as in such smaller buildings as have
survived to this day, very few and very
simple ideas dominated the whole structure
as well as its art expression....

In the expression of this straightforward-
ness of intention, this unity of idea, char-
acteristic of earlier architecture, the
Parthenon, the Erectheum, even the great
medieval cathedrals like Chartres and
Amiens, are the embodiment of ideas in
their essence as irect as any picture or
statue can be.. .

It was this quality of the work of architecture as the

crystallization of a society's aspirations and reflection
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of its common ideals that animated Sullivan's discussion of

the tall office building. As the characteristic type of a

world transformed, Sullivan sought that "the design of the

tall office building take its place with all other archi-

tectural types made when architecture as has happened once

in many years, was a living art. Witness the Greek temple,

the Gothic cathedral, the medieval fortress. The central

condition of modernity that impressed itself on Sullivan

was the organization of society around commercial activity

as opposed to the 19th century view of medieval times whence

communality of belief and endeavor had enabled the creation

of the cathedrals as the last great monuments of western

history. Sullivan developed this comparison in his descrip-

tion of his project for the Fraternity Temple,a 450' tall

headquarters and speculative office building designed for

the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, a social and benevo-

lent order akin to Freemasonry [Figure 2]. The tower,

designed for Chicago in 1891, would have been the tallest

building in the world, surpassing the Masoni.c Temple then

under construction on State Street. Sullivan wrote of the

project:

The accompanying sketches show the
solution of the resulting problem of
creating and maintaining, under the con-
ditions and environments of the 19th and
20th Centuries, a monumental structure,
illustrating and embodying the ideals of
its founders, and owing its origin to
public and ideal purposes. Five hundred
years ago these would have found expres-
sion in a great cathedral, a monastery or
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a guild hall built upon public ground
with material and labor donated by an
enthusiastically self-sacrificing public.
Today this is no longer possible; there
are no longer tracts of ground held in
common upon which structures of this
character may be erected in the midst of
the people of whose public spirit they
are the memorial.... 5

This sense of the modern commercial building embodying

the collective identity of a civilization is the order of

significance Sullivan sought for his own architecture. He

alluded to this quality in his praise of Henry Hobson

Richardson's Marshall Field Wholesale Store as "a monument

to trade, to the organized commercial spirit, to the power

and progress of the age,.. .[I]t stands as the index of a

mind, large enough, courageous enough to cope with these

things, master them, absorb them and give them forth again."

[Figure 3 26 Root similarly wrote of the analogy of modern

commercial structures as expressions of contemporary ideals

comparable to the characteristic monuments of earlier civili-

zations that conveyed values characteristic of their world.

As the medieval cathedral embodied "the restless aspiration

of the soul after God", so the office building would express

"the power and stability of a great corporation." 2 7 The

forms of architecture should enable accurate and inclusive

appreciation of the conditions of Chicago's social and busi-

ness life. Perhaps alluding to Richardson's work, Root

asserted that commercial strcutures "by their mass and pro-

portion should convey in some large elemental sense an idea
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of the great, stable, conserving forces of modern civiliza-

tion."28 A similar sense of building as re-presenting the

modern condition is evident in Sullivan's description of

the original 1898 project for the Schlesinger and Mayer

store whose "design represents the highest and most com-

pletely matured architectural thought of the day, in a type

of what the modern mercantile structure should be. A union

of the strictly utilitarian with the artistic; in short, a

distinctively American product, a proper housing of a great

enterprise, a blending of the genius of art with the genius

of commerce." 29 Thus, like the Wainwright, Carson-Pirie-

Scott was intended as a typical solution to the encompassing

problem of the commercial building as a class of structures

characteristic of contemporary civilization.

Perhaps related to Sullivan's conception of the tall

office building as the representative type of modern civ-

ilization was his assertion that it be "every inch a proud

and soaring thing." 3 0 Sullivan's insistence on expressing

the height of this modern type ran counter to popular

feeling in Chicago in the early 1890s, when many citizens

objected to the new tall buildings because they feared them

to be structurally unsafe and damaging to public health

because they blocked light and air from the street.

Chicagoans also felt that it was inappropriate to have the

tallest structures of the city be those devoted to commer-

cial purposes, and that the traditional significance of

height be reserved for religious or institutional buildings.
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In the midst of debate over regulating building heights in

Chicago in 1891, one observer noted:

The lofty buildings are a contradiction
of the ideas which have been ingrained
into the minds of most people through the
traditions of centuries, and these people
therefore think they must be objectionable.
Accordingly it has become a popular thing
to cry down what are called the "sky-
scrapers."...No objection is raised to the
lofty buildings of former times, the cathe-
drals and similar structures, because there
is a sentiment associated with them. It
is only when the lofty structure takes a
utilitarian form that people think they
must object. 3 1

Thus, when Sullivan wrote that the verticality of the tall

office building be the motive of its formal expression, he

was proposing that architecture present the pre-eminence of

utilitarian activity as the chief fact of contemporary life.

Sullivan evidently wished his architecture to express this

new condition of society. He intended buildings like the

Wainwright as symbols of the prevailing conditions of modern

civilization, which differed fundamentally from those which

had given rise to historic architectures.

The program for architecture developed by Sullivan and

his colleagues in their own time was rooted in an under-

standing of historical styles of building as naturally

developed from the geographic and social conditions of pre-

modern cultures. Thus Jenney wrote in 1890 that the monu-

ments of successive historical epochs were "a sure indica-

tion of the habits, manners, customs, religion and the arts
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of the people who built them, as adapted to the material

obtainable." 3 2 This rational reconstruction of the history

of architecture was modeled on the 19th century science of

enthnography, and the emergence of related disciplines like

anthropology or sociology which presumed a positivist view

of the evolution of societies. Jenney's analysis of the

different ages of building from primitive to modern times

closely paralleled one representative text of this school

of thought, Viollet-le-Duc's, Histoire de l'habitation

humaine depuis les temps pr6-historiques jusqu'. nos jours,

of 1875. The fundamental premise of Viollet's study was

that there persisted in past cultures a demonstrable rela-

tion between ways of life and forms of dwelling. Thus the

history of building was reconstructable as the confluence

of "origins, natural aptitudes, climate, materials, or the

novel conditions of social life".3 3 Such an assumption

underlay Sullivan's extended criticism of American archi-

tecture developed in the opening essays of the Kindergarten

Chats.34 There he stressed the inseparability of the

analysis of contemporary stylistic trends from an encompas-

sing critique of their surrounding culture and society.

From this point of view he concluded that "the critical

study of architecture becomes,.. .in extenso, a study of the

social conditions producing it; the study of a newly-shaping

type of civilization. By this light the study of architec-

ture becomes naturally and logibally a branch of social

science."35
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Sullivan's understanding of the task of the architect

can be viewed as an extension of this principle of histori-

cal analysis. If study of past and present societies ena-

bled comprehension of their architectures, then assiduous

and sympathetic study of the conditions of modernity could

yield an architecture authentic to the civilization of his

time. The unique role of the architect was to divine the

collective needs and aspirations of his contemporaries,

and give material expression to their identity through the

medium of building. In a short address to the first

meeting of the newly formed Architectural League of America

in 1899 entitled "The Modern Phase of Architecture",

Sullivan wrote:

Perceiving as I do the momentous sway
and drift of modern life,.. .I urge that
you... accept my assurance that [the archi-
tect] is and imperatively shall be a poet,
and an interpreter of the national life of
his time...

If you take the pains truly to understand
your country, your people, your day, your
generation; the time; the place in which
you live; if you seek to understand, absorb,
and sympathize with the life around you,
you will be understood and sympathetically
received in return. Have no fear as to
this. 37

Sullivan's definition of the task of a new architec-

ture thus drew on a range of ideas inherited from 19th

century thought. He also drew on intellectual traditions

to define methods which would enable him to proceed to its

realization. Having identified his intention, his position
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on how to pursue it may be said to have fallen within an

opposition of rationalism and romanticism. Each of these

encompassing ideals was central to the history of 19th

century architectural theory. To understand their presence

in Chicago, it may be helpful to explore their definitions.

The champion of rationalism said to be known to both Root

and Sullivan was Viollet-le-Duc, whose position Sir John

Summerson clarified as the elucidation of how reason or

logical processes operated in the development of the Gothic

style of architecture.38 Viollet-le-Duc's analysis of

medieval forms inspired him to offer their evolution as the

model for the development of architecture in his time.

Summerson wrote that on the basis of perceiving "a certain

play of rationality throughout the structure of a cathedral",

Viollet-le-Duc "was led to the general conception of an

architecture proceeding by a process of argument from the

known terms of a problem to the unknown but discoverable

solution."39 This principle was the heart of Viollet-le-

Duc's advocacy of rational methods as the foundation of a

modern architecture.

Such a viewpoint resonates through the texts of the

Chicago School. Root specifically referred to Viollet-le-

Duc's analyses of Gothic architecture as rationally devel-

oped. As with Semper's definition of style, it is one vital

core of Viollet-le-Duc's thesis that appears to have been

appropriated by Sullivan and his contemporaries. Thus Root,

writing of the novel problem of the tall office building,
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commented that "we live in an age beyond all others reason-

able. The ethical and art status apparently reached by the

Greeks and Venetians through processes almost intuitive must

be reached by us, if at all, by processes entirely rational."40

Sullivan similarly defined the most fundamental attribute of

the architect as he who would "tread an innocent path from

his problem to its solution, and therein show an enviable

gift of logic." 41 Developing his position, Viollet-le-Duc

wrote that "real beauty can only be obtained when developed

in accordance with laws based upon reason. Every abso-

lutely beautiful work must be the development of a rigor-

~42
ously logical principle." Sullivan's essay on "The Tall

Office Building Artistically Considered" is such an attempt

at the development of a form as a demonstration of the

principle that "form follows function". Viollet-le-Duc

includes similar demonstrations at the close of his influ-

ential Entretiens sur l'Architecture of 1872, where he

methodically reasons out the design of building types start-

ing from an explication of their requirements.43

A conscious adherence to the ideal of rationality

broadly conceived prevailed as one component of the theore-

tical position of the Chicago School. Adherence to this

ideal translated into repeated references to science and the

natural sciences as models of progress in knowledge which

architecture could strive to emulate. Jenney observed that

of all the professional disciplines, architecture remained

the only field not to have incorporated some variation of
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the scientific method as a means to knowledge and as a

principle of its development. Among the most frequent

references to the sciences in the writings of the Chicago

architects were allusions to evolutionary theory from its

sources in Darwin through its broadened application to so-

)44
cial thought in the writings of Herbert Spencer. The

lesson garnered by Sullivan and his contemporaries from

this field was not only the principle of evolution itself,

but the principle as an example of the development of know-

ledge. For Sullivan evolutionary theory was one source of

his understanding of the scientific method as a means to

truth which he felt could be appropriated for architecture.

From a program of reading begun after his return from the

Beaux Arts in 187b, Sullivan wrote that he saw in the

scientific method "a power of solution he long had fruit-

lessly been seeking":

For the scientific method was based on
exact observation from which, by the
inductive system of reasoning, an infer-
ence was drawn, an hypothesis framed, to
be held tentatively in "suspended judge-
ment" until the gathering of further data
might raise it to the dignity of a theory,
which theory, if it could stand up to
further rigorous testing, would slowly
pass into that domain of ordered and
accepted knowledge we fondly believe to
be Truth.4 5

Sullivan invoked this method to derive the idea of

functional form as a theory testable through observation

of nature. The theory itself was closely allied to the
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evolutionary idea of the adaptation of organisms to their

environment as a natural principle of the development of

species. 6 Sullivan thus understood that both the idea that

forms derived from their functions and the principle of

inductive reasoning from which the idea was developed were

adaptations of 19th century science to the making of archi-

tecture.

The way in which Sullivan adapted his understanding of

sciencein order to derive a theory of functional form is

evident in his allegorical account of the origin of the

idea. He wrote that he first sought to develop the princi-

ple while studying for his entrance examination in geometry

for admission to the Ecole des Beaux Arts. Sullivan re-

called that his tutor in geometry confronted him with the

possibility of studying the subject not as a series of

theorems with their proofs and special cases. Rather the

tutor proposed study of the subject's universal principles

such that "here our demonstration shall be so broad as to

admit of NO EXCEPTION!"4 7  The learning of geometry as an

accretion of inherited knowledge codified in texts was to

be replaced with understanding of its operative laws, just

as Sullivan proposed to replace the canonical architecture

of the treatises with a theory of form making discovered by

modern scientific method. There arose:

... a vision and a fixed resolve; an
instantaneous inquiry and an instant
answer. The inquiry: If this can be
done in Mathematics, why not in
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Architecture? The instant answer: It
can, and it shall be! no one has--I
will!.. .The world of men, of thoughts,
of things, shall be mine. Firmly I be-
lieve that if I can but interpret it,
that world is filled with evidence. I
shall explore that world to seek, to find.
I shall weigh that world in a balance. I
shall question it, I shall examine and
cross-examine, I shall finally interpret--
I shall not be withheld, I shall prevail! 4 8

Thus Sullivan consciously sought a principle of architecture

analogous in its power to those of mathematics, discoverable

through a program of empirical research modeled on methods of

inquiry in natural science. The assumption underlying this

idea was that the development of such a principle would be

conducted outside of any consideration of the traditions of

architecture, relying solely on the resources of the indi-

vidual intellect and will. Root touched on this consequence

of a strictly rational approach to form making, noting that

in the design of modern office buildings, traditions that did

not correspond to requirements must be set aside.4 9 Sullivan

similarly wrote of his early work with Adler in the 1880s.

During this initial period of growth, he claimed to have

developed the principle to whose discovery he alluded above:

[Sullivan] could now, undisturbed, start
on the course of practical experimentation
he long had in mind, which was to make an
architecture that fitted its functions--a
realistic architecture based on well-defined
utilitarian needs--that all practical demands
of utility should be paramount as basis of
planning and design; that no architectural
dictum, or tradition, or superstition, or
habit, should stand in the way. He would
brush them all aside, regardless of commen-
tators. For his view, his conviction was
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this: That the architectural art to be
of contemporary immediate value must be
plastic; all senseless conventional rigid-
ity must be taken out of it; it must intel-
ligently serve--it must not suppress. In
this wise the forms under his hand would
grow naturally out of the needs and express
them frankly, and freshly. 5 0

This sense of forms flowing from the hand of the

designer, whose critical foundation was their rational cor-

respondence to material utility, was thus to proceed without

reference to inherited convention. Such a theoretical stance

enabled Chicago architects to convince themselves that they

were in fact operating outside what they cited as the arbi-

trary limitations of historicism. Central to this position

was their faith in referring the development of architecture

to individuals' powers of reasoning. This faith correspon-

ded closely to the fundamental tenets of romanticism, tradi-

tionally regarded as the antithesis of rationalism. Romanti-

cism had developed the complementary doctrine that all choice

in the making of art and architecture could be entrusted to

the individual's emotive sensibilities, with a pronounced

51disregard for the canonical authority of the past. The

legacy of romantic thought weighed heavily on Sullivan who

internalized its values with the same intensity as he did

those of rationalism. Such a duality of aspiration may

appear to later generations as a fundamental inconsistency in

his thought. Yet Sullivan subsumed elements of both ration-

alism and romanticism into one encompassing vision of

architecture. The common denominator of their appeal was
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their rejection of inherited forms as useful conventions.

While rationalism placed its faith in the intellect, roman-

ticism adopted an ideal of sensitivity as the ultimate

resource for form making. Adler expressed this conviction

in an 1893 address on the question "Are There Any Set

Canons of Art?", in which he concluded that:

if a canon is something that is generally
recognized, then probably there are no
canons in art.. .Every artist in the highest
sense of the term has his own ideas, which
are entirely individual, which are the re-
sult of his surroundings, which are the
result of his education, and which he ex-
presses in his own way and not in the way of
some other artist who has gone before.

The only thing perhaps in which all true
artists join and agree is in the fact that
they endeavor to tell the truth as they see
it. But the underlying principle, or what
should be the underlying principle of art,
is to arouse the higher emotions of man, and
to do it in a manner that is readily compre-
hended by those to whom the artist addresses
himself. That is something which, if it is
not a canon of art, certainly ought to be. 5 2

Adler may have developed this credo from his sympathe-

tic contact with Sullivan's own views. One of the central

ideas which Sullivan cultivated from the legacy of romantic

thought was his definition of the concept of style. He and

Root did on one hand espouse the rational belief that the

style of an artifact emerged from the conditions of its

origin. Yet they were equally enamored of an ideal of style

as the attribute of the individual creative mind and hand.

In the 1887 symposium where Baumann had offered Semper's

definition of style as a basis for discussion, Sullivan
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responded to his remarks by asserting that he did not be-

lieve that "the origin of style is outside, but within our-

selves, and the man who has not the impulse within him will

not have the style." 5 3 He instead equated style with the

soul of the artist as "that mysterious essence which we call

our identity", maintaining that the cultivation of that

identity through memory and experience should yield a style

unique to each individual.5 4 As style in nature was "the

response of the organism to its surroundings", so its

development within the individual required the maturation of

one's intimate inner life through continuous sympathetic

responsiveness to outward surroundings. 5 5 The artist was

thus one who "gifted with a capacity to receive impressions

and to transmit them in a more or less permanent form"

endows the work with "a certain quality of spirit character-

istic of himself."56

Sullivan's repeated articulation of the principle of

style as originating within the individual corresponded to

a faith in instinct, intuition, or emotion as sources of

artistic imagination equal in importance to reason and in-

tellect. Sullivan thus held that "the true artist is, as

he should be, rather a creature of instinct than of reason,"

the attentions of the heart being the source of his powers

of interpretation.57 To the life of the intellect as

practical knowledge of the world must be added the life of

the spirit as sympathetic understanding of inner realities.

Only through cultivation of emotive experience could the
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artist endow his work with "a certain finer truth, a more

subtle accuracy, a still more delicate touch, a yet more

exact sense of reality" so as to "amplify the practical and

give to it the keen intuitive incisiveness of life."58

Knowledge as the product of the intellect must always be

balanced with understanding as the fruit of sympathy. In

order "to produce vigorous results in art the emotions must

follow close upon the mind and give it sure support".59

The power of sympathy "in its solvent action ever increas-

ingly interprets, explains, stabilizes, and guides." 6 0

Sullivan's belief in the power of intuitive sympathy as

counterweight to that of rational intellect derived from

the American strain of transcendentalism as represented in

61
the poetry of Walt Whitman. Sullivan acknowledged Whitman

as a fundamental source for his conviction as to the pri-

macy of individual artistic sensibility. Whitman may have

been one immediate source for Sullivan's regard for "spir-

itual or psychic facts as the only permanent and reliable

facts--the only solid ground." 62 From this transcendentalist

faith in a realm of human knowledge beyond that of exper-

ience of the material world, Sullivan developed his defini-

tion of style as originating within the emotive spirit of

the individual.

The conviction that style in architecture originated

within the spirit of the individual is most evident in

Sullivan's system of ornament. Sullivan followed Ruskin in

the conviction that the architect was he who created "a
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fairy tale out of his head. 6 3 Above all else, the archi-

tect's work should evoke a romantic delight that originated

within his individual imagination and for which he had

found a means of expression in the form of his buildings.

For Sullivan, that means of expression was principally his

6~4
ornament. The belief that the ornament of a building such

as Carson-Pirie-Scott was such an individual expression

cultivated in the life of the mind is evident in Sullivan's

placement of his initials in the work [Figure 4]. The posi-

tion of his monogram at the germinal center of foliate

motifs may be understood as the literal expression of the

idea of the ornament as emerging from his creative spirit.

Contemporary critics took this view of Sullivan's ornament

as a uniquely personal mode of expression representative of

its author's particular gifts as a decorative artist. Thus

a review of the ornamentation in Adler and Sullivan's

Chicago Stock Exchange Building of 1893 noted that its

"compositions, inspired by the genius of an individual, are

so original and so striking that precedents there are none

to measure them by--the critical judgement stands in abey-

ance.. .Here, behold, is a fairy tale, told not only in iron

but in terra cotta, in marble and in color." 6 5

Thus, in Sullivan's view, the romantic idea that sympa-

thetic impression was the source of creative expression was

weighted equally to his faith in accurate observation as a

principle of rational science. He viewed both these comple-

mentary powers as evidence of the more encompassing ideal
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that all human insight was rooted in the faculty of the

imagination. According to this view, the knowledge of the

scientist was comparable to the perception of the poet, both

of whom were able to see beneath the surface of nature and

human life. Root wrote that art and science were "parts of

a co-related whole, complements of each other, standing to

each other as the intellect to the affections,... ",b7 The

most powerful theories in science were thus in his view

analogous to the vision of the artist or poet. In this

sense Sullivan understood the principle of "form follows

function" to have a dual character as both a principle of

68
natural science and a poetic insight into nature. The

idea's inclusive breadth permitted its application to the

making of architecture as both science and art.

Fundamental to Sullivan's simultaneous adherence to

rational and romantic ideals was his view that these modern

modes of thought should replace inherited styles as the

source of knowledge about architecture. The resources of

mind and heart were to be invoked against the authority of

traditional forms known from books. The combined powers of

the sciences and of poetry as these fields had developed

through the 19th century were enlisted against historicism

and in the cause of a new architecture. Only via rejection

of the traditional forms of monumentality could architecture

hope to regain its stature as the chief form of cultural

expression. Thus Sullivan ironically sought the most up-to-

date of means to recreate the most ancient sense of his art
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that predated the codification of its antiquity. One force-

ful statement of these ideas appeared in Wright's 1901 essay

on "The Art and Craft of the Machine". Following Victor

Hugo, Wright asserted that the history of architecture from

archaic through medieval times was distinguished by its

primacy over all other forms of cultural expression.
6 9

Only with the advent of printing had this role for building

begun to decline, the written word or the book replacing

the edifice as an ever more powerful medium for transmitting

thought and feeling. Thus Wright concluded that "down to

the time of Gutenberg architecture is the principal writing

--the universal writing of humanity. In the great granite

books begun by the Orient , continued by Greek and Roman

antiquity, the middle ages wrote the last page." He then

developed the parallel between the rise of academic classi-

cal architecture from the Renaissance and the rise -of print-

ing since the 15th century. In this period, architecture

had been sustained through the medium of the treatise as

the sources of its forms. The contemporary continuation of

classicism relied wholly on archaeology and imitation until

"the whole letter of Tradition, the vast fabric of prece-

dent," had become "a beautiful corpse from which the spirit

has flown."7 1

Sullivan throughout the Kindergarten Chats and essays

dating from the same years develops a similar viewpoint.

He maintained that the written word was.one equivalent of

the fixed canon of historical forms. In both cases the
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inherent human power of expression, either through building

or speech, had become stifled through texts as their medium

of perpetuation. Thus he wrote in Chat XIV on "Growth and

Decay" that:

...words, when written, can be modified or
developed in significance only, or nearly
so, by association with other words--when
they are in rhythmical, organized motion.
In speech, the word is rendered more plas-
tic: hence the value of oratory. Stati-
cally words have little significance, as
you may assure yourself by consulting any
dictionary; but, when once they are
treated dynamically and pictorially, their
power to convey thought increases enormous-
ly. 7 2

Sullivan believed that the architecture of his era relied

on inherited and conventionalized vocabularies of motifs

that were analogous to written or printed words isolated

from their original role in speech. These elements had thus

lost both the wholeness of speech and its vitality of mean-

ing. For centuries his art had developed along these lines,

so that it "suffered from a growing accretion of words; it

is now in fact so overgrown and stifled with words that the

reality has been lost to view. Words and phrases have

usurped the place of form and function. Finally phrase

making has come to be an accepted substitute for architec-

ture-making."7 3 Sullivan sought to eradicate historicism

derived from printed sources, reminding his contemporaries

in 1900 that "while endeavoring to lead you toward a sane

and wholesome conception of the basis of the architectural
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art, I have not said a word about books, photographs, or

plates... for I am convinced beyond the shadow of a doubt that

never can you acquire from books, or the like, alone, even

a remote conception of what constitutes the real, the living,

architectural art .

As Sullivan and Wright made the printed word the meta-

phorical object of their critique of architecture, so they

exalted the spoken word, or poetry, as a metaphor for its

renewal. Sullivan equated his ideal of a new architecture

with the vitality of poetic expression wherein the rigidi-

ties of convention would be bypassed in favor of immediate

realization of thought and feeling in its media. He asser-

ted that "the real architect is first, last, and all the

time, a poet who uses not words but building materials as a

medium of expression." The nature of materials was their

latent potential equivalent to the power of suggestion in

words. The architect in all times and places had possessed

the intuition and sympathy of the poet in order to surcharge

his medium with this power of suggestion and evoke the

76
responsive imagination. In this sense Sullivan character-

ized his buildings since the Wainwright through the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store as essays in "the logical and

poetic expression of the metallic frame construction."7 7

Both Sullivan and Wright presented this critical posi-

tion with reference in passing to the design of Chicago

department stores. As objects of criticism they both

alluded to the Marshall Field complex on State Street.
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Wright cited Burnham's new Field building under construction

in 1901 as an example of blind adherence to the letter of

tradition. The building represented the attitude that "what

is most truly like the past is the safest and therefore the

best". Wright quoted Marshall Field as saying of its design

that "a good copy is the best we can do."t 8 Sullivan similar-

ly had criticized Atwood's 1893 addition to the Field store

for utilizing the inherited vocabulary of the historic

styles as the equivalent of words conjoined without meaning.

This building was "all inflection where there is nothing

inflected; conjugation where there is not a verb; declen-

sion, without the noun. Then there are thrown in make-

weights, bits of grammar, pronunciation, rhetoric, prosody,

orthoepy, syllabication, etymology, punctuation, etc., but

no syntax--surely no syntax."79 In contrast Sullivan

praised a nearby department store that clearly expressed its

purpose, a building whose "directness of statement is its

chief virtue." 8 0 Because its architect had left his know-

ledge of historic motifs in his portfolios he had, unlike

Atwood, been able "to express in simple well-chosen lan-

guage the casual, current experiences of life." 8l Sullivan

had similarly praised Richardson's Field Wholesale Store as

"the oration of one who knows well how to choose his words,

82
who has somewhat to say and says it..." As a monument

to the commercial spirit of its age, Richardson's building

had also fulfilled Sullivan's definition of architecture

as exponent of its time and place. The architect as poet
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was called upon to understand and interpret the life sur-

rounding him. 8 3 Sullivan understood the architectural art

to be "this seeking for a natural expression of our lives,

of our thoughts, our meditations, our feelings" as the poet

seeks to express his experience of the world and his own

inner life.84 Sullivan aspired to a comparable achievement

whereby his works, like Richardson's, would express a sympa-

thetic understanding of modern civilization. Their signifi-

cance as poetry would derive from the breadth and accuracy

of their interpretation of the life of their time. 85 The

highest task of the architect as poet would thus be not only

to vitalize building materials through his own sensibility,

but also to "make them a visible part of the genuine social

fabric, to infuse into them the true life of the people, to

impart to them the best that is in the people, as the eye

of the poet, looking below the surface of life, sees the

best that is in the people." 8 6 Sullivan's friend John

Edelmann similarly characterized the achievement of a great

architect such as Richardson as that which embodies "the

hopes and fears, the aspirations and regrets, the uncon-

scious ideals of his contemporaies."87

Within the breadth of a position that borrowed a range

of ideas from rational science and romantic literature for

its intellectual foundation, Sullivan sought an internally

consistent approach to the making of a modern architecture.

He explicitly saw the possibility of such an architecture

as embracing the traditional polarity of reason and emotion.
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Thus he wrote of a future life of the mind as the basis for

a new architecture in which "we may perhaps predicate the

appearance of a new double-star within the human firmament,

the star of intellect and the star of instinct each in its

orbit, and each and both responsive to their common center

88
of gravity." In an address in New York before the conven-

tion of the American Institute of Architects in 1894 entitled

"Emotional Architecture as Compared with Intellectual"

Sullivan developed this thesis through an extended compari-

son of the two great historic styles of architecture, con-

cluding that:

... classical architecture, so called (meaning
the Greek), was one sided and incomplete
because it was almost exclusively intellec-
tual. That the emotional architecture
(meaning especially the Gothic) was like-
wise one-sided and incomplete however great
and beautiful its development, because of
the almost total absence of mentality. That
no complete architecture has yet appeared in
the history of the world because men, in this
form of art alone, have obstinately sought
to express themselves solely *n terms either
of the head or of the heart.

In this passage, Sullivan presents a classic argument

of 19th century French architectural theory, possibly de-

rived from his reading of Viollet-le-Duc, which asserted

that a modern architecture would emerge as the integration

of the complementary virtues of the Greek and Gothic styles. 9 0

Sullivan evidently envisioned a new architecture which

would similarly resolve the opposition between competing

claims of rational and romantic thought on the 19th century
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imagination then drawing to a close. Sullivan believed that

"the Greek knew the statics, the Goth the dynamics, of the

art, but that neither of them suspected the mobile equili-

brium of it: neither of them divined the movement and the

stability of nature. Failing in this, both have forever

fallen short, and must pass away when the true, the Poetic

Architecture shall arise... "91 He concluded that architec-

ture "has failed to reach its highest development, its ful-

lest capability of imagination, of thought and expression,

because it has not yet found a way to become truly plastic:

it does not yet respond to the poet's touch.
9 2

The challenge Sullivan set for his own work in build-

ings such as Carson-Pirie-Scott was to approach this ideal

of a new architecture which would go beyond the conceptual

limitations of the historic styles into an uncharted realm

of expression. Such an architecture would be at once logi-

cal and poetic, reasoned and expressive. One can discern

the working out of this theoretical aspiration in the

material form of Sullivan's buildings. The inclusive .char-

acter of the new architecture which he sought would include

mastery of new processes of building. Sullivan's assertion

that such an architecture was imaginable was in part based

on the transformation of constructive techniques in Chicago

after the great fire of 1871. This accelerated and wide-

ranging development of new materials and methods of con-

struction underlay Sullivan's and others' belief that their
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art could be transformed in unprecedented ways. The sense

of anticipation implicit in their theoretical discussions

was heightened in the midst of the city's creation of a

modern building industry. Speaking in 1916 on the develop-

ment of construction in Chicago over the previous thirty

years, Sullivan recalled that when he began working with

Dankmar Adler in the early 1880s, the practice of architec-

ture was based on "a crude and inarticulate form of build-

ing" when compared to "the exact and sophisticated science

of construction we know today." 9 3 Changes in constructive

techniques interacted with speculative thought about archi-

tecture's future. This process of practice informing

theory, and vice versa, can be studied through examination

of selected works such as Carson-Pirie-Scott.

The concept of progress in the building arts in Chicago

centered on the development of the steel frame in the mid

1880s. As one of the inventors of the frame, William LeBaron

Jenney frequently recalled that the only precedents for the

design of metal structures in building were the great iron

railway bridges of the earlier 19th century in England and

America.94  All the problems of construction in the sky-

scraper, including the sizing of members, systems of

bracing, and assembly of the steel frames of the first sky-

scrapers were, according to Jenney, "calculated with the

same science, designed with the same study, inspected and

superintended with all the care that is devoted to a steel

railroad bridge of the first order. "9 5 The resulting
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structures as works of engineering were thus considered the

equal of the bridges as the most advanced constructions of

their times. Bridge design was in turn regarded as the

most visible success of rational methods characteristic of

engineering as a discipline. The powers of inventive con-

struction evident in these works impressed themselves on

Sullivan, who recalled his fascination with such structures

as the triple arched Eads Bridge over the Mississippi at

St. Louis completed in 1874 while he apprenticed in Jenney's

office.9 6 The performance of the bridge builders compelled

wonder not only for the works themselves, but for the habits

of mind which Sullivan and other presumed to underly them.

For Sullivan they confirmed both his romantic faith in the

powers of the engineers as individuals, and his conviction

as to the utility of rationalism characteristic of their

field. He wrote of this period before his departure for

the Ecole des Beaux Arts that

The engineering journals kept close track
of actual current doings, and thus Louis
found himself drifting towards the engineer-
ing point of view, or state of mind, as he
began to discern that the engineers were the
only men who could face a problem squarely;
who knew a problem when they saw it. Their
minds were trained to deal with real things,
as far as they knew them, as far as they
could ascertain them, while the architect-
ural mind lacked this directness, this sim-
plicity, this singleness of purpose--it had
no standard of reference, no bench-mark one
might say. 9 7

The transfer of the actual constructive techniques of
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the bridge engineers into architecture with the advent of

the steel frame abetted the infusion of their methods into

all facets of building design. The successes of engineer-

ing could be understood as evidence for the propriety and

modernity of its approach to form making. Thus Sullivan

wrote of Root's Monadnock [Figure 5] that its design was

exemplary because of its "direct singleness of purpose"

that excited in him the same response that he had had to

the great bridges.9 8  The sense of architecture appropriat-

ing the standards of reference characteristic of engineer-

ing is apparent in Jenney's description of the utilitarian

ideal that directed the structural design of The Fair

store in 1890-91:

The construction of tall buildings on
a compressible soil much resembles, in the
generalities, the construction of a railway
bridge of the first order. The design must
be such that the material is used in the
most economical manner; every piece must be
calculated. There must be sufficient mater-
ial and no more, for it is essential, not
only from economy but also to reduce the
weights on the foundations, that the con-
struction should be as light as possible
consistent with stability. 9 9

Engineering's rigorously minimal economy as a princi-

ple of structural design may have provided one source for

Sullivan's insistence that architecture would benefit from

the most minimal expression of function as a standard of

reference for its forms. In his praise for an anonymous

State Street department store in the Kindergarten Chats,
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Sullivan invoked such a standard as a principle of criti-

cism. He wrote of the building as if its paring away of

historical motifs were comparable to the elimination of

excess material, resulting in a form whose virtues were

those of a work of engineering:

It is evident, my son, that we are looking
at a department store.. .Its purpose is
clearly set forth in its general aspect
and the form follows the function in a
simple, straightforward way. The structure
is a logical, though somewhat bald, state-
ment of its purpose, and an unmistakable
though not wholly gratifying index of the
business conducted within its walls... Its
directness of statement is its chief virtue.
Its comparative freedom from verbiage causes
it to approach eloquence of form. Its
architect proceeded--if he proceeded in any
manner approaching consciousness--by a pro-
cess of elimination. He left his favorite
"architecture," for the time being, in his
portfolios--which is a clever thing to do.
He used the eraser on his mind instead of on
his paper,...Such things, such acts, such
relatively sane mental processes are re-
freshing and uncommon.10

In addition to the methods of its design,- the material

properties of the frame as an assembly of elements provided

a suggestive model for Sullivan's conception of architec-

ture. The newness of steel as a trabeated system of con-

struction provoked Sullivan's contemporaries to compare its

invention with past structural innovations that marked turn-

ing points in the history of western architecture. The

evidence of equivalent transformations in the history of

building supported a belief that their own moment in time

prefaced a renewal of their art based on its new material
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possibilities. Thus Adler wrote in 1896 on the "Influence

of Steel Construction and of Plate Glass upon the Develop-

ment of Modern Style":

The great epochs in the development of
architectural styles are respectively char-
acterized by the introduction of the beam and
lintel, the Roman arch and vault, and the
pointed arch and its characteristic vaultings.
It is our good fortune to have inherited all
that was accomplished by these many genera-
tions who lived and thought and worked in
these epochs. We are still more blessed in
being allowed the privilege of participating
in the creation and witnessing the birth of
another epoch of architectural design, the
form or style of which will be founded upon
the discovery of the steel pillar, the steel
beam, the clear sheet of plate glass, electric
light and mechanical ventilation, all devoted
to the service of functions or wants created
by the greater intensity of modern life,.. 101

The novelty and predominance of steel similarly under-

lay Sullivan's preoccupation with the simplest structural

forms as the irreducible elements of architecture. The

steel frame in practice provoked a rediscovery of the poten-

tial for expression inherent in column and the beam as

structure. These antecedents for trabeated expression in

the historic styles of architecture thus had new meaning

for modern practice. Sullivan in the Kindergarten Chats

focused on these shapes as the essentials of all architec-

tures, writing of the pier and the lintel as "the elements,

the basic origins of our art--elements and origins inde-

pendent of time, of period, epoch, styles, or style." 1 02

After describing these objects as the most rudimentary,
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primitive occurrence in nature, Sullivan concludes that the

moment the lintel "is laid upon two piers and connects their

activities.. .by the subtlest of conceivable magic, instantly

the Science of Architecture comes into being." 1 0 3 Thus the

pier and the lintel were, as modern steel structures con-

firmed, the origins of architecture as the science of con-

struction. Their varied treatment through the history of

styles showed how varied peoples, such as the Assyrian, the

Egyptians, and the Greeks, "breathe into the simple ele-

ments, lintel and pier, the breath of life, and they became

living art, filled with the soul of the race, with the soul,

the identity of those who made great architecture out of

the dust, as the author of Genesis made man out of the

dust." 1 0 4 The perennial challenge of architecture was,

according to Sullivan, to breathe into these elements,

which "belong to no time, no people, no race", the breath of

life whose source of vitality was the soul of the individual

architect. 1 0 5 The infusion of style into the structural

assembly of pier and lintel depended on the cultivation of

style as a resource derived from the personal artistic sen-

sibility of the designer. Sullivan acknowledged that while

the constructive elements of architecture partook of the

objectivity of engineering, their artistic expression par-

took of the subjectivity of emotive experience. This thesis

underlay Sullivan's description of the project for the Gage

facade on Michigan Avenue of 1899 [Figure 6]. He wrote of

this design, developed simultaneously with that of the
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Schlesinger and Mayer Store, in these terms:

The illustration presents a type of
architecture only too rare in the United
States, and, so far as buildings of any
size are concerned, does not exist in any
other country. This front represents
nothing new in the element of construction.
It is simply the pier and the lintel. The
forms of its openings are changed from that
of ancient architecture because of the pos-
sibilities of new materials, or, rather,
old materials so perfected in manufacture
that they may be used in new and larger
applications. These materials are steel,
terra cotta, and glass. Having, then, the
simple construction of pier and lintel, the
rest is individuality. The type, then, is
individual. The style is Sullivan. If
imitated by anyone else the style would be
Sullivanesque, lose its individuality and
return to the imitative type which is
practiced the world over today. So much
for the style of the building.106

In his attitude toward the new reality of the frame,

Sullivan thus sought a point of reference in its nature as

construction, enabling him to seek its parallels in the

trabeated architectures of antiquity. This comparison

allowed him to find precedents for the artistic problem of

structural expression which appeared central to his own

time. The fundamental dilemma that inspired contemporary

speculation was how to work with steel as an architectural

element. 1 0 7  Not only was steel acknowledged as the great

constructive innovation of modern times, but, as Adler

implied, steel was the basis for an array of interrelated

systems of building, the mastery of their integration then

emerging as the central task facing his contemporaries.10 8
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William Bryce Mundie, Jenney's partner and their firm's

chief designer similarly concluded in 1897 that it was

apparent that "a new era in Architecture was about to assert

itself, and that all elements entering into the art of

building through designing, invention, and material, must

hasten forward towards becoming closely identified with

steel construction. log

Among the most powerful statements of Chicago archi-

tects that articulated their sense of their historical

situation was Frank Lloyd Wright's address of 1901 entitled,

"The Art and Craft of the Machine". Wright delivered this

address twice in March of that year, first to the Chicago

Arts and Crafts Society at Hull House, and two weeks later

110
to the Western Society of Engineers. That he chose

such divergent audiences for this address suggests that

Wright considered it to be a comprehensive statement of

his position at that time. The address appeared simultan-

eously with the first numbers of Sullivan Kindergarten

Chats, and the title reflects Wright's involvement with

both rational and romantic ideals that preoccupied his

mentor. For Wright, as for the Sullivan, the Machine meant

not only modern industry but the power of the intellect

applied to practical or utilitarian invention. il The

Arts and Crafts Movement, with William Morris and John

Ruskin as its founders, had championed a romantic concep-

tion of art that cherished the sensibility of the indivi-

dual craftsman. The title expressed Wright's conviction

that "in the Machine lies the only future of art and
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craft".ll2 He maintained the handicraft ideal espoused by

Ruskin and Morris could be realized only through acceptance

of mechanization as the pervasive phenomenon of modernity.

Artists would appropriate its capacities so as to emancipate

their powers of expression. This ideal Wright expressed in

the term "rational freedom", wherein he implied that the

tools of the intellect represented in the machine could be

made to serve a romantic belief in the primacy of the

artist as an individual creator.1 1 3 Like Sullivan, Wright

rooted his speculations about the present in a view of the

architectural past as somehow combining a rational concern

for the elements of construction with their stylistic ela-

boration in the hands of individual sensitivities. Thus he

characterized all architectures preceding and including the

Gothic as:

Art in the grand old sense--meaning Art
in the sense of structural tradition, whose
craft is fashioned upon the handicraft
ideal, ancient and modern; an art wherein
this form and that form as structural parts
were laboriously joined in such a way as to
beautifully emphasize the manner of the
joining: the million and one ways of beau-
tifully satisfying bare structural necessi-
ties, which have come down 0ous chiefly
through the books as "Art".

Wright stated hopefully that the Machine should not be

looked upon only as having sapped this old sense of art of

its vitality by having removed the hand of the craftsman

from its production. Rather he foresaw that the Machine's

success in saving human effort and relieving the hand of
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drudgery would serve to emancipate its powers of expression

through new media which had "broadened and changed until a

new definition and new direction must be given the art

activity of the future." 1 1 5 The Machine had thus created "a

splendid distinction between the Art of old and the Art to

come".ll6 Like his colleagues in Chicago, Wright identi-

fied the great forerunner of the new art as the tall office

building. This modern type was the representative problem

of the machine because the structural necessity had been

"reduced to a skeleton, complete in itself without the

craftsman's touch."1 1 7 The separation of craft from the

completion and embellishment of structure implied for

Wright that the artist was "emancipated to work his will

with a rational freedom unknown to the laborious art of

structural tradition--no longer tied to the meagre unit of

brick arch and stone lintel, nor hampered by the grammati-

cal phrase of their making..." 118

The opportunity and dilemma for architecture inherent

in steel was its relinquishing of the traditional tie

between construction and its articulation. However, the

resources for renewal of its expressive potential were

then being developed in the systems of fireproofing as

necessary complement to the frame. The art of protecting

metal from heat and flame had been progressively refined

in Chicago construction since the great fire of 1871.

Systems of clay tile and terra cotta had been devised to

provide a continuous envelope for steel members so that
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completed buildings were actually composite constructions of

metal encased in masonry.1 1 9 All partitions and floors

within the frame were similarly composed of fireproof tile

supported by the steel skeleton. This secondary masonry

was recognized by Adler as the potential source of new

forms wherein an expressive character for steel architecture

might be appropriately developed. Thus he concluded in

1896 that:

In these fillings and coverings we obtain
media for artistic treatment which may be
handled solely with reference to the desire
to adapt "form" to "function".

From this I deduce that the influence of
the new materials and processes will tend
to a more free and less trammeled treatment
of architectural design, and that the
striving for creation of ideally perfect
form will be less hampered by limitations
incident to the use of refractory materials
of construction.1 2 0

Wright similarly focused on the covering of the frame as

that component of new architecture wherein rational theor-

ies of design would sanction the role of art and craft.

Referring most likely to Sullivan's experiments in this

field, Wright noted in 1901 that "the steel frame has been

recognized as a legitimate basis for a simple, sincere

clothing of plastic material that idealizes its purpose

without pretense."121 Structures such as Sullivan's

Guaranty Building of 1895, wherein the entire frame was

clothed in ornamental terra cotta, were thus considered by

Wright to be "the first sane word that has been said in
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Art for the Machine.,, 1 2 2 The recent development of terra

cotta as a rational yet expressive covering for the frame

was developed by Wright as a metaphor for the future of

art in architecture

The Art of old idealized a Structural
Necessity--now rendered obsolete and
unnatural by the Machine--and accomplished
it through man's joy in the labor of his
hands.

The new will weave for the necessities
of mankind, which his Machine will have
mastered, a robe of ideality no less truth-
ful, but more poetical, with a rational
freedom made possible by the machine, beside
which the art of old will be as the sweet,
plaintive wail of the pipe to the outpour-
ing of full orchestra.

It will clothe Necessity with the living
flesh of virile imagination, as the living
flesh lends living grace to the hard and
bony human skeleton.

The new will pass from the possession
of kings and classes to the every-day lives
of all--from duration in point of time to
immortality .123

The development of architectural terra cotta as an

exterior covering in Chicago from the late 1880s was an out-

growth of its earlier use first as a fire resistant clad-

ding for interior framing and later as an ornamental accent

given special position in exteriors of brick and stone.

Terra cotta's principal assets as a material used in com-

bination with steel were its relative lightness, its

ability to be manufactured rather than laid or dressed by

hand, and most important its moldability as clay capable of

12~4
being easily fashioned into any ornamental forms. The

possibilities of terra cotta as an architectural surface
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greatly excited the imagination of Sullivan and his contem-

poraries. They foresaw its development in conjunction with

steel as the advent of a modern style of architecture

equivalent in its expressive potential to the stone archi-

tectures of the past. The flexibility and pliability of

terra cotta would "at last permit steel construction to have

an architectural expression of its own", 1 2 5 deriving from its

laws of construction just as the Gothic derived from the

principles of stone construction. Thus, Jenney spoke of

"an age of steel and clay" wherein the complementarity of

these materials would inevitably and rationally result in

a new architecture.126 Essential to the realization of

these possibilities was recognition of the nature of terra

cotta as a material. Traditionally used in place of stone

facings, enamelled clays were habitually treated so as to

resemble that material. Thus Wright wrote of "the delicate,

impressionable facilities of terra cotta becoming imitative

blocks and voussoirs of tool marked stone,.. .cut in the

fashion of the followers of Phidias."1 2 7 The lightness of

the clay was thought to correspond to the lightness of

structural steel, while the necessity of modeling the molds

by hand was to permit the reintroduction of craft in the

design of a manufactured surface. Thus Sullivan was quoted

in 1894 as believing that "this material, which will record

the impress of a thumb, has still further capabilities of

refinement in this direction looking forward to the time

when even the plain terra-cotta blocks shall be hand-
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modelled", in addition to the hand modelling of ornamental

blocks. 128

In October 1898, at the same time Sullivan's office

was preparing the working drawings for the first marble ver-

sion of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, the Chicago Archi-

tectural Club announced a competition intended to explore

the possibilities of terra cotta as an architectural mater-

ial. The competition was sponsored by Fritz Wagner of the

Northwestern Terra Cotta Company, with whom Sullivan had

worked out the design of the ornamental terra cotta on the

Guaranty Building three years earlier. 129 The competitors

were to design a terra cotta column and lintel with wall

surface above, which would serve as the covering for the

columns and girder of a single steel bay. The rules of the

competition specified that the contestants were to "develop

a terra cotta column, not merely a modification of the -

accepted examples of stone architecture, but an entirely

new treatment recognizing the peculiar qualities of the

material in question." 1 3 0 No design copied from established

precedents for stone architecture would be considered.

Rather they should exploit the terra cotta's plasticity and

its amenability to polychromy and different surface treat-

ments. As an exemplary model of architectural design in

terra cotta, Wagner loaned the club photographs of the

Guaranty Building whose colonnade along the street repre-

sented Sullivan's solution to the problem of the competi-

tion. 131 The chief limiting property of terra cotta was
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its tendency to shrink and warp in firing and drying. The

resulting variation in the size and shape of individual

pieces made it difficult to design a classical column facing

whose vertical fluting required sharp alignment and elegant

sweep of hollow and aris obtainable only through superim-

posed blocks of stone. The rules of the competition re-

flected Sullivan's principle, inherited from Ruskin and

other thinkers, that the designer should develop an intimate

facility with construction which would enable him to "treat

every material according to its specific qualities and

emphasize its character."1 3 2  This principle was applied

throughout the design of such works as the Guaranty, in

such details as the shafts of the columns along the street

[Figure 7]...The column shafts are covered with horizontal

bands of terra cotta, alternating between a smooth planar

and an incised ornamental pattern. The design omits con-

tinuous vertical lines to accommodate the irregularities

inherent in terra cotta's fabrication, creating a surface

that abandons the classical convention of fluting rendered

in stone. The ornamentation of the capital similarly de-

parts from a conventional order so as to exploit the worka-

bility of the clay. The upper floors of the Guaranty

demonstrate the same concern for the nature of the material,

exhibiting the steel as structure and the terra cotta as

applied surface whose ornamentation befitted Sullivan's

conception of its properties [Figure 8].133 Thus

Montgomery Schuyler wrote that he knew "of no steel frame

..........
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building in which the metallic construction can be so palpa-

bly felt through its envelope of baked clay. In this

respect, the designer has fully availed himself of the plas-

ticity of the enclosing material. ,,134 The ornament of both

-the upper and lower portions of the Guaranty, however, dis-

plays Sullivan's personal vocabulary of decorative forms

which he repeated in a range of materials in other works.

The disposition of the clay is also controlled by his pre-

ference for expressive emphasis on the vertical lines of

the elevation.

Design in terra cotta that both followed from its

nature as a material and exhibited the mark of Sullivan's

individual sensibility is also evident in the upper stories

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Building [Figure 9]. Detail.

drawings show the assembly of ornamental terra cotta as part

of the upper wall section of the Burnham addition IFigure 10] .135

The facing of the wall between stories was formed by five

courses of terra cotta alternating in width between 6" and

1ll". Each course was clamped into a masonry infill sup-

ported by steel angles attached to the structural steel

beam. The profile of the additional courses which formed

the head, sill, and jamb of the window was shaped as a

molding identical to that proposed for the earlier design

of the same facing in white Georgia marble. The distinction

in the use of the terra cotta was the ornamentation of the

window reveals and narrow courses running along the heads

and sills of the windows. In the profile of the jamb
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[Figure 11], even the outer projecting edge of the window

frame was given an ornamental surface. The coursing and

molding as duplication of the marble facing suggests that

the clay was to retain the sense of the wall as a plane of

surface, within which its ornamentation served to distin-

guish it as molded, baked clay. One of Sullivan's followers

wrote that the exterior "shows fully the structural function

of the steel frame with the enclosing protection of terra

cotta, treated with full knowledge of its plasticity in its

natural state and hardness and durability after treatment

in the kiln."1 3 6

The design for the terra cotta cornice of the topmost

story similarly recalled the treatment of this terminal

element with its soffit and fascia indicated on the working

drawings for the original marble wall. As in the window

frames below, the distinguishing feature of the terra cotta

would be its ornamentation gracing each surface of this

topmost profile as the building's crowning accent seen from

below. The section through the Burnham cornice [Figure 12]

may be compared with that designed by Holabird and Roche

for the neighboring Rothschild's store building of 1911

[Figure 13]} 37In this later State Street project the terra

cotta reproduce the full depth and detail of motifs of a

conventional classical cornice. The treatment of terra

cotta on the lower floors of this building to imitate the

voussoirs of a classical arch was a similarly heavy-handed,

academic manipulation of the clay to recall stone. By
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contrast, Sullivan's Schlesinger and Mayer Store was des-

cribed as a building which "terminates in a cornice based

on the projecting roof beams and rationally functional.?13 8

A delicate pattern of molded ornament worked into the clay

would have overlaid the soffit of the cornice as a light,

unconventional filigree perhaps like that along the outer

edge of the window frames below [Figure 14].

The cornice's profile from window head to flashing

recalls the molding profile around the individual windows

on stories below. It is as if the roof edge were treated

as a variation on the window reveal rendered at a larger

scale. Such a correspondence between details at comple-

mentary scales and positions in the upper wall would serve

to give the exterior a formal unity akin to but not dupli-

cative of the family of profiles in a classical building.

In both the terra cotta and marble schemes, Sullivan sub-

ordinated the principle of the identity of the material

within an encompassing formal intention for the building.

Its wall was simultaneously a functional, fireproof clad-

ding following the lines of the structure to maximize day-

light, and an elegantly continuous surface whose simplicity

of line and molding would render it sufficient as architec-

ture. As in the Guaranty, the larger concept of an organic

expression for the whole of the building was the fundamental

idea, within which adherence to the nature of materials

was secondary. The properties of terra cotta were enlisted

by Sullivan to explore his primary interest in developing a
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wholeness of form for the building, and secondarily as a

medium for expression of his own ornamental style. Wright

noted Sullivan's habitual willingness to suspend concern for

truth to materials in order to assert his own architectural

intentions:

As to materials, the grasp of the
Master's imagination gripped them all
pretty much alike. As to relying on them
for beauties of their own, he had no need
--no patience. They were stuff to bear
the stamp of his imagination and bear it
they did, cast iron, wrought iron, marble,
plaster, concrete, wood. In this respect
he did not live up to his principle. He
was too rich in fancy to allow anything
to come for its own sake between him and
the goal of his desire. It would have
been to him like naturalistic noises in
the orchestra.1 3 9

Sullivan's manipulations of terra cotta depended on its

receptivity as clay to impressions that both displayed its

natural plasticity and the facility of the designer in work-

ing with the medium. The literal plasticity of terra cotta

as a clay may have been one source for Sullivan's more

encompassing use of the term to describe an architecture

which, if "trully plastic", would "respond to the poet's

touch."1 4 0 In this more figurative sense, a plastic archi-

tecture for Sullivan would be one in which "the forms under

his hand would grow naturally out of the needs and express

them frankly, and freshly." 1l The figurative sense of

plasticity in architecture as the direct expression of

function was analogous to its literal description of the

............
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direct expression of a designer's sensibility in the forms

of workable clay. In both usages, "all senseless conven-

tional rigidity" would be bypassed in order that forms may

readily embody those needs or desires that inspired their

making.142 Sullivan's view of this property of terra cotta

appeared in the following description of its use in the

facade of the Bayard Building of 1897:

(Terra cotta) is the most plastic of
materials in its raw state, suffering
itself to be shaped, with marvelous readi-
ness, into every conceivable delicacy and
variety of form and movement, yet, when
once fired, these forms and delicacies
become everlasting; these movements and
rhythms of the ornamentation preserve with
the persistence of bronze every sentimental
turn of expression, every poetic and airy
nothing that the creative imagination has
imparted to them.l143

The plasticity of terra cotta and other clay materials at a

small scale provided a field for ornamentation. At the

scale of the whole building, the properties these materials

suggested the larger principle of shaping its outward form

as the expression of its inner function. Just as the inter-

nal promptings of the decorative imagination found outward

form in the ornamental shaping of the plastic terra cotta,

so the inner organic nature of an entire building would find

its appropriate external form to become a truly plastic

architecture. Sullivan developed this idea in a short essay

of 1910 entitled "Suggestions in Artistic Brickwork". He

wrote that the advent of paver brick as an exterior facing

material had
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... created the desire and made possible
the change from the old single or "shirt
front" buildings, to the full four-front
or all around structures of simple but
excellent materials.

The growth in the use of terra cotta
kept pace with the new practice and the
new demand; and improvements in manufac-
ture and coloring quickly followed. New
glazes and slips were produced, and the
use of terra cotta and brick took on new
life and new meanings.

With these facilities at the hand of
the architect, he began to feel more sen-
sible of the true nature of the building
as an organism or whole: and individual
or fully expressed structure, rather than
a mere slice showing one character for the
front and another for the sides. And with
this sensibility began to come the vision
that the exterior of the building is, in
essence, the expression, the full expres-
sion of the plan.

Hence this new style of brick, if we
may call it so, has led to a new develop-
ment, namely, that in which all the func-
tions of a given building are allowed to
find their expression in natural and
appropriate forms--each form and total
shape evidencing, instead of hiding, the
working conditions of the building as
exhibited in its plan.14

The implication of the theoretical ideal of plasticity for

the form of Sullivan's buildings was its use of enveloping

surfaces of terra cotta or brick to suggest a plastic or

organic unity within the design. The unbroken plane of

terra cotta that clothed the steel frame structure of

Carson-Pirie-Scott exemplified this ideal of a plastic ma-

terial as expression of the ideal of an organic wholeness

of form. Prevalent interest in surfaces among Chicago

architects was in part an attempt to derive artistic effect

from their necessity as fireproofing. The use of masonry
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exteriors was one facet of their desire to convey the impres-

sion of fire resistance. The continuity of the surface

around the faces of the building and through its height was

intended to signify the design's unitary expression of

.function. This meaning of enveloping materials as the out-

ward sign of intrinsically ordered form underlay Sullivan's

description of the Monadnock which he wrote possessed "a

subtlety of line and surface" that served to express "a

direct singleness of purpose."146 Thus Sullivan foresaw

the use of enveloping clays "in such wise as to secure an

effect of totality of singleness of purpose. "1147 Unity and

simplicity of surface as an expression of inward wholeness

may have been the theoretical principle that underlay first

the marble and then the terra cotta surfaces designed for

the upper stories of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store. In

both schemes the material was treated "with a smooth sur-

148
face, combined with simplicity of line and molding," the

exterior reading as a continuous plane from the show windows

through the cornice.

In equating this formal character of exterior materials

with the principle of forms derived naturally and completely

from the needs for their being, Sullivan apparently drew on

earlier 19th century sensibilities that acclaimed the archi-

tectural possibilities of pure surfaces. This principle

had been central to the architectures of Richardson and

Root, who admonished that "the value of plain surfaces in

every building is not to be overestimated. Strive for
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them, and when the fates place at your disposal a good,

,149
generous sweep of masonry, accept it frankly..." The

veneration of surfaces as a principle of architecture, like

the doctrine of working in the nature of materials, derived

from the criticism of Ruskin. His view of their value

related closely to the larger idea that architecture should

emulate natural forms. Ruskin wrote of the wall in The

Seven Lamps of Architecture:

...as regards abstract power and awefulness,
there is no question; without breadth of
surface it is in vain to seek them, and it
matters little, so that the surface be wide,
bold, and unbroken, whether it be of brick
or of jasper; the light of heaven upon it,
and the weight of earth in it, are all we
need: for it is singular how forgetful the
mind may become both of material and work-
manship, if only it have space enough over
which to range, and to remind it, however
feebly, of the joy that it has in contem-
plating the flatness and sweep of great
plains and broad seas. And it is a noble
thing for men to do this with their cut
stone or moulded clay, and to make the face
of a wall look infinite, and its edge
against the sky like an horizon.1 5 0

Ruskin's admiration for the unbroken surface in archi-

tecture was linked to the 19th century's veneration of

geologic forms as models for man-made structures. Chicago

architects, like Ruskin, were enamored of geologic meta-

phors in descriptions of buildings. Sullivan wrote that

Root's Monadnock Building was the last non-metal structure

which closed the period of the tall building's development

in masonry, as if it marked the end of a geologic age. He
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described the Monadnock as "an amazing cliff of brickwork,

rising sheer and stark,.. .stand(ing) as a symbol, as a

solitary monument, marking the high tide of masonry con-

struction as applied to commercial structures." 1 5 1 Sullivan

similarly classified his own buildings before the Wainwright

as belonging to his "masonry period", with the Wainwright

as "a very sudden and volcanic design".152 The scheme in

his opinion marked a conceptual breakthrough analogous to a

volcanic rupturing in which the epoch of stone architectures

was superceded by an age of steel. The habit of comparing

architectural and geologic forms may also have inspired the

initial characterization of the design for the Schlesinger

and Mayer Store as "the great mountain of steel and terra

cotta".153 The smoothness of the marble surface in the

original scheme of 1898 can be interpreted as evoking the

image of a geologic formation of white stone.

In Ruskinian criticism of architecture, the veneration

of surfaces was complemented by a love for the play of light

and shade over intricate ornamental relief. In The Stones

of Venice Ruskin emphasized the pointilistic effect of

carved motifs in sunlight which served as visual foil for

the unbroken surfaces.154 This sense of enlivening detail

set within the encompassing effect of surfaces is evident

in the terra cotta treatment of the upper wall of Carson-

Pirie-Scott. There is an effective contrast between the

coursing of the smooth surface of clay and the ornamental

bands set in incised relief along the heads and sills of
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the windows [Figure 9]. This detail appears almost like a

taut garland in keeping with the festive character of the

department store as a decorated type. At the same time

however, the ornament along the face of the upper wall

would catch the light in much the same way as carved stone

in a Ruskin drawing set within a smooth masonry wall [Figure

15]. This type of complementary effect was also evident in

Sullivan's Wainwright where the shaft of the brick piers

was complemented by the ornamental lintel panels, the

masonry surface and the detailed relief each heightening

the character of the other through their contrast of tex-

ture. Likewise, the upper wall of Carson-Pirie-Scott may

be understood as an attempt to realize what Ruskin had

identified as one timeless visual effect in architecture,

wherein the pointilism of ornamental relief reads against

the contrasting continuity of the wall plane.

Followers of Sullivan in Chicago interpreted the

master's ideal of architecture as a style of building where-

in purity of surface implied rigorous and logical expres-

sion of function. As Sullivan had implied in his critical

praise for a department store, the functional ideal in his

time implied the elimination of all detail that could not

be rationally derived from a building's purpose. One of

his ardent followers, Hugh Gardenwrote in 1903 that the

task of designers should be "unceasingly to watch and guard,

that no unmeaning or unnecessary ornamentation shall creep

in to mar or obscure the simple architectural statement of
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fact."1 5 5 If the devices of historicism were to be fore-

sworn, then what were the resources for expression permis-

sible for the reintroduction of architectural content into

forms derived solely from utility? Sullivan's friend and

contemporary, Allen B. Pond, concluded that monotony in the

future would be avoided not through recourse to the styles,

but "by a proper proportioning and disposal of openings;

by a proper treatment of corners and angles; by an artistic

handling of the requisite moldings and string courses; by

an intelligent use of the roof; and especially, withal, by

making the most of the possibilities inherent in.. .mater-

ials. 1156

The development of this rigorous ideal of functional

expression occurred most visibly in Chicago's industrial

architecture at the turn of the century. Warehouses and

factories designed by architects for sitesremoved from the

commercial downtown often revealed successful applications

of Pond's precepts, encouraged by their nature as the most

utilitarian class of structures. 1 5 7 The minimal elegance

of their exteriors provoked some theorists to view them as

models of rational form-making that might successfully be

applied to all classes of buildings. One such structure

whose architectural effect depended solely on expressive

treatment was the mail order warehouseof Montgomery Ward

and Company, begun in 1905 and completed over the next five

years [Figure 16].158 The project's chief characteristic

was its length of 729 feet along the north branch of the
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Chicago River, approximately equal to that of the United

States Capitol. The structure and exterior were entirely

of concrete. The architects chose to intensify the expres-

sion of the building's length through continuous projecting

courses along the head and sill of the windows in each of

the upper stories. Their unbroken horizontality, combined

with the proportion of the window themselves, and the con-

cave angle near the center of the building along the river

front, markedly accentuated its form without reliance on

devices alien to the problem.

A similar emphasis on the accentuating power of line

alone underlay Sullivan's elevation of the Schlesinger and

Mayer Store, which may have served as a source of Schmidt

and Garden's design, the warehouse and the department store

being associated use types. Like surface, line as an

attribute of form was thus acceptable as a primary resource

for new architecture when its expressive potential could be

developed harmoniously with the conditions of a type. Thus

Sullivan wrote of the form of the tall office building that

"from bottom to top it is a unit without a single dissent-

ing line." 1 5 9 Root's Monadnock similarly possessed "subtle-

ty of line and surface" while the Schlesinger and Mayer

Store combined a smooth surface with "simplicity of line

and molding."160 The rendering of line as molding could,

within Sullivan's scheme, legitimately serve to accentuate

surface. Molding in his usage was not meant to denote the

myriad variations on this device found in historical styles.
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Instead molding was theoretically understood to mean the

linear articulation of mass or structure whose architectural

effect would be to unify form. Peter B. Wight expressed

the rational ideal of molding as visible in Gothic cathe-

.drals whose ultimate achievement was "a development of

every constructive line with moldings.",16 1

Sullivan's contemporaries extended this inclusive

theory of form-making beyond the concept of molding to in-

clude principles of ornamentation. Wight articulated his

colleagues' view that "no building can be in any sense a

work of art unless its ornamentation is a natural growth

from its construction."162 The inseparability of ornament

from construction derived from the organic theory of archi-

tecture inherited from such thinkers as Ruskin and Viollet-

le-Duc.163 Root expressed these ideas in Chicago as early

as 1865, writing that:

There is no reason why every smallest
ornament of the building should not tend
toward a predetermined result, and build-
ings constructed and decorated to be as
homogeneous in expression and absolute in
type as the organic creations of nature...

(Decoration) gains its vitality, like the
mistletoe, by adhering to a self-supporting
structure. It is, unlike the mistletoe, in
no sense to be considered apart from this
structure. It is alive and expressive when
it is modified by the constructive type of
the building. It is dead and irrelevant
when separated from this type. 1 6 4

In 1889 Jenney echoed this view, citing James Fergusson's

definition of architecture as "ornamental and ornamented
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construction".1 65 Jenney, like Root, following Ruskin,

argued for the most sparing use of molding and carving sole-

ly to accent construction. In 1909 Wright similarly declared

that "Construction should be decorated. Decoration should

never be purposely constructed. ,,166

Equally prevalent in Chicago thought was the principle,

also inherited from a range of 19th century theorists, that

ornament should be derived from nature. 1 67 Reliance on

nature for models of decorative vocabulary was thought to

underlie the highest type of decorative art in earlier

architectures, whose own styles should not be considered the

most authoritative sources of form. Thus, Root advised

that "the great styles of architecture are of infinite value

but they are to be vitally imitated, not servilely copied.

Continually return to nature and nature's methods.1 68

Jenney also admonished his younger colleagues to "go to

nature for your models; you are all learning to see art in

nature, and to conventionalize it--that is, simply make it

more geometrical--and to translate it into an architectural

ornament, to be cut in stone or wood. ,169 Wright similarly

maintained that the law of the best periods of decorative

art was that "flowers or other natural objects should not

be used as ornaments, but conventional representations

founded upon them, sufficiently suggestive to convey the

intended image to the mind without destroying the unity of

the object decorated." 1 7 0

These acknowledged principles of the relation of

I
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ornament to structure and the derivation of its motifs from

nature underlay Sullivan's own system of ornamental expres-

sion in architecture. The special importance of ornament

to Sullivan's architecture and his theory of its forms have

received considerable scholarly attention. Earlier

studies have attempted to show how the ornament of Carson-

Pirie-Scott fits within the chronology of Sullivan's life

work as a designer of ornament, and in what ways the build-

ing's motifs correspond to his later treatise on a system

of architectural ornament. 1 7 2  In the context of this dis-

cussion of contemporary theories of ornament, it may be

helpful to analyze the motifs of Carson-Pirie-Scott as evi-

dence of Sullivan's particular view of the relation of

ornament to structure, and to his larger idea or organic

form.

In relation to the whole of the design for the build-

ing, perhaps the most remarkable fact about the ornament,

when compared to Sullivan's earlier works, is its relative

absence from the exterior except along the base of the show

windows. The original marble scheme had omitted ornament

in the upper floors except at the frieze and cornice. The

concentration of decorative design in the lower two stories

may have served to accentuate the importance of the show

windows as the distinguishing feature of department store

architecture. The distinct identity of the type would thus

be revealed in the selective use of ornament, rather than

its indiscriminate application. In this respect, Carson-
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Pirie-Scott is unlike Sullivan's office buildings, where

ornament appears throughout the upper stories. Instead the

State Street building resembles the Schiller Theater, where

the selective use of ornament above the entrance [Figure

17] and atop the central tower served to identify the build-

ing as a theater. As in Carson-Pirie-Scott, the special

character of the use type is marked by a more limited, dis-

criminating use of decoration, even though its festive

character might have logically implied a more extravagant

overlay of ornament through all parts of the facade.

Within the base of the building, the generation of the

ornamental motifs themselves may be studied in one surviv-

ing drawing [Figure 111-21], identified as a pencil study

of 1898 attributable to Elmslie. This drawing shows the

upper column and spandrel over the second floor in the first

bay south from the corner along the State Street elevation.

The study shows the derivation of these principal motifs,

variations of which were included in the ornament of the

base as built. In the lower right is shown the graphic

construction of the motifs facing the vertical column. The

ornament for this surface contains alternating oval and

diamond shaped motifs developed from a geometric armature

of interpenetrating squares. Between these forms appears

the suggestion of foliate detail in relief. The drawing of

this motif compares closely with design as executed in cast

iron [Figure 18]. The use of interpenetrating motifs based

on the same geometric underlay of the square creates a
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suggestion of vibrant continuity up the face of the column.

This impression culminates in the motif for the capital

above the second story which reads as an extension of the

design below for the shaft. The crowning oval appears as

the flowering head of a natural form, with leaves emerging

from the germinal center of its base [Figure 19]. The inter-

lacing of one motif into the next up the face of the column

suggests an enlivened movement, as if the inert metal had

been infused with living forms whose pattern may be compared

to the treatment of the lower column shafts of the Guaranty

Building [Figure 20]. There a similar repetition of forms

lent a suggestion of vitality to the sweep of the vertical

member. In Carson-Pirie-Scott a similar effect is evident

in the ornamental pattern along the spandrel above the first

floor [Figure 211. Like the column, this design appears

based on the graphic construction of an interlacing geome-

tric pattern rendered as quatrefoils in lower relief. Along

the upper edge of the spandrel is a border composed of

germinal ovals with interwoven tendrils. Like the design

for the vertical column, the spandrel motif contains a sug-

gestion of vitality and movement derived from the quickened

rhythm of its forms. The design of the upper border may be

compared with an earlier Sullivan drawing for an ornamental

pattern wherein the repetition and interlacing of natural-

istic motifs based on a geometric armature served to

envitalize the horizontal extent of the surface [Figure

22]. 173
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The enlivening character of the column and spandrel

motifs is also evident in the designs for the spandrel

panels above the second story. The enrichment of this

crowning surface contains spiral motifs which are less com-

mon in Sullivan's earlier work and appear to be character-

istic of the ornament of Carson-Pirie-Scott. In the

earliest scheme of 1898, these upper spandrels were rendered

as continuous interlaced motifs forming a frieze not unlike

that crowning the attic story of the Wainwright Building

[Figure 23]. The idea of continuously interlaced spirals

above the second floor would have been consistent with the

proposed continuity of the show window bays in this earliest

design for the base. The effect of this original design is

evident in the frieze above the second story of the Madison

Street bay window and above the curved corner entrance

[Figure 24]. In both these positions, the ornament is de-

signed as an uninterrupted train of motifs across structur-

al bays, thus containing that suggestion of festive motion

evident in the design for the column and first story span-

drels.

In the structural bays which do not project forward

onto the sidewalk on both the State and Madison Street

fronts, the upper spandrels are treated as symmetrical com-

positions within a single panel of cast iron set between

the columns. A study for one half of such a symmetrical

motif appears in the Elmslie drawing, showing interblended

spiral motifs of greater relief and less rigid adherence
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to a geometric armature than the designs for the column and

first story spandrel. The unusual predominance of inter-

lacing spirals in these second floor spandrels is distinc-

tive in comparison with Sullivan's earlier work, and con-

stitutes the ornamental motif most uniquely characteristic

of Carson-Pirie-Scott. Among the most elegant of these

panels is that crowning the easternmost bay of the Madison

Street frontof 1899 IFig.29]. The continuity of line

through this motif is suggestive of, but not explicitly

depicting natural forms. In Elmslie's account of the sources

of Sullivan's ornament he stressed that they were not in-

tended as literal representations of living things, but

rather were intended as evocative suggestions of developmental

1714
rhythms found in nature. The motifs themselves were

unnamable and not classifiable with respect to either

sources in historic styles of ornament or specific models

in nature. Thus the original description of the ornamental

motifs around the base of the Schlesinger and Mayer store

noted that the metal should be "wrought into original ela-

borations of unique and exquisite design".175 Sullivan

evidently sought to infuse the motifs with a suggestive

power whereby they would evoke the rhythms and vitality of

nature rather than reproduce the forms which were the mat-

erialization of that unseen vitality. In maintaining this

distinction between ornament as derived from models in

nature as opposed to ornament which suggested forces which

underlay those models, Sullivan went beyond the theory of
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ornament prevalent among his Chicago colleagues. The

motifs gracing the lower stories of Carson-Pirie-Scott may

thus be understood less as derivations from formal types

in nature, and more as suggestions of the universal anima-

ting spirit of which those types were the visible crystal-

lization.

Sullivan similarly went beyond the prevailing contem-

porary view that ornament should be subordinate to con-

struction orderive from the lines of the structure. This

precept he absorbed within a more encompassing theory of

organic form.1 7 6 His understanding of organic theory in

relation to ornament perhaps derived from Ruskin, who had

used the word "organic" to characterize the appropriate

integral relation between structure and ornament.177 In

his 1892 essay on "Ornament in Architecture", Sullivan

similarly advocated that "peculiar sympathy between the
178

ornament and the structure" apparent when ornament "seems

a part of the surface or substance that receives it." 1 7 9

The model for this idea in nature was the form of the tree,

whose leaves as ornament extended from the trunk as

structure.180 Ruskin similarly wrote that "all good orna-

mentation is thus arborescent, as it were, one class of it

branching out of another and sustained by it.",181 The

potential of these analogies of ornament to organic growth

may have inspired the treatment of relief through the sur-

faces of the base of Carson-Pirie-Scott. The visual impres-

sion of these forms, as in other Sullivan buildings, derives
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from their apparent emergence or projection from the plane

of the wall. In each motif there is the suggestion of its

forms coming forth from the face of the iron, as if an

inner vitality prompted its development in relief. It is

as if the design of the artist and the hand of the modeler

had combined to breathe the breath of life into the inert

material, enlivening the surface both through the shapes of

the motifs and their relief when cast. The base is thereby

endowed with an almost dynamic sensibility, as if the

ornament were pulling out and away from its background to

suggest the building likened to a living form. The use of

ornament thus goes beyond the principle of subordination

to or expression of construction. Rather the ornament

emerges from the surface to endow the construction with an

organic vitality.

In certain details of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store,

Sullivan demonstrated a literal interpretation of the

organic relation between structure and ornament. In the

mullions separating the plate glass show windows of the

lower stories, the cast iron colonettes, as structural mem-

bers, extend into foliate ornamental forms at their heads.

Above the colonettes, at the central crown of the spandrel

panels above the second story windows, the ornamental relief

projects upward and outward, as if drawn forth from the

surface of the metal. These motifs correspond to the ori-

ginal description of the metal work around the show windows

as "1wrought into elaborations of rare and delicate beauty",
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as if to suggest the evocation of the ornament from the sub-

stance of the material.182 A similar effect at the cornice

of the building was evident in the 1898 presentation ren-

dering of the original marble scheme [Figure 25]. The

frieze below the cornice was shown carved in relief as

clusters of foliate ornament set above each column line.

The crowning ornament resembles that rendered in terra

cotta atop the piers of the Gage facade designed by Sulli-

van in the same year. In the Schlesinger and Mayer Store

as built, this carved frieze was replaced by an open colon-

nade. The capitals of this crowning colonnade can be read

as the organic extension of the structural columns. These

ornaments were originally sized to correspond to the scale

of the whole building, which suggests that they were con-

ceived as integral with the lines of the supports.

The principle of organic expression evident in these

details also recurred at larger scales in the executed

design. At the corner, as shown in an advertisement of

1903, the vertical colonettes appear like slender plant

forms which flower in the ornamental enrichment of their

capitals [Figure 26]. This sense of the colonette as a

distended natural form is apparent in the August 1891 ren-

dering of the expanded Schlesinger and Mayer store, where

the addition of an upper story suggested the vertical ex-

tension of the original attached columns facing the corner

of the post-fire building. Comparison with the Parisian

orders of the original Boyington building shows the
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organic extendability of the linear colonettes of Sullivan's

executed work. The form of the colonettes suggests the

idea of the building likened to the wholeness of a living

thing. This interpretation of its form may be extended to

the horizontal accent of the ornamental bands around the

State and Madison Street elevations. These horizontal lines

suggest the extendability of building along the street.

Such a principle of expansion was inherent in the nature of

a State Street department store whose vitality depended on

its ability to grow through absorption of neighboring pro-

perties. The organic logic of the type became evident in

the Burnham addition of 1905 which extended the Sullivan

exterior five bays down State Street to heighten the impres-

sion of the building's horizontal expandability. The con-

tinuity of the whole form, as suggested in the decorative

details of colonette and ornamental band, may have thus

referred to the larger principle of an organic architecture.

Study of the exterior of Carson-Pirie-Scott, in both

its details and its mass, suggests that Sullivan sought to

endow the work with a dynamic sensibility. This effect

derives from the relation between structure and ornament

based on the theory of organic form. The ornamental detail

serves to suggest a vitality of movement which enlivens

the structural mass, as if to deny the inertness of the

building itself. In his Kindergarten Chat on the structur-

al elements of architecture, Sullivan described the comple-

mentary rhythms of aspiring growth and crushing decadence
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contained within the vertical form of the pier, and the

complexity of structural forces at work within the lintel.1 83

He sought to express in his architecture the property of

dynamic balance of forces as a principle borrowed from

natural forms.184 This property would be apparent in both

individual motifs and within the mass of the building as a

whole. Sullivan alluded to this ideal when he wrote that,

while the Greeks know the statics and the Goths the dynamics

of architecture, a modern or poetic architecture would

achieve a "mobile equilibrium" that would express both "the

movement and the stability of nature.",185

The form in nature which expressed this dynamic balance

between forces of growth and decay was the spiral. This

motif had recurred throughout the history of architectural

ornament. Both Root and Sullivan advocated the possibili-

ties of using such natural forms as the ever valid basis

for a modern architectural ornament, just as the spiral in

nature had been appropriated in historic styles of ornament.

Root suggested this possibility in his essay on "Architec-

tural Ornamentation" of 1885, where he wrote:

No form is so prevalent in architectural
decoration as the growth under resistance--
the spiral. Using this form, as illustrating
the inherent expressiveness of ornament
rightly used, we note that in it is implied
the operation of two forces: first, the
vitality tending toward vertical growth,
constantly and uniformly exerted; and second,
a downward pressure of the weight either of
the plant itself or of a superincumbent bur-
den. These being the conditions, it is
evident that the character of expression in-
volved in any spiral line will depend upon
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which of these two forces predominates, and
to what extent.. .It will always be safe to
endeavor to produce in architectural decora-
tion an effect observed in nature by the
identical means nature uses to produce this
effect. Who that has seen the interlaced
and tangled stems of a vigorous Virginia
creeper and has tried to part them, does
not know why much Romanesque and Byzantine
ornament was at once so graceful and power-
ful?1 86

Sullivan adapted the spiral as a prevalent motif in

the design for the architectural ornament of Carson-Pirie-

Scott. The expressive potential of this motif is perhaps

most evident in the frame for the lunettes surmounting the

corner doors [Figure 27]. In tracing the lines of inter-

blended spirals through this intricate form, one sees a

demonstration of the principle of organic expression. The

design exhibits those complementary rhythms described in the

texts of Root and Sullivan, the suggestion of growth bal-

anced by that of decay. The motif might be interpreted as

a kind of allegory in ornament displaying this principle of

the dynamics of natural forms. It is conceivable that

Sullivan sought to endow the whole of a work like Carson-

Pirie-Scott with the same sense of the dynamic of natural

forms evident in this emblematic motif. In the upper eleva-

tion, ornament serves to enliven the surface, creating

secondary rhythms overlaid onto the lines of the structure.

The mass of the building thus becomes "like a sonorous

melody overlaid with harmonious voices."187 This sense of

the dynamic infused into the design is perhaps evident in
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the ornamental bands of terra cotta running along the head

and sill of the windows across the entire elevation. This

motif serves not only to suggest the extendability of the

building but also lends a visual tautness to the form.

These decorative bands were composed of a single motif con-

tained in one piece of terra cotta and repeated the length

of the wall. The motif [Figure 9b] is composed of interwoven

sinusoidal curves suggestive of continuous linear motion.

The quick alteration of lights and darks created when this

motif is replicated along the length of the steel bays

gives the whole surface a suggestion of horizontal movement.

This ornamental detail in the upper part of the building

thus makes the structure exhibit that quality of "mobile

188
equilibrium"1  which Sullivan sought as the distinctive

attribute of a poetic architecture. He believed this quali-

ty of a whole structure would signify the creation of an

organic modern architecture, just as its presence in an

individual motif would characterize a style of ornament

appropriate to such an architecture.

The ornamentation of the base of the building derived

not only from its relation to Sullivan's theory of organic

form, but from its proximity to the passing crowd. Elmslie

recalled that the concentration of ornament around the show

windows at the base of the building encouraged the immedi-

acy of its appreciation, the decorative forms to be seen

at close range by pedestrians along the sidewalk. This

intention was undoubtedly rooted in the culture of window
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shopping specific to State Street, yet it may have also

derived from Ruskinian theory of ornament. One of Ruskin's

central precepts was that ornament as the principle part

of architecture should be accessible to the touch and sight

of the passing observer. 19 His studies of Venetian Gothic

architecture developed the sensibility of later architects

such as Sullivan to the meaning and virtue of the display

of intricate decorative forms near to the individual eye

and hand. The programmatic issue of the show window in

the Schlesinger and Mayer Store thus provided Sullivan and

Elsmlie with an opportunity to -develop this sense of orna-

mental design along the base of their building. The prin-

ciple of the visual and tactile accessibility of ornament

was inherited from Ruskin's view of medieval architecture.

Its specific application in Carson-Pirie-Scott derived from

the conventions of the building type and the commercial

street of which its windows were a part.

The principle of the variation of the scale of motifs

over the face of the whole building is also evident in the

projects for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store. The principle

of varying the scale of ornament had informed the design

of earlier works such as the Wainwright. One can compare

the cornice of the Wainwright to the projected and executed

cornice of Carson's. In the Wainwright, the foliate spir-

als along the attic story marked the culmination of motifs

of ever increasing scale up the face of the building. 1 90
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In Carson-Pirie-Scott, an advertising rendering of the

building as built [Figure 26] shows the efflorescence of

ornamental enrichment within the soffit of the cornice. The

enrichment of this crown of the building was intended to be

seen from the street, with the ornamentation placed on the

underside rather than the fascia of the cornice, as in the

Wainwright. Such an enrichment of the upper soffit, would

correspond to the decorative treatment of the window reveals

in the upper wall [Figure 28], where the ornament was con-

fined to the jambs and heads of the reveals and omitted from

their sills. This detail suggests that the reveals were

intended to enrich the view of the surface from the perspec-

tive of the sidewalk. The decorative outline of the windows

in the upper floors carried through the theme of the windows

as festive picture frames established at ground level. Thus,

when shoppers looked up from the street, they would see a

progression of ornamented surfaces--first the top of the

show windows, then the reveals of the upper story windows,

and finally, the soffit of the crowning cornice. The upper

surfaces most visible from below would thus echo the theme

of decorative display begun at the base of the building.

The formal unity of the exterior was in one sense, how-

ever, only the most visible expression of the design's ad-

herence to Sullivan's theory of what would constitute a new

architecture. Equally important to the organic wholeness

of building was that its processes of fabrication integrate
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the use of technology and handicraft as complementary

resources for realizing the expressive potential of mater-

ials. This aim at integration of process to achieve inte-

grity of form underlay Wright's contention that the artist

of 1900 would be "the leader of an orchestra, where once he

was a star performer." 9 Adler offered this definition of

the modern master as one who would skillfully combine newly

available resources for form making:

Michel Angelo was painter, architect,
diplomat; but above all, and in all, an
artist. An important factor in his great-
ness as an architect was his familiarity
with the technique of the auxiliary and sub-
sidiary arts, sciences and crafts, the
command of which devolves upon the architect.
The great Buonarotti did not disdain to
learn the metal founder's, the quarry wor-
ker's and other crafts in order to be the
better able to carry out the plans which
his great mind had conceived. Were he
among us now, he would be in the front rank
of the experts and specialists in all the
modern arts and sciences which have arisen
to perplex and worry the artist-architect
wedded to the traditions, processes and
materials of the past. And being a master
of specialties and details, he would, as
general, muster them all into martial array
for overcoming the difficulties incident
to the expanded and diversified demands 192
which our time makes upon the architect.

Sullivan professed to aspire to this inclusive defini-

tion of architect in his labors with the Schlesinger and

Mayer store. He claimed in its design to have embraced

the full range of contemporary techniques, being an artist

who "accepts the modern machine, and demonstrates its
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capacity to assist him in evolving a work of art.. .Neither

does he neglect to use hand work, but encourages it where

practicable. He is an artist himself and has a following

of skilled artists whom he uses in their proper vocation.

In these respects he lives in the twentieth century.
1 l9 3

That Sullivan sought to combine and balance the resources

of mechanization with what here reads as a medieval ideal

of the relation of architect to craftsman corresponded to

the prevalent direction of the design fields in Chicago

during the late 1890s. The Art Institute maintained a

Department of Decorative Designing under the direction of

Louise J. Millet, Sullivan's collaborator on many projects

and his friend from Beaux Arts days. This department

conducted extensive instruction in design of metal work,

carved wood, stained glass, and interior decoration of all

kinds. Students learned both historical styles of ornament

and modelling and shopwork where emphasis was placed on

developing knowledge of materials. The department main-

tained its program of instruction in tandem with the archi-

tectural school of the Armour Institute of Technology where

Sullivan and others often gave talks. 1 9 5 In addition to

these programs, which were patterned after comparable schools

in the east, there were initiatives aimed at making Chicago

a pioneering innovator in design instruction that embraced

the potential of the machine for both ornamental and indus-

trial applications. The Chicago Arts and Crafts Society

was formally organized at Hull House in 1897. Though
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dedicated to the principles of the English movement under

William Morris, the Chicago society did resolve from the

start "to consider the relation of the machine to the work-

,196ing man." A more forthright acceptance of the coming

-mechanization of craft underlay the founding in 1899 of the

Industrial Arts League of Chicago whose aim was to train

designers skilled at devising and fabricating metal work,

wood work, ceramics and products in other media for machine

production.197

Thus, the statements of Sullivan and his colleagues,

though progressive relative to the architectural culture of

their time, were also implicit recognitions of the develop-

ment of the allied arts which then enjoyed much popular

philanthropic support in Chicago. In relation to the build-

ing industry, the production of architectural terra cotta

was one area which combined the use of craftsmen as modellers

of ornamental designs from architects' drawings with an ever

more refined process of manufacturing and assembling the

clay finish. The growth of this field was led nationally by

Chicago's Northwestern Terra Cotta Company, which executed

the exteriors of many of Sullivan's buildings and others

along State Street, including the Schlesinger and Mayer

store.198 The comparable development of ornamental metal-

work in architecture was also pioneered nationally by the

Chicago firm of Winslow Brothers and Company. 1 9 9 This firm

perfected processes of fabrication that could reproduce

artistic subtleties with the aid of new technologies. The
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Winslow Brothers had executed the cast iron on the Schlesin-

ger and Mayer Store and the Gage facade and other State

Street buildings, including the Columbus, the Champlain and

the Reliance. They worked with Sullivan whose intricate

forms frequently challenged them to advance techniques of

metal work. 200 The field of architectural metal work in

Chicago, like that of architectural terra cotta, grew as

one adjunct to the development of the steel frame skyscraper

wherein the intensity of use, the need for fireproofing,

and the aspiration to monumentality had encouraged the pre-

ference for metals in their public interiors. 201 In Chicago

the prevalence of architectural metal work for store fronts,

stairways, and elevator enclosures was thought in the 1890s

to be without parallel in Europe. There excellence in the

field, as evinced by the national exhibitions at the 1893

World's Fair, was focused on production of objets d'art. 2 0 2

In the United States the distinctive development of iron

and steel in structural skeletons by 1900 was thought to

necessarily entail "the spread of metal work to the rest

of the structure, as not only appropriate but more enduring

and cheaper in the end. "2 0 3 The proliferation of metal

interior finishes in commercial buildings was thus included

as a distinguishing mark of modernity in architecture, its

gracefulness, pliancy, and spatial economy recommending it

over traditional finishes of stone and wood.2 0 4

The development of the aesthetic capabilities of iron

and bronze as the chief metals for architecture depended
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on the refinement of casting techniques. Traditional methods

had limited cast metal work to the production of cumbersome

pieces in crude sand molds that left the surface coarse and

imperfect. These limitations had prevented cast iron from

achieving the refinement of detail or hand-tooled appearance

of wrought iron. The surfaces of cast bronze also had to be

chased by hand. 2 0 5 The Winslow Brothers, however, perfected

the means whereby large panels of very thin metal could be

used in store fronts as a surround for show windows and a

facing for structural metal. Such sheets as those ornament-

ing the renovated bays of the Mandel Brothers building in

1897-98 were only about one half inch thick. They were so

free of warping, roughness, or holes resulting from uneven-

ness of seepage into the molds that they were said to repre-

sent the state of the art in metal work in Chicago or else-

206
where. Wright cited the technique of modern casting in

metal as approximating the ideal of an art and craft of the

machine, a process "capable of any form to which fluid will

flow, to perpetuate the imagery of the most delicately poetic

mind without let or hindrance--within reach of everyone ... "207

The new capability for casting in turn became a chal-

lenge to the decorative designers' capacities for subtlety

of pattern and surface treatment. The crucial link between

the rendering of effects in drawing by the architect and

their realization in the finished casting was the hand of

the modeller of the ornament whose clay model provided the

impression from which the molds were made. Modelling in
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clay as opposed to carved wood was considered essential for

evoking the artistic potential of the metal. The expertise

and sympathy of the modeller as craftsman thus underlay the

success of the new casting technologies, for only such a

hand could "give the soft suggestive relief required by

the nature of the sand mold into which the clay model is

impressed, and the crystalline structure of the metal when

cast."208 For this purpose, Sullivan worked closely with

Kristian Schneider, the Norwegian-born artist whom Sullivan

commissioned to model his ornament in all media including

terra cotta and cast metal. Schneider had been a decora-

tive plaster worker on the Auditorium project when Sullivan

discovered his facility in modelling ornament that led to

their prolonged collaboration. 209 At the time of the design

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, Schneider was employed

as a modeller at the Northwestern Terra Cotta Company.

Sullivan employed him separately to model in clay the cast

iron ornament surrounding the lower floor show windows. 2 1 0

Photographs of Schneider's models of this ornament compared

to the executed metal show the degree to which its subtlety

of finish can be credited to his sympathetic understanding

of Sullivan's forms and his skill at rendering them in clay.

Purcell recalled that when he was in Sullivan's office in

1903,

Schneider was coming in frequently to discuss
the progress of the Schlesinger and Mayer
work and I had never known collaboration of
that kind. I was much impressed with the
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discussions, technical and creative between
Elmslie and Schneider concerning the
models.. .No doubt for many years Sullivan
and Wright also moved forward along with
Schneider's unbelievable virtuosity, and
by 1903 certainly Schneider needed nothing
farther than a clear view by way of a
drawing of description of what was required.
... Certainly the conversations which I heard
between George and Schneider were plainly a
section out of along continuity in which
mutual understanding and vocabulary concerned
with procedure had been built up between
them. Sullivan was not particularly active--
most decisions made without consulting him. 2 1 1

The spandrel panel above the second story on the east-

ernmost bay of the Madison Street front is exemplary for

both its design and execution. This panel shows how the

modeler's craft could transfer the subtleties of the archi-

tect's design into the surface of the metal [Figure 29].212

The virtuosity of the design appears as a realization of

the inherent potential of the material. The executed forms

are thus conceptually consistent with the original scheme

wherein the ornament was to be of bronze. This metal, like

the marble above, was to be untreated "leaving the beauty of

the material to show for itself." 2 1 3 That the completed

work sought to realize this precept is evident from the

design of the corner entrance, which Winslow Brothers adver-

tised as their tour de force in cast iron, serving as the

frontispiece for their 1910 catalogue [Figure 30]. The

photographs of the entrance at the building's completion

suggest the metallic sheen of the original finish derived

from translucent green overlaying a bright vermilion
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undercoat. The use of paint was necessary to protect the

iron for moisture and weathering, whereas no such finish

would have been needed for bronze. Purcell recalled that

Sullivan's choice of this system of decorative surface,

where flecks and tones of red shown through the green over-

lay, was derived from the 15th century Italian method of

applying gold leaf. In this process a base coat of Venetian

red of which flecks and edges "show through and between the

foil squares to give eye relief and build pointillism

glits ,21 4against the gold glints." The lustrous surface of the

metal visible in early photographs exemplified the tech-

nique for finishing ornamental iron and bronze which Sulli-

van had developed in earlier projects through the 1890s.

The combination of red undercoat overlaid with a green glaze

was designed in part to highlight the lines of the ornament.

As in the metal work of buildings like the Stock Exchange

and the Guaranty, the iron ornament of the Schlesinger and

Mayer store would be "accentuated by brightening the relief

lines, however low, and the absence of decisive shadows

gives it a dreamy, sketchy look which is very beautiful.

Because it is in some places indefinite and sometimes

mysterious, it is like Nature herself, who does not speak

in sharply defined sentences but leaves an untold word to

the imagination." 215 The suggestive character of the metal

finish, combined with the ornamental motifs themselves,

made the base a striking yet problematic feature of the

finished building in the eyes of contemporary critics.
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Henry Desmond wrote in 1904:

The immense ability of the ornamental
design that like an efflorescence blooms
on the Schlesinger & Mayer Building, is
not for a moment to be questioned. Its
successes are based upon a wonderful inven-
tiveness and ability to handle in a har-
monious manner involved surface decoration...
if much of the decorative design is open to
the charge of being vague and inorganic, no
little of it possesses a really exquisite
definiteness and suitability. The design,
moreover, is all very true to its material.
One is almost tempted to the exaggeration
of saying it is too true, and in aces is
rather metalesque than metallic. 2 16

The degree to which Sullivan sought to realize appro-

priate combinations of decorative forms with machine produc-

tion in the Schlesinger and Mayer Building is also evident

in the design of interior woodwork. Sullivan had long shown

interest in the woodworker's craft as a means of realizing

his ornamental art in architecture. One of the celebrated

early examples of his collaboration with this craft had been

the design of the interior finish of the Banqueting Room of

the Auditorium Building. The wainscoting and columns of

this room were finished in beautifully grained birchwood by

R.W. Bates who persisted in giving slight variation to every

surface without carving, except for the column capitals

[Figure 31]. The motives for these capitals, wherein intri-

cate subtleties of relief succeeded in conveying an impres-

sion of naturalistic vitality, were considered proof that

Chicago had created a new school of decorative art based

on both Sullivan's novel designs and the ability of local
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craftsmen to transfer their spirit to materials. 2 1 7 This

ideal persisted in the design for the wood screens that

adorned the special ladies' waiting and writing rooms of

the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, as well as the eighth floor

restaurant [Figure 32]. Surviving drawings for these designs

are in Elmslie's hand, and Purcell testifies to having

watched Elmslie draft the design for one of the most elabor-

ate of these screens enclosing the third floor waiting

room.218 The principal innovation in woodworking that under-

lay the design of these screens was the development of the

veneer machine during the 1890s which could cut very thin

planes of wood from rare fine grained lumber such as the

San Domingo mahogany used in the Schlesinger and Mayer

219
interiors. Built up lumber made of cross-grained veneers

was both thinner, stronger, and less likely to warp or

crack than solid boards. Mechanized cutting and finishing

of such wood surfaces marked a departure from traditional

techniques of tooling or carving ornamental shapes of wood

in the round. Thus Frank Lloyd Wright heralded the change

as facilitating a new aesthetic of simplicity in wood in

which elegant planar effects would reveal the natural grain,

color and texture of the material.2 2 0 Wright noted that

"the machine, by its wonderful cutting, shaping, smoothing,

and repetitive capacity, has made it possible to so use it

without waste that the poor as well as the rich may enjoy

to-day beautiful surface treatments of clean, strong forms

that the branch veneers of Sheraton and Chippendale only
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hinted at."n
2 2 1

Elmslie's designs for the interior screens of the

Schlesinger and Mayer store sought to utilize the novel po-

tential in the veneer machine to create patterns composed

of multiple overlapping layers of wood. To create the re-

peated motif of one such screen in the ladies waiting room

on the third floor, five layers of carefully matched,

finely sawed veneer were used. The outer layers on each

side of the screen were formed of curved lines, the next

inner two formed from straight lines, and the innermost

panel of filigree combined curved and straight lines

[Figure 33]. The same technique of fabricating ornamental

patterns as a composition of overlaid veneers formed the

decorative arch screen separating the elevator lobby from

the restaurant. The layering of complementary patterns

Sullivan likened to the overlaying of counterpoint or har-

monic variation over a melody in music. 2 2 2 The finely

sawed planes of wood were "all placed in sequence to produce

a fine orchestration of ornamental form with a development

of light and shade greatly enhancing the value of succes-

sive surfaces" [Figure 34].223 Thus in the interior wood-

work, as in the exterior terra cotta and cast iron, archi-

tectural effects true to the nature of the material were

sought "through the product of modern machines and appli-

ances intelligently used by logical designing."224

Though Sullivan was most clearly preoccupied with
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realizing the potential of the machine in his individual

works, there is evidence that he and his colleagues under-

stood the ultimate application of this ideal to be at the

scale of the city. Sullivan and his followers did not

profess to be town planners and did not as a group partici-

pate in the nascent City Beautiful movement that developed

from the Columbian Exposition, yet their speculative writings

do reveal a conviction that the far-reaching effect of new

processes of building Chicago in the age of mechanization

would be in the realm of urbanization harnessed and artis-

tically redirected as urbanism. Wright presented this possi-

bility as the closing thought of his essay on the art and

craft of the machine, noting that the Machine as mechani-

zation was in the broadest sense realized in the workings

of the modern city. 2 2 5  The great city, as typified by the

Chicago of his time, was the greatest of machines, a mon-

strous organism whose rhythms and images signified the prin-

ciple of organic growth at the scale of society. Society's

characteristic artifact, the great downtown office building,

was but the most succinct crystallization of the generative

forces of the city surrounding it. If the vanguard of the

new art had been to create for the skyscraper's steel skele-

ton "a simple sincere clothing of plastic material that

idealizes its purpose", then the city as a whole "is the

thing into which the forces of Art are to breathe the thrill

of ideality!"226
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Sullivan echoed Wright's critique of the contemporary

city in the central numbers of the Kindergarten Chats

devoted to a panoramic view of New York and Chicago. These

two cities Sullivan identified as those which in the United

States of his time constituted the chief nodes of "aggres-

sively modern individuality, however harsh and discordant. " 2 2 7

Of the architecture of New York, he bemoaned the vulgarity

of the historic styles that adorned with "barbaric variety"

the city's great buildings, an aggregation to be lamented

particularly because it had arisen "when a noble art is so

near to the hand!",22 8 The burgeoning industrialism of Chicago

had made it "a foul spot on the smiling prairie", the "vacant,

sullen materialism" of its physical fabric being only the

reflection of the character of the inhabitants. 2 2 9 Its

distinct advantage over New York lay in its relative youth.

While the architectural sins of New York were permanently

fixed, those of Chicago were "unstable, captious and fleet-

ing." The city "can pull itself down and rebuild itself in

a generation if it will: it has done and can do great things

when the mood is on.". Thus Sullivan concluded that "there

can be no new New York, but there may be a new Chicago." 2 3 0

Speculation about the ideal urban form for Chicago had

begun as early as 1890 in response to the wave of tall build-

ings initiated on State Street and elsewhere in that year.

The possibilities for the physical future of the city were

first reconsidered at that time as part of a popular and
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professional debate over the desirability of high buildings.

Their seemingly sudden proliferation in the Loop had aroused

widespread anxiety over their stability, their contribution

to traffic congestion, and their potential adverse effect

on the public health and psyche. The principal result of

this controversy, in which architects sided with investors

in favor of continued tall construction, was the first of

a series of municipal height limitations in 1891 which fixed

the maximum height of new projects to 135 feet above the

sidewalk.2 3 1 Transformation of constructive practice in

conjunction with the new commercial types also provoked

debate over the city's building ordinances which culminated

in 1895 in their thorough revision. This task was entrusted

to a special committee of architects and engineers. Among

a range of issues, the committee considered the arguments

not only for limiting heights of buildings but also propos-

als to regulate their configuration through mandatory set-

backs, provisions for light courts, and other planning devi-

ces which would have the potential to shape the future city.

Throughout this period one sane and imaginative voice was

that of Adler, who testified in favor of such inclusive

proposals in the debates of 1891 and served as a leading

member of the committee that transformed the municipal laws

over the following four years.232 Though his suggestions

were not incorporated into law, Adler did publicize his

views on planning possibilities in two articles, "Tall

Office Buildings--Past and Future" and "Light in Tall Office

- - - --------
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Buildings", which appeared as a series in Engineering

Magazine in 1892. In the first of these, after explaining

the relation of tall buildings to the structure of modern

city life, Adler speculated about the humanitarian potential

of using the new construction to transform the crowded

residential districts of older cities such as London:

As soon as the conditions of life in any
city are such that each family can no longer
occupy a separate house; as soon as indivi-
duals and families must herd with each other
in tenement or apartment houses, cannot these
conditions be made more favorable for occu-
pants and for owners of buildings, if apart-
ment houses of high altitude, of fire-proof
and vermin-proof construction, with large
internal and external light-courts, are built
to take the place of the ordinary tenement
house?
...All this done, and the buildings crowded
upward, the narrow and crooked streets could
be widened, the distances to be traversed
would be materially diminished, and the
streets would become freer, sunnier, and more
airy than they are today. While the County
Council is battling for new and wider streets
in London, it could accomplish its ends much
more readily if, with the introduction of
new streets and avenues, it were to adopt
regulations tending to promote the erection
of tall buildings of the Chicago type. 2 3 3

Adler thus proposed to use the tall building as a

planning device whose advantages would gradually accomplish

the transformation of the city as a whole. His remarks on

a new urbanism of air, spaciousness, and sunlight for

London predicts Le Corbusier's visions of the Voisin Plan

for Paris and its later development as the Ville Radieuse

[Figure 35]. Both present the same possibility of
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utilizing the building technologies of the machine age to

eradicate the housing question as definitive condition of

urban modernity. Sullivan's architectural vision of a fu-

ture cityscape based on the tall building and the principle

of the setback appeared in his essay of 1891 entitled "The

High Building Question". There he illustrated the concept

with a street view wherein individual buildings obeyed a

uniform set back yet varied in the architectural profile

[Figure 36 .234 The Adler and Sullivan project that epito-

mized this idea was the Odd Fellows Temple of 1891 which

exhibited a generous progression of setbacks over its

height from base to pinnacle. Adler predicted that "the

effect of this would have been exceedingly picturesque;"

with abundant light in every portion of the building. The

use of external light courts would prevent the disturbance

of shadows cast upon adjacent streets and neighboring build-

ings. 235 However, the architectural possibilities of this

approach lay in its picturesque effect, the project brochure

noting that "the bold breaks and deep recesses of the long

facades serve.. .to give an interesting diversity of outline

and an effective play of light and shade to the long street

fronts." 236 This project for the Odd Fellows Temple thus

contained in its planning and massing the fundamental

morphology of a new urban architecture [Figure 2] whose

essential visual effects would derive from unprecedented

scale and the play of simple geometric forms in sunlight.
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Such a possibility animates the watercolor renderings

of the Schlesinger and Mayer store which Sullivan commis-

sioned from Fleury in 1902. Fleury's exhibit of cityscapes

the year before at the Art Institute had been entitled

"Picturesque Chicago", and featured renderings emphasizing

the stark irregular silhouettes of tall buildings like the

Masonic Temple.237 In choosing Fleury to depict his own

building Sullivan may have sought that artist's special

capacities to capture picturesque effects of the new archi-

tecture. The renderings themselves highlight this quality

of the building in its urban setting. That which focuses

solely on the corner uses an extreme viewpoint to capture

the scale of the white tower emerging into the line of State

Street from behind the darkened silhouette of buildings in

the foreground [Figure 37]. The companion rendering

achieves a comparable effect by highlighting the great

disparity between Sullivan's building and adjacent structures

in both its height and breadth of openings [Figure 28]. The

drawing also carefully delineates the irregularities of the

completed work, including the juncture of the nine and twelve

story sections and the water towers visible above the heavy

shadow of the cornice whose projection is similarly used for

picturesque effect. These irregularities serve as foil to

the view's emphasis on the rectilinear sweep of the State

Street elevation as the major formal statement of the design.

The presence of the buildings within the cityscape in both

views suggests "the thrill of ideality" which the lines or a
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new architecture were imparting to the old fabric of

Cnicago. 238 It is as if Sullivan commissioned the drawings

to celebrate the realization of the same vision of his forms

defining a future urbanism that had first inspired the pro-

jects of a decade before.
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CHAPTER VI
SULLIVAN'S WORKS RELATED TO CARSON-PIRIE-SCOTT

Within the historiography of modern architecture,

the Schlesinger and Mayer Store is regarded as

Sullivan's last major work. Although he continued

to build and write through the year of his death in

1924, the completion of Carson Pirie-Scott marked

the culmination of his important creative period.

In order to understand the building within the context

of Sullivan's individual development, it is useful to

examine selected earlier works most closely related to

the Schlesinger and Mayer store in type or form.

Existing accounts of these works emphasize their place

within Sullivan's development of a personal style or

mode of expression. In this review of selected works

preceding Carson-Pirie Scott, each will be considered

for its function, its place in an urban context,

and its expressive use of materials. In one assess-

ment of Sullivan's architecture Montgomery Schuyler

concluded that "every one of his buildings is the

solution of a particular problem, and the result is

a highly specialized organism, which is as suitable

for its own purpose as it is inapplicable to any other.

It is as inimitable in the mass as in the detail." 2

It is useful to weigh the degree to which Sullivan

worked with distinctions of individual architectural
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problems, versus the degree to which all his works

bear the impress of his distinct artistic personality.

For this purpose Sullivan's works will be compared with

closely related works of his Chicago contemporaries.

Such a series of comparisons helps clarify Sullivan's

architecture in the context of surrounding develop-

ments within which his career was enmeshed. Similari-

ties and differences between his buildings and others

closely related in time or in type help to define

Sullivan's achievement in relief against the background

of late nineteenth century Chicago. As in the case

of Carson-Pirie-Scott and the architecture of State

Street, from both an internal analysis of Sullivan's

buildings and a study of their relationship to

contemporary models, a sense of his particular archi-

tectural persona begins to emerge.

The earliest commercial projects attributed to the

collaboration of Adler and Sullivan include mercantile

structures which, though not department stores, served

to house wholesale businesses. The first of these was

a five story structure housing the sales floor, offices,

manufacturing and storage lofts of the wholesale

clothing firm of E. R. Rothschild & Company.3 This

building, located in the wholesale district of the Loop

at 210 West Monroe Street, was commissioned in December

1880 and completed by the summen of 1881 [Figure 1).

The firm of Emanuel, Max, and Abram Rothshild had
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begun in Chicago in 1869 as clothing retailers, but

switched to the manufacture and wholesaling of fashionable

styles in 1875. The firm's development in the post-fire

era played an important role in establishing Chicago as

14
a center of the garment industry for the midwest. The

building was located just west of Wells Street, then

Fifth Avenue on the north side of Monroe Street with a

fifty foot frontage and a lot depth of 150 feet. Adler

was commissioned as architect when Sullivan was still

only his chief assistant rather than partner. The main

programmatic problem was to maximize access to daylight

in the front, rear, and along the west wall of the

building. The design thus employed structural piers in

place of bearing walls to permit continuous glazing

between supports. Adler had pioneered the principle of

pier construction in the earlier Borden Block, his first

major commission undertaken with Sullivan in 1880.5 The

Rothschild Store, like the Borden Block, used a structure

of masonry piers with a combination of cast iron columns

and heavy timber flooring within. The major architectural

innovation of the Rothschild store was a fireproof cast

iron front set between the limestone piers. The iron

lintels and colonettes framed bays of imported French

plate glass. Both the piers and cast iron were cumula-

tively enriched with ornamentation as they mounted upward.

Both the metal and the stone were without articulation

at the second story, and then "by skillful differentiation
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are modulated into elaborate forms until, at the top,

the light and graceful shapes of the cast iron unite with

the stonework to form a screen of novel surface enrich-

ment. The primacy of the piers is expressed in their

continuation above the roof line and termination as

sculpted pinnacles analogous to the crowning ornament of

Gothic butresses. The cast iron mullions between are

similarly expressed as continuous verticals terminating

in the miniature pediments that cap the attic screen

over the center of each structural bay. The problem of

expression discussed in the original descriptions of

the Rothschild Store was the lending of appropriate

distinction to the cast iron then understood as a

new material. Thus the architects wrote:

The materials of construction are stone
and cast iron, and from the nature of their
combination thus arises opportunity to create
new and telling effects. The application
of cast iron to building fronts is of
recent date, and the effort to give to this
material distinctive and characteristic
architectural forms has heretofore met with
but scant success, the custom having been
rather to imitate the forms applied to
stone which from the disparity in the nature
of the material, are obviously inexpressive
in iron for the latter material by virtue
of its tenacity and strength readily lends
itself to shapes wholly impracticable in
stone.7

The building was thus conceived within an experimental

tradition of the use of cast iron in architecture which had
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precedents in earlier buildings and writings in America

associated with the Gothic Revival.8 The attitude toward

materials evident in the Rothschild Store and its

description were offered as a progressive alternative

to the cast iron fronts of such post-fire commercial

works as State Street's Colonnade Building, wherein the

metal was shaped to duplicate the lithic motifs of

Venetian loggias. The emphasis on the novelty of the

ornament, with its lack of identifiable sources in

historic architectures, would correspond to the novelty

of the material and its structural combination as part

of a pier-and-lintel building.

One major precedent for the Rothschild Store in

Chicago work would have been Jenney'sadjacent Leiter

Building of 1879-80 on the northwest corner of Monroe

Street and Fifth Avenue [Figure 2].9 This first Leiter

Building marked the beginning of constructive innovation

in Chicago building through its use of exterior masonry

piers encasing an internal structure of cast iron

columns supporting timber girders and joists. On its

exterior vertically continuous iron mullions between

the brick piers extend as structural supports from

basement to roof. Cast iron lintels bolted to the

outside face of these mullions support courses of brick

facing and stone sills which form the visible lintel

panels or spand els between glazed stories [Figure 3].

The face of the piers with ornamental stone set at floor
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levels and terra cotta panels above and below exemplified

Jenney's belief in a rational articulation of structure,

the ornamentation deriving its expressive role from

its position in the construction. Commenting on the

Chicago scene in 1880, Peter B. Wight asserted that the

city's current architecture had begun to bear the imprint

of a new rationalism "largely influenced by the study

of mediaeval Gothic architecture and the works of

Viollet-le-Duc."1 0 Jenney's early Leiter Building

exemplified Wight's observations whereby theoretical

principles borrowed from abroad were employed to develop

a discipline for dealing with new constructive forms.

Comparison of the first Leiter Building with the

Rothschild Store suggests that Sullivan had absorbed his

mentor Jenney's sense of the relation between theory and

practice. In both buildings new materials and methods

of construction became bases for novel systems of expres-

sion. Sullivan's design for the Rothschild front, however

differs from Jenney's work in its treatment of the whole

face of the building with a progressive enrichment of

ornamentation toward the top. The sense of a gradated

elaboration of forms through the vertical dimension

occurs in the upper part of the piers in the top and

attic stories. There the stone is shaped toward a

slenderness which allows it to take its place among the

delicate forms of the cast iron within the attic screen.

The cast iron between the piers is also continuously
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exhibited up the face of the building, in contrast to

Jenney's cladding of structural mullions with brick

spandrels at each story. Comparison of the programs of

the two buildings reveals that while Sullivan's structure

.was built with a particular client in mind, Jenney's

loft building was financed as a real estate investment

by a local capitalist to rent to potentially several

wholesaling firms. The Rothschild front was intended to

identify the house of a single owner-occupant. The

building was promoted as the emblem of the business.

The presence of ornament thus celebrated the enterprise

of the Rothschild firm and that of Chicago. This program-

matic difference between the earliest Leiter Building

and the Rothschild Store was comparable to that between

Jenney's second Leiter Building on State Street and

Sullivan's Schlesinger and Mayer Store. The first was

more soberly finished for occupancy by anonymous tenants,

with the lines of the structure as its sole resource of

expression, while Sullivan's later work was to lend a

special presence to its clients' house. In both Jenney's

Leiter buildings, ornament articulates structure. In

Sullivan's buildings, ornament serves as the signature

of the individual architect, rationally conceived

according to the nature of materials yet expressively

developed to lend an organic unity to the whole exterior

surface. The different intentions underlying the two

fronts are clarified in their rooflines. The serrated
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silhouette of Sullivan's building is literally evocative

of Gothic architecture, wherein the profile of individual

piers meets the sky. Thus one contemporary description

noted that the Rothschild store "gives one the idea of a

section of an ancient castle." In Jenney's Leiter

Building, a horizontal coping forms a continuous construc-

tive lid over a machicolated cornice. The stepped courses

of brick at the roof, like the brick lintel panels between

stories, suggest remnants of a mural architecture cladding

the structure. By contrast Sullivan's front is emphatic

in asserting its "pier" construction in contradistinction

to older "wall" architectures.

The subsequent Adler and Sullivan work of the 1880s

that compares closely to the Rothschild front was a store

building for wholesalers financed by Martin A. Ryerson on

East Randolph Street facing south just east of State Street

[Figure 4].12 The Ryerson store was designed by the spring

of 1885 and completed in the summer of that year. This six

story building faced the north facade of Adler's earlier

Central Music Hall on the southeast corner of State and

Randolph Streets along a commercial street that included

retail firms and office buildings. The more prestigious

location of the Ryerson Store may account for its front

of Bedford limestone, the same material that Sullivan

specified to clad the upper floors of the Auditorium three

years later. The store's pier Oonstruction included three

bays spanning its 68 foot frontage. The internal skeleton
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was entirely of cast iron posts and girders with porous

terra cotta fireproofing. The front of stone also helped

indicate the fireproof nature of the construction, present-

ing to the street "a business building, the contents of

which may burn without destroying the building itself 2,13

Between the stone columns at the sidewalk and their exten-

sions as piers above were set iron and plate glass windows.

These fixtures formed three story bayed windows set within

the stone frame above the first floor. On the fifth floor

the tops of the piers read as freestanding buttresses.

Behind the piers modillion-like members flare to either

side to support the lintels spanning the bays. In the

attic story above, baluster-like colonettes form stone

mullions projecting between the plate glass, with clusters

of three colonettes marking the bay divisions supporting a

continuous stone fascia and cornice with serrated roofline.

The playful contrast of materials over the face of the

building is most evident at the street level whose exotic

orders contain motifs in their capitals like those of the

upper stories, as if their short twisted shafts were

crushed under weight of the whole building. This struc-

tural metaphor was set against minimally framed expanses

of show window glass. Above, the convex projection of

the iron and glass bay windows alternates with the con-

cave hollowing of the central stone piers. The fifth and

sixth stories similarly emphasize the stone set as frame

against the glass. The windows' setback creates shadow
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which heightens the disparity between the profiles of the

carved blocks and the transparent sheen of the glazing.

The piers themselves begin above massive flat arch

lintels framing the show windows of the ground floor.

The squared base of the piers is carved into the more

slender profile of the shafts which terminate in the

flared caps of the pinnacles above the fifth story. As

in the Rothschild front, the opposition of a maximum

area of plate glass and its structural frame become a

resource for a system of expression based on the nature

of materials and Sullivan's individual style of ornament.

The Rothschild and Ryerson Stores were characteristic

of early work of Adler and Sullivan wherein innovative

building techniques developed in Chicago merged with

inherited attitudes toward the expressive use of materials.

Their complementary treatment of structure and ornament

was a principle of the firm's later commercial architecture

of the 1890s which responded to a new scale of steel

construction, The key monument of Adler and Sullivan's

joint career that separated the period of smaller experi-

ments represented by the Rothschild Store from sizable

later works in steel culminating in Carson-Pirie-Scott was

14
the Chicago Auditorium [Figure 51 , When initiated in

1887 the project was ten times more costly than any work

Adler and Sullivan had undertaken earlier in the decade.
1 5

Its successful completion in 1890 formed the basis for

their firm's involvement with the new generation of steel
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framed office buildings that began with the Wainwright

in 1890-91. Aesthetically the exterior of the Auditorium

is perhaps best understood as a transitional work

clarified through comparison with those of Sullivan's

contemporaries from which it derived and which it

influenced. The acknowledgement source of the Auditorium

exterior was Richardson's Marshall Field Wholesale Store

completed in 1887 [Figure V-3]. Adler noted that "the

severe simplicity of treatment" that characterized the

general expression of the Auditorium was made necessary

by financial constraints of the project and "the deep

impression made by Richardson's 'Marshall Field Building'

upon the Directory of the Auditorium Association and a

reaction from a course of indulgence in the creation of

highly decorative effects on the part of its architects

. . .t16 This last phrase apparently referred to Adler.

and Sullivan's earliest schemes for the building which

included extensive embellishment of its street fronts.

Renderings of these first projects [Figure 6] suggest

that Sullivan attempted to transfer the ornate picturesque-

ness of the smaller elevations of such early works as the

Rothschild and Ryerson Stores to the much larger scale of

the ten-story block-long Auditorium. Richardson's building

provided a model for a more disciplined, restrained mode of

expression capable of adaptation to such a mammoth project

as the Auditorium. Comparison of the Marshall Field and

Auditorium elevations shows Richardson's rusticated base
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of segmentally arched windows and flared corner piers

was replaced in Sullivan's design with a three-story base

of rusticated granite whose openings above the sidewalk

correspond to the scale of the hotel rooms behind. Above

the belt course above the third story the material changes

to an ashlar Bedford limestone, whereas in Richardson's

building the floors above the base are finished in the

same red sandstone. Sullivan's elevation followed

Richardson's organization of central stories into a giant

arcade encompassing three stories in the Field building

and four in the Auditorium. The piers and profiles

the arches in Sullivan's building were formed of indented

layers of masonry to form concentric serrated reveals in

contrast to the simple profile and recessed depth of

Richardson's arches for a less urbane building type. Above

the main arcade both elevations included two stones of

paired arch motifs. In the attic story, diminutive

columns were set between the piers marking the bay div-

isions. Both buildings are crowned with a parapet-like

cornice, with the profile of Sullivan's roofline less

deep and more rectilinear than the massive crown of

Richardson's block. The expressive device of the flared

profile evident at the corners of Richardson's building

was adapted by Sullivan not in the mass of the Auditorium

but in the upper edge of its crowning tower. Similarly

Richardson's stylisms of a corner colonette and variation

in coursing patterns within the spandrel of the main
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arcade were refinements not transferred to Sullivan's

elevation. The formal kinship of the two designs,

however, is so close as to make Sullivan's hand in the

work appear secondary to the influence of Richardson's

model. The Auditorium exterior reflects a turning point

in Sullivan's aesthetic wherein he turned away from Gothic

systems of expression, as revived earlier in the nine-

teenth century, to Romanesque forms as adapted from their

archeaological sources and transposed for contemporary

usage by Richardson. Sullivan acknowledged Richardson's

importance for his work and particularly the example of

the Marshall Field building as the most worthy example of

a commercial monumentality.1 7 Comparison of the Field

and Auditorium exteriors, however, implies that at the

time of the completion of the latter work early in 1890,

Sullivan had yet to find a system of expression wholly

his own. He had up to that time, as study of works from

the Rothschild through the Auditorium would show, relied

on the conceptual armature of the Gothic and Romanesque

Revivals. While both these movements represented a

progressive direction in architecture of that time, they

were not of Sullivan's invention. His buildings were

less formative contributions than experiments within

vogues of exploration that had originated far beyond

Chicago.

To understand the historical position of Sullivan

in 1890, one can compare the Auditorium exterior to
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Root's Mills Building in San Francisco designed in the late

summer and fall of that year [Figure 7].18 Root was the

Chicago architect who most consistently developed the

possibilities of expression implicit in Richardson's

Romanesque. The ten-story Mills Building represented

one of his last major experiments with these forms before

his death in January 1891. The central motif of the

Mills Building's exterior was a five story arcade which

appears to have been based on that of the Auditorium.

The molded pilasters of the arcade were rendered in a

buff colored narrow Roman brick with terra cotta capitals

supporting recessed concentric arches. The spandrels of

the arches above the ninth floor contained ornament of

molded brick and terra cotta, recalling the diagonal

coursing within the spandrel area of Richardson's

arcade in the Field Building. The three story base of

the Mills Building featured a white marble cladding over

the ground and second floors with a Romanesque archway

carved in this stone forming the main entrance. The

third story with alternating courses of brick and terra

cotta forms the transition to the arcade which is flanked

by projecting corner piers with squared openings. Above

the arcade and within the corner piers the depth of the

reveals of the rectangular windows extend the pattern of

shadows created within the arcade. The attic story above

a course of miniature corbeled arches contained a columnar

screen beneath a smooth architrave and overhanging
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bracketed cornice. One description noted that, "the

prevalent Doric character of the structure is emphasized

in the tenth story by the heavy Doric architraves and

proto-Doric columns in terra cotta."19 This sense of

the Mills Building recalls another contemporary account

of the Auditorium which noted the use of columns recalling

the Doric order in the ground floor, the second story

belvedere, and the crowning attic. Root appears to have

interwoven motifs and something of the sensibility of

Sullivan's Auditorium into a slightly later work of similar

scale, with both works achnowledging indebtedness to

Richardson. Comparison of the Marshall Field, Auditorium,

and Mills Buildings suggests three minds working with a

common vocabulary. The succession of these works has the

character of a progressive exploration which accepted a

degree of historicism as means to lend architectural

presence to novel building problems. In an essay on

Root's achievement following his death, Henry Van Brunt

characterized the development of the Romanesque as an

expressive resource:

[The] important buildings executed
by Burnham and Root, from 1880 to 1891,...
show a succession of experiments in form,
mainly resting on a consistent Romanesque
basis. It is easy to see which of these
experiments were thrown aside in subsequent
buildings as contributing no desirable ele-
ment to the progressive power of the style,
and which of them were retained and amalga-
mated, so that their accretions were
gradually leading the style out of its
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conditions of mere archaeological correct-
ness into one elastic to all the new and
strange conditions of structure, material
and occupation.

2 0

Van Brunt concluded that Root's work had established

a basis of design in Romanesque round-arched elements

which was capable of further progression. He believed

that on this basis "can be built an elastic system,

capable of expressing any degree of strength or lightness,

simplicity or complexity, force or refinement." 2 1 It had

been proven that the Romanesque style was "capable of

a variety of expression and application which makes it

adjustable to the most exacting requirements of that

civilization which it is our duty to express." 22 Thus

in 1890 in Chicago the way toward a new architecture

appeared to be through the medium of Romanesque forms.

There was a prevalent sense, accentuated by the sudden

deaths of both Richardson and Root, that the possibilities

their work implied had not been fully explored.

It was in the context of this time and place -in

the history of architectural thought that Sullivan

began to work with steel construction. The first

structure of this type which he designed with Adler was

the Wainwright Building [Figure 81, the scheme for

which was developed in the fall of 1890 as the firm's

first major work after the opening of the Auditorium.
2 3

Like the Mills Building, the Wainwright was a ten story
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steel office building whose ground dimensions were

122' X 110', as compared to the Mills Building's

160' x 137'. The similarity of the two problems and

the recent completion of Root's design may have

suggested the Mills Building as a model for Sullivan's

design for the Wainwright, which was first published in

December 1890.24 Sullivan asserted, however, that the

Wainwright marked the great breakpoint of his career as

the building in which he first realized a mode of

expression which he felt to be truly his own. He

classified works prior to the Wainwright, including

the Auditorium as belonging to his "masonry period,"

while those which followed after 1890 through the time

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store he cited as his

attempts to achieve "a logical and poetic expression

of the metallic frame construction." 2 5 Sullivan

described the creative activity of the years preceding

the Wainwright through the metaphor of a gardener

experimenting with types of flowers.26 He likened his

preceding buildings to attempts to develop a new variety

of tulip, which resulted only in continual perpetuation

of an old variety of that flower. The Wainwright

represented a breakthrough to a new variety of tulip,

appearing as "a gorgeous stately flower" whose form

marked a departure from all earlier types.27 Wright

similarly recalled the importance of the original

design of the Wainwright as "the dawn of a new day in
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skyscraper architecture" wherein Sullivan first perceived

the high building as a harmonious unit--its height

triumphant ."28

The intensity with which Sullivan asserted the

Wainwright to be the beginning of his creative maturity

suggests that he saw the design as distinct from all his

previous exploration in Gothic and Romanesque idioms.

His works, though they strove for originality, continually

referred to the work of early mentors, like Furness and

Jenney, or his most capable contemporaries, Richardson

and Root. While Sullivan saw a conceptual chasm

separating the Wainwright from preceding works, one can

perhaps see its historical position more clearly through

comparison with Root's Mills Building. Sullivan may

have sought to extend the possibilities of Romanesque

forms beyond their development in Root's earlier work.

Thus the elevation of the Wainwright can be interpreted

as the final step in the succession of experiments

in Chicago that began with the Field Wholesale Store

and had led to the Mills Building. The Wainwright

elevation extended the use of pilasters as an elastic

motif characeristic of these earlier Romanesque designs.

The range of pilasters that form the central motif of

the elevation extend seven stories to a rectilinear

termination beneath the fascia of the attic cornice.

The ornamental treatment of the attic may correspond

to the decorative spandrel above Root's arcade. The
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molded profile of the piers and arches of the Mills

Building are replaced by the squared shafts of the

Wainwright piers and the continuous horizontal architrave

above their capitals. The Wainwright's main entrance

.similarly eliminates the familiar archway of Root's

building in favor of a rectilinear doorway whose orna-

mented reveal replaced the recession of colonettes

and concentric arches. Sullivan's cornice similarly

reads as a rectilinear slab which abandons the molded

profile of Root's moldings in analogous positions.

The Wainwright's exterior can thus be understood to

mark a conceptual shift away from the round-arched

vocabulary of the Romanesque. The rectilinearity of

Sullivan's forms appears as an abstraction of comparable

elements in Root's building, the lines of the Wainwright

conforming to the rectilinearity of its steel structure.

Sullivan's friend John Edelmann praised the Wainwright

as the first of his buildings in which could be noted

"the complete absence of all conventional forms," 29 perhaps

alluding to its abandonment of the stylisms of the Roman-

esque. Edelmann, perhaps paraphrasing Sullivan's view,

wrote that in the Wainwright, "the rectangular steel

skeleton is expressed in rectangular outer forms," 3 0

all surmounted by a broad straight cornice richly

decorated in unconventional fashion."3 The rectilinear-

ity of the Wainwright appears meaningful when studied as

a departure from the rounded Romanesque. It is in this
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conviction of profile that one senses what the design must

have represented to Sullivan as a momentous breakthrough,

after which his architecture could develop independent of

reliance on medieval motifs.

The sequence of Sullivan's works that began with

the Wainwright and ended with the Schlesinger and Mayer

Store included a range of commerical projects, several

of which bear a significant relation to Carson-Pirie-Scott.

Wright believed that this series of works from 1890 to

1903 included Sullivan's best and most characteristic

buildings in which he explored the expressive possibilities

of his own architectural language. 3 2 Of those immediately

following the Wainwright, one work closely associated

with the later State Street store was the Meyer Building

at the southwest corner of Van Buren and Franklin Streets

[Figure 9].33 Possible construction on this site in the

heart of the wholesale district had been contemplated

since 1890, when Selz., Schwab & Co. had plans to erect

a twelve story building "like the famous wholesale store

of Marshall Field & Co. In December 1890 Levy Mayer

acquired the property and in February 1892 announced

plans for a seven story structure for the wholesale

clothing trade.3 5 The project began under Levy Mayer's

direction acting for the estate of William Mayer, his

brother, as a potentially profitable investment in

rentable space for wholesalers.' Although developed

with the resources and under direction of the Mayer
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family, the structure was not promoted as additional sales

or storage space for the Schlesinger and Mayer store,

which was then engaged exclusively in retailing. In

April 1892 the project was first described as a wholesale

store building for the estate of Max A. Meyer, a

partner in Levy Mayer's law firm, who had evidently

replaced William Mayer as principal investor. Hence

the building as built came to be known as the Meyer

Building.

Adler and Sullivan were chosen by Levy Mayer as

architects at the same time the firm was engaged for

the expansion and remodelling of Schlesinger and

Mayer's old State Street store. Their original design

for the new wholesale building included an interior of

heavy timber mill construction rather than a steel

structure. An early rendering of the project [Figure 10],

shows the street fronts faced with brown terra cotta "of

the same hue as that adopted in the Rookery Building."

The enveloping of the surface of the Meyer Building in

brown terra cotta corresponds to Adler and Sullivan's

design for the Schiller Building later in 1892, where

the same material was used to cover a sixteen story

office tower. The use of an ornate terra cotta exterior

may have been in attempt to lend a more urbane and

attractive character which would make the structure stand

out as an ornament of the wholesale district, comparable

to a combined office and theater building such as the
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Schiller. The rendering shows a first story of plate

glass set between and back from freestanding columns

with ornamental capitals. The colonnade supported a

continuous architrave framed in square piers at the

corners with terra cotta capitals rendered as lions'

heads. The piers above this architrave rise as continuous

verticals over five floors, framing recessed lintels

and pairs of windows at each story. An ornamental

border forms a distended frame for each bay, the five

recessed tiers of windows and lintels composed within

a single vertical panel. This series of ornamental

frames serves simultaneously to highlight the vertical

lines of the projecting piers. An attic story featured

a continuous range of deeply set rectangular windows

whose ornamented jambs read as a series of piers. In

both shaft and attic floors, as at the base, the projection

of piers or pier-like jambs lends a tectonic depth to

the elevation, at the same time the ornamental terra

cotta surrounds the openings recessed between. The

exterior was "surmounted by a heavy cornice of a rich

design in terra cotta, whose repeated motif and

curved profile would be effectively rendered in the

baked clay. This project for the Meyer fronts was

Sullivan's first use of terra cotta as the principal

material for the exterior of a large commercial building.

He here explored features which recur in later designs

such as the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, where similar
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ornamental borders surround the windows and extend

horizontally along the wall.

The Meyer project contrasts with Adler and Sullivan's

earlier sizable work in the wholesale district, the

Walker wholesale store and warehouse, completed in

1889 [Figure 11]. Sullivan included this building as

one of the outstanding works of his earlier "masonry

period."40 Wright recalled that Sullivan described

the Walker exterior as "the last word in the Romanesque,"

the smooth ashlar rendered as an interpretation of

Romanesque elements derived from Richardson's Field

~41
Building a few blocks away. The Meyer project shows

the development of Sullivan's aesthetic in the same

building type in the same wholesale district three years

later. Though the horizontal proportion of the mass of

both buildings is similar, the Meyer design exhibits

an emphasis on the vertical continuity of structural

lines following the inspiration of the Wainwright. The

arcuated reveals that crown the vertical bays of the

Walker fronts are replaced with the rectilinear frames

of the Meyer building, whose attic and ground floors

display a linear continuity, while the Walker elevation

grouped comparable elements in rhythms derived from

Richardson. The presence of terra cotta permitted an

ornamental articulation of the whole wall whose members

and openings were outlined in decorative borders. In

the stone of the Walker building Sullivan had relied on
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the expressive power of projection and shadow alone to

suggest structural mass. The expression of elements

in the earlier work relied on Richardson's vocabulary of

forms, whereas the later work reads as the rectilinear

abstraction of Richardson's system.

The Meyer Building as completed in 1893 departed

significantly from the original project. An iron and

steel structural frame replaced the heavy mill construc-

tion inside, and a brick facing replaced the ornamental

terra cotta on the exterior. The projection of vertical

piers was suppressed in favor of piers and lintels within

the same plane, with continuous narrow bands of ornament

along the window sills and a horizontal molding along

the lintels. The division of bays into paired windows

had remained the same, though a colonette served as

a central mullion within the depth of the brick reveal.

In the attic story the continuous range of windows

similarly featured squared piers set along a projecting

base molding and capped by the shadow of a continuous

lintel. The design as built featured an overhanging

cornice with a curved profile, later replaced by a brick

parapet. A precedent for the finished elevation of the

Meyer Building of 1893 would have been Holabird and

Roche's Venetian Building of 1891-92 which combined

horizontal window proportion with continuous projecting

sills in a more ornate exterior for the retail district

of State Street. Wright suggests that he was responsible
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for the final design of the Meyer Building while still

employed as a draftsman in Sullivan's office in 1893.42

Wright preferred the expressive power of the horizontal

line, reinforced in the coursing of the brick and the

.flattened capitals of the piers and projecting sills.

The row of squared pilasters across the attic of the

Meyer elevation resembles the use of this rectilinear

motif in Wright's own later residential works, such as

the Robie House. The built design for the Meyer building

did preserve the rectilinear expression of structural

elements evident in the early project. The horizontal

lines of the completed work, however, followed the propor-

tion of the mass of the whole building which was longer

than it was tall, whereas the original rendering appears

to have adapted the vertical emphasis characteristic

of Sullivan's office buildings to a different mercantile

type. Thus the Meyer building as finished in 1893 pro-

vided a precedent for the formal treatment of a commercial

block which resembles the later Schlesinger and Mayer

store. In both works the use of linear detail to create

horizontal continuity corresponded to a spatial continuity

of interior floors for merchandise.

The experimentation in terra cotta and formal

emphasis evident in the projected and completed Meyer

Building continued in Adler and Sullivan's Chicago

Stock Exchange Building of 1893-94 [Figure 12].43 Of all

the firm's office buildings of the period 1890-95 the
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Stock Exchange most resembled the Schlesinger and Mayer

Store and the earlier Meyer Building in its proportion of

height to width and in the related formal treatment of

its elevation. After the completion of the Auditorium,

the Stock Exchange Building was the largest commerical

project completed by Adler and Sullivan before the

dissolution of the firm in 1895.44 A thirteen story

structure at the southwest corner of Washington and LaSalle

Streets, the Stock Exchange was located in the heart of

Chicago's financial and governmental center. Its offices

were intended to house the most desirable class of

business tenants, including brokerage firms, financial

houses, corporations, and insurance agencies, with the

stock trading room and banking rooms on the second floor.

The building anchored the north end of the LaSalle Street

financial corridor with Burnham and Root's Board of Trade

standing at the south end of the street.

The pretensions of the Stock Exchange's tenancy and

location may have inspired the conception of the design

as a monumental edifice akin to, yet distinct from, the

more typical office building like the Wainwright or

the Guaranty. Sullivan's design for the exterior in its

massing and detail was evidently modelled on Burham and

Root's sixteen story Ashland Bock of 1891-92 at the

nearby northeast corner of Clark and Randolph Streets

46
[Figure 13]. Both buildings featured a main arched

entrance set in a projecting rectangular frame. Their
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street levels read as raised basements which served as

platforms for the two-story arcades. In both exteriors

the three-story arcuated base is surmounted by a continu-

ous and unornamented elevation of office floors varied

with alternative shafts of bayed windows, rounded in the

Ashland Block and angular in the Stock Exchange. The

fenestration of Root's upper wall featured continuous

rows of small rectangular windows, whereas Sullivan's

front has Chicago windows between projecting bays.

Both buildings are surmounted by an attic, Root's being

formed of a range of deep set windows with pier-like

mullions and Sullivan's rendered as a colonnade.

Roots block terminates in a bracketed overhanging stone

cornice as opposed to the flared ornamental profile of

the Stock Exchange's cornice rendered in terra cotta.

The comparison of the two designs reveals distinc-

tions in Sullivan's handling terra cotta facing as

opposed to Root's articulation of a brick fabric. The

ornamental character of the Stock Exchange front within

its simple rectangular profile caused contemporaries

to describe the building as characteristic of Sullivan's

style. The front was termed immediately recognizable

as distinctively the work of an individual hand. Root's

use of incised and projecting courses and moldings

through the Ashland's upper stories reads as a rational,

linear articulation of brickwork. Sullivan's terra

cotta facade is treated as continuous surface which
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appears applied almost like plaster [Figure 14] over the

face of the steel frame, the clay finished in ornamental

borders around windows and at the corner edges of the

building. Terra cotta's potential as an ornamentally

worked material is celebrated in the spandrels of the

lower arches and the main entrance and in the projecting

face of the cornice. The intricate richness of this

crowning element represents its designer's attempt to

introduce vitality into the clay to give it a semblance

of the vigor of handwork evident in carved stone. The

cornice was also noted by contemporaries to read from

a distance, the relief of its detail coming out "clear

and distinct and sharp, having a much better carrying

quality than design of apparently a bolder and much

coarser kind." In this attribute, the cornice of

the Stock Exchange continued Sullivan's experiments in

varying scale of ornament detail up the face of a building

that began in the Wainwright and continued through the

design of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store. The terra

cotta front of the Stock Exchange, however, differed

from these works in that it did not emphasize vertical

or horizontal structural lines. The disposition of the

upper windows indicated only the cellular function of

offices, though the continuous bays did accentuate the

building's height. The emphasis on the use of "nothing

but the simplest forms" for openings was alternatively

criticized for lacking architectural interest and

........................
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praised for its contribution to "a simple unity of effect"

that characterized the mass of the whole building.49 In

its study of a work's proportion and profile as a

compositional object, the design for the Stock Exchange

recalls the early project for the Meyer Building. The

effect of simplicity of mass enlivened by ornamentation

of surfaces overrides the question of structural expres-

sion in the Stock Exchange. 5 0 This definitive character-

istic of Sullivan's architecture underlay the original

project for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store of 1898,

wherein the sense of the frame is subordinated to the

larger compositional issue of the building mass and

silhouette. The project's emphasis on the depth and

profile of the cornice suggests an attempt to enframe

the mass of the edifice to create a primary architectural

effect, within which the lines of the fenestration are

secondary. The Stock Exchange's crowning colonnade and

Chicago windows did provide precedents in Sullivan's

work for similar details in Carson-Pirie-Scott. Yet

the more important formal analogy between these two

works which links them with the whole of Sullivan's

production was a comparable attempt at a discipline of

form-making that began in the shaping of mass and ended

in its accentuation with ornament.

Evidence of such an artistic discipline as the

foundation for Sullivan's series of experiments with

architectural forms for the steel frame appeared in his
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earlier project for the Schlesinger and Mayer addition

on Wabash Avenue of 1896-97. 51A faint rendering survives

of an eight bay, ten-story scheme for this unbuilt

elevation in a newspaper advertisement of June 1897

[Figure 111-9]. The planned improvement appeared to be

an extension of a two-bay ten-story elevation projected

one year earlier [Figure 111-3] which showed horizontally

proportioned pairs of Chicago windows extending the

width of each story. The elevation included continuous

projecting sills with the lintel and flanking piers

surrounding each floor faced with a decorative pattern

to have been rendered in either cast iron or terra

cotta. The central mullion in each story was ornamented

with a similar repeated motif at a smaller scale. The

whole was crowned with an attic of what appear to be

oval windows capped with an overhanging cornice and

balustrade. In the later eight bay extension of this

front the whole elevation appears bounded within a

rigidly rectangular profile. The continuous horizontal

fenestration ends in the narrow vertical piers along the

edge of the elevation which appear to continue along

the upper cornice as a linear horizontal border enframing

the whole wall.

Sullivan's project for the Wabash Avenue addition

to the Schlesinger and Mayer Store may be compared with

Frank Lloyd Wright's unbuilt project for the Chicago

headquarters building of the American Luxfer Prism Company
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of1894 [Figure 151.52 This office tower of ten stories

plus attic was conceived as an architectural advertisement

for Luxfer prismatic glass which filled the rectangular

grid of the steel bays whose square shape matched that

.of the individual panels of prismatic glass. A surviving

study of Wright's design [Figure 16] shows the squared

openings of the frame surrounded by ornamental borders

extending the height and width of the building above a

ground floor of show windows and mezzanine faced with

prismatic glass. The face of the building was thus

given a rectilinear outline that appears to be Wright's

development of the principle of composition of a tall

commercial building pioneered by Sullivan in the Wainwright.

The Luxfer project has a stylized, graphic quality that

goes beyond Sullivan's work of the same period in its

attempt to achieve a modern monumentality through the

use of line to define the scale of the whole wall.

Sullivan's Wabash Avenue addition to the Schlesinger

and Mayer Store similarly sought architectural effect

through the simplification of its fenestration and

silhouette, though with less stylization of outline

than was evident in Wright's earlier project.

The conceptual distinction of these commercial

projects of Sullivan and Wright become apparent in

comparison with Solon S. Beman's Studebaker Building

at 629 Wabash Avenue also designed in 1895 [Figure 17].53

Beman (1853-1914), Sullivan's contemporary and friend,
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had apprenticed in the office of Richard Upjohn in

New York and later gained notoriety as architect of

the town of Pullman, Illinois and other projects for the

Pullman Company. The Studebaker Brothers Manufacturing

Company financed a ten-story office structure on Wabash

Avenue several blocks south of the Schlesinger and Mayer

store to serve as headquarters for their carriage and

wagon business. The original plans called for a steel

building with the front "practically of plate glass set

in a cast iron frame, the object being to afford as much

light to the interior as possible.54 The building as

completed featured instead of the cast iron, "a covering

of white terra cotta in early French Gothic style." 5 5

The glazed front featured a central entrance set within

an ogival arch and flanked by terra cotta buttresses

which tapered to pinnacles above the second story [Figure

18]. The motif of the ogival arch framed the full

height of the structural bays of the front. These were

outlined with projecting vertical piers whose Gothic

molding profile culminated in a flattened rendition of

an ogival arch above the ninth story. The attic above

is treated as a gallery of pointed arches with projecting

colonettes crowned by a pinnacled cornice alternating

with battlements. The distension of the ogival arch to

frame the multi-story bays of the elevation contrasts

with the abandonment of historic forms in the Schlesinger

and Mayer and Luxfer fronts which relied on the lines of
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the fenestration and the frame as the basis for composition

of the elevation. In this reliance on manipulation of

pre-modern motifs as devices for the architectural handling

of large commercial fronts, Beman's Studebaker Building

recalls the Romanesque experiments of Root and Richardson.

In these another arcuated vocabulary was manipulated

to achieve a sense of formal control over a new scale

of construction.

The completed work of Sullivan that bears comparison

with the Studebaker front is the Bayard Building in New

York of 1897-98 [Figure 19].56 In this project Sullivan

worked as associate architect with his friend and colleague

Lyndon Smith, who evidently left the problem of the

facade to Sullivan alone. The Bayard was the first

major work done in Sullivan's office after Adler's

departure. Sullivan's sense of more complete artistic

responsibility for the building may account for Wright's

remark that the Bayard was the skyscraper which

Sullivan loved best, as the design which was "nearest

to his desire."5 7 Elmslie, however, recalled of the

Bayard that Sullivan "made the basic design to palm of

the hand size but never touched the detailed working

out of it.",58 Stylistic comparison of the finished

ornamental detail tends to support its attribution to

Elmslie [Figure 20].59 The front of white terra cotta

was also not modelled by Sullivan's craftsman and

collaborator Kristian Schneider but by a modeller for
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a local New York terra cotta firm.60 Hence the character

of the executed detail of the Bayard differed in its

relative brittleness from the ornamental surfaces of

Sullivan's Chicago buildings modelled by Schneider.

Sullivan's aesthetic intention for the Bayard facade is

suggested in his description of the original project

which stressed that the terra cotta, functioning solely

as a protective covering for the structural steel frame,

was "reduced to a rational minimum, thus making it

possible to have all the windows of the largest size.u"61

The minimal lightness of the terra cotta appears in the

shape of the piers as rectangular panels at the base of

the elevation above the ground floor through their termi-

nation in round arches over the twelfth floor. The

upper arched motif derives from the traditional Venetian

or Florentine window head whose crowning rondel is set

between paired arches with a central round colonette.

In Sullivan's design for the Bayard these colonettes are

distended through the height of the wall, their recessed

slender roundness alternating with the rectangular piers.

This adaptation of a window motif from the early Italian

Renaissance to a twelve-story office building makes the

Bayard front comparable to the Studebaker's use of the

ogival French Gothic arch to clothe modern structure. 6 2

Sullivan's front is distinctive, however, in its effec-

tive use of ornamental relief over the surface which

culminates in the design of the attic and cornice. The
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intended lightness and delicacy of the decorative

detail and the shaping of terra cotta members

culminated in the winged female figures which appear to

ascend from the piers within the spandrels of the crowning

arches. These winged figures lend expressive emphasis

to the continuous vertical lines of the piers, their

human form suggesting an anthropomorphic conception of

the facade.6 3 Sullivan thus described the front "rising

thus--cream white, maidenlike and slender, luxuriant

in life and joyous as the dawn of wistful spring, this

poem of the modern will ever daily hail the sun on high

and the plodder below with its ceaseless song of hope,

of joy, of the noble labor of man's hands, of the

vast dignity and power of man's soul--a song of true

democracy and its goal."6 4

Sullivan thus aspired to make the Bayard a work of

modern architecture which achieved an aesthetic

expression for new materials. As his last completed

essay in the problem of the tall office building, the

Bayard with its crowning figures can be interpreted

as a realization of Sullivan's dictum that the architect

of this new type was to "proclaim from the dizzy height

of this strange, weird, modern housetop the peaceful

evangel of sentiment, of beauty, the cult of a higher

life."65 The critical response to the Bayard as

Sullivan's only work in New York reinforced its intended

historical position as a building which suggested
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"a prescience of a new world." 66 Montgomery Schuyler

wrote of the Bayard as an exemplary attempt at the

architecture of the tall building founded "upon the

facts of the case:"

The actual structure is left, or rather it
helped, to tell its own story. This is
the thing itself. Nobody who sees the
building can help seeing that. Neither the
analogy of the column, nor any other tradi-
tion or convention, as allowed to interfere
with the task of clothing the steel frame
in as expressive forms as may be . . .

The Bayard Building is the nearest
approach yet made, in New York at least,
to solving the problem of the skyscraper.
It furnishes a most promising starting
point for designers who may insist upon
attacking that problem instead of evading
it, ang resting in compromises and conven-
tions. 7

Comparison of Schuyler's and Sullivan's description of

the Bayard facade suggests how the design represented a

polemic direction for a modern architecture as this term

was understood in the 1890s. Schuyler stressed that the

expressive character of the front had been rationally

derived from the material conditions of the problem.

The real estate description asserted that the facade

was an attempt "to secure the highest artistic results

while keeping in mind strict utilitarian requirements

based upon the needs of successful manufacturing and

merchandising."68  The problem of the front was thus

representative of a tension between the nature of a
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commercial building type, and the desire to find within

such a program sources for architectural expression.

In theory Sullivan sought to achieve this inclusive

balance between the competing values of utility and

.form-making. The challenge facing the architect of the

Bayard was thus described as "the creation of a facade

at once useful and beautiful. This is the true unchanging

law of architectural design; and alone through the strict

application of it, tempered by a fine sense of humanity,

may results of real and abiding value be obtained. "69

The Bayard would thus "stand as a monument to those who

built it and to those who live within its walls." 7 0

The design's claim to rank with historic types would

derive thus not from reproducing their conventional forms,

but rather from a monumentality expressive of modern

conditions. This was the keynote of the Sullivan polemic

in the 1890s, which informed designs as different as the

Bayard and the Schlesinger and Mayer Store.

The Gage facade was Sullivan's next major work whose

design explored the same problem of the commerical facade

studied in the Bayard, conceived as an equivalent

assertion of a new architecture [Figure 21]. The Gage

project was developed in Sullivan's office in the same

months as the original scheme for the Schlesinger and Mayer
71

store in the autumn of 1898. Its similarity as a use type,

and its proximity in Chicago to the State Street building

make the Gage facade the companion of Carson-Pirie-Scott
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in the history of Sullivan's oeuvre. Sullivan published

renderings of these two works together in the spring of

1899 as representative of his production in practice

alone. 7 2 The Gage facade was part of a larger building

project initiated by Stanley R. McCormick, son of Cyrus

McCormick, who had assembled a continuous frontage of

168 feet of property along the west side of Michigan

Avenue between Madison and Monroe Streets. 7 3 McCormick

developed an agreement with three of the leading houses

of Chicago's wholesale millinery trade, Gage Bros. & Co.,

Theodore Ascher & Co., and Edson Keith & Co., whereby

he would construct three contiguous buildings for their

use on this property. This plan to create a distinctive

wholesale millinery district along one of the most

attractive thoroughfares of the city was comparable to

the development of State Street as the avenue of fashion-

able retailing. McCormick offered to lease each firm

control of an entire structure for an initial ten year

term beginning in January 1899. The advantage of the

tenants of occupying fireproof steel buildings was a

marked reduction in their insurance compared to their old

quarters in post-fire buildings on Wabash Avenue.

McCormick commissioned Holabird and Roche as archi-

tects for the planning and construction of all three

buildings in the summer of 1898 [Figure 22].75 The origi-

nal project included a six story building on the southern-

most forty-four feet of frontage, and two seven story
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buildings adjacent to the north each extending sixty-two

feet or three bays in width. The front of the northernmost

structure to be occupied by Gage Brothers was to be

designed by Sullivan at the request of McCormick. That

the Gage firm sought to distinguish their facade from

those of their neighboring competitors may be explained

by the fact that they considered their house as the

city's leading supplier of imported women's finery.
6

The firm annually sent three buyers to Europe and main-

tained six representatives in New York in order to maintain

their stock of goods manufactured overseas including the

latest modes in hats, bonnets, and headresses of all

trims. Their semi-annual exhibitions were comparable

to those of the State Street department stores, complete

with a special room devoted to new French models.
8

The trade in ornamental apparel of the highest class

may have inspired Gage Brothers' desire to have an

ornamental facade as the architectural emblem of their

leadership in the presentation of fashionable styles.

As McCormick's prime tenant the Gage firm paid rent deter-

mined as a percentage of the capital McCormickinvested in

their building. They offered to pay additional rent to

McCormick as the same percentage of the additional cost

of employing Sullivan and erecting the special front he

designed. 7 9 Gage Brothers "did so because they thought

if would benefit their business in an equal degree.
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They put an exact commercial value on Mr. Sullivan's art,

otherwise he would not have been called in."80

The Gage facade was originally built to seven stories

as the tallest of the three adjacent buildings to create

the stepped profile of the group along Michigan Avenue.

The front compares with the neighboring facades of Holabird

and Roche in following the constructive lines of the

steel frame with projecting molded piers, planar lintels,

overhanging cornice.. The Holabird and Roche facades are

of dark red brick with borders of continuous molded

courses surrounding each vertical structural bay [Figure

23]. The cornice, sill moldings, and original cast iron

detail along the ground floor featured classical motifs

[Figure 24]. The Chicago windows of the Holabird and

Roche fronts extended the full width and height of the

steel bays, except for the dimension of the lintels

with their red terra cotta sills and window heads. The

Gage facade featured upper stories of white enamelled

terra cotta with the street level faced with ornamental

cast iron. This lowest story along the sidewalk was

originally described as "covered with ornament in low

relief of that type peculiar to Mr. Sullivan, which

consists of a geometric all over pattern interlacing and

passing behind, giving a certain depth which apparently

has no background. This pattern is accented and enlivened

by growths of more or less realistic representations of

natural forms." 81 Surviving fragments of the original
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cast iron panels that formed fascia above the ground floor

show windows display an art and craft of metalwork that

closely resembles the cast iron facing the base of the

Schlesinger and Mayer Store [Figure 25]. The ornamental

patterns exhibit a richness and intricacy developed from

initial rendition in drawing through Schneider's modelling

and Winslow Brothers' expertise in casting. A precision

and continuity of repeated motifs across the fascia and

its over-hanging cornice was achieved in execution through

the use of specially designed snap molds. Sections of

identical molds were snapped together and reused to

cast a series of identical sections of metal, whose

82junctures were masked in the lines of the design. Even

the position of the screws which held the ornamental

iron in place was carefully considered to interfere mini-

mally with the apparent continuity of the material's sur-

face. One drawing attributed to Sullivan survives for

the ornamental crown of the entrance to the Gage building

[Figure 261. 83 This shows a central rondel facing the

head of the doorway and set within a surmounting round

arch. This motif, rendered in cast iron, closely resem-

bles that rendered in terra cotta over the entrance to

the Bayard Building. The project has distant sources in

Venetian architecture which Sullivan has predictably trans-

formed to serve as an armature for his inventive

ornamental vocabulary.84
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The terra cotta facing for the upper floors

included ornamental motifs which existed "rather as a

decoration of surfaces than as a surface itself."
8 5

Thus, the cast iron base of the Gage facade, like that

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, was conceived as a

field of ornament, whereas the upper floors were con-

ceivable as surfaces independe.nt of the overlay of

ornament. The rational basis for this distinction may

have been the nature of commercial use types on State

Street and Michagan Avenue, where the nature of merchan-

dising provided a utilitarian reason for an ornament

inextricable from its background along the sidewalk.

In the upper floors of the Gage facade, the coursing

pattern of the terra cotta within the lintels and along

the outer piers and crowning fascia of the front includes

the alteration of widths found in the Schlesinger and

Mayer upper wall, with a continuous ornamental course

along the base of the spandrels. The soffit of the sills

is rendered as a row of miniature corbelled arches like

those of Venetian Gothic architecture. Along the face of

the lintels and at the base of the outer piers, ornamental

motifs appear to emerge from the surface of the clay

as if their lines were expressive of a latent vitality

of the material drawn forth by the hand of the architect.

The infusion of an almost literal animation into the

terra cotta is most evident in the foliate clusters which

emerge in relief as organic growths from the top of the
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central piers. These forms crown the continuous vertical

molded profile of the piers as if to give expressive

emphasis to their structural function. The fenestration

bounded by pier and lintel is composed of rows of

.rectangular lights of plate glass with continuous lengths

of Luxfer prisms along their upper transoms. The prismatic

glass is used to create an additional horizontal surface

set against the vertical rhythm of the mullions in each

bay, echoing the contrasting lines of pier and lintel

at a smaller scale. The front was originally crowned

by a flat projecting cornice. Its overhanging ornamented

soffit was, like that of Bayard Building, intended to lend

an architectural presence to the cornice when seen from

below, rather than form a conventional coping whose main

purpose would be the expressive termination of construc-

tion. The design of the fascia and cornice of the Gage

facade thus closely resembles the form of these elements'

in the earliest project for the Schlesinger and Mayer

Store.

The Chicago building that perhaps most closely resem-

bles the Gage facade was the Ayer, later known as the

McClurg, Building also designed by Holabird and Roche on

Wabash Avenue in 1898 [Figure 271. 87 This loft building

for mercantile tenants was a nine-story three-bay steel

structure faced with show windows framed in ornamental

cast iron on the first story and glazed white terra cotta

above. The projected front of the Ayer Building was
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originally described as "of the modern mercantile style,

with Renaissance feeling in detail" [Figure 28].88 The

continuous profile of the piers was complemented by

vertical mullions of the windows which were continued

within the lintel panels of the terra cotta. These

were bordered horizontally with similar moldings forming

the heads and sills of the windows. The verticals of

the piers continue into the fascia below the dentilled

projecting cornice. The suggestion of lithic relief in

the profile of the clay over the elevation connoted a

fireproof structure of steel replacing an older building

on the site destroyed by flames early in 1898. 89 The

architectural character of the wall reads as articulation

of the lines of construction, in contrast to the Gage

facade which displays a more emphatic expression of pier

versus lintel. In Sullivan's building, the steel bays

were the rational pretext for a stylized facade,

whereas the Ayer front is restrained in its subtle

consistency of line that eschewed emotive effect in

favor of a classical sense of proportion.

The project for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store

brought together a range of formal elements from nearby

precedents along State Street and from Sullivan's earlier

works of the 1890s [Figure 29]. Unlike the Gage and

Bayard Buildings, a department store was not solely a

facade. The sense of a shaped building mass evident in

the original presentation rendering links the project with
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Sullivan's preceding attempts at a commercial monumental-

ity beginning with the Wainwright. The architectural

effect of the Schlesinger and Mayer exterior derives

from a combination of rectilinearity and relief, whereby

the repeated lines of the frame are given visual emphasis

through the setback of the fenestration to create well-

defined reveal of pier and lintel. The sense of enframed

mass is heightened in the original project by the height

of the crowning fascia and overhang of the cornice.

The overall effect of the building form is not unlike

that of the Wainwright where comparable play of relief

between pier and lintel lends a similar elemental authority

to the elevation, crowned by a comparable depth and

projection of cornice. Seen in this way, the designs

for the Wainwright and Carson-Pirie-Scott mark the end-

points of Sullivan's search for a modern type wherein

he expressed a new order of contruction through reliance'

on the most ancient sense of tectonic form. At the same

time, both these buildings are given a distinctive

vitality through the lyricism of their ornament. 9 0 The

effectiveness of such a contrast of constructive and

decorative elements is evident in the plain brick piers

of the Wainwright set against the clay relief of the

lintels, or the ornamental interlacings of the cornice

versus the smooth ashlar base. In the Schlesinger and

Mayer Store, the rounded corner with its attenuated

colonettes serves as a similar lyric foil for the
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structural logic of the flanking elevations, its

expressive verticality making their horizontality appear

all the more pronounced. The festive assocations of the

metalwork at the base and decorative relief of the

cornice similarly convey a mood complementary to that of

the nearly unornamented upper stories. Similar contrasts

are evident in the built front of terra cotta, where

ornamental bands of clay were set in a surface of smooth

coursing. The structural outline of the window shapes

is likewise enlivened via the decorative pattern of the

reveals. In both works the frame serves as a rational

basis for architectural expression, within which the

persona of the buildings that identify them as the work

of Sullivan, is developed through ornament as contrasting

accentuation.9 1 Both buildings relied upon the fact of

construction combined with the fancifulness of ornament

as ever valid resources of architecture, whose comple-

mentary renewal would define the modernity of the art.

The range of smaller works which Sullivan designed

after the completion of Carson-Pirie-Scott included one

sequel to his experimentation in the type and form of the

State Street building. This project was the Van Allen

Department Store in Clinton, Iowa, designed and built

from 1911-1914 [Figure 301.92 John D. Van Allen and Sons

commissioned Sullivan as architect of their retail dry

goods building after his work became known in the region

during construction of his People Savings Bank in nearby
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Cedar Rapids. The Van Allen Store was a four story

structure of a scale comparable to Sullivan's bank

buildings of the same years. However, as a department

store, the model for both the interior and exterior was

Carson-Pirie-Scott. The Van Allen Store occupied a

site at the intersection of 5th Avenue and 2nd Street in

its city by the Mississippi, commanding a small town

version of the corner of State and Madison. The store's

steel frame structure included long span girders, average

length of 28', running east-west to form three bays along

the main front facing south on 5th Avenue, with five

structural bays along 2nd Street. In an early phase of

the design the exterior upper floors were to be of white

enamelled terra cotta, with ornamental iron framing show

windows within the plane of the facade at street level. 93

The exterior as built [Figure 31] was faced with a

shade of red Roman rick whose narrow coursing formed a

continuous plane across the face of piers and lintel on

the major elevations. The brickwork was trimmed with

courses of ornamental white enamelled terra cotta

along the head of the windows in the plane of the brick.

A second narrower course of ornamental terra cotta

underlay the continuous projecting sill of the windows,

the reveals of whose heads and sill were of the same

material. Within the crowning parapet, the brick coursing

is set beneath a projecting coping of ornamental terra

cotta. At the center of the long spans on the main
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entrance front Sullivan set ornamental colonettes of

white terra cotta in vertical relief. The paired

shafts of these colonettes rise from brackets of

sculptured terra cotta with foliate ornament surrounding

a crest with monogram of the Van Allen stores [Figure 32].

The colonettes are crowned above the fourth story with a

foliate capital of sculptured terra cotta set against a

decorative panel of white terra cotta. The colonettes

recall the treatment of the piers on the Gage facade,

yet differ because of the fact that they do not face

structural columns. They read instead like members in

tension, forming vertical tie rods anchored at their

base and head to metaphorically hold up the long span

beams at their centers. The colonettes' position and form

thus derives from the rationale of structure whose special

feature they highlight as ornament. Their association

with the spans behind explains their absence on the

flanking east elevation. There Sullivan added non-

structural piers in the center of the southernmost corner

bay of the upper stories, whose division of that bay's

length sets off by contrast the sense of the long span

bays on the south elevation. An alternative interpreta-

tion of the colonettes would be as permanent ornaments

imitative of the temporary decorations characteristic

of seasonal shopping display. One surviving early

photograph of the Van Allen Store [Figure 33] shows the

5th Avenue front draped with such decoration in part of
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the store's promotional Christmas adornment. The colonettes

were suggestive in this image not primarily of structural

expression, but of merchandising festivity as backdrop for

commerical street life, just as with the ornament of

Carson-Pirie-Scott in Chicago.

The street level of the Van Allen store featured

columns faced with polished blue and white marble set

between plate glass show windows. The upper transoms

of the ground floor windows were filled with leaded

stained glass for the length of the long bays.9 4 Small

canopies originally overhung the entrances on both

streets. The stained glass would have introduced colored

light around the edge of the ceiling on the interior of

the main floor. The brightening effect of these continu-

ous transom lights is evident on the inside where Sullivan

treated the ceiling and interior columns as he had on the

main floor of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store [Figure '34].

The ceiling is finished as an uninterrupted white plaster

surface suspended below the beams and girders to conceal

all but the outlets of the sprinkler system.95 The fire-

proof steel columns appear as cylindrical monoliths with

capitals of ornamental molded plaster similar to those

on the lower floors of Carson-Pirie Scott. Sullivan was

able to use the long span beams without additional columns

on the upper levels to obtain a comparable result of

very spacious and open floors,"96 whose aisle width com-

pared with those of the State Street department stores
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which he surveyed in researching the Van Allen design.

Sullivan wrote that he sought in this project to create

"a simple quiet building: yet with an air of distinction

that comes from knowing how to do it."97 The architec-

tural effect of the elevations was to be "based on the

plain surfaces, the elegance of chaste lines, and

harmonious proportions." 98 The result he hoped was a

work of "simple dignity and refinement," whose final

design had developed "of its own accord:--that is, with

a sort of logic of its own." 9 9 Sullivan's account of his

derivation of the design for the Van Allen Store may be

taken as a description of the process which underlay his

creation of earlier works such as Carson-Pirie-Scott.
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CCNCLUSION

This study of Carson-Pirie-Scott began as an inquiry

into the historiography of Sullivan and the Chicago School.

Within that historiography, the building has been under-

stood alternatively as a work of individual genius or as

the expression of new technical possibilities. This study

has demonstrated the origins of the building in its urban

context, in the culture of shopping in turn-of-the-century

Chicago, and in the surrounding architecture of State Street.

Sullivan's building emerges less as an individual monument

and more as an expression of those conventions of use and

type that underlay the creation of its surrounding built

environment. Carson-Pirie-Scott was thus a work inextricable

from the conditions of its origin, conditions which the

architecture of the building itself in turn helped to define.

The degree to which Sullivan was able to accept and celebrate

those conditions is one source of the building's.vitality

and authenticity as a work of art. Few places on earth at

the juncture of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

presented a more insistent statement of the modern condition

than the world of State Street in Chicago. Seen in this

context, the modernity of Sullivan's building is rooted in

the larger transformation of material existence at the end

of the world's first industrial century which had produced

the department store as a characteristic institution.

Sullivan was an assiduous student of his times, and in his
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works sought to create definitive form for the new archi-

tectural types of a commercial civilization. His attempt

at expression of his times through the medium of building

was not unlike Zola's search for literary characterization

of the Parisian department store in which he saw "the

poetry of modern activity."' Sullivan similarly viewed a

building like Carson-Pirie-Scott as a "poem of the modern," 2

whose memorable image now appears as the crystallization

of its place and time.

Carson-Pirie-Scott's historical position as a key

monument of modern architecture thus does not derive from

the fact of the frame alone, but rather from a more inclu-

sive and profound sense of modernity of which steel was a -

single representative artifact. For Sullivan the idea of

modernity embraced not only new conditions of economy and

society, but the whole range of nineteenth century thought

from rational science to romantic poetry. In addition to

this inheritance of ideas, Sullivan assimilated the implica-

tions of a modern building industry. His experimentation

with materials and techniques in works like Carson-Pirie-

Scott exemplified the possibilities of what he perceived

as an art and craft of the machine age which might conceiv-

ably renew architecture at all scales from ornamentation to

urbanism. Sullivan viewed these resources of thought and

technique originating outside architecture as capable of

helping to revitalize his art. In works such as Carson-

Pirie-Scott he sought to create buildings which would
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typify what he termed "the real, the plastic, the poetic

architectural art, that art which I am forced to call the

New Architecture. ti3

It is attractive to assert that there was an internal-

ly consistent set of ideas which underlay the design of

Carson-Pirie-Scott. However, perhaps it is appropriate to

close this study with a resume of what have emerged as a

range of contrasting themes implicit in the history of the

building. Among the most central and intractable dilemmas

facing Sullivan in designing a State Street department

store was the difficulty in reconciling the prevailing

values of a commercial society with the traditional values

of architecture. It is evident from his writings that

Sullivan had great disdain for the mercantile life of his

day epitomized by department stores. He saw the material

values of State Street as opposed to the true promise of

a democratic civilization. He could hardly have conceived

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store as an institution whose

activities were worthy of the highest form of architectural

expression. At the same time, however, Sullivan undoubtedly

prized the opportunity to build the store. Its location,

scale, and prominence as a contemporary use type made it

among the most important architectural problems of its day.

He perhaps sought to rationalize his participation in this

kind of project by asserting that since the building was

truly representative of its time, it therefore would give

him an opportunity to demonstrate his vision of a new
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architecture appropriate to that time. Sullivan consis-

tently opposed what he believed to be the commercializa-

tion of his art in the hands of academic designers. He

instead sought to subsume the commercial programs of

modern buildings within the province of architecture.

Thus instead of architecture debased through association

with modern activity, modern life would be elevated through

its association with the traditions of his art. Sullivan

was evidently convinced that the resources of architecture

were capable of transcending the commercial nature of such

use types as the department store. Such buildings could

be endowed with an architectural character that was at once

expressive of their nature, yet was also evidence of what

.4
Sullivan called "the cult of a higher life."

Sullivan and his Chicago colleagues' usage of the idea

of type reveals how they saw themselves immersed in and at

the same time attempting to transcend the commercial nature

of modern building. In one sense they used the word 'type'

to imply the conditions of use in different buildings.

Thus the department store was distinct from the office

building because of its different programmatic origins.

However, Sullivan and Root also used the idea of type to

denote those historic monuments which were representative

of their civilizations. In this sense an architectural

type was a building which "typified" or symbolized the

culture of its place and period. The great types of the

nast, like the Parthenon or Chartres cathedral, set a
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standard of significance to which modern structures would

aspire. Thus a building like Carson-Pirie-Scott was acknow-

ledged to have strictly utilitarian origins in the require-

ments of a department store as a use type. Its potential

historical importance as a work of architecture, however,

would in Sullivan's view depend on the degree to which its

form expressed more than the specificity of its use so as to

touch some element of the universal in architecture which

would link the building with the great types of the past.

These alternative facets of meaning in the idea of

type in Chicago texts point to another intriguing contra-

diction in the writings of Sullivan and Root between the

concept of a regional versus a universal architecture.

Root wrote of a great architectural type like the Parthenon

as having both regional origins and universal significance. 5

He asserted that the character of this monument arose in

part from the authenicity with which its form was elmbedded

in local conditions, even to the point of its stones having

a tint associated with the nearby quarry of their origin.

In choosing this example, Root thus implied the most widely

celebrated type of ancient architecture had a vitality which

sprang from the regional conditions of its origin. In modern

building, Sullivan saw the historic importance of a work

like Carson-Pirie-Scott as beginning with its faithfulness

in addressing the specific issues inherent in the design of

a State Street department store of 1900. At the same time,

however, he saw the building as an attempt to realize timeless
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qualities of tectonic and ornamental expression whose

significance transcended issues of use and context to

aspire to a universal tradition of architecture. Carson-

Pirie-Scott has found its historiographic resting place

as a key monument of modern architecture precisely because

later generations saw in the work the forerunner of such

a universal image ofa new architecture in the lines of

its elevation.

The question of a regional versus a universal archi-

tecture developed in Root's discussion of the Parthenon

and in the history of Carson-Pirie-Scott recurs in texts

commenting on Sullivan's work around the turn of the

century. Sullivan himself viewed the conditions of urban-

ization in late nineteenth century Chicago as symptomatic

of a modernity common to other large cities of the United

States. He foresaw the future of architecture in his

country as being ever less defined by competing regional

identities and ever more expressive of the universal ideal

of a democratic civilization. Such a civilization would,

in his hopeful view, eventually supercede the commercial

ethic which then pervaded the national life. Within the

whole of western civilization, a work like Carson-Pirie-

Scott may be compared to the simultaneous appearance of

an Art Nouveau architecture in European capitals. There

a parallel development of urbane and largely commercial

cultures had produced an unconventional mode of ornamental

art not unlike Sullivan's own. This study has suggested
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that there were instances of the transfer of fashion in

decorative art from Europe to Chicago via the medium of

the buying networks of department stores like Schlesinger

and Mayer's. However, instead of searching for European

influence on the ornamental art of Sullivan and his circle,

it might be more accurate to assume that these parallel

developments in different centers of artistic innovation

were regional expressions of a single encompassing tendency

toward a self-consciously modern aesthetic in art and

architecture indicative of a trans-national modernity.

What may have linked Sullivan's work in Chicago with simul-

taneous experiments in Paris and even Vienna was a search

for symbols consonant with modern urban bourgeois society

as being a condition characteristic of all western cultures

by 1900. At this time one critic wrote of Sullivan's work

as prophetic of an architecture of the twentieth century

which would reflect just such a universal modern condition

as the common predicament of both Europe and the United

States. Sullivan's critic concluded in 1901 that:

... a fact that must not be overlooked is this:
that with the spread of the modern means of
communication of thought and matter, in all
essentials sectional distinctions are being
wiped out, except those arising from climate
and other natural conditions, even the influ-
ence of national temperament having been
reduced to a minimum by the railroad and the
telegraph.

The result of this will be that all art
of the future must tend toward the expression
of the modern cosmopolitan spirit, rather
than a distinctively national idea, and that
the architectural renaissance so much desired
will sweep without much variation about the
whole world. 6
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The feature of Carson-Pirie-Scott most closely linked

with an international commercial culture of 1900 was its

base of show windows. Evidence indicates that the image

of a plate glass and metal architecture skirting the lower

floors of the building was adapted to Chicago from Parisian

precedent. The motif of the rounded corner entrance also

appears to have been a variation on that of Le Printemps,

among the most well-known Parisian department stores of

the 1880s. At the same time, however, the show window was

a convention highly developed along State Street before

Sullivan's intervention. Thus the base of the building

in its time was perhaps understood as evidence of both

a local context and an international pretension. Above

the base the upper elevations were similarly characteris-

tic of State Street architecture by 1898, yet this upper

wall has since enjoyed acclaim as a canonical image of

a universal modernity of architecture. Thus Sullivan's

last major building fulfills the ideal of a great archi-

tectural type as developing from distinctive regional

origins yet emerging as a work set within the broad history

of architecture, independent of these specific origins.

In later accounts of Carson-Pirie-Scott one plainly

visible and apparently inconsistent feature of the design

is the seemingly sharp disjuncture between the lower story

show windows and the upper elevation. Yet the building can

be read as a unified design if'one considers the original

scheme for the whole exterior. In Sullivan's project of
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1898, the show windows are subsumed within a tradi-

tional tri-partite scheme for the elevation. Their

projection formed a continuous base for the upper stories

which were in turn crowned by an attic and projecting

cornice. The design for Carson-Pirie-Scott thus takes

its place among Sullivan's earlier office buildings like

the Wainwright where the conventional division of the

elevation follows a scheme of base, shaft, and capital

derived from the classical orders. Sullivan thus tried

to contain the novelty of the show window within a form

for the whole building based on a traditional compositional

device. The design then presented a formal unity that

transcended problems of expression in its commercial

program and urban context to recall a monumental type.

The executed building may also be read as a unified

design if one considers not only the tri-partite scheme

for the elevation, but also the disposition of ornament

over its surfaces. The passerby on State Street would

first encounter the profuse intricacy of decorative forms

enframing the lower show windows and their ornate displays.

Looking up the wall from the sidewalk in 1904, he would

have seen the theme of the department store as a decorated

building carried up through the reveals of upper windows,

and culminating in the decorative enrichment of the soffit

of the crowning cornice. If the ornamental patterns of

the soffit as first built could be recovered and the cornice

reconstructed in a future restoration, there would reappear
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the wholeness of the original intention for the building.

The full range of its ornamented surfaces would then be

visible in raking perspective from the street below.

At the time of the store's opening, its upper and

lower floors might also have appeared related in their

high proportion of plate glass. At the turn of the

century the image of a glazed fabric extending over the

full height of a steel building would have been a striking

novelty. To an observer of that period both the upper and

lower stories may have been perceived as a glass and metal

architecture. While exposed surfaces of cast metal framed

the great sheets of polished plate glass along the street

level, the lines of the elevation above showed the steel

skeleton holding comparably large areas of glazing in place.

The omnipresence of glass over the whole exterior of the

building is heightened in the original project rendering

of 1898 where both the lower and upper glazing were shown

as reflective surfaces. The glass in both the show windows

and upper floors was to be held in place with frames of

statuary bronze. The architectural effect of such an extent

of glass over the whole building may be less evident to

later generations, but it may have meant much more to

Sullivan's contemporaries, many of whom would have arrived

at this metropolitan modern building in a horse and carriage.

The original project for the building in 1898 reveals

other inconsistencies with the executed building that may

shed light on the possible range of Sullivan's intentions.

This scheme featured a white marble veneer rather than a
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white enamelled terra cotta surface for the upper floors.

The appearance of marble in this original project may be

attributable to its use in the pre-existing Schlesinger and

Mayer building and to the traditional nineteenth century

imagery of department stores along State Street and else-

where as "marble palaces". In the 1898 project the lower

stories were to have been statuary bronze rather than cast

iron. The use of marble and bronze in this early scheme

suggests a desire for a classical monumentality riot unlike

that which was then being realized in contemporary examples

of academic architecture in Chicago and on the east coast.

It is possible to speculate that Sullivan had been affected

by the imagery of the Columbian Exposition of 1893 and that

he viewed the Schlesinger and Mayer project as an opportun-

ity to erect a marble and bronze building which would have

rivalled the architectural effects of contemporary academic

production without engaging in an explicit revival of histor-

ical forms. Thus Carson-Pirie-Scott, as the building since

thought to stand for Sullivan's polemic against an academic

classicism, can be interpreted as having been itself partly

a response to the image of the White City of 1893. On the

other hand, though the formal scheme for the elevation and

its materials in the original project derived from classical

norms, the same project is notable for the total absence of

ornament in its upper stories. The original vision of the

upper elevation, even more than the executed building, reads

as the direct, uncompromising expression of its steel frame
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construction. The design thus alternatively appears as the

most polemically modern of Sullivan's major works. The

absence of any ornament from the upper stories below the

attic and cornice would have been consistent with the intent

to exhibit in this building a strikingly new architecture.

The original project can be read as both recalling classical

canons and as an emphatic statement of an anti-historicism.

The dual character of the design for Carson-Pirie-Scott

implies the pivotal historical position of Sullivan's work

as being on the conceptual edge of a modern architecture.

In its day Sulliva's production was perceived as highly

unconventional work suggestive of the prescience of a new

architecture. Yet in a broader historical perspective, a

building like Carson-Pirie-Scott appears never to have

entirely escaped traditional conceptions of architecture as

classical composition and ornamented construction. In this

sense Sullivan's building appears poised between the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries as a pivotal work. Looking

through Carson-Pirie-Scott backward in time, one can see

the range of developments in theory and construction charac-

teristic of the nineteenth century. Looking through the

same building forWard in time, one can perceive much of the

course of architecture in the coming century. Thus the

contradictions evident in the building can be taken as a

measure of its historical interest and importance.

Apart from the issue of a compositional wholeness for

the building, there still remains a disparity in Carson-Pirie-
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Scott, characteristic of much of Sullivan's work, between

its structural and its ornamental expression. The work's

renown has curiously been based both on its unequivocal

revelation of the frame in its upper floors and the virtu-

osity of the decorative metalwork below, as if these were

unrelated achievements. One approach to understanding the

appearance of these two modes of architectural effect with-

in the same building may be to recall Sullivan's alternative

definitions of style in art. The exhibition of skeletal

construction in Carson-Pirie-Scott's upper stories follows

from an ideal of rational structural expression which

Sullivan inherited from a range of sources in earlier nine-

teenth century theory. The concept of style underlying

this ideal was one which proposed that all forms in nature

and man-made works emerged logically from the material

conditions of their origin. According to such a material

determinism, architectural expression or style had its

authenticity in its strict adherence to its conditions of

use and construction. Set opposed to this ideal in Sulli-

van's thought was the romantic conception of style in art

as emerging from the intuitive depths of the individual

sensibility in response to nature. It was this alternative

understanding of style which Sullivan appropriated as the

theoretical basis for his ornament as a highly personal

mode of expression. The upper elevation and the ornament

of Carson-Pirie-Scott could thus be said to demonstrate

Sullivan's interpretation of divergent conceptions of style
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derived from rational and romantic strains of nineteenth

century thought. He apparently internalized both concepts

and developed their implications for architecture side by

side as evinced in this work.

If Sullivan were alive today and he were asked how

he perceived his work to be the resolution of such widely

different ideas of style, he might reply that one key to

the unity of his intentions would lie in the ideal of an

"organic" architecture. The usage of this ever suggestive

word in Sullivan's texts could conceivably have brought

together both meanings of style. An organic form in nature

would be an emergence from the inherent character of a

living thing, its "style" deriving from the innate propen-

sities of its being. Hence the tectonic expression of a

building arises "organically" from the nature of structure.

At the same time the ideal of the organic applied in Sulli-

van's thought to emergence of the creative identity of the

individual artist. This individual's "style" would also

develop naturally or "organically" from the cultivation of

his inmost sensibilities. Given this encompassing sense

of the organic operating in architecture, one can perhaps

see how Sullivan would have seen this one principle as

a theoretical basis for both tectonic and ornamental

expression in building. These two modes of expression

were in his mind complementary demonstrations of one

unifying concept of form-making..

One important implication of the ideal of an organic

architecture was insistent rejection of inherited tradition
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or convention alien to the nature of the building problem

or to the nature of an individual's sensibilities. The

idea of the organic could thus be appropriated as part of

a polemic against historicism in architecture. Sullivan

and Wright sought to ally their position with a

seemingly irrefutable concept whose authority was rooted

in nature's laws set against the academic authority of

precedent. The "organicism" of a work like Carson-Pirie-

Scott .:;ould be synonymous with its modernity. Both the

unconventionality of its structural expression and its

ornamental motifs were consistent with the organic

ideal broadly conceived in opposition to the historic

styles exhibited in contemporary academic work. The

whole work was thus modern because it was organic, its

architect having undertaken to work with the elemental

effects of trabeated structure and ornament derived from

nature. Such effects were explored independent of study

of the work of historic styles when earlier architects

had worked with these same resources of tectonic and

decorative expression to create forms "organically"

authentic to their resources and sensibilities. Sullivan

evidently saw himself attempting to revive his art through

intense cultivation of these elemental means of expression.

Their potential for artistic effect he hoped to realize in

contemporary building problems and with the most up-to-date

of technical means as exemplified in Carson-Pirie-Scott.

Reliance on the organic ideal, however, pre-supposed
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a different kind of formal unity than that characteristic

of academic architectures. If a building could be conceived

as analogous to a living thing, then its form would possess

a literal wholeness or continuity of surfaces like a form

in nature. This idea of an organic wholeness is distinct

from the classical idea of formal unity based on relation

of parts to whole, which is the abstract imitation of the

sense of right proportion found in living things. A work

like Carson-Pirie-Scott appears to conflate the modern

ideal of organic wholeness and the traditional ideal of

compositional unity. The vertical distension of the corner

colonettes and the horizontal continuity of the terra cotta

surface across the upper stories are two details which

suggest the idea of the building as exhibiting an almost

fluid, expressionistic wholeness of form analogous to a

living form in nature. At the same time, the tri-partite

composition of the elevation and the proportion of the

upper windows as precise double squares recall an academic

correctness intended to create a formal unity characteristic

of classical architectures.

The conflation of apparently inconsistent ideas in

the form of Carson-Pirie-Scott as exemplary of Sullivan's

architecture appears in the relation of ornament to materials.

On one hand Sullivan's view of an organic architecture implied

only those manipulations of materials which would enhance

the latent expressive potential of their natural properties.

As with the expression of structure, the role of the archi-
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tect was thus to recognize and intensify the expression

of the properties of materials. On the other hand, both

Elmslie and Wright observed that in practice Sullivan did

not discriminate between terra cotta, cast metal, or wood

veneer in his willingness to stamp all materials with the

imprint of his distinctive style of ornament.7 Sullivan

maintained that materials could be viewed as inorganic or

lifeless substances to which the creative mind and hand

of man imparted the vitality of his imagination. The

architect thus fashioned materials to breath into them

the breath of life. These seemingly contradictory ideas

are both exhibited in Carson-Pirie-Scott. The character

of materials was considered an important factor in the

design of ornament throughout the building. At the same

time, different materials contained similar ornamental

motifs as a means of lending a thematic unity to surfaces

throughoutthe interior and exterior.

A similar intertwining of ideas is implicit in the

phrase "the art and craft of the machine". Under this

principle, the ideal of truth to materials was extended

to a conviction that their use in architecture should also

reflect truth to their processes of fabrication. Side by

side with the acceptance of mechanization as a means to

a new architecture was Sullivan and Wright's reassertion

of the romantic ideal of the primacy of the sensibility

of the individual artist and the individual craftsman.

Their collaboration revived a medieval ideal of artistic
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production which was somehow to persist in the context of

a transformed building industry. The resulting architecture

would thus exhibit a rational adherence to modern processes

and a romantic display of individual fancy. Such was the

character of the ornamental work in Carson-Pirie-Scott.

Within the ornamental motifs of the building there

appear to be other juxtaposed intentions characteristic

of Sullivan's decorative art. Central to Chicago thought

was the principle that architectural ornament appropriate

to modern buildings would consist of the conventionalization

of natural forms. Sullivan and his colleagues asserted

that conventionalization implied submitting natural forms

to the compositional discipline of geometry, with natural

forms understood to mean principally plant morphology.

Sullivan's invention of ornamental motifs consistent with

these precepts resembled the disparate activities of the

botanist and the poet. On one hand Sullivan studied the

shapes and developmental processes of plant life as if he

were a scientist seeking an analytical understanding of

nature." At the same time Sullivan sought in these visible

forms the symbolism of an unseen animating power whose

spiritual essence transcended its crystallization in nature.

In this sense his ornament exhibited the sensibility of

a romantic poet. The motifs of a work such as Carson-Pirie-

Scott can be seen as literal depictions of natural forms

and their developmental processes, such as the seed and its

germination to become the tendrils which flower as leaves.
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Interlaced with the forms are geometric patterns which are

abstractions of natural shapes, as if to suggest the prin-

ciple of creation which underlay specific foliate motifs.

The ornament thus may be said to exhibit an ambivalence on

Sullivan's part between his desire to depict intricacies of

natural forms which his eye had observed and his mind under-

stood and the desire to conventionalize those forms and thus

appropriate them within his personal interpretation of the

transcendent realities which underlay their visible shapes.

It is perhaps this duality of intention that gives Sullivan's

ornament as exemplified in Carson-Pirie-Scott a disturbing

and simultaneously alluring quality. It is as if each motif

were poised between a literally lifelike and a figuratively

abstract rendition of nature.

One related question evident in Sullivan's ornament

is its infusion of a sense of the temporality of natural

processes into the permanent materials of architecture.

Sullivan was said to be fascinated not only with the forms

of plant life but with their cycle of growth and decay over

time. In the motifs of his ornament such as the stylized

wreathes over the corner doors of Carson-Pirie-Scott,

there is depicted the emergence of spiral forms, their

eloboration, and their eventual dissipation. Such a motif

might be interpreted as an allegory in metal which shows

developmental processes in nature which can only be perceived

over time. The suggestion of temporal cycles of growth and

decay is thus crystallized in the surfaces surrounding the
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show windows, almost as if the ornament were a commentary

on the transience and seasonality of shopping. Such an

interpretation would be consistent with the presence of

more literally naturalistic motifs on the lower stories

such as wreathes, garlands, and other foliage rendered in

cast iron. These forms framed similarly temporary decor

within the window displays. Ironically both the projecting

metal foliage and their floral analogies within the show

windows have dissappeared from the building through time.

The architectural ornament could thus be said to have

captured a sense of the ephemeralness of commercial

festivity as comparable to the temporality inherent in

all life of the world.

The myriad facets of intention which may have underlay

the design of Carson-Pirie-Scott indicate the range and the

depth of Sullivan's search for the possibilities of his art

in the context of his place and time. In this sense, the

building, for all its interrelated facets, possesses a

definitive quality. The original project in particular

exhibited the conviction of a canonical work whose design

suggests a polemic forcefulness and unity of intention.

Sullivan appears to have created the Schlesinger and Mayer

Store as an authoritative and eloquent expression of his

vision of a new architecture as this vision had matured by

the turn of the century. The building has since remained

a modern affirmation of architecture's powers of self-

renewal.
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Philosophy of Man's Powers, New York 1924.

9. G. G. Elmslie, "Sullivan Ornamentation", A.I.A. Journal
VI (1), July 1946, 156-57.

10. Ibid., 157.
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APPENDIX A

DOCUMENTARY AND PUBLISHED SOURCES

The surviving documentary sources which include

information on the design and construction of Carson-

Pirie-Scott include the Copybook of Business Letters

of Louis H. Sullivan, April 1 1903-January 9 1905 in

the Burnham Library, Art Institute of Chicago. The copy-

book contains mostly short instructions from Sullivan's

office to the contractor, George A. Fuller Company. The

copybooks of Sullivan's business correspondence before and

after this period have not survived. The dissolution of

the Schlesinger and Mayer firm in May 1904 and subsequent

changes in ownership of the building may account for the

lack of any surviving business correspondence from the

client firm, except for three short notes written by David

Mayer in 1896-97 which survive in the Documents Collection

of the Chicago Historical Society. Descendants of the

Mayer family have indicated that they know of no surviving

records of the Schlesinger and Mayer firm. Carson-Pirie-

Scott & Co. does maintain a small archive on the firm's

history which contains files organized chronologically

for the period 1898-1906. These documents refer prin-

cipally to Carson-Pirie-Scott's search for new quarters

which led to their purchase of Sullivan's building in

August 1904, with their addition of 1905-06.

As indicated in the notes, the history of the Carson-

Pirie-Scott Building and related projects on State Street
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may be reconstructed from published sources. The most help-

ful publication for building activities in Chicago

during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

is the Economist (1884-1946), whose weekly accounts of real

estate transactions and construction projects include

building descriptions of almost every major work of com-

mercial architecture that comprise the achievement of the

Chicago School. The Inland Architect and News Record (1883-

1908) also contains notices of building activity and

published renderings with descriptions of commercial

projects for this same period. The Construction News (1885-

1916), published for the building industry, also contains

weekly reports of architects' activities and occasional

papers delivered by architects in Chicago which are not

reprinted in other sources. The principal published

source for real estate and building activity apart from

the Economist for this period were the real estate sections

of the Chicago Sunday Tribune, supplemented by those of the

Sunday Inter Ocean, which document property transfers and

include accounts of individual projects.

The periodical devoted to the city's wholesale and

retail trade Wasthe Chicago Dry Goods Reporter, which regu-

larly featured stories o building activity of the State

Street department stores, as well as accounts of their

seasonal openings, marketing techniques, and buying cam-

paigns. The Show Window (1897-1902), which becomes The

Merchants Record and Show Window (1903-1939) was devoted

almost solely to the arts of window trimming and interior
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store decoration, being the official organ of the National

Association of Window Trimmers of America. System: The

Magazine of Business (1900-1929), devoted part of its

coverage to the managerial challenge of the department

store at the turn of the century in the context of organi-

zational transformation of commercial activity in other

fields. Apart from these periodicals, the weekly adver-

tisements of the State Street department stores in the

Sunday editions of Chicago's newspapers, such as the

Tribune and the Inter Ocean, contain renderings of their

facilities, notices of expansion and plans for remodellings,

as well as descriptions of new or renewed facilities when

they were opened to the public.

The following is a list of references to the real

estate activities of the Schlesinger and Mayer firm,

and the design and construction of Sullivan's building

in contemporary published sources:

THE CARSON-PIRIE-SCOTT BUILDING (Schlesinger and Mayer Store)

Contemporary Accounts

Architectural Record. Perspective Rendering of 1899 9-story
project, Schlesinger and Mayer Store. VIII, April-June,
1899, p. 425.

"Architecture in the Shopping District." Inland Architect
XXXIIII, January, 1900, pp. 46-47.

Bragdon, Claude. "Letters from Louis Sullivan," Architecture
LXIV, July 1931, pp. 7-10.

Burnham Library/University of Illinois Microfilming Project
Art Institute of Chicago, Roll #4: Carson-Pirie-Scott
Working Drawings of November 18, 1898, Frames 345-394.

Carparn, H.A. "The Riddle of the Tall Building," The
Craftsman, April 10, 1896, pp. 196-203, 477-48.
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Chicago Architectural Club. Catalogue of the Twelfth
Annual Exhibition. Chicago, 1899. Perspective render-
ing of 1898 13-story project for the Schlesinger and
Mayer Store, p. 131.

. Catalogue of the 26th Annual
Exhibition, Chicago, 1913. Design for a Medallion in
Rest Room Screen, Schlesinger and Mayer Store, p. 12.

Chicago Daily News. Adversisements and accounts of the
opening of the Schelsinger and Mayer Store:

October 10, 1903, p. 5. Drawing of Lower Corner at
Night.

October 14, 1903, P. 3. Drawing of Corner Entrance.

Chicago Sunday Herald. Accounts of Renovations of old
Schlesinger and Mayer Store:

July 30, 1893, p. 22. Information on property leasing.

Chicago Inter Ocean. Notices of Schlesinger and Mayer
Building Activity:

February 9, 1890, p. 10. Schlesinger and Mayer leases.
July 26, 1981, p. 10. Additions.
August 9, 1891, p. 10. Addition.
May 31, 1896, p. 20. Buys Wabash Avenue land.
July 5, 1896, p. 22. Description, Illustration of
Wabash Avenue Store.

September 5, 1897, p. 21. Addition of 2 storys, State
Street Store.

September 19, 1897, p. 21. Expands State Street land
holdings to No. 145.

January 1, 1898, p. 18. Addition of 2 storys., State
Street store.

March 27, 1898, p. 19. Occupation of 2nd Floor, Silver-
smith Building.

May 29, 1898, p. 20. Early Report on New State Street
Building.

June 5, 1898, p. 20. New Building and Powerhouse; Sul-
livan and Adler.

July 17, 1898, p. 21. Plans.
November 6, 1898, p. 14. Illustrations.
Janaury 1, 1899, p. 9. Plans; Marbles Building built

in stages.
July 30, 1899, p. 31. Property leasing; brickworkers'

strike.
May 7, 1899, p. 19. Leasing of Silversmith Building.

Advertisements/accounts of new store opening:

October 7, 1903, p. 12. Drawing of exterior; listing
of features.
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October
October
October
October
October
October
October

store.
October
October
October
October

day.

8, 1903, p. 12.
9, 1903, p. 12.
10, 1903, p. 12.
11, 1903, p. 8.
12, 1903, p. 11.
13, 1903, p. 12.
14, 1903, p. 7.

14,
15,
16,
17,

1903,
1903,
1903,
1903,

p.
p.
p.
p.

12.
12.
12.
12.

Exterior of corner tower base.
Rendering of building.
Drawing of cafe interior.
Invitation to store opening.
Rendering of first floor.
Review of building.

Account of opening of palatial

Review of building.
Review of building.
Review of building.
Advertisement for children's

Accounts of building sale:

May 15, 1904, p. 5. Selfridge buys store.
June 13, 1904, p. 10. H.G. Selfridge and Company

established.
September 19, 1904, p. 12. Carson-Pirie-Scott moves in.

Chicago Journal

Accounts of Schlesinger and Mayer Store Renovation:

February 8 1890, p. 7.

Advertisements and Account of Store Opening:

1903, p. 10.
1903, p. 10.
1903, p. 10.
1903, p. 10.

1903, p. 10.
1903, p. 2.
1903, p. 10.

1903, p. 10.

Drawing of Corner Tower.

Drawing of Cafe Interior.
Rendering of Store at Night.
"Large Crowds at New Big Store"
Drawing of Show Windows.

Chicago Post

Advertisements for Store Opening:

October 3 1903, p. 8. Drawing of Corner Tower.
October 7 1903.
October 8 1903.
October 9 1903.
October 10 1903. Drawing of Cafe Interior.
October 12 1903.
October 13 1903, p. 3.
October 30 1903, p. 2. Photograph of Restaurant.
November 21 1903. End Page Advertisement.
November 22 1903, p. 16.

October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October

1
7
8
9
10
12
12
13
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Chicago Record-Herald

Advertisements for Store Opening:

October 7 1903, p. 8. Drawing of Madison Street
Entrance.

October 8 1903, p. 8.
October 9 1903, p. 8. Drawing of Corner Entrance.
October 10 1903, p. 8.
October 12 1903, p. 8.
October 13 1908, p. 13.

Chicago Times. Remodeling of original Schlesinger and
Mayer store: January 22, 1881, p. 10.

Chicago Tribune. Accounts of Schlesinger and Mayer build-
ing activity:

June 21, 1885, p. 8. Expansion of store; no architect
mentioned.

March 9, 1890, p. 28. Alteration of store; no architect
mentioned.

May 4, 1890, p. 26. Advertisement illustration of store
to be.

July 26, 1891, p. 10. Schlesinger and Mayer lease new
property.

July 3, 1892, p. 22. Drawing of new entrance on 141
State Street.

May 31, 1896, p. 43. Expansion of Wabash Avenue, Look
elevated trains.

June 28, 1896, p. 39. Leasing of Wabash property; L.H.S.
engaged.

July 5, 1896, p. 38. Illustrated description of Wabash
Avenue project.

August 30, 1896, p. 34. Construction of Wabash Avenue
addition.

September 19, 1897, p. 34. Property leasing, 145 State
Street; 1 story add.

December 26, 1897, p. 8. Advertisement of Wabash Avenue
Bridge.

May 28, 1898, p. 13. New Schlesinger and Mayer store
building.

May 29, 1898, p. 30. Sketch of proposed Schlesinger and
Mayer store.

June 5, 1898, p. 38. Engagement of Dankmar Adler for
powerhouse design.

June 14, 1898, p. 10. Schlesinger and Mayer land sold
to Marshall Field.

July 17, 1898, p. 30. Field buys Schlesinger and Mayer
land.

December 31, 1898, p. 22. Year's review of building
activity.

January 1, 1899. Rendering of new Schlesinger and Mayer
project.
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January 28, 1900. Expansion of project through 145
State Street.

December 28, 1902, p. 40. Demolition of old State
Street corner.

January 4, 1903, p. 6. Description of new foundation
construction.

Advertisements for Schlesinge.r and Mayer store opening:

October 5, 1903, p. 7. "In Seven Days Another 'Largest
Store'.

October 7, 1903, p. 8. Rendering of store with cornu-
copia.

October 8, 1903, p. 14. Rendering of Madison Street
canopy.

October 9, 1903, p. 8. Drawing of restaurant interior.
October 10, 1903, p. 5. Drawing of corner tower.
October 11, 1903, p. 53. Rendering of store with invi-

tation.
October 12, 1903, p. 8. Drawing of street show window

frame.

Construction News. Accounts of Schlesinger and Mayer
building activity:

December 28, 1898, p. 747. Completion of new store
working drawings.

January 11, 1899, p. 42. Construction not yet begun.

Economist (Chicago). Accounts of Schlesinger and Mayer
remodelling of original store:

(1) November 10, 1888, p. 9. Original location of
Carson-Pirie-Scott

(3) February 8, 1890, p. 139. Schlesinger and Mayer
property acquisition.

(3) March 22, 1890, p. 348. Adler and Sullivan alter-
ations to store.

(3) May 24, 1890, p. 651. Planning of levels in State
Street stores.

(4) August 16, 1890, p. 258. Description of Schlesinger
and Mayer store.

(5) January 1, 1891, p. 19. Additions to State Street
stores.

(5) February 21, 1891. Description of Schlesinger and
Mayer expansion.

(15)May 30, 1896, p. 666. Acquisition of new property
on State Street.

(15)June 13, 1896, p. 728-9. Expansion of State Street
stores.

(15)June 27, 1896, p. 789. Completion of renovation
plans.

(16)July 11, 1896, p. 47. Madison Street property
acquisitions.
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(16)August 8, 1896, p. 161-2. Improvement of Schlesinger
and Mayer's.

(16)September 19, 1896, p. 310.
(17)February 20, 1897, p. 190-1. Controversy over

department stores.
(.17)February 27, 1897, p. 224. Leasing of Wabash Avenue

property.
(17)March 13, 1897, p. 274. Additions proposed for

141-3 State Street.
(18)September 18, 1897, p. 319. Addition construction

completed.
(18)December 31, 1897, P. 757. Acquisition of 145 State

Street.
(19)May 28, 1898, p. 612. Sullivan working on building

plans.
(19)June 4, 1898, p. 644. Adler commissioned to design

powerhouse.
(20)July 16, 1898, p. 77. Property acquisition, design

preparation.
(20)July 23, 1898, p. 105. Schlesinger and Mayer

property value.
(20)November 5, 189.8, p. 538. Pe-mit issued for con-

struction.
(20)December 10, 1898, p. 676. Carson-Pirie-Scott

building plans.
(20)December 24, 1898, p. 736. Description of proposed

new store.
(20)December 31, 1898, p. 772. Completion of working

drawings.
(21)February 4, 1899, p. 141. Carson-Pirie-Scott & Co.,

building.
(21)April 8, 1899, p. 423. Awarding of construction

contract.
(21)May 6, 1899, p. 552. Schlesinger and Mayer property

expansion.
(22)October 7, 1899, p. 419. Description of work in

progress.
(22)November 11, 1899, p. 567. Extension of Carson-

Pirie-Scott.
(22)December 9, 1899, p. 685. First section of new

S & M store openeed.
(23)June 30, 1900, p. 778. State Street real estate

developments.
(24)December 8, 1900, p. 659. Carson-Pirie-Scott lease

Relianc Bldg.
(27)March 1, 1902, p. 264. Controversy over store build-

ing height.
(27)April 5, 1902, p. 435. Permit for addition of

upper floors.
(27)June 14, 1902, p. 763. Plan for Schlesinger and

Mayer merger.
(28)August 23, 1902, p. 149. Sullivan developing plans.
(29)March 21, 1903, p. 381. Construction progressing

on corner.
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(29)April 11, 1903, p. 481. Carson-Pirie-Scott expands
property.

(29)April 18, 1903, p. 516. Building of second section
to begin.

(29)May 23, 1903, p. 687. Demolition of existing corner
structure.

(29)May 23, 1903, p. 702. Mayer leases ground at 155
State Street.

(29)June 10, 1903, p. 49. Property negotiations on
State Street.

(29)June 20, 1903, p. 823. David Mayer privately
acquires property.

(29)June 17, 1903, p. 856. Smaller stores lease State
Street space.

(30)July 3, 1903, p. 16-7. Carson-Pirie-Scott property
acquisition.

(30)August 15, 1903, pp. 210-211. Leasing of property
at 155 State Street.

(30)August 22, 1903, p. 242. David Mayer acquires new
properties.

(31)February 20, 1904, p. 254. Basement renovation of
building.

(31)May 14, 1904, p. 1. Selfridge buys Schlesinger and
Mayer.

(31)June 18, 1904, p. 859-60. Sale of Schlesinger and
Mayer lands.

(32)August 13, 1904, pp. 212-3. Selfridge sells to
Carson-Pirie-Scott.

(32)September 24, 1904, p. 407. Carson-Pirie-Scott moves
in.

(32)December 31, 1904, p. 871. Carson-Pirie-Scott expands
property.

(33)January 14, 1905, p. 51. Carson-Pirie-Scott expand
property.

(33)April 1, 1905, p. 461. David Mayer enters real
estate business.

(34)July 22, 1905, p. 131. Mayer finances new office
building.

(36)July 14, 1906, p. 56. Selfridge plans London
department store.

(36)December 8, 1906, p. 881. Madison Street property
transfers.

Fireproof Building Construction; Prominent Buildings Erected
by the George A. Fuller Company. Chicago, 1904. Plans,
illustrations of Schlesinger and Mayer Store Building.

Inland Architect and News Record XLI (5), June 1903.
Photograph of corner and rendering of completed Schlesinger
and Mayer Store.

"The New Schlesinger and Mayer Building, Chicago," Brick-
builder XII(5), May, 1903, pp. 101-104.
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Richard Nickel Committee, Office of John Vinci, A.I.A.,
Chicago. Complete research files including documenta-
tion, photographs, and reproductions of drawings of
the architecture of Adler and Sullivan.

Schlesinger and Mayer. Catalogues for Spring 1889, Spring
and Summer 1890, and 1893. Chicago Historical Society
Collections. Cover illustrations of original store
building.

Sullivan, Louis H. "Sub-structure at the New Schlesinger
and Mayer Store Building," Engineering Record XLVII,
February 21, 1903, pp. 191-196.

Smith, Lyndon P. and Desmond, Henry W. "The Schlesinger
and Mayer Building," Architectural Record XVI, July
1904, pp. 53-67.
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APPENDIX B

DRAWINGS OF THE SCHLESINGER AND MAYER STORE

The principal collection of reproductions of original

drawings for the Schlesinger and Mayer Store is that contained

within the Burnham Library-University of Illinois Architectu-

ral Microfilming Project housed at the Burnham Library, Art

Institute of Chicago. In June 1952, a set of fifty blueprints

of Sullivan's original linen working drawings for the 1898

project for the building was loaned to the Microfilming

Project by the office of Holabird, Root, and Burgee. These

were microfilmed with the blueprints returned to Holabird, Root

and Burgee, where they were subsequently destroyed by water

damage. The original linen drawings, from which the blue-

prints and microfilm copies derive, have not been located,

though they are rumored to exist. The only surviving original

drawing for the project was that for an ornamental cast iron

spandrel in the Frank Lloyd Wright Collection of Louis Sulli-

van drawings at Avery Library (Catalogue No. FLLW/LHS 100),

published with catalogue entry in Paul Sprague, The Drawings

of Louis Henry Sullivan, Princeton 1978, Drawing No. 114. An

alternative dating, attribution, and discussion of the subject

of this sheet is offered in Chapter III, pp. 149-50, which

asserts that the sheet was most likely a preparatory study

by Elmslie for ornamental detail shown on the 1898 microfilmed

working drawings. For the later phase of the project in

1902-03, John Vinci, A.I.A., architect for the restoration of
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the building in 1979, has preserved blue and black line

prints of selected drawings from Sullivan's office. The

original linen sheets from which these prints were made

were in the office of the house architect of Carson-Pirie-

Scott, though these are no longer to be found.

The following is a list of the microfilmed drawings

of the Schlesinger and Mayer Store, Roll No. 4: Adler and

Sullivan & Louis H. Sullivan, Burnham Library/University

of Illinois Architectural Microfilming Project, Burnham

Library, Art Institute of Chicago. Unless otherwise indi-

cated, drawings listed bear the date November 16, 1898.

Microfilm Frame No. Subject of Drawing Scale

345 Floor Plan of Basement Level (1/8"=1')

346 Floor Plan of Street Level

347 Second Floor Plan

348 Third Floor Plan

349 Fourth Floor Plan

350 Fifth Floor Plan

351 Sixth Floor Plan

352 Seventh Floor Plan

353 Eighth Floor Plan

354 Ninth Floor Plan

355 Roof Plan

356 State Street (West) Elevation

357 Madison Street (North) Elevation "

358 Alley (East) Elevation

359 South Elevation

360 Longitudinal (North-South) Section "

361 Transverse (East-West) Section

362 Plan of Corner Show Window and (1/2"=1')
Adjacent Entrance Vestibule
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Microfilm Frame No.

363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373
374

375
376
377
378

379

380

381

382

Subject of Drawing

Elevation of Lower Stories
Corner Show Window

State Street (North) Vestibule
Plan and Section

State Street (South) Vestibule
Plan and Ceiling Plans

State Street (South) Vestibule
Section through Stairway

Madison Street (East) Vestibule
Plan and Elevation

Madison Street (East) Vestibule
Section through Entrance

Elevation of Lower Stories at
East End of Madison Street
Front

Madison Street Canopy Details
Roof Plan, Elevation, and
Section

Main Interior Stairway Plan

Main Interior Stairway Elevation

Main Interior Stairway Section

Southeast Stairway Plan

Southeast Stairway Elevation

Northeast Stairway Plan

Northeast Stairway Elevation

Elevator Enclosure Details
Typical Plan and Elevation
Floors 1-6

Elevator Enclosure Details
Typical Plan and Elevation
Floors 7-9

Women's Toilet Room on Third
Floor Elevation of North and
South Walls

Rounded Corner Details at
Ninth Floor Wall Section
and Exterior Elevation

Rounded Corner Plan at Ninth
Floor Ceiling Plan and Sill
Level Plan

Scale

(1/211=11)

"1

i

I"

"t

"t

"?

"?

"'

"T

"1

"?

(1/)4"-l')
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Microfilm Frame No. Subject of Drawing

383 (Date
12-22-
98)

384 (Date
12-5-
98)

385

386

387

388

389

390

391

392

393
394

Miscellaneous Wall Section
Details,Window Sills, Heads,
and Lower Story Cornice

Roof and Typical Floor Con-
struction, Steel and Clay
Tile Fireproofing Detail

Plan of Upper Floor Window
Showing Assembly of
Mullion and Fixture Details

Section through Upper Window
Head Showing Detail of
Marble Curtain Wall Section

South Wall Construction
Details

East Wall Construction Details

Rounded Corner Base Detail at
Third Floor Plan and Section
of Marble Colonette Base

Rounded Corner Detail of
Curtain Wall Between
Colonette and Windows

Marble Column Base Molding
Detail Ninth Story Window
Sills

Window Head at Ninth Story
Detail Wall Section

Typical Interior Column Plan

Window Sill at Ninth Story
Detail Wall Section

The following is a list of prints of original drawings

for the Schlesinger and Mayer Building in possession of

John Vinci, A.I.A., Chicago. Section numbers refer to the

three sections of the construction. Section 1: East Three

Bays on Madison Street (1899); Section 2: Corner and

Adjacent Three Bays on State and Madison Streets (1903);

Section 3: South Four Bays on State Street (1903).

Scale

(1/2"=1I )

(3t=11)

FULL SIZE

FULL SIZE

9

9

FULL SIZE

FULL SIZE

?

9

FULL SIZE

9
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Subject of Drawing

Mezzanine Level Plan for
Section 3

Roof Plan for Sections
2 and 3

Longitudinal (North-
South) Section for
Section No. 1

State Street (West)
Elevation for
Section 2

Floor and Ceiling
Plan of Corner
Entrance Vestibule

Ceiling Plan and
Elevation of Finishes
in Corner Entrance and
Show Windows

Details of State Street
(South) Vestibule

Plan for Women's Rest
Room, Lavatory, and
Toilet Room in Third
Floor Corner

Interior Elevation of
Women's Rest Room,
Lavatory, and Toilet
Room in Third Floor
Corner

Sections through Women's
Rest Room, Lavatory,
and Toilet Room in
Third Floor Corner

Ceiling Plan and Interior
Elevation of Ornamental
Screen in Third Floor
Rest Room

Interior Elevations of
Trim and Ornamental
Wood Screen in Eighth
Floor Restaurant

Scale

(1/8=1')

(1/8"=1')

(1/8"=1')

(1/8"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

(1/2"=1')

Date(s) on Drawing

November 3 1902
Rev. December 1 1902

October 25 1902
Rev. December 10 1902

April 8 1899

September 15 1902
Rev. October 14 1902

September 15 1902
Rev. January 9 1903

September 15 1902
Rev. January 9 1903

November 10 1902
Rev. January 9 1903

December 24 1902

December 24 1902

December 24 1902

N.D.

June 5(?)/9(?) 1903
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Subject of Drawing

Interior Elevations
and Sections of
Wood Trim in
Eighth Floor
Restaurant

Scale

(1/2"=1')

Date(s) on Drawing

June 6 1903

P.lan and Elevation of
Musicians Stand at
South End of Eighth
Floor Restaurant

Plan, Interior Elevation, (1/211=11)
and Section of Ninth
Floor Corner Rest and
Toilet Rooms

July 27 1903

December 29 1902

Interior Elevation and
Section through Ninth
Floor Corner Rest and
Toilet Rooms

(1/2"=lI ) December 29 1902
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10. Meyer Building. Rendering of Original Project. Source:
Inland Architect and News Record XIX(3), April 1892.

11. Walker Warehouse (1888-89), South Market Street, Chicago.
Adler and Sullivan, Architects. Source: Louis Sullivan,
The Autobiography of an Idea, 1956 Edition.
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12. Chicago Stock Exchange Building (1893-94), Chicago.
Original Project Rendering. Adler and Sullivan,
Architects. Source: Inland Architect and News Record.

13. Ashland Block (1891-92), Chicago. Burnham and Root,
Architects. Source: Carl Condit, The Chicago School
of Architecture, Chicago 1964.

14. Chicago Stock Exchange Building. Detail of Upper Stor-
ies. Source: John Vinci, The Chicago Stock Exchange
Trading Room. Chicago 1977.

15. Frank Lloyd Wright. Project for American Luxfer Prism
Company, Chicago (1894). Source: Henry Russell Hitch-
cock, In the Nature of Materials, New York 1941.

16. Frank Lloyd Wright. Study for American Luxfer Prism
Company Project. Source: The Drawings of Frank Lloyd
Wright.

17. Studebaker Building (1895), Chicago. Solon S. Beman,
Architect. Source: Architectural Reviewer (Chicago)
1(2), March 31, 1897.

18. Studebaker Building. Detail of Wabash Avenue Entrance.
Source: Architectural Reviewer (Chicago) 1(2), March
31, 1897.

19. Bayard Building (1897-98), New York. Louis Sullivan and
Lyndon Smith, Associated Architects. Source: Hugh
Morrison, Louis Sullivan, New York 1935.

20. Bayard Building. Study for Lower Elevation Attributed to
George Elmslie. Source: The Bayard Building (Real
Estate Brochure), New York 1897 (?)

21. Gage Facade (1898-99), Chicago. Louis Sullivan, Archi-
tect. Source: Inland Architect and News Record XXXIII
(2), March 1899.

22. McCormick Improvement on Michigan Avenue. Original
Project of 1898. Source: Chicago Tribune, October 16,
1898.

23. McCormick Building (1898-99), Chicago. Working Drawing
of Upper Elevation. Holabird and Roche, Architects.
Source: Architectural Microfilming Project, Burnham
Library, Art Institute of Chicago.

24. McCormick Building (1898-99), Chicago. Working Drawing
for Ornamental Iron Front. Holabird and Roche, Archi-
tects. Source: Architectural Microfilming Project,
Burnham Library, Art Institute of Chicago.
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25. Gage Facade. Clay Model of Ornamental Iron Spandrel
Panel Above First Floor. Source: Architectural
Annual (Philadelphia) II, 1901.

26. Gage Facade. Study of Ornamental Motif Above Entrance.
(c.1899). Source: Paul Sprague, The Drawings of Louis
Henry Sullivan, Princeton 1978.

27. Ayer (McClurg) Building (1899-1900), Chicago. Holabird
and Roche, Architects. Source: Carl Condit, The
Chicago School of Architecture, Chicago 1964.

28. Ayer Building. Original Project Rendering. Source:
Chicago Tribune LVII, October 2, 1898.

29. Schlesinger and Mayer Building. Original Project Render-
ing of 1898. Source: Chicago Architectural Club,
Twelfth Annual Exhibition Catalogue, Chicago 1899.

30. John D. Van Allen & Sons Store Building (1911-14), Clinton,
Iowa. Construction Photograph. Louis Sullivan, Archi-
tect. Source: Burnham Library, Art Institute of
Chicago.

31. John D. Van Allen & Sons Store Building. Source: Burn-
ham Library, Art Institute of Chicago.

32. John D. Van Allen & Sons Store Building. Detail of Orna-
mental Pier Base. Source: Courtesy of Craig Zabel,
School of Architecture, University of Virginia.

33. John D. Van Allen & Sons Store Building. Temporary
Decoration of South Facade. Source: Burnham Library,
Art Institute of Chicago.

34. John D. Van Allen & Sons Store Building. Interior of
Main Floor. Source: Courtesy of Craig Zabel, School of
Architecture, University of Virginia.
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THE CARSON-PIRIE-SCOTT BUILDING IN CHICAGO

ILLUSTRATIONS
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ILL. 1.-HOME INSURANCE BUILDING. GENERAL VIEW.

W. , B..lennev, Architect.

Fig. 1-3

Chicago.
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Northwest
Quadrant-,

Surveyed 1830

Southwest
Quadrant

Surveyed 1833

Fig. 11-2
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Fig. 11-3
West Side of State Street North of Madison
Widened 60 Feet c.1868

RANDOLPH ST. ST.

--
WASHINGTON ST. ST .

~>

E-4-

nun

4 - 11 O U

WEST MADISON EAST MADISON ST

-4 aite of Bowen
- - -Building 1873

- (Later Carsoti-
e7d Pirie-Scott)

MONROE STREET ST

ADAMS STREE s

ST

East Side of State Street South of Madison
Widened 27 Feet 1870
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11-6
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11-7

Potter Palmer's Store

Y7~V *~v-.p a~~g ~

Lake Street in 1867
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J. W. Taylor Photo
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Fig. 11-29

FR*o ADAMS SmRr, NORTH ON DEARBORN
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Fig. 11-37

Fig. 11-38

('o:,rtcsy of Chicago Historical Sorietv
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Fig. II-43
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Fig. 11-41
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- 615 - 11-42

The Columbus Memorial Building, at the southeast corner of State and Wash-
ington Streets.
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TfE Nt4r MARSHALL. FIELD BUI.DING.

D. H. Burnham & Co., Architects.

11-43

Chicago, Ill.
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!1-47

I

RFLIANCUC uijiS.m~r,-AUrGtT 1. 1894.
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GENERAL VIEW, SHOWING RXMODELING WITH ORNAMENTAI. IRON AND LUXFER PRISMS.
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Original Bowen Building Extending to::129 State Street
Acquired by Schlesinger and Mayer 1881

Two Bay Addition to Bowen Building to 133-135 State Street 1885

Nos. 52-56 Madison Street Leased by Schlesinger and Mayer 1898

Addition of 5th and 6th Stories
through 135 State Street 1890-91

Nos. 137-139 and 141-143 State
- Street Acquired 1890; Addition

of two stories in 1897

,.No. 145 State Street Leased 1897

Properties south through No.145
State Street and east through
No.56 Madison Street Provided
Site for Sullivan's Building
of 1899-1903.
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THIS BUILDING (NINE (9)

YEARS' GROWTH) PORCI-

BLY TYPIFIES THE WON-

DROUS POWER OF LOW

PRICES.

AS IT WILL BE SEPT. 1, 1s9u.

TE NITD MT-

T pRE BikTUiDAY.-.\ND THE OPLN NG

R NEW ANNEX. 7-13' 5TATE-ST.
IMPORTING RETAILERS.
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Fig. 111-6

AMONG A C1TECTA AMD BUILDZUS
Nateuier Empreement Planned fRv a s

mtreet Metai ftore.
Changes are oantemplated by the firm of

Schlesinger A Mayer which will materially
Alter the appearance of their Htate street
store. They have just takes Doneession (if the
store at No. 148 tate street and have titted
it up temporarily while alterations are be.
lng made o the State street froatage. It
tw rumored that leaseholds of the
proetV I the rear of their State street
Lding estendlas through to Wabash avenue

hae been smeured ama that the Arm will have
a frontage on that thoroughfare of ahout 100
feet. Adler A Nullivai have made plans for
an elegant entrance to'bo built into the State
street front at Nos. lit and 14:L The designs
made by them are elaborate and provide for
one of the handsomest vestibuted entranoes
em the street.

S* NU FSar! kr3W isT3nio.
It is to be 40 feet In width and will be about

1 er feet deep. The frame will be of iron
with massive angles. The doorway through

aentrane wil be 26 feet wide and will be
anked by two 7K foot plateglass windows.

A 2'-foo0 platseglas window will extend across
the topot the doors which will be sit in num-
ber. The oor of the vestibule will be of
massi, while the interior fioish will be In oak.
Taettie maim &odr of the building is to be
rearranged and thrown into one large store,
which will be %bout 200 fees long.
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CHICAGO BUSINESS COLLEGE, 1910
D. H. BURNHAM AND COMPANY

f -7
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Fig. III-8

BUILDING FOR SCHLESINGER & MTAYER.
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THE-- E

E C icago Stores WHERE

(PATsIEN9.)

FOR WOfIEN, MISSES AND BOYS
-_ - SOLD...

Wouldn't It be to your advantage to have
NAZARETH WAISTS In Stock?

if you don't
know all about
the Nazareth
Waist for women
and thildren,
write to your
Jobber for
samples.

Jobbers who sell
Nazareth Waists

IN CHICAO,
malahall Field & Co.
C"o,. P ire, Scott &

Co.
Iscob Mever & Bros.
John V.. Farwell Co.

IN ST. LOUIS:
The Ely & Walker Dry

Goods Co. I
The largadine-McKit.

trick r& Goods Co.
Rice. 5ha& & Co.
Wear & Booglher Dry

Goods Co.

CARSON. PIRIS. SCOTT & CO. (Rta.)

Niaa at
NAZAReTH". PA. 52 Leonard St.. New York.
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SKETCH 01I4 SCHLSINGiER MAYER'S PROPOSED $1000,000 BUILDING.
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Fig,.,III-1l

SCHLESINGER & MAYER'S NEW B'ILDING.

Otis Elevators used throughout. Louis H. Sufliwm, AwmMmct.
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SCHLESINGER & MAYER'S PROPOSED NEW STORE.

afte et thew' to be erte at the southeast arnr

BER-M""'- :- ___ - __ _,_ - - - _:: _

Fig. III-15
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Fig. 111-16
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'he new Schlesinger & Mayer 5I,000,000 marble building for which ground will be broken y st
This mercantile palace will be equipped with sixteen Otis Co.'s passenger elevators, the cars to be 4f mahog ny, inlaid, with sllman car finiL&

iance known to science to insure safety, speedi and comfort will be utilized in their construction. --.- .
he Luxfer prisms are to be'used for the entire building, including the sidewalk. The lower two stories of this nodern fry c ds mArt wl Onstory bay window- show rooms, the upper portion of the windows being installed with Luxfer polished cut. prisms, framed in statuary bronzeique and beautiful design. The masonsv above will be treated with a smooth surface, combined with simplicity'of liie and M oulding. On thereet front will be a spacioas porte-cochere and carriage court, so irranged that patrons may drive directly to special elevators All parts of the'. be finished in bronse and San Domingo mahogany. This building will be thoroughly fireprooL - - ::
will be -he efort of SchlesingA Mayer and Arehiteet Sullivan and. Engioesi' Adler to. asake the building the most c mplete of its class[d..-.
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DRY GOODS STORE.
Chicago, Ill.

Fig. III-.17

Louis H. Sullivan, Architect.State and Madison Streets,
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Fig. 111-18
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651 -Fig.III-24
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DETAIL OF THE MAIN ENTRANCE. DOORWAY OF THE CORCORAN GALLERY OF ART.
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Fig. 111-29
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Fig. 111-30
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Fig. 111-31
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MADISON 87XZT LZVATION OF SCIELEBINGRA & MAYR NEW DRY GOODS
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Fig. 111-34
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Fig. 111-36
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Fig. 111-39

Cuurtesy or dlarshall Field & Co. Archives
MARSHALL FIELD & 1:0. IN 1907

VLATL V I
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T&ma*ACparAI sNFu,, P Fittig.o V GENERAL VIEW, SCHLESINGEi MAYER HUILDING, CHICAGO.
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- 672 -Fig. II-45

- -_ -- radIpeN

-Shinther GrMat-Stoy
LI

i%~ il'~ it&-r D r f.
Thr i'nottiing new unde

- the sun," quoth Solomon in hasty /
t ~ pessirnism. (He had never been in

Chcg)In this age, each hour
- /'~of the day, the world over, brings

forth something new for the use or
adornment of the world's children.
Our agents, unit in a vast commer-
cial organization stretching over /-

cull the best fOct -To' 1h. Th4
lay their selections comprehensiely--i
before you. complete facilities are
provided in our beautiful new build-

3 ing for the grand opening of Which-
- you are invited, Monday, Tuesday.

-n Wednesday, Oct:12th.-. 13th,- 14th
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Fig. 111-49

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT STORE, 1899, 1903-4, 1906
Louis SULLIVAN, D. H. BURNHAM AND COMPANY



- 677 - Fig. 111-50

I

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT STORE, SOUTH ADDITION, 1960-61
HOLABmD AND RoOT
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MANUFACTURS5 BUILDING. COLUMBIAN WORLDS RXI'OSITION-GEORG9 I. POST, ARCHITECT.
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Fig. IV-2
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Fig. IV-3

Intenor of the Manufacturers Building
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Fig. IV-5

13 a i 1=1 00 r ".

JOHN YOUNG, A Series of Designsfor Shop Fronu, London 1828, pl. 17
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S683 -Fig. 

IV-6

jFASHIONABLE SHOPPING IN NEW- YORK.
Outside View of Stewarts New Palace in Broadway.

FIRST SECTION OF THE MARBLE PALACE, 280 BROADWAY

From The New York Herald, September :6, 1846
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- 685 - Fig. IV-8

MAGASINS DU BON MARCHE
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- 687 - Fig. IV-20

A Wrnmot MAszAma- FrzLD & COMPANY DVaxNo THR CNLDREN'B SALL

Photographed at 2 O'Clock in the Morning.
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Fig. IV-11

An Art-Nouveau Back Grcund by A. V. Fraser for Marshall Field & Co., Chicago.
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0

THE SHOW WINDOW

By E. V. Softley, for Chas. A. Stevens & Bros., Clsago, ll.
A showing of superb Spring Costumes and Millinery.

liackground, green silk plush, hung in heavy plaits; scroll
above back covered with green plush edged with light puff-
ing in white silks; sunbursts in white china silk; electriclamps incased in cups of fancy crepe paper on face ofscroll: circle in center of scroll contained a half globe, four
feet in diameter, made of purple tissue paper cut into strips

and curled chrysanthemum style; this was lighted by a
cluster of lamps in the rear. The ornate frames at sides
were covered with white felt and the edges gilded. Two
dozen real American beauty roses formed a center-piece;
floor was covered with cream-colored broadcloth. The ex-
hibit of goods were from the finest stocks in the house. One
superb display card; no price cards.

By E. V. Softley, for Chas. A. Steves. & Bros., Chicago, D.
A companion window to the one above described. Here

the mirrored back was shaded with elegant lace curtains
with a piece of violet silk hung loosely between each pair
to break the plain effect. The fancy scroll was covered with
violets, and the top and side edges with foliage. The dome
roof was first covered with white net lace with a violet
backing; violet silk taffeta was used to puff above the cur-
tains; asparagus ferns strung along ceiling; lamps on chan-
debiers mcased in cups of tissue paper of different shades;

fan-shaped plaitings in upper corners were of cream-colored
china silk; one in center was faced with huge half-globe in
heliotrope tissue paper cut and curled in chrysanthemum styleand brilliantly lighted from rear. The goods displayedwere handsome street costumes, with parasols and hats.
The lighting effect of these displays cannot be well described.
The color harmony in both windows was magnificent. The
workmanship in both marked the skill of the experience4trimmer.

Fig. IV-1.
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Vol. XXViII. GIGRGO, JULY 23, 1898.
Fig IV-13
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Shledinger CO Mayer

In 5Dyrn ote Mb LMsSor.

uasctle 1.i a moden ln fsl

.th3Maa yDod as w

In 5 Days Anot er Largest Store.

OUR new building. which will be formally opened Mon-
day, October 12, s a modern building of steel and

tone. twelve stories above ground and three below. It ha
wa old reconstructed. We threw away the old as we
built t. We have the best location. we believe.
Chincao. With our co mmercial advantages this should give
us the best .reunity inChicago to develop another great

store of the g las and like no other.
We built new from top to bottom and all Mal --auda

-IIIwen Not. a detail in=structure- mquiw -9
nint, furnishing. stock or method that
wol facilitate convenience and comfort - --

-- ~~ha. been overlooked. The public is invited- ----
to inspect the result. of thi. large achieve- =:-

- ~~ment on the grand openn day.. Monday, 2 --
Tuesday and Wednesday. October 12th.
13th and 14th. -

.asi'.s.A*--
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Fig. IV-[0

SINTERIOR DECORATION, THE HORN OF PLENTY-BY LWmEanrLEY.
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Fig. IV-16
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Fig. IV- 18
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- 696 - Fig. IV-19

LUXFER PRISMS.
Cut No. I.

Cut No. 1 shows a Luxtr

Prism Plate.

Cut No. 2 shows the Lux-

feiPr-im :Plate as set in

frame or sash.

&
-s ft~{

LUXFER PRISM

COMPANY,

THE ROOKERY. CHICAGO.

Chicago Exhibit.
170 Lake St.

New York Exhibit.
24 Beekman St.

Toronto Exhibit.
58 Yonge St.

Cut No. 2.
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a n,11!m ilill ll- ..-- --....

- I eI

Mode of Laying "Perfection" Walk.



Fig. IV-2]

A DETAIL OF THE GUARANTY BUILDING, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Fig. IV-22
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Fig. IV-23

SKETCH 01 SCHLESINGER & MAYER'S PROPOSED $1,000,000 BUILDING.

N a s s" " ' .'a - . . . 1 C L .e t. no. ,.g :Ph. M ., ~ . b e d . . -O, M , .~ , i a ,

41 saW-6I * tem Vo.. se. , be*g . 6. 6CbIJ es ~ m aia. bgm a .. wb
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Fig. IV-30
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I Fig. IV-31

Another Largest Store "
T H new Schlesinger & Mayer building,-
u~e which wilLbehormally; opened-ne

M6nfday October12th is thenewest
- in Chicago. We believe it- to. be..the most

beautiful. Its location is-generally regarded- a&
the most convenient It has beenequipped- from
rafter to base line with the best that money coul

N 'W' - 1 1 ro. rhvir the manv-ointof-
superior excellence in the buuimg-aremore-aa
matched by the contents..-

Tbc pubc-r inrd &rsee ndajdgeforit thguini gma
days~Mnda, TuesdayaNd Wedvesda Orertb o hUfA& -

* - Dis e eeatureoa the--
n2.Z.ew. ~ -

- -w -im nio S..

- - M1W* M"W

* 1 rainma -

A, I V !, - v-m Al

- amasse-.---,-----.s- -a -,....t.maWIft Flown 04 -- 4er
-%St-
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A HALF CENTURY OF CHICAGO BUILDING Fig.IV-33
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MARSHALL FIELD & CO.'S STORES (old and new)

D. H. Burnham & Co., Architects
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Fig. IV-35

MAIN ENTRANCE OF MARSHALL FIELD'S, SHOWING THE HIGHEST NMONoCLITHS IN THE WORLD
EXCEPT THOSE AT KARNAK.
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will be continued during

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
October 2d. 3d and 4th.

In response to gemot-= =enr of rengies!ntr i an nine our Fnal opening as abov. Many, wey ==ciny, wish the.
additional days so that they and their friends may aganm visit the swe while ian it gala dress. and study in dAtail doom
and dinsions which they find they have passed by. . . . . .. Many- athers have wked this extnsion of time so
that the children could see the store on Saturday. and as this store is emphaically "CM7dras's Headfwarters," we an
particularly pleased to recognsize them in this master. Again, very many from out of town have requested that the

Opening" he continued to permit them to visit the store.

Th. ,ded ,an o Chimes. .a &U a.ilA..dsa thi weak wl nable ninny th sia of peranai f...ad. a..... town
eao l n nai w a in .sursian and sam this a.ibiman."t as a appear durng this exuSrdinary patd.

We beg to note a few of the hundreds or thousands of attractive and unique features of this, the largest store
in the world.

Mana isri . ma a- a n

c-a -_ momf
n . aa t. t.

-".b. - g - Ae

Ct. . aa.., t .... W.. - Mov., a
;. -f th-- . .

There ae but a few, and each amiid he writen of in deal to almo any limt A year cnid be 'peat in thi, ator in aght-
6. and each hour .ald dner a new and interesting featr.

NOTE-The mm - y a to ,iew the stoe is to go furm to thp and walk down inog a er of .ach kear in
ceema. Fin the fasnk Goe down. nelude the henofil Ansers

While the premises are the best that can be erected. while the Eatures are the most carefully thought out and
built, while the opening decorations are attractive in the extreme we wish to emphasize that the real strength of this
business is in the splendid qafi/les lofor merchaadisr and the absolute dependability that our irices are tAr /nest.
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Fig. IV-42
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First Floor Plan.

181' 1'

CARSON, PIRIE, SCOTT & COMPANY BUILDING
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. Fig.IV-4 4

mawmmua

At the Washington Street entrance near State Street fashionable ladies stepped
from carriages and electric broughanis to be welcomed by uniformed greeters.
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Fig. IV-51

State SLreet, Chicago.

Corner Entrance.

THE SCHLESINGER & MAYER BUILDING.
Louis H. Sullivan, Ar2hitect.
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-INTERIOR DE CORATION.-ByJ. J. Mitchell for Weinstock, Lubin & Co.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Fig.IV-52
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Fig. V-53
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Fig. IV-56



- 734 - Fig.IV-57
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Fig. IV-62

RHTA* ClO0ThING rLRWAmASIi AvawNI' ANDb %L.%I~l-0N ';TMRVT, CIhICAGO-, ShOWINGt rUXF{I PRKISM PLATrsIN, Uvi~aIk S~mHII
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Eig. IV-67

Plate No. 3554. Past of the Women's Underwear Section at Marshall Field & Co.'s.

This section is typical of the Field establishment. and, with a few exceptions, all of the show cases are of the
Throughout the entire store the same low shelving is used, type shown here.
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Fig.IV-70

Interior Capitals on 3rd and 4th Floors

Interior Capitals on 1st and 2nd Floors
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Fig. IV-73
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Fig. IV-75

Iron stair balusters, Guaranty Building, Buffalo, N.Y. A ' r & Sullivan,
architects. 189q.
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- 755 - Fig. IV-78

Sawed Wood Screen.

THE SCHLESINGER & MAYER BUILDING.



756 - Fig.IV-79
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A PORTION

CARSON

OF THE REST ROOM (THIRU FLUOR)

PIRIE SCOTT & CO , TrArE ANO MALIsorN Srs.. CHICAGO, ILL.
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O NE of the lrksd feature. of the opeing of our new building wl be the opemg othe restaurant, the grill roam and the tea room. with a meating capacity of 1.000 person.
They o upy the entire 8th ieger. which is probably the most umptuous of its kind to be-
foundlin any mercantile house in America. The Roars are tc.sellated: the holorphores in
the ceiling. sftuded with jewels-: the general ensemble one of recfed

-SimuPlicity. The rich tint. of African onyx. old gold and mahogany arc D'fVCuefeul9 g
blendad in the color scheme. The table Furnishings.-china. silver, eut

gla. and napery-.-re of the finest. In the cuxisine, chefs of the French. .

tho German =n th- native Americanchools wo e pr i plye d Service -

throughout will bs the be#L In providing acces.ories to the dining
room everyt hing for the confart of the patron IM a.'me .aied down -
to the little conveni--~- of home life. Thi. umptuou. dr will be -
thrown -open to the public on the gr6ad opening day. MondaZ

Tesday a8 d Wa--say October 12th. 13th ad 14th. -

i
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ig . IV-87

RETAIL STORE OP THE JAMES H. WALKER CO., WABASH AVENUE AND ADAMS STREET.

WHOr-ma.= WORE o THI JAXs H. WALKER COMPANY, ADAMS AND MARKE'
STREET&.
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Fig. IV-89

Ei PwS 1 I I ! IM 1
MANDEL BROTHERS ANNEX, 1900, 1905
HOLABIRD AND ROCHE
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Fig. IV-90
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. 11'. .aytor Photo

Dedication Day of the World's Columbian Exposition, October 21, 18192. State and Madison Streets.

Fig.IV -2
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Fig. IV-93

The Fair, Chicago.



771 -Fig.IV-94

I.LUMINATION Or BUILDING6 DURLIG THE FLL FMrIVAL.

FESTIVAL DECORATIONS. CHICAGO. 1899 FESTIVAL ARCH. CHICAGO. 1899
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- 773 - Fig. IV-96

If

T o ayst enthegrand' open in
FORMAL OPENING'0 f the ma - D fj

nfcent new-Schlesinger & Mayer bild- nhe n and rwhm ezhibiofa a.wd 1a6-6-aM
ad gowns . memWed i. Cm zeago.

mll take place Monday, Oct 12.A* -
It is a new building throughet.- Its ltics it leek. -*-

upon as the best in Chicago., It has bee= ixtnred. furn3i.L5  .- 4 -

equipped and stocked witik- th-,oalanps af6-i TV.* theop
public the Imaximuinm of couveniencer covmfort' nd....tie -eo
Special arrangements have be=. made to exhibit mafl
beautieS and avantages to the p0blic durialg the grnd i,. n n-d - -y am-a - jo*- - -aaw L--

days. Monday. Tueay and Wed~ezdy. Oct.-12. 13 and 14.-
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- 775 - Fig.V-2

-di

4. Adler & Sullivan, Odd Fellows Temple project, Chicago, 1891 (from The Graphic, courtesy the Chicago Historical Society
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MONADNOCK BUILDING, 1889-91 BURNHAM AND RoOT
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Fig.V-5
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Fig.V-7

Terra-cotta capital, Guaranty Building, Buffalo, N.Y. Adler & Sullivan,
architects. 1895.
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Richard Nickel
Fragment of Terra-cotta Ornament.

Course Running Along Head and Sill of Windows
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3-2" _ 2'-10"

HORIZONTAL SECTION AT BUILDING ADDITION
FLOORS 3-12
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Fig.V-12
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Fig. V-15

u4Lskin Rouen Cathedral gables i854
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Fig.V-16

152. MONTGOMERY WARD WAREHOUSE, 1906-8
SCHMIDT, GARDEN AND MARTIN
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Fig. V-17

VIEW QF BAL.CONV. SCHILLER THEATER, CHICAGO.
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Fig.V-19
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I-,. -Fig. V-20
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Fig. V-21
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- 799 - Fig.V-25

.SCHLESINGER & MAYERS NEW BUILDING. - -

Otis Elevators used throughouL Louis IL Sullivan, Architect.
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Cast-iron spandrel, Schlesinger & Mayer Building, Chicago, Ill.Louis Sullivan, architect. I a".
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Fig.V-30

THE WINSLOW BROS. COMPANY

Detail of Cast-Iron Corner Entrance
STORE OF CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & CO.
CHICAGO

Louis H. SULLIVAN

Architect

PAGE 10
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Fig.V-31

* PJ~

~.

Capital of carved wood, Banquet Hall. Auditorium Building, Chicago, Ill.
Adler & Sullivan, architects. 1890.
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8o6 -Fig. V- 32
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Detail of the Wood-Work.

THE SCHLESINGER & MAYER BUILDING.
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Fig.V-33
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Richard Nickel

Three Patterns Used in the Screen.



Fig.V-34
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Section of Reassembled Screen.
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Diorama du Plan .. Voisin > de Paris. A gauche le Louvre, au fond le SaerE-ceur
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Fig.V-36
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FgSullivan, setback skyscraper city concept, 1891 (fromn The Graphic, courtesy the Chicago Historical Society).
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- 813 - Fig.VI-1



Fig.VI-2

FIRST LEITER BUILDING, 1879 WILLIAM LE BARON JENNEY
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815 - Fig.VI-3
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Fig.VI-6

'I

Auditorium. Chicago. Preliminary design. 1886. (Fuermann)

Atidi-torium. Chicaeu. Prelimirarv fitsign. 1886. (Fuermann)



Fig.VI-7

Mills Building, northeast corner of Montgomery and Bush, San Francisco,
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k11 11fl1 U LLIVAr{ ASSOCIATED
WAIN~iIGH BULDIG, HASKRAMSEYI ARCH ITECT..

Fig.VI-8
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Fig.VI-9

MEYER BUILDING, 1893 ADLER AND SULLIVAN
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Fig.VI-11

IA-

Walker Warehouse, 200-214 South Market
Street, Chicar, 1888-8Q Demolished in 1953.
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Fig.VI-13

ASHLAND BLOCK, 1891-92 BURNHAM AND ROOT
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829 - Fig.VI-17

ILL. S8.--STUDEH AKER BUILDING.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

7 - -- - - -- - .. - -- - -- -- - - -- - - - - -- ---- - - Z;i4

S. S. Beman, Architect.
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ILL. 89.- DITAIL STU DEBAKER BUILDING.

Fig.VI-18
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Fig. VI-19

i.

Bayard Building, New York, 1897-98



Fig .VI-20
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834 Fig.VI-24'

MCCORMICK IILPROVZMZNT IN IUCHTGAN AVENUM..
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CLAY MODEL OF SOME OF MR. SULLIVAN'S ORNAMENT
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Fig.VI-27
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McCLURG BUILDING, 1899-1900 HOLABIRD AND ROCHE
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Fig.VI-28
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Fig.VI-29

SCHLESINGER &' MAYER'S NEW Bl'[DING."'
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